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Introduction
This bibliography has been prepared in parallel with a report on
the state-of-the-art .in network data management and related technology.
Both of these projects are subtasks in the development of a three year re-
search plan to develop networking technology. They are motivated by the need
for a sound review of current technology, including an assessment of future
needs, on which to base future research activities.
Emphasis has been on current ideas and recent work. The reader
will notice few references in the bibliography that are more than seven years
old. However, an attempt has been made to include key review papers which
provide a guide to the older literature. The reader should also be warned
that this bibliography was prepared under severe time constraints, so that
coverage of the literature is not as complete as desired. This is particularly
true in areas which are somewhat peripheral to the main research thrust:
distributed data management. However, at least the key papers on each topic
are included, so that the reader should have no trouble locating relevant
papers which may have been omitted from this list. Future editions of this
bibliography are expected.
In order for these future editions to be complete and up-to-date,
the authors would be grateful to receive copies of any relevant documents
which either have been inadvertently omitted here or have been produced since
this bibliography was prepared.
The bibliography is organized into two sections: a master list
section with all entries arranged alphabetically by author and a second
section with entries arranged in three major topic areas: data management,
network and systems environment, and network application support. Each of
these major areas is divided into subtopics.
The data management area is divided into seven subtopics. The
first includes work on data structures - tabular structures, complex struc-
tures, accessing methods, modeling and evaluation of data organizations and of
complete information systems, etc. Following these references are references
on techniques for handling data efficiently - hashing
,
clustering
,
and
compression . The last subtopics under data management are data languages
(references ranging from languages used to specify physical data structures
to experiments in resolving ambiguities in queries stated in natural language),
data integrity (consistency checking, authorization, problems of concurrent
use, etc.) and file allocation (with particular emphasis on the distribution
of files in a network).
The second large area deals with networks, operating systems, and
the general environment of the distributed data base. The large subtopic
on communications and networks includes an extensive listing of work on
communications technology, network topologies, theoretical network analysis,
and network design. Other subtopics list references on resource allocation
and control (including protocols, flow control, and routing), systems
measurement and analysis
,
network access systems and front-ends
,
and security .
The third large area deals with application support on a network.
It is somewhat arbitrarily divided into three subtopics - user support
(including documentation, mail, and teleconferencing), nar.agenent support
(primarily accounting and aids to project scheduling), and network support
(including subnet maintenance and evaluation)
.
Many of the references, particularly for the third major area, are
working documents from the ARPA network development. These working papers
are identified by their Request For Comments number (RFC --'xxx) and/or their
Network Information Center number (NIC j/xxx) . Items marked with a NIC number
have been archived by the ARPA Network Information Center ((415) 329-0740)
at the Stanford Research Institute's Augmentation Research Center in Menlo
Park, California (94025) . Items marked with an RFC number are included in a
series of Requests for Comments maintained at the NIC by the ARPA Network
Working Group (NWG)
.
The references contain citation data to locate the document, a list
of key phrases enclosed in square brackets, and a short annotation which brief-
ly describes the contents of the document. No attempt has been made to rank
the references by quality or importance.
The subtopic bibliographic lists were computer generated based on
a set of key phrases for each subtopic. In a few cases, some references were
mistakenly included in or excluded from a subtopic. The worst of these mis-
takes were corrected by manipulation of the key phases. However, minor
errors still exist. It is hoped that these will be corrected in future
editions.
This report was the result of a large team effort by research and
clerical staff. Shirley Brown, Pam Leasure, and Sue Haag were responsible
for entering and editing the annotations in the computer system used to print
the bibliographic lists.
Complete Bibliography, Alphabetical by Author
Aaramson/^ N,# "Packet Switching with Sat el I i t es"# AFIPS MCC/ 1973#
pp. 695-702.
LPacket Communi cat ion# Packet Radios Satellite
Communi cat i onD
The history of packet cpmmijnicat i on and the ALOHA Network
are briefly presented. The ALOHA channel capacity and
excess channel capacity results are derived. The
properties of satellite channels are discussed in some
detail/ and current satellite couiun i c at i on experiments in
progress emonq NASA Anes Research Center^ University of
Alaska/" and University of Hawaii are described, A strong
argument is given for a domestic satellite-based packet
network.
Ackerman/ W./ Plummer/^ W./ "An Impleiientation of a
Multiprocessing Computer Systen"/ Proceedings ACM Symposium
on Operating System Principles^ 1967.
[Protection/ Resource Allocation/ Process Synchronization/
Timesharing!
A mult i -orocessi ncj system iTjplemented on a POP-1 is
discussed. Principal design criteria were: supervisor
modularity through independent and synchronous processes;
user mode process control of I/O functions; and an
effective scheme for allocation and protection of system
resources. Protection is implemented by a capability list
(C-list) associated with each computation.
Multi-processing primitives (met a-i nst rue t i ons) / are
discussed in detail i i relation to interrupt handling/
protection/ 1/0/ and process control-
Aho/ A. v./ Denning/ P.J./ Ullman/ J.D./ "Principles of Optimal
Page Replacement"/ JAC1 18/ Jan. 1971.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation/ Paging3
This paper develops a formal statistical model of program
behavior in a paging environment. The paper considers
various paging algorithms and cost relations.
Akkoyunlu/ t./ Bernstein/ A./ Schantz/ R./ "Interprocess
Communication Facilities for Network Operating Systems"/
Computer/ June 1974/ pp. 46-55.
[Inter-process Communication/ PortsD
The desirability of flexible interprocess communication
(IPC) facilities in a network operating system is
established/ and three such facilities are described. They
are Walden^s IPC scheiie (CACM 15/ Apr. 1972)/ DCS
(University of Calif, at Irvine)/ and SBS (State University
of Hey York at Stony 3rook).
Akkoyjnlu^ L.# aernstein/- A.^ Schantz^ R.^ "Software
Co(nT»uni cat i on Across Machine Boundaries"^ IEEE C0MPC0N73^
1973^ pp. 203-205.
Clnterprocess Communication^ Data Port^ Thin Line
Communication^ ^lodularity^ Co-operating Processes]
The software communication facility for an operating system
designed to function as part of a computer network is
described. The facility is implemented as data ports and
allows a process to control information flow between itself
and other objects (e.q.^ files and processes) by usinq a
uniform set of or i mi t i y/es/- without regard to the actual
location of the object in the network.
Akkoyunlu/ R./ bernstein/- A./ SchantZir R.# "An Operating System
for a ^Jetwork Envi romient **r Department of Computer Science^
SUNT at Stony 3rook/ Tech. Rept. tf5.
CFront-end Processor/^ Ports]
This paper describes a layered operating system based on
the inter -process communication techniques of irfalden and
Balzer to be built on a PDP-T5. The system is layered
alonn interesting lines: logical/ data port/ known item/
and user leve Is
.
Alsberg/ P./ Day/ J./ Purdy/ G./ "Automated Resource Sharing on
the ARPA Network"/ Center for Advanced Computation Report/
Univ. of 111./ May 1973.
CAutomated Resource Sharing/ ARPANET/ Distributed Computing/
Security/ Name Space Management/ File Access Protocols/
Process Control Protocols]
The design of a network-based distributed computing system
to take advantage of some unique/ heterogeneous resources
available to the Center for Advanced Computation over the
ARPANET is discussed. Four problems currently impeding the
use of the ARPAMET as a resource sharing utility—network
security/ name space management/ file access protocols/ and
process control protocols/ are discussed. In addition/ a
security coding system to control resource sharing is
desc ri bed.
Alsberg/- P.A.x "Project Dil?Dtus--A Stjdy of Distributed
Connputim"^ Center for Advanced Computation^ University of
Illinois^ Dec. 1973 (draft).
[Distributed Conputina^ Protocols Measurements Process
Controls Data TransferD
The purpose of the Dileotus Project is to study the
fundfimental relationships involved in distributed systems^
to e.Tipi r i ca 1 1 / verify these relationships and to develop
suitable protocols for distriojted coiiputing on the ARPA
fretwork. Df particular interest is the harmonious
co-operation of dissimilar iiachines in a hostile
environment. Each component of the systen must be
suspicious of the correct functioning and good will of its
multiple neiqhbors-
Alsberos P. A./ "Distributed Processing on the ARPA
Net work--Measurement s of the Cost and Performance Tradeoffs
for -Numerical Tasks"/ Proc. Eighth Hawaii Internat'l
Conference of System Sciences^ 1975.
Cf^easur ement / ARPANET/ Resource Sharing/ Perforiance
Benchmar kj
A benchnark of the cost (including network costs) and speed
of a tyoical numerical computation (matrix inversion) for
seven different machiTBs on the ARPANET shows that
distributed computing pays off earlier than first expected.
Rough trends are also given for ooerations such as file
manaqement/ console handling/ bit floggina/ and character
manipulation. This paoer is one of the first to actually
show that distributed computation is cost effective.
Alsberg/ P. A./ Mills/ C./ "The Structure of the ILLIAC IV
Operating System"/ Second ACI Symposium on Operating System
Principles/ Oct. 1969/ pp. 92-96.
[Resource Allocation/ Modularity]
The structure of the ILLIAC IV ooeratinq system is outlined
in relation to system design goals.
Anderberg/ M.R./ "Cluster Analysis for Applications"/ Academic
Press/ 1973.
CData Clustering/ Data Part i t
i
oni ng
J
This book serves as a good introduction and guide to the
literatuure of clustering t
e
chn i
q
ues-- I i nk ed/ hierarchical/
etc. Because of the enormous size of the clustering
literature/ this bibliography will otherwise omit work not
directly dealing with data oase aoplications.
Anderson^ R./- Cert^ V.^ Harslem/> E.^ Heafner^ J.#
Metcalfey R.^ Shoshani^ A.^ White* J./^ Wood*
Report on Proposed Data Reconfiguration Service *
NIC 6715/- April 1971.
CData Reconfiguration* ProtocolD
Hadden* J.^
D.* "Status
RFC 138.
One approach to providing specific data I/O format
adaptation is for those sites with substantial computing
power to offer a data reconfiguration service— a proposed
exa-aple of such a service is described.
Anderson* R.* Cerf*
Metcalfe* R.*
Harslem* E.*^ Heafner* J.* Madden* J.*
Shoshani* A.* White* J Wood* D. Data
Reconfiguration Service--An Imp Lemen tat i on Specification"*
RFC 166* NIC 6780* May 1971.
CData Reconfiguration* Protocol* Language3
This paper gives the specifications of the Data
Reconfiguration Service (DRS)* which is a software
mechanism to reformat Network data streams.
Arden* B.* Boettner* D.* "Measurement and Performance of a
Multiprogramming Systeais"* Proc. Second Symposium on
Operating System Principles* Princeton* 1969* pp. 130-1A6.
CMeasurement * Performance Evaluation!
This paper discusses various measures of performance
performed on the University of Michigan MTS System. The
paper contains some very interesting and helpful graphs and
data of the measurements made.
Arora* S.R.* Dent* W.T.* "Randomized Binary Search Technique"*
CACM 12* 1969* pp. 77-80.
CData Structures* Data Trees3
A natural ordering of records is assumed and a tree
structure is set up (based on the "greater than"* "less
than" binary choice) as the records are received in random
order. A mathematical model for this process is set up and
analyzed .
Arora* S.R.* Gallo*- A.* "The Optimal Organization of
Mult iprogrammed Multi-Level Memory"* Proc- ACM Workshop on
System Performance Evaluation* 1971* op. 104-141.
CMeasurement* Performance Evaluation* Queueing Theory]
This paper combines a cyclic queueing model and a linear
optimization model to investigate cost and throughput
issues. The paper derives several interesting results with
respect to effects of multiprogramming on response time*
cost* and throughput capacity.
Arora^ S.R.^ Gallon A./ "Optimal Sizing/^ Loading^ and Re-loadinq
in a MuLti-le\/el ^lemony Hierarchy System"/^ AFIPS SJCC 38^
1971, pp. 337-344.
CF i I e Al location!
On the assumption of a very simple model (no queueina
delays) the authors "orove" that the most accessed blocks
should be loaded into the fastest memory- An algorithm for
optimal sirinq of the levels (given a typical prograw mix)
is discussed. A unique feature is a paragraph on dynamic
al locat i on.
Artaud/- A./ Nicolas/- J.M./ "An Experimental Query System: Synton",
International Computing Synposiuti, 1973, pp. 557-563.
[Dat a St ructures3
A two level data management system is described. At the
lower level, atoms and relations are used to define
elementary information. At the upper level, axioms are
used to define the data structure.
Ash, W.L., Sibley, E.H., "TRAMP: An Interpretive Associative
Processor with Deductive Capability", Proc. ACM, 196P, pp.
U3-156.
[Associative Processing!
An "associative memory" is used to facilitate operations on
binary relations. A deductive system is implemented using
the binary relations. Hash coding is used to implement the
"associative memory".
Astrahan, M.M., Chamberlin, D.D., "Implementation of a
English Query Language", 13^ Technical Report RJ
[Relational Data System, Query Language!
St ruct ured
U6A, 1974
The implementation of a relational query language, SEQUEL,
is described. It has been implemented using a prototype
interpreter design to minimize accessing operations. The
optimization algorithms are described.
Aupperle, E., "MERIT Computer Network: Hardware Considerations",
Computer Networks, R. Rustin, ed.. Prentice Hall, 1972, pp
49-63.
[MERIT, Centralized System, Distributed System,
Communications Processor, Front End Processor^
Telecommunications!
The configuration chosen for the MERIT Computer Network is
discussed in comparison with alternative choices, and the
direction of future techniques of operation is outlined.
The principal aspects of the hardware— the communications
computer, the telephonic coaraun
i
cat i ons , and the
interfaces— are described in detail.
baiierr R.M./- "PORTS - A Method for Dynamic Int erprogratn
Com-nuni cat i ons and Job Control'^ AFIPS SJCC/ 1971^ pp.
A85-A89.
Clnt er-process Communication^ Thin-line Communi cat i on3
A unified approach to communication between processes and
all entities external to the process is presented. PORTS
is a co-routine-like Jiechanism that permits processes to
obtain input data and produce output results independent of
the source or destination^ respectively.
Daskettx f,r >^unt2^ R.R./- "Queueing Network Models with Different
Classes of Customers"/ IEEE C0MPC0N72-r 1972/ pp. 235-209.
CQueueinri Network/ Network Modeling/ Queueinq Theory/
Network Performance]
Four different types of service centers are handled/ and
steady state equations are obtained- The model includes
considerations for different types of customers with
different priorities. An example which resembles a CPU
with four 1/0 devices is studied/^ and graphs for amount of
utilization of each service center (vs. number of
customers) are given.
Baskin/ H./^ Borgerson/ B./ Roberts/ R . / "PRIME— A Modular
Architecture for Terminal Oriented Systems"/- AFIPS SJCC AO/^
1972/ pp. 431-437.
[Operating System/ Mult i -processi ng/ Security/ Error
Detection/ Error Recovery/- Time Sharing/ Computer Hardware/
Reli abi I i ty3
In this system a basic assu-nption is that failures exist as
a normal occurence/ rather than a special state/- and they
must be treated while continuing as near normal operation
as possible. PRIME is a modular/ canonical system
consisting of n identical subsystems which can process n
independent jobs with a high degree of protection from each
other.
Baskin/ H./ Horowitz/ E./ Tennison/ R./ Rittenhouse/ L./ "A
Modular Computer Sharing System"/ CACM ^2r Oct. 1969/ pp.
551-559.
[Operating System/ Mult i -processi ng/ Security/ Error
Detection/ Error Recovery/ Tiee-shar ino/ Computer
Hardware]
The system organization used is a bank of interchangeable
computers/ each consisting of a memory/processor pair/
which are assigned to process terminal jobs as they arrive.
One computer serves as masterand supervises collection and
distribution of messages from and to remote terminals. In
----lest form/ each conputer has associated with it a disksimp
drive assigned under control of the master computer.
8
bauer/- H.J./> McCredie/- J.W.*- "AMS: A Software Monitor for
Performance Evaluation and Systen Control"^ Proc, First
AnnudL SIGME Synpos i uti/' AC.Mr 1973^ pp. 147-160.
CMeasurement/ Perfor,nance Evaluation^ Load Measures3
This paper describes a software nonitor system that
collects statistics on system load parameters. These
measures are then used to dynamically tune the allocation
of system resources.
BaufDA R.l.^ Hsiao^ D . K . /^ "A Semantic Model for Protection
Mechanisms in the Data 3ase Systeu'V Eighth Hawaii Int'l.
Conf. on Systen Sciences/- 1V7!>^ po. 175-179.
[Access Controls Data Security^
Given a data base/- the relationships which exist between
items in the data base^ and the fact that a certain user is
not to gain knowledge of certain items^ this paper presents
a variety of protection methods which vary in complexity of
implementation and the total amount of information withheld
Bell/ J.R./ "The Quadratic Quotient Method: A Hash Code
Eliminatinq Secondary Clustering"/ CACM 13/ 19^0/ pp.
107-109.
CHashi ng3
This paoer discusses the secondary clustering which occurs
in the quadratic hash method and shows how it may be
eliminated by modifying the method. Both analytical and
empirical comparisons are made with other methods.
Bell/ J.R./ Kaman/ C.H./ "The
1970/ pp. 673-677.
CHashingD
Linear Quotient Hash Code' CACM 13/
This paper presents a new algorithm for handling hashing
collisions as well as computing the original hash address.
The algorithm seems to be simple and efficient and appears
to perform well in si.Tijlation tests. Clustering is not
discussed.
Belsnes/ D./ "Flow Control in Packet Switching Networks"/
Inter rjetwork Working 3 roup Note «/63/ Oct. 19 74.
[Flow Control/ Packet Communication/ Congestion]
A discussion is given of the window scheme/ an end-to-end
untested flow control mechanism/ and their possible
advantages to a network.
Benoit/ J.W.^ Graf -Webs ter^ t . /^ "REX--A Resource Location and
Acquisition Service for the ARPA Computer Network**^ MITRE
Technical Report tt5S7^ January 1974/' MITRE Corp./- ^!cLean^
Va.
[ARPANET/ Command Language/' Distributed Computing/
Documentation/ Network Accounting/ On-line Documentation/
Resource Sharing3
Several existing resource sharinq systems on the ARPANET
are briefly described/ and some basic needs of a resource
sharinq system are discussed- The REX system is described-
REX is a system which allows a user to locate a desired
resource on the net. This is done using local files. No
host-host communication is required.
Bensoussan/ A./ Clingen/ C./ Daley/ R-/ "The MULTICS Virtual
Memory"/ AC^ Second Symposium on Operating Systems
Principles/ October 1969/ pp. 30-A2.
CMULTICS/ Virtual Memory/ Access Control/ Data Sharing/
Segmentation/ Paging/ Address SpaceJ
Design and implementation considerations of segmentation
and paging in VIULTICS are discussed in detail. It is shown
how the YULTICS supervisor/ in conjunction with the GE 645
segmentation and paging hardware/ utilizes the virtual
memo ry
.
"Interfacing an Illinois Plasma Terminal to the
RFC 600/ Nov. 1973.
Berg green/ A./
ARPANET"/
[Graphics/ Intelligent Terminals/ Terminals]
This paper describes the hardware involved for interfacing
a PLATO terminal to the ARPANET- The difficulties arise
from the non-standard nature of the PLATO interface.
Berman/ 6./ Colijn/ A.W. / "A Modified List Technique Allowing
Binary Search"/ CACM 21/ 19/4/ pp. 227-212.
CData Structuring/ Retrieval Strategies!!
This paper proposes a modified linked-list structure/ in
which consecutive list elements are placed in a block of
consecutive memory locations whenever possible. Binary
searches may then be used on these blocks.
Bernstein/ A./ Deflefsen/ G./ Kerrr R./ "Process Control and
Communication"/ ACM Second Symposium on Operating Systems
Principles/ October 1969/ pp. 60-66.
Cint erprocess Communication/ Process Control/ Co-operating
Processes]
The structure of processes within a general purpose
operating system and primitives available for process
control and inter-process communication are described.
10
berra^ P. 3./- "Sone Problems in Associative Processor Applications
to Data Base Manaqement"^ AFIPS Conf. Proceedings 45/' 197A^
pp. 1-5.
CAssociative Memory!
This is a briefs up-to-date review of research into
associative devices and their application to handlinq data
bases .
Betourne^ C./^ Boulenger^ J.^ Ferrie/^ J-# Kaiser^ C.^ Kott^ J.^
Krakowiak/ S,r Mossiere/^ J.^ "Process Management and
Resource Sharing in the Multiaccess System 'ESOPE'"/^ ACM
Second Symposium on Ooerating Systems Principles/^ October
1969, pp. bf'71,,
LResource Sharinq/^ Process Control, Process Synchronization,
File System Design, Virtual Memory, Resource Allocation!
Process management, virtual memory, file system
organization, memory allocation, and user scheduling are
discussed generally in relation to the main desiqn
principles of the multiaccess system ESOPE. No actual
implementation details are given.
Bhushan, A., "Data and File Transfer— Some Measurement Results",
RFC 573, Sept. 1973.
CFile Transfer Protocol, Network Measurement!
This RFC describes results of file transfer measurements on
the ARPANFT between the MIT-DMS system (a PDP-10) and five
other PDP-1U*s on the network (with either TENEX or ITS
operating systems). The measurements are primarily of
transfer rate, response time, cost, and availability.
Bhushan, A., Braden, R., Crowther, W., Harslem, E., Heafner, J.,
McKenzie, A., Melvin, J., Sundberg, R., Watson, R., White,
J., "The Data Transfer Protocol", RFC 26A, MC 7812, Nov.
1971.
CData Transmission, Protocol, Remote Job Entry!
Although it would be oossible to include some or even all
applications in an a 1 1 -i nc lusi ve file transfer protocol, a
separation between data transfer and application functions
may provide flexibility in implementation, and reduce
complexity. The authors have defined a data transfer
protocol (DTP) which should be used for transfer of all
data in file transfer, remote job entry, and other
applications protocols.
11
Bhushani- A.# Ryan^ K,r ''Using HIT-MATHLAB MACSYMA from MIT~DMS
MUDDLE— An Experi-nent in Automated Resource Sharing"^ NIC
#19501
.
CAutomated Resource SharingJ
This paper describes an experiment in nontrivial automated
resource sharing between the MUDDLE system at MIT -D MS and
the MACSYMA system at MIT-MATHLAB in such a manner that the
MUDDLE-user is not required to know anything about the ARPA
Network/ MATHLAB/ or even MACSYMA.
Bhushan/ A.K./- "FTP and Network Mail System"/ RFC ftl,75r Mar 1973.
CMail/ FTP/> User Support3
This paper contains another view of a Network Mail Meeting
held in March/ 1973 (see RFC 469). This paper considers
the points «ade at the aeetinq and their implications to
the File Transfer Protocol. Bhushan discusses access
control/ mail to TIP's/ mail use scenarios/ and other
topics discussed at the meeting. This paper makes a good
companion to Kudlick's discussion of the same ueeting.
Bitzer/ D.L./ Slottow/ H.G./ "The Plasma Display Panel—
A
Digitally Addressable Display with Inherent Memory"/ AFIPS
FJCC/ 1966/ p. 541.
LGraphics/ Terminal Technology/ Terminal^
Written while the plas-na panel was still in an experimental
stage/ this paper describes the operation of that device/
and contrasts it with a CRT screen.
Bjorner/ D./ Codd/ E.F./ Decker!/- K.L./ Traiger/ I.L./ "The
GAMMA-0 n-ary Relational Data Base Interface Specifications
of Objects and Operations"/ IBM Research Report RJ 1200/
1973.
[Relational Data Syste«3
GAMMA-0/ a low level interface for the manipulation of a
relational data base is described. It is intended to be
used as a base for implementing higher level interfaces.
Blanc/ R./ "Availability and Usability of Computer Communication
Networks"/ Seventh Hawaii International Conference on
System Sciences - Subconf erence on Computer Networks/ 1974.
CDistributed System/ Front-end Processor/ Remote Job
EntryD
This paper presents a general survey of some considerations
in network evaluation and selection.
12
Blanc/ P.P./- "Rev/iew of Cosojter Networkinq Technology "# NBS
Technical Note 804^ National Bureau of Standards/- Jan, 1974
CNetwork^ TYMNET/' CYBERNET/- GE Information Services/' MERIT^
ARPANET/ TSS NetworkJ
This report gives a short overview and description of
current network Technology/- then describes and performs
cursory analyses of several existing networks-
Bleier/ R.E./ "Data Definition Standardization"/ ACM SIGFIDtT
Workshop on Data Description/- Access/- and Control/^ 1970# pp
68-86.
[Data Definition LangjaqeD
The data definition languages (DDL) of a few
gene ra I -purpose syste-ns are described. Also/ attributes of
data that should be considered in a standard DDL are
ment ioned .
Bloom/ B.H.^ "Some Techniques and Tradeoffs Affecting Large Data
Base Retrieval Tines"/ Proceedings ACM Twenty Fourth
National Conf.x 1969/ pp. 83-95.
CData Structurino/ File System Design^ Retrieval
St rategi esU
An analysis of ret r
i
eva I -t i me savings from the use of
inverted files is qiven. The corresponding increase in
update time and the fjrther savings that may be
accomplished by compression of the inverted file are also
di scussed.
bobrow/ R./ "An Experimental Data Management System"/ Data Base
Systems/- R. Rustin/- ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/- pp. 125-141.
CData Structures]
It is shown that a relational structure is inherent in EDMS
(Experimental Data Maiagenent System) even though it uses
the object-oriented network viewpoint and not a true
relational point of view. The network viewpoint is
convenient for expressing certain implementation strategies/-
and restrictions on the permissiole network structures
allow efficient search strategies. The relational point of
view makes it possible to express a large number of queries
in a uniform lanouage.
13
Bolt/ Beranek/ and Newman^ Inc./ "Specifications for the
Interconnection of a Host and an IMP'V Report #1822/- Bolt#
Beranek/ and Newman* Inc.* Cambridge* Ma.
[Protocol/ IMP/ l»1P-Host Protocol/ Host-IMP Protocol/
Communications Equipment/ ARPANET/ Packet Communication!
This report describes the physical/ hardware/ and software
environment a computer site must establish to connect to
the ARPANET via a BBN Interface Message Processor.
IMP-HOST and HOST-IMP message leader formats are described
for the implementer of HOST-IMP communications software.
Hardware interface specifications are given for the
implementer of interface hardware. This document is
periodically updated to reflect hardware/software changes
in the IMP.
Booth/ G.M./ "The Use of Distributed Data Bases in Information
Networks"/ First Int'l. Conf. on Computer Comnuni cation/
1972/ pp. 371-376.
[Distributed System/- Data Management Overview!
This paper talks about probleits associated with several
aspects of distributed data bases/ as well as various
solutions to those problems and i sipl icat ions of the
solut ions
.
Bouknight/ W.J./ Grossman/ G.R./ Grothe/ D.M./ "The ARPA Network
Terminal System: A New approach to Network Access"/ Center
for Adv. Comp./ Univ. of 111./ Urbana/ III.
[ARPANET/ Front-end Processor/ Operating Systems!
This paper describes an operating system developed for a
PDP-11 as an access medium to the ARPANET. The layered
system uses a line-switched oriented interprocess
communication method between special processes designed to
handle multiple users in a unique way-
Boyce/ R.F./ Chamberlin/ D.D./ "Using a Structured English Query
Language as a Data Definition Facility"/ IBM Research
Report RJ 1318/ 1973.
[Data Definition Language!
A data definition language for a relational data base is
proposed. Included are facilities for specifying alternate
views of the data* rules for data conversion/ and integrity
constraints-
lA
Boyce^ R.F./- Chamberlin^ D . D , /- Manner^ "I.M./^ Klnq/^ ii.f,^
"Specifying Queries as Relational Expressions"^ Proc.
SIGPLAN-SI6IR Interface Meeting* 1975* pp. 31-38.
CQuery Languages/ Relational TheoryJ
ACM
The authors present SQUARE/- a set oriented data sublanguage
SQUARE attempts to mi.Tiic hoM people use tables to obtain
i format ion
.
Bracchi/ G./ Fedeli/ A./ Paolini/ A./ "A Language for a
Relational Data Base 'Management System"* Proc. Sixth Annual
Princeton Conf. on Information Sciences and Systems* 1972*
pp. 84-92.
CRelational Query Language3
This paper illustrates COLARD* which is a non-procedural
language for defining* creating* maintaining* updating and
querying a relational data base* which is viewed as a
collection of time-varying relations of assorted degrees.
The generalized set theoretical operators for manipulating
hierarchical relations are discussed. Language statements
refer only to the user's logical data representation and
are independent of underlying data base management system
technology .
braden* R.* "Interim NETRJS Specifications"* RFC 189* NIC 7133*
July 1971.
CData Transfer* Protocol* NETRJSJ
This document describes the operation and protocol of the
remote job entry service to CCN's 360 nodel 91. The
interim protocol described will be implemented as a
production service and it will be superseded in a few
months by a revised NETRJS which would bring the data
transfer protocol of NETRJS into complete conformity with
the proposed Data Transfer Protocol (DTP).
Bressler* R.* "Interprocess Communication on the ARPA Computer
Network"* MIT Civil Engineering ^\S Thesis* June 1971.
CInt er-process Communication* Co-operating Processes*
Resource Sharing* Time Sharing* IMP* NCP* Socket* Flow
Control* ARPANET]
The development of a Network Control Program (NCP) for the
ITS PDP-10 ti?nesharing system is outlined- The
relationship between the I/O structure of a time sharing
system and the network as an I/O device is defined.
Finally* the control commands and the choice of sockets as
the mapping device for the link soace is examined and
suggestions for improveiient in the NCP are given.
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bressler^ R . -f "Free File Transfer"^ RFC AS?/- Apr. 1973.
CAccess Controls Accojnting# FTP# Security3
This RFC discusses briefly an access control and accounting
oroblem inherent i rv a network where each host does its own
user validation. Also see RFC*s 501 and 505.
Bressler^ R.^ Guida/^ R.^ Mc<en2ie# A.r
Protocol"^ RFC 407/ Oct. 1972.
CProtocol/- FTP/ RJE/ ^iETRJS]
'Remote Job Entry
This document defines the present ARPANET RJE protocol.
The document is slightly inaccurate in that it has not been
revised to conform to the newer FTP (see RFC's 542 and A60)
an:i is based on the older FTP described in RFC 354. This
protocol orovides a good example of what a network RJE
facility should provide-
Bressler/ R./ Murohy/ D . / Walden/ 0./ **A Proposed Experiment with
a Message Switching Protocol"/ RFC 333/ NIC 9926/ *lay 1972.
CMessage Switched Protocol/ Protocol/ Communications/
Host-Host Protocol/ NCP]
A message switching protocol (MSP) is a system whose
function is to switch messages among its ports. The
authors propose/ as an aside to network development using
the current NCPs/ to rethink the design of NCP-level
software beginning with a consideration of MSPs. The
organization of the lowest level host-host protocol in the
ARPA Network around MSPs/ and how this organization would
affect the implementation of host software/ is described.
Bressler/ R./ Thomas/ R./ "Inter-Entity Communication— An
Experiment"/ RFC 441/ Jan- 1973.
CResource Sharing/ User Support]
This paoer describes highly successful early attempts on
the ARPANET to develop techniques of user-user
communication. The experiment allowed a user to "find"
another user if he was on any other machine on the network
participating in the exoerinent. He was also able to talk
to the user/ show the user what he was doing/ etc- The
experiment was performed between the PDP-10 at MIT-DMCG and
the various PDP-10 TENEX systems.
British Post Office/ "Experimental Packet Switched Service"/
Issue 3/ January 1974.
CPacket Communication/ Protocol/ Distributed System/ EPSS3
A detailed specification of the British Post Office
experimental packet switched data communication service is
given.
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Browne/' P./ Steinauer/- D.^ **h ?1ode L for Access Control**^ ACM
SI6FIDET Workshop on Data Description/^ Access and Control/-
197Wpp. 241-Z62.
[Access Control/^ Resojrce Sharinq/ Authorization^
Protection^
The problems of aut hor i Zdt i on for a multiple-user resource
sharing data processing system are discussed. The
requirements for the access of objects (e.g./^ terainals^
users/ programs/ etc.) to other oDjects are covered in some
detail. A model for access control is developed which
combines the tiilitary-type level (tree-structured)
classification and a cateqory or clique classification. No
discussion is given of efficiency/- issues of identification/
or other advantages and disadvantages of the model.
Bryant G.E./ Shemer/ J.E.^ "The UTS Ti«e-Sharinq System:
Performance and Evaluation"^ Proc. Second Symposium on
Operating System Principles^ Princeton/ 1969/ pp. 147-158.
C Measurement/^ Performance Evaluation]
The paper develops a set of statistics that can be used in
conjunction with a mathematical model to allow dynamic
tuninq of the system. The flodel itself is based on a
cyclic queue arranemeat.
Buchholz/ W.# "A Synthetic Job for Weasjring System Performance**^
IBM Sys. Journal 8/ No. A^ 1969/- op. 309-318.
CMeasurement / Performance Evaluation/ Synthetic JobsD
This paper describes the advantages and disadvantages of
synthetic benchmarks versus traditional benchmarks. A
parameterized synthetic program is developed that
effectively exercises both 1/0 and coaput at
i
onal functions.
Burroughs Corp.^ "Work Flow Language User's Manual'*^ Burroughs
Corp.^ 1973.
CConmand Language^ User Supports
This document describes the imp lementat ion . of a job control
language. WFL designers have done many things correctly in
providing a clear/ easy to use AL30L-like language that
should be inspected by any designer of a job stream
language .
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Buzen/ J.^ "Analysis oi Systeii Bottlenecks Usino a Queueing
Network '"lodel'V SIGUPS /i<orkshop on System) Performance
Evaluation^ ACV, April 1971^ pp. 82-103.
CSysteu Per + o rmanc e^ Queueina Theory/' Traffic Analysis3
A model of a single control processor and multiple 1/0
processors is studied (central server "nodel). All services
are assumed exponential and the njmber of customers is a
constant/ M/ correspondinq to the nunnper of partitions in
the system. Steady-state probabilities of utilization of
each processor are obtained as well as queue lengths-
Systern perforrtance is eval.uated and t.ottlenecks defined.
Cady/^ G.M./- "Computation and Cofrmjnication Trade-off Studies: An
Analytical Model of Coaouter NetJO-rks"/ Proc. WESCON Conf./
1972/ pp. 1-12.
C^easurement / Performance Evaluation/ Queueinq Theory^
Simulation!
The author develoos a comprehensive Todel of a computer
network comoinim the attributes of the hosts and the
communications subnet. The article primarily discusses the
assumptions and theory on which the model is built-
Calvin/ J.O./ "The Design and Implementation of an Interactive
Teleconferencing Environment"/ Underoraduate Thesis/ Case
Western Reserve Univ./ 'lay 1974.
CTe
I
econf e renc i nq/ ARPANETJ
This paoer describes the design and implementation of a
network teleconferencing protocol and server for the
ARPANET. The protocol and its inoleajentation (for the
PDP-10 Tenex) constitjtes one of the most sophisticated
teleconferencing syste-ns developed to date.
Campbell D.J./ Heffner ^./ "Measurement anc^ Analysis of Large
Operating Systems during System Development"/ AFIPS FJCC/
1968/ pp. 9U3-91A.
C'^easurement / Performance Evaluation!
The article describes the kind of me asur events that are
part of the GCOS III System. The approach taken is
basically heuristic. The article discusses the parameters
Tieasured and the experience qained/ but ^nakes no attempt to
draw any general conclusions from the measurements. It
appears that the analysis is as heuristic as the choice of
measures. The primary value of this paper is that it
presents a good view of the rather rich abilities to
measure the GCOS systeii.
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Cantor^ D.6./ Gerla^ M . /• "The Optimal Routing of Messages in a
Computer Network via Mathematical Progrannming"^ Proc. IEEE
C0MPC0N72^ 1972x pp. 167-17U.
CRoutingJ
The problea of finding the optiaal mates for messages in a
message-switched computer network is treated as a
non-linear mult i commodi t y flow problem. An exact solution
is produced by this scheme which is not susceptible to
limitations isiposed by heuristic schemes.
Selection of File Organization—
A
Cardenas^ A.F.^ "Evaluation and
Model and Systen'V CACM ^6, 1973^ pp. 540-548
CData Structurinq^ Data Accessing]
This paper briefly discusses a simulation system for
estimating storage costs and average retrieval times/ given
parameters characterizing the data base/ query complexity/
and the storage device. A number of test results on real
data bases are summarized. Structures compared were of the
inverted file/ uultilist/ and doubly -chained tree types.
Casey/ R.G./ "Allocation of Copies of a File in an Information
Network"/ AFIPS Conference Proceedings 40/ 1972/ pp.
617-625.
CFi le Al locat ion3
A model is set up to assign a file to network nodes based
on minimizing the total update / query /storage costs. The
number of file copies is a variaole. An efficient search
procedure is developed to find the true minimum/ and
heuristics for "good" solutions are discussed.
Casey/ R.G./ "Design of Tree Networks for Distributed Data"/
AFIPS Conference Proceedings 42/ 1973/ pp. 251-257.
EFile Allocation/ Network TopologyD
This paper combines techniques for network design and
Casey's file allocation algorithm (Casey/ 1972) into a
single algorithm for design of the network and allocation
of the files/ when information on data bases and their
usage is known in advance.
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Casey/ R.G./ "Design of Tree Structures for Efficient Queryinq"/-
CACM 16/ 19/3/ pp. 5A9-556.
10 at a Structuring/ Data Partitioning/ Data Trees/ Search
Trees/ Data Clusterina]
An alqarithn for desi:5ninq a near-opt i -nal tree structure
for data is given. Ootimality is defined in terms of total
minimum search-oath Length tor a given set of queries.
Some pre-clusterin.n of the data (usina information on which
records are retrieved to'^ether) is suiqested to make the
approach more practical for large files.
Cerf/ v./ "The Current Flow-Control Scheie for IMPSYS"/ RFC AA2/
NIC 13/'7A/ Jan. 1973.
CIMP/ Flow Control/ C onmuni cat i ons . Sut>sy st em / ARPANET/
Traf fie Cent rolD
The ARPA.NtT IMP flow control as of Jan 1973 is presented in
an understandable for-n. The control was intended to
eliminate unnecessary retransmissions of packets when the
net is under heavy load and to increase net bandwidth. The
strategy involves multiole acknowledgements piggy-backed
onto data packets between two 1»1PS.
Cerf/ v./ "An Assessment of ARPANET Protocols"/ RFC 635/ Apr.
1974.
ClMP-li^P Protocol/ Host-Host Protocol/ Network
PerformanceJ
This paper discusses some of the theoretical and practial
aspects of the ARPA irp-lMP and Host-Host protocols. Of
major importance are problems such as packet re-assembly/
retransmission/ and duplicate detection. The author makes
recommendations for new protocols based on past experience
Cerf/ v./ Dalai/ Y./ Sunshine/ C./ "Specification of Internet
Transmission Control Program"/ Inter Network Working Group
Paper n72^ 1974.
[Host-Host Protocol/ IPC/ Flow Control]
This paoer provides a detailed description of the Internet
protocol and the control program necessary to implement it.
The paper covers the oroblems of reconnect i on/ flow controls
and measurement in the environment of the new protocol.
The document is a guide to implementers of the protocol.
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Cerf^ V,^ Kahn^ R./^ "Host and Process Level Protocols for
Internetwork Communi cat i on"^ Inter Network Working Group
Draft Report/> July 1973.
CHost-Host Protocol/^ Flow Control/^ Reliability]
This paper describes the inter-network protocol developed
by the inter -network working group- The protocol provides
clean handling of process-process communication and flow
control. It can best be described as a hybrid
message-switch protocol.
Cerf# v./- Naylor/- W./- "Selected ARPA Network Measurement
Experiments"/ Proc. IEEE C0MPC0N72/ 1972/ pp. 201-20A.
[ARPANET/ Routing/ Flow ControlD
This paper analyzes the cost of multipacket message
re-assembly in the ARPANET IMP. This paper represents
argument for the reservation of the correct number of
re-asseubly buffers in the destination IMP,
an
Chai/ D.T./ "Language Considerations for Information Management
Systems"/ Proc. ACM# 197A/ pp. 443-450.
[Natural Language!
Arguments against using English as the query language for
information management systems are preseted- The difficult
problem is determining the intended meanin^g of the request.
Chamberlin/^ D.D./ Boyce/ R.F./ "SEQUEL: A Structured English
Query Language**/ IBM Research Report RJ 1394/ 1974.
[Relational Query Language!
A structured English query language for accessing a
relational data base is presented. Queries are formulated
as set-oriented table look-ups rather than selecting a row
at a tine.
Chambers/ J.M./ "A User-controlled Synchronization Method"/ IBM
SI60PS/ 1974/ pp. 16-25.
[Deadlock Prevention/ Process Synchronization!
This paper discusses a method of inter-process
communication by which processes can request resources/
find out whether those resources have been received/ and
detect deadlock without ever necessaily being blocked.
This allows the processes to possibly take alternative
actions when the requested resources are not currently
avai lable.
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Chandler/ A./ Adai>s/ C./ Barry/ P./ Dewis/ I./ Hammond/ N./
Migginson/ P./ John/ R./ Olejniczak/ J./ "Report of the
Higher Level Protocol i^orking Group"/ 1 nt erNetwork tforkin(
Group Protocols Note ^6/ Aug. 6/ 197A.
[Protocol/ EPSS/ Interactive Terminal Protocol/ FTP/ RJE/
Data Transfer Protocol]
Specifications are given for four high level
protocols--Inter active Terminal Protocol (ITP)/ File
Transfer Protocol (FTP)/ Remote Job Entry Protocol (RJE)/
and Data Transfer Protocol (DTP)— for the Experimental
Packet Switched Service (EPSS).
Chandra/ A.N./ "Some Considerations in the Design of Homogeneous
Distributed Data Bases"/ Proc. IEEE C0MPC0N73/ 1973/ pp.
185-186.
[Distributed System/ Data Management Overview]
This paper briefly discusses many of the problems
associated with the design of a distributed data base which
is to reside on a homogeneous network.
Chen/ P.P.S./ "Optimal File Allocation in ^ulti-level Storaoe
Systems"/ AFIPS Conference Proceedings 42/ 1973/ pp.
277-283.
[File A I locat i on3
A model for a multi-level storage system (for a central
processor) is set up and several optimization problems (e.g
minimization of total storage cost with a mean response
time constraint) are discussed. Inclusion of queueing
delays make the model more realistic than that of earlier
analyses. Algorithms are included.
Chen/ P.P.S./ Mealy/ G.H./ "Optimal Allocation of Files with
Individual Response Time Requirements"/ Proc, Seventh
Annual Princeton Conf. on Information Sciences and Systems/
pp.1 -A
.
CFi le Al locat ion]
This work is similar to that reported in Chen (1973)/
except that different response time constraints may be
assigned to individual files- A branch-and-bound algorithm
is proposed.
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Chesson^ G.L./^ "Communication and Control in
Proceedings AC^^ 1974^ pp. i>09-3U.
CInter process ComTJunicationJ
a Cluster Network
A communications scheme for an interconnected network of
processors typified by short-delay communications^ local
memory/ and software controlled scheduling/ resource
allocation/ and interprocess communication/ is described.
The scheme permits a arogram to use all the available
mult i process i nq power it needs while yieldinq the same
results if operated with one processor.
Chien/ R-T./ vjark/ E . A . /- •*A Document Storage Method Based on
Polarized Distance"/ JACM ^1/ 1974/^ pp. 2 3 3-24 5.
[File Allocation/ Clustering/ Retrieval Strategies]
Documents are clustered according to "weiqht" or number of
non-zero terms in their binary index vectors- Theorems are
developed to determine which clusters should be searched
for a given query. A brief analysis compares the uethod
with linear and inverted filing schemes.
Childs/ D.L./ "Feasibility of a Set-Theoretic Data Structure"/
IFIP Congress 68/ 196B/ pp. 420-430.
CSet Theoretic Data Structures]
Many problems dealing with arbitrarily related data can be
expedited on a digital computer by a storage structure
which allows rapid execution of operations within and
between sets of datum names. The structure should be
general enough that the sets involved may be unrest ri cted#
and the set of operations should oe general in nature.
These problems are resolved in this paper by the
introduction of the "complex" concept which also allows
natural extension of properties of binary relations to
properties of general relations.
Childs/ D.L./ "Description of a Set-Theoretic Data Structure"/
AFIPS FJCC/ 1968/ pp. 557-564.
CSet Theoretic Data Structures]
Data which are not intrinsically related have to be
expressed (stored) in such a way as to define the way in
which they are related before any data structure is
applicable. Since any relation can be expressed in set
theory as a set of ordered pairs/ and since set theory
provides a wealth of operations for dealing with relations/
a set-theoretic data structure appears reasonable-
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Chu/ W.W./ "File Allocation in a Multiple Computer System*'^
Trans. Computers C-18^ Oct. 1969^ pp. 885-889.
CFile Allocation^
IEEE
A model is set up and the author shows hoy an optimal file
allocation may be obtained as the solution to a linear
integer (zero-one) programming problem- The zero-one
variables to be determined indicate whether or not a given
file resides in a given processor. Use of the approach
seems limited to situations where the number of processors
and the number of files are small.
Chu^ W.W.^ "Optimal File Allocation in a Cosaputer Network"/
Computer Communications Networks/- N, Abramson and F. Kuo/
eds./ Prentice HalU 1973/ pp. 82-9A.
LF i I e Al locat ion3
The technique here is basically the same as in Chu (1969)/
but the model is extended to include redundant file copies
in order to achieve a prescribed level of file availability
Chu/ W.W./ Ohlmacher/ 6./ "Avoiding Deadlock in Distributed Data
Bases"/ Proc. ACR/ 1974/ pp. 156-160.
CAccess Control/ Data Base Integrity/ Deadlock Prevention/
Distributed SystemJ
This paper discusses three methods of deadlock prevention
or detection based on availability of prior knowledge of
file use by a process/ and whether files are pre- or
demand-allocated. Ways of implementing all three
techniques on a distributed network are presented.
Cocanower/ A./ "MERIT Computer System: Software Considerations"/
Computer Networks/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp-
65-77.
CTraffic Control/ RERIT/ Process Synchronization/
Inter-process Communication/ Communications Processor/
Front End Processor/ »lul t i-t ask i ng/ Semaphores3
The programming considerations for the MERIT Computer
Network are described briefly with respect to host and
communication computer philosophy/ organization/ component
description and function/ operating system design/ and
traffic regulation. Isnplement at i on difficulties and
potential user problems are discussed.
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CODASYL/ "An Information Algebra"/ CACM 4/ April 1962# pp.
190-204.
CData Languages]
This reoort represents the results of the first phase of
the work of the Language Structure Group. The goal of this
work is to arrive at a proper structure for a
machine-independent problem-defining language at the
systems level of data processing. The report is based on
the mathematical ijodel "An Infomation Algebra"/ developed
prinarily by R. 3os3k, A philosophy for the professional
people who are vitally concerned with providing a working
lanqua.je for the systems analyst's use is presented.
CODASYL Data Base Task Group/ "April 1971 Report"/ AC«/ New York
City/ Apri I 1971 .
CData Description Language/ Data lanipulation Language!
The DoTG is concerned with the sharinci of data management
by multiple applications. It proposes a technique for
superimposing a view (sub-scheiia) on the data base and a
language to manipulate the data.
Codd/ E.F./ "A Relational Model of Data for Large Shared Data
Banks"/ CACM 15/ June 1970/ pp. 577-5^7 ,
CRelational TheoryJ
The author proposes the relational model of data for use in
data banks. It is hooed that this model will provide a
simple and complete view of data usable by a large
community of users.
Codd/ E.F./ "Further Normalization of the Data Base Relational
Model"/ Data Base Syseus/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prent i ce-Ha 1 1#
1972/ pp. 125-141.
CRelational TheoryD
Simplifications are proposed for the relational model which
will remove certain update anomalies and provide a more
consi stent view.
Codd/ E.F. Normalized Data Base Structure: A Brief Tutorial"/
ACM SIGFIDET Workshop on Data Description/ Access/ and
Control/ 1971/ pp. 1-17.
CRelational Structures!
This tutorial discusses the relational view of data and
techniques to simplify data base relations by normalization
25
Codd/- E.F.x "A Database Sublanguage Founded on the Relational
Calculus'^ ACM SI6F1DET Workshop on Data Description/^
Access/' and Control/ 1971/ pp. 35-68.
CQuery Languages!
The author describes ALPHA/ a data base sublanguage founded
on the relational calcjlus/ and compares it with other data
base sublanguages.
Codd/ E.F./ "Seven Steps to Rendezvous with the Casual User"/
Proc. IFIP TC-2 Working Conference on Data Base. Management
Syst ems/ 1974.
CQuery Languages/ Relational TheoryD
The underlying concepts of a natural English query language
are described. It is assumed that the user will not
correctly state his query on his first attempt and it is
the responsibility of the system to help him rephrase the
query.
Codd/ E.F./ "Recent Investigations in Relational Data Base
Systems"/ I3M Research Report RJ 1385/ April 1974.
[Relational Theory]
An overview of the relational approach to data Ranagement
is presented. Included in the overview are recent advances
in relational theory/ and areas which require investigation
Codd/ E.F./ "Relational Completeness of a Data Sublanguage"/ Data
Base Systems/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp.
65-98.
CQuery Languages]
A relational algebra which operates on Codd's model of a
relational data base is defined and shown to be complete.
A relational calculus is defined and an algorithm is given
to map the calculus onto the algebra. The calculus and
algebra are compared in terms of ease of augmentation/
search optimization/ authorization capability/ and
closeness to natural language-
Coffman/ E.G. /Jr./ Eve/ J./ "File Structures Using Hashing
Functions"/ CACM 13/ 1970/ pp. 427-432/ 436.
CData Structures/ Data Trees3
This paper suggests that keys be transformed through a
hashing function into binary strings/ following which the
strings may be used in the usual ways to generate
binary-tree structured data.
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Cole^ G./' "Computer Network Vleasurement s : Techniques and
Experiments"^ UCL A-E N3-71 65 / UCLA^ October 1971.
[Measurements Traffic Analysis/^ '^odeLino3
The develop-iient of a ^easureiient capability and the
utilization of this capability to create (and iteratively
improve) analytic models of network behavior as well as
true system parameters is discussed.
Collier/" *l,'ri,r •'Asynchronous Interactions on Shared Data**^ IBM
SIGOPSa 1974.
LUeadlock Prevention/^ Process Sync hroni zat ion3
If the hardware on which a program is to be run has
uni nt cr rupt able instructions for manipulating the memory
referenced by two processes/ then those processes can be
written so that they can both reference memory without
hindering each other.
Collmeyers A. a Sherner^ J. s" Analysis of Retrieval Performance
for Selected file Oroanization Techniques *V AFIPS 57 r pp.
?01-210.
CRetrieval Strategies/ Data Structures]
Models for three basic types of indexing—spatial^ tabular^^
and calculated-- are developed and analyzed.
Computer Communications Groups •*Datapac Standard Network Access
Protocol"^ Trans-Canada Telephone System^ Nov. 1974.
CHost-Host Protocol/ Imp-Host Protocols Datapac3
This paoer discusses in detail the characteristics of the
node to host and host to host protocols in the Bell Canada
Datapac network.
Constant/ ii.L./ Seeley^ P.L./ "Cowput er-Medi at ed Huiaan
Communications in an Air Traffic Control Environment: A
Preliminary Design"/ Computer Communication: Impacts and
Implications/ Proc. First ICCC/ S. Winkler/ ed./ 1972.
CTet econf erenci ng3
The air traffic controller is required to be not only a
manager and decision T>aker but also a data processor/
manipulator/ and recorder in addition to a data
transmission device. This paper discusses the use of the
computer to relieve the load on the controller.
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CottoriA I./^ "Network Manage "nent Survey'*/ Seventh Hawaii
International Conference on System Sciences - Subconference
on Computer Networks/ 197A.
CNetwork Manage-nent/ ARPANhT/ MhRIT/ TYMNETl
A brief comparison in table format is presented of
management practices for the ftRPANET/ MERIT/ TUCC/ Oregon
State/ and Tynnet net/^orks. All information is from
reference material.
Coulouris/ G./ Ev/ans/ J./ Mitchell/ R./
Addressing in Data Bases"/ Comp. J
CContent Addressing 3
Toward Content
15/ ^ay 1972/ pp. 95-98.
A data base is required to hold two classes of information:
values/ and relations between values. A "content
addressed" system in which records are specified by the
properties of the data items they contain is proposed. The
characteristics and performance of existing data base
manaqeTient systems are discussed and evaluated/ and some
benefits to be expected frou hardware-aided
content-addressing systems are identified. An approach to
the design of a hardware-aided content-addressed file
system is proposed.
Crocker/ D./ "Proposed Network Virtual Pathname"/
[FTP/ ARPANET]
RFC 615/ 1974.
This is a preliminary definition of a syntax for a
network-wide pathname for files on the ARPANET. The paper
presents no discussion and is meant to elicit discussion
amongst designers- The paper has been replaced by RFC 645
Kudlick/ M.Crocker/ 0./ Day/ J./ Hill/ A./
Defining and Evaluating a Network
available through NIC/ Jan. 1974.
[User Support]
Considerations in
Service"/ USING Note
This paper was prepared for USINR as a guideline for
servers and the quality of service. Points addressed are
system stability/ availability/ reliability/ documentation/
file system maintenance/ etc.
Crocker/ D./ Neiger/ N./ Feinler/ J./ Iseli/ J./ "ARPANET Users
Interest Group Meeting"/ RFC 585/ Nov. 1973.
[User Support]
This RFC reports the first meeting of USING and the
problems it set about to address- These problems/ e.g./
documentation and consulting/ user standard interfaces/
user feedback mechanisws/ accounting/ etc./ are highly
relevant to any heterogeneous network-
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Crocker^ D.^ Postelx J./ "Thouahts on the Mail Protocol Proposed
in RFC 52A", RFC 339^ July 1973.
C^ail^ User Support^
This RFC is one of the critiques of White's Mail Protocol.
The paper liakes several points* some of a minor nature* on
the protocol produced by White* and suggests improvements.
Crocker* S.* Heafner* J.* Metcalfe* R.* Postel* J.*
"Function-oriented Protocols for the ARPA Computer Network"*
AFIPS SJCC* 1972* pp. 271-279.
[ARPANET* Protocol* Interprocess Cor.imunicationD
A brief description is given of low level protocols which
make up the cowtiunications subnet of the ARPANET. The use
of remote interactive systeTis through high level
function-oriented protocols— such as FTP* TELNET* and
RJE--is discussed.
Crouch* D.O.* "A Process for Reducing Cluster Representations and
Retrieval Costs"* Proc. ACM 1973* pp. 224-227.
COata Clustering* Retrieval Strategies3
This is another paper on the technique of clustering
documents for retrieval by cluster representative. (cf-
Jardine and van Rijsbergen* 1971). This paper addresses
the proDlem of compress ng the cluster "representatives" in
order to reduce storage and search costs. The author
claims effective retrieval after ninety per cent
compress ion
.
Crowther* IJ.* Heart* F.* McKenzie* A.* McQuillan* J.* Walden* D.*
"Report on Network Design Issues"* InterNetwork Working
Group Note «6A* Oct. 51* 1974.
CFlow Control* Store and Forward Networks* Network
Interconnection* Nett/ork Design* Packet Communication*
ARPANET* Deadlock]
Packet switching design issues-'-desi gn requirements/
message processing by the subnet; single packet messages
only; packet size; lock-ups; i nter reference; and other bugs
and short comings--are discussed* especially as they relate
to the ARPA Network.
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Currey/ J.E.^ "Tablet Handling in an Interactive Graphics
Environment"/- Computer Display Review/- Keydata Corp.^
Watertorin/^ Mass.
CGraphics^ Man-nachine ComTiuni cat i on3
A "user-t rai nabl e" taolet input system is described. An
exandple of a circuit design session using user-defined
input symbols for entering and editing coiaponents is given
Daley^ R . /^ Dennis/^ J.^ "Virtual ^temory/- Processes^ and Sharing in
MULTICS"/ CACM lU May 1968a pp. 306-312.
CMULTICS/- Virtual Memory^ Data Sharing^ Dynamic Linkinq^
Multi -programming A Storage Manage nent^ Storage Hierarchies/^
Resource Sharing^ Secjrity3
«
Basic concepts involved in the design cf the MULTICS
operating system^ such as processesA address spacer and
virtual memory^ are introduced and defined- Procedure and
data sharing is discussed and the dynaTiic transformation of
symbolic references into virtual machine addresses is
described in detail.
DateA C.A HopewellA P. a "Storage Structure and Physical Data
Independence "a ACM SIoFIDET Workshop on Data DescriptionA
AccessA and ControlA 1971a pp. 139-168.
[Relational Data StructuresJ
The results of an investigation into the feasibility of
physical data independence in a data base system are
presented- The questionA "Given a third normal form data
pictureA to what extent may the storage structure change?''^
is answered by first defining and explaining a number of
concepts and using these concepts to illustrate some
possible storage structures for a sample data base.
DateA C.J. A HopewellA P. a "File Definition and Logical Data
Independence"A ACW SIGFIDET Workshop on Data DescriptionA
Access/ and ControlA 1971a pp. 117-138.
CDatalndependenceJ
An interface between applications program and data base
which provides for logical and physical data independence
is described. The minimum requirements for a language that
manipulates this interface are given.
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Davidson^ J . /^ "An Echoinq Strategy for Satellite links"*^
NIC 10599, June, 1972.
[Satellite Communication, Telnet Protocol]
RFC Z57,
This document is a description of a technique for reducing
the apparent echoing delay experienced by terminal users
when the echoinq is being performed over a long-delay, e.g.#
satellite path. These ideas were essentially implemented
in the second version of the ARPANET TELNET protocol
(Remote Controlled Transmission and Echoina Option).
Davies, D., "The Principles of a Data Communication Network for
Computers and Remote Peripherals", IFIPS 68, North Holland
Pub Co., 1969, pp. 709-715.
CStore and Forward Networks, Packet Coiftmuni cat i onD
An outline for a store-and-f orward common-carrier data
network is proposed.
Davies, D., 3artlett, K., Scantlebury, R,, y^ilkinson. P., "A
Digital Com.-runicationMetwork for Corrputers Giving Rapid
Response at Reniote Temi nal s", ACM Symposium on Operating
System Principles, October 1967.
[Store and Forward Neworks, Common Carrier Data Network,
Network Design, Packet Communication, Time Sharing]
A design for a common-carrier data network is described.
Topics include link design, node design, message
transmission, software organization, network performance
estimates and node performance estimates.
Davies, D.W., Barber, D.L.A., "Communication Networks for
Computers", John Wiley and Sons, 1973.
[ARPANET, Communications, Error Detection, Error Recovery,
Flow Control, Network Bandwidth, Network Design, Packet
Communication Analysis, Routing]
A comprehensive text dealing with most aspects of computer
networks from the basic coRnmuni cat i ons hardware up to
network software. The detail is severe on some data
communications techniques.
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beanr A.rJr./ "Data Privacy and Integrity Requirements for
On-line Data Management Systems"/ ACM SIGFIDET »/orkshop on
Data Description/ Access/ and Control/ 1971/ pp. ?79-298.
[Data Security/ Data Integrity^
This paper identifies the data privacy and integrity
capabilities required oy an online data manac,ement system.
The overall operation of an online data management system/
the hardi^are/ operating software/ and application software
of an online data management system are described in terms
of the data privacy and integrity capabilities to be
supplied by each of these parts of a system.
Dearnley/ P./ "A l^odel of a Sel f -Ornani zino Data Manaqetnent
System"/ Comp. J. 17/ Jan. 1974/ op. 13-16.
CData StructurinqA Data Reconfiguration/ Automatic Data
St ructur ina J
This follows up on the ideas in Stocker and Dearnley (1973)/
giving some details on implementation and reporting on an
actual test
.
Dearnley/ P. A./ "The Operation of a Model Se I
f
-Ornani z i ng Data
Management System"/ CoTiputer J. 17/- 1974/ pp. 205-210.
CData Structuring/ Data Reconfiguration/ Automatic Data
St ructur inq
J
This paoer/ a continuation of earlier work/ reports on more
extensive trials of the system/ including cost analyses.
Defiore/ C./ 8erra/ P./^ "A
Associative Memory"/
CCotent Addressing]
Data Management System Utilizing an
AFIPS 42/ 1973/ pp. 181-187.
The utilization of an associative schemata for solving data
management problems is described. Advantages include few
superimposed additional structures for machine
representation and the need for indexing is eliminated. No
directories are required so overhead is kept at a minimum
and updating can be accomplished as rapidly as queries.
The major disadvatage is the cost of the hardware as a
result of more complex , I ogi c .
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DeFiore/ C.R./^ StiLlman^ N.J.^ Berra/ P./ "Associative Techniques
in the Solution of Data Management Problems "a Proc. ACM/-
^97^r pp. 28-36.
LPelational Data Systeu^ Content AddressingJ
This paper is concerned with the development of data
management systems fron an associative point of view. The
design utilizes relational set theory applied to
information systems. The basic notion involves the
mathematical t ransf ofnat ion of hierarchical structures of
n-ary relations into associative normal form (ANF>. This
transformation preserves the information content while at
the same time allowing the information to be manipulated by
an associative Temory in a .Tiore efficient manner than is
possible on 3 random access memory.
Denning^ P. J./- "A Statistical Model for Console Behavior in
Multi^user Computers"^ CAC^ ^^, 1968/ pp. 605-612.
Cf^easurement^ Performance Evaluation^ Statistics/ Queueing
Theo ry
3
This paper develops a highly useful model for console
behavior that answers questions relevant to the number of
blocked processes/ buffer requirements/ rate processes can
execute/ et c
.
Denning/ P-J,/ Eisenstein/ 5. A,/- ''St a t i st i ca I Methods in
Perforinance Evaluation"/ Proc. ACM Workshop on System
Performance Evalation^ 1971/ pp. 284-307.
CMeasur ement / Performance Evaluation/ Statistics]
This paper applies the principles of estimation theory to
the development of a theory for performance evaluation and
resource allocation. The statistical characterization is
discussed with reference to bias/ convergence/ and
responsiveness of the parameter.
Dennis/ J.B./ "On the Exchange of Data"/ ACM SIGFIDET Workshop on
Data Description/ Access/ and Control/ 1970/ pp
EData Definition Language/ Data Structures]
41-66.
This paper addresses the problem of moving data between
computer installations/- which may differ in their hardware/
software/ or program libraries and data files-
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/ E./ Chow/ V.^ Schneider^ M.^ "Loosely Coupled Systems"^
iputer Sciences Technical Report #187 a University of
z ^ ^ t. u ^ z ^ ^^ I.. I.. 1071
Desaut els
Compi
Wisconsin at Madison/' July 1973.
EFront-end Processor^ Time Sharin-:!/^ Intelliqent Terminal!)
An outline is given of a current investigation into costs
and benefits of couplinq a snail time sharing system to a
large mu 1 1 i -proq rammed systeti. Directions of research
include the use of the small system as an "intelligent**
terminal or a front-end processor.
Despres^ P . ^ Guinaudeau^ P.a "RCP-'-The Experimental
Packet-Switched Data Transmission Service of the French
PTT"/ Inter Network Working Group General Note U67f Aug.
1974.
CPacket CoTj^nuni cat ion^ Store and Forward Networks^ Virtual
Memory Flow Control3
An experimental packet-switched data transmission networks
based on the use of virtual circuits^ is described.
Detailed information is given on the network hardware
configuration/ network commands^ and protocols for virtual
ci rcui t switching.
Deutsch/ P.L.A "Cross-country Network 3andwidth"/' RFC 567^ NIC
18970^ Sept. 1973.
CARPANETa Traffic Analysis/^ Network BandwidthD
This paper presents a very brief analysis attributing
network peak loads to the undue delays in the cross country
echoing of characters over ARPA?»iET.
Oljkstra^ fc.W.# "Hierarchical Ordering of Sequential Processes"/'
Acta Informatica 1/ Spr i nger-Ver lag^ 1971/ pp. 115-138.
Cf^lul t i -programmi ng/ Process Synchronizat i on^ Interprocess
Communi cat i on3
This paper introduces the concept of "layered" design of
operating systems. It then discusses the semaphore^ a
mechanism used by "virtual machines" or processes to
guarantee mutual exclusion from critical sections and
effect synchronization of "consumers" and "producers" of a
consumable resource. A problem of mutual exclusion called
the "five dining philosophers" is discussed and a solution
proposed .
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Dijlcstra/- E.W.# "A Class of Allocation Strategies Inducing
Bounded Delays Only'V AFIPS SJCC# 1972.
CResource Sharing/ Mu 1 1 i -programmi ng/- Process
Sync hronizationJ
A set of conditions and an allocation strategy are
presented that prevent starvation in any of a set of
processes coupetinq for a set of resources-
Dijkstra^ E.V.^ "Co-operating Sequential Processes'*^ Programming
Languages/ F. Genuys/ ed.x Academic Press/ New York 1968.
CResource Sharing/ Mul t i -program-ni nu/ iProcess
Synchronization/ Interprocess Con-nunicat ion/ SeeaphoreD
This paper describes the general problems encountered by
co-operating sequential processes and some specific
solutions. A set of primitives to effect co-ordination
between co-operating sequential processes is motivated and
developed. These primitives/ the P and V operations on an
object called a semaphore/ are discussed in detail with
examples. Co-operation using status variables/ with
semaphores providing i^jtual exclusion/^ to permit more
arbitrary co-ordination than semaphores allow is also
described. Finally/ the banker's alqorithm/ a deadlock
prevention scheme/ is motivated and described.
Dodd/ G.^ "Elements of Data Management Systems"/ Computer Surveys/
June 1959.
CDatd Management Overview3
A description is given of the basic types of data
management techniques/ as well as the relation of each to
the hardware on which it is used. Then it is shown how
these basic elements can be used as building blocks to
describe and build more complex data management systems.
Finally/ there is a discussion of languages used for
prograntning data management systens.
Dostert/ B.H./ Thompson/ F.3./ **How Features Resolve Syntactic
Ambiguity"/ Proc. Symposium on Information Storage and
Retrieval/ ACM/ 1971/ pp. 19-32.
CNatural Language^
Techniques for resolving ambiguities in natural language
using the context of the ambiguity are discussed.
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Earley^ J-^ "Toward an Understanding of Data Structures"^
^97^, pp. 617-627.
CData Structures^ Access PathsD
CACM U#
This paper describes a formalism for describing both data
structures and their implementation/ in the sense that
access paths are explicitly represented in the formalism.
The work is preliminar)'; an elaborate matheRatical
construct is only hinted at and nany problems for further
study are given.
Earley^ J. a "On the Semantics of Data Structures"^ Data Base
Systems^ R. Rusting ed.^ Pr ent i ce-Ha 1 1 ^ 1972/- pp. 23-32.
CData Languages!
Some ideas about what properties a'language should have in
order to deal with data structures is presented. There are
three levels of description of data structures which should
be handled: 1) the i tipl ementat i on (machine) level/ 2) a
logical (semantic) level in which access paths are
specified explicitly^ and 3) a logical level in which only
the relationships between data items are specified.
Elias/ P./ "Efficient Storage and Retrieval by Content and
Address of Static Files"/ JACM 21/ 1974/ pp. 246-260.
[Retrieval Strategies]
This is a highly theoretical paper dealing with a file of
fixed-length binary words and siaple query types. Lower
bounds on measures of bits stored and bits accessed per
query are given and algorithms approaching those bounds are
presented.
Ellis/ M.E./ Nelson/ K.H./ "A Data Description Language for
Hierarchical Data Files"/ ACM SIGFIDET Workshop on Data
Descriotion/ Access/ and Control/ 1970/ pp. 87-106.
CData Description Language]
The paper begins with a discussion of the objectives and
restrictions of the language/ continues with a complete
language description/ and concludes with remarks on the
language processor and extensions to the language.
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Engles/ R.w.^ "A Tutorial on Data Base Organization"/ Annual
Review in Automatic Prog ramm i ng^ Vol. 7 Part Ir 1972^ pp.
1-64.
[File System Desiqn^ Data Independence^ Data Structurinql
The first section of the report is an i nt roduc t i on# which
includes data nanaqement history^ trends/^ and t ermi no logy /
the second section presents a theory of operational data
based on the notions of entity sets and data maps; the
third section is an exposition of data base desiqn^
emphasizing structure/^ search^ and maintenance; the fourth
section shows why data independence is a necessary feature
of a viable data base system.
Engles/ R.w./ "An Analysis of the April 1971 Data Base Task Group
Report"/ ACM SIGFIDET »Jorkshop on Data Description/ Access/
and Control/ 1971/ pp. 69-91.
CL-ata Structures/ Data Definition Language/ Data
Manipulation LanguageJ
The strengths and weaknesses of the D3T6 report are
discussed. Suggestions are then presented for some of its
probl eijs .
Estrin/ G./ Kleinrock L./ "Models and Measurements for
Time -shared Computer Utilities-"/ Proc. Conf. ACMa 1967/ pp
85-96.
CMeasurement/ Performance Evaluation/ Queueinq Theory]
This paper is a very good survey of the predicted
characteristics of queueinq theory models of time sharing
systems and the results of several measurement projects of
such systems. The validity of the models with respect to
the measurements is discussed..
Fabry/ R.S./ "Dynamic Verification of Operating System Decisions"/
CACM 16/ Nov. 1973/ p. 659.
COperating System/ Data Security/ Error Detection^
Prot ec t i onD
A description of Berkeley's PRIME system is given.
Protection against "Leakage" of data due to operating
system failure is provided by software-firmware redundancy.
Key decisions (e.a./ process creation/ page
allocate/deallocate/ messages) made by software must go
through/ and be verified by/ the firmware.
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Farber/^ D,^ "Networks:
1972/ pp. 36-40.
CNetwork3
An Int roducti on**# Datamation 18# April
This article gives an overview of this expanding field by
examining seven typical networks: ARPA/ CYBERNET/ DCSa
MERIT/ OCTOPUS/ TSS/ and TVCC.
Farber/ D./ "Data Ring Oriented Computer Networks*'/ Computer
Networks/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp. 73-93.
[Distributed System/ DCS/ Error Detection/ Error Correction^
Process Synchronization/ Ring Network^
A general discussion of broadband communications systems/
with a detailed discussion of a particular distributed
system known as a data ring/ is presented in the context of
its application to computer networks- The functional
advantages as well as the technical difficulties in the
implementation and use of the data ring are discussed,
(author abstract)
Farber/ D./ Larson/ K./ "The System Architecture of the
Distributed Computer System— The Communications System"/
Computer Communications Networks 5 Teletraffic/ J. Fox/ ed./
1972/ pp. 21-27.
[DCS/ Distributed System Technology/ Broadcast Mode/
Protocol/ Error Detection/ Error Correction/ Ring NetworkD
The Distributed Computer System (DCS) is a data
communications ring. The communications protocols are
described and the advantages are given for addressing
mesages to processes/ removing a message from the ring only
at the originating Ring Interface/ and message sequencing.
Error detection and correction are also discussed.
Farber/ D./ Larson/ K./ "The Structure of a Distributed Computing
System— Software"/ Computer Communications Networks and
Teletraffic/ J. Fox/ ed./ 1972/ pp. 539-5A5.
CDCS/ Ring Network/ Protocol/ Distributed Network
Technology/ Inter-process Communication/ Process
Synchronization/ Ring Protocols3
A general description of the design ooals and hardware
topology of the Distributed Computing System (DCS) is given
It is shown how they shaped the operating system. A
description is given of the level structure of the
operating system. Future plans for the network are
presented.
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Farber/- D.J./^ "The Structure of a Distributed Computer
System— The Distributed File System'% First Int'l Conf. on
Computer Cowmuni cat i ons# Oct. 19^2^ pp. 364-370.
LDi str i buted System^ File System Design^ Networks DCS3
The DCS is a distributed computer system in which resource
allocation is handled by the processes bartering with one
another directly rather than through a central processor.
This paper discusses the file system on the DCS/- which has
properties such that losing any processor does not affect
any files not stored on that processor^ and moving a file
from one processor to another in no way affects the user's
view of how to access the file.
Fehder/ P.L.r "The Representation-Independent Lanuage^ Part 1:
Introduction and Subsetting Operation"/- IBM Research Report
RJ 1121/ 19/2.
CQuery Languages]
RIL/ a query language for specifying transactions in the
context of an entity-set-structured data base^ is described
Boolean expressions and temporary variables are used to
subset entity sets-
Feldman^ J. A./ Rovner^ P.D.^ "An Algol-Based Associative
Language"/ CACM 12/ Aug. 1969/ pp. 439-AA9.
CContent Addressing]
A language in which items are addressed by partial content
instead of address is described. Until associative
memories become econoTi ca 1 1 y feasible/ the data structures
are implemented using hashing techniques.
Finkel/ R.A./ Bentley/ J.L./ "Quad Trees: A Data Structure for
Retrieval on Composite Keys"/ Acta Informatica 3/ 1974/ pp
1-9.
CData Structures/ Retrieval Strategies]
Data are often structjred into a binary tree on the basis
of the ordered values of one key. A "quad tree" is an
analogous structure based on the values of two keys.
Fletcher/ J./ "OCTOPUS Communications Structure"/ Seventh Annual
IEEE Computer Society International Conference (COMPCON 73)/
1972/ pp. 21-23.
COCTOPUS/ Message Transmission/ File Transfer]
A general description is given of the OCTOPUS compter
network and its underlying subnetwork structure. Message
transmission and file transfer as a means of communication
over the subnets are briefly discussed.
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Florentin/^ J.J.^ "Consistenc/ Auditing of Databases"/ Couputer
Journal ^7r Jan. 1974/ pp. 52-58..
CData Base Integrity^
This paper discusses an approach for checking the
consistency of the information in a data base/ by requiring
that every transaction be allowed to happen only if it will
not cause the data to violate specified mathematical rules.
Foley/ J./ Brownlee/ E./ **A Model of Distributed Processing in
Computer Networks with Application to Satellite Graphics"/
Paper submitted to IFIP Congress/ 19?'4.
[Distributed Conputinq/ Graphics/ Time Sharing/ Resource
Allocation/ ModelingJ
An optimization model of distributed processing in computer
networks is developed with respect to response time.
Fralick/ S.C./ Brandin/ D.H./ Kuo/ F.F./ Harrison/ C./ "Digital
Terminals for Packet 3roadcast i ng"/ Draft Report/ Stanford
Research Institute/ 1975.
CPacket Radio/ Time Sharing/ Packet Communi cat ionsD
This report describes some of the major considerations in
the construction of small packet radio terminals. The
radio transceiver/ processor/ and input-output devices are
discussed. The Aloha Integrated Control it built at the
University of Hawaii and an experimental unit being built
at at Stanford Research Institute are discussed.
Fralick/ S.C./ Garrett/ J.C./ "Technological Considerations for
Packet Radio Networks"/ Draft Report/ Stanford Research
Institute/ 1975.
CPacket Communications/ Packet Radio3
This 'paper discusses the applications of current technology
to radio packet-switched systems/ particularly to repeaters
The signal strength required for reliable transmission of
data i s di scussed.
Frank/ H./ "Optinal Design of Computer Networks"/ Computer
Networks/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp. 167-183-
CCentralized System/ Distributed System/ Traffic Analysis/
Routing/ Network Design]
The design of both centralized and decentralized computer
networks is considered/ with particular emphasis on layout/
link capacity assignment/ delay analysis/ and network route
selection. Both general design problems and specific
computational results are discussed.
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Franks H.^ Chou^ w.^ "Network Properties of the ARPA Computer
Net"^ Networks 4/^ John Wiley & Sons/ Inc./ 1974/ pp.
213-239.
CARPANET/ Network Bandwidth/ Packet Conmuni cation
Analysi sD
This paper starts with an overview of ARPA network
techniques. Throughput and cost analyses are carried out
for a variety of topoloqical/ cost/ traffic/ and line speed
criteria. Reliability analyses are also made/ with the
primary objective of minimizing cost while maintaining
rel i abi I i ty ,
Frank/ H,/ Chou/ W./ "TopolDgical Optimization of Computer
Networks"/ lEFE 60/ Nov. 1972/ pp. 1385-1397.
CNetwork Design/ rjetwork Topology/ Centralized System/
Distributed Computer Metwork/ ARPANET/ Reliability/ Network
Bandwidth]
Modeling/ analysis and design problems/ and methodologies
for centralized and distributed computer-communication
networks are discussed. The basic problem is to specify
the location and capacity of each communication link within
the network. The design objective is to provide a low-cost
network which satisfies constraints of response time/
throughput/ reliaoility/ and other parameters. (author's
abst ract )
.
Frank/ H./ Frisch/ I.T./ Chou/ W./ "Topological Considerations in
the Design of the ARPA Computer Network"/ AFIPS SJCC/ 1970/
pp. 581-587.
CARPANET/ Network Design/ Network Topology/ Reliability/
Routing/ NetworkD
A design algorithm to establish where links should be
established within the ARPA network is given. The
algorithm presented obtains a local optimum. Some
constraints are included in the decision/ such as route
selection/ capacity assignment/ link delay/ etc. A graph
of cost against throughput is presented to aid in choosing
between local optima.
Frank/ H./ Frisch/ I.T./ Van Slyke/ R./ Chou/ W.S./ "Optimal
Design of Centralized Computer Networks"/ Networks 1/ 1971#
pp. 43-57.
CCentralized System/ Network Topology/ Network Bandwidth/
Network Modeling/ Network Performance Optimization]
A design approach for centralized computer networks is
presented. An algorithm to decide link capacities for an
arbitrary cost structure is given and an example is studied
An algorithm to find locally optiiial topologic solutions
for the network is shown and an example given.
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Franks H.^ Kleinrock/- L . / Kahn^ R.E.^ •Computer Communication
Network Desi gn--Expe ri en ce with Theory and Practice"/- AFIPS
SJCC 40/. 1972^ pp. 255-270.
CDist ri buted System TechnoLogy/^ ?^essage Switching/- Network
Design^ Store and Forward Communications^ Resource Sharing/^
ARPANLT/ Network Topology/ ^odetinq^ Flow Control/ Routing/
Error Detection-^ Error Reco\/ery3
Major problems relating to I^^P design/ topological design^
and network modeling on the ARPA network are discussed and
the major design techniques which have evolved to deal with
them are given.
frank/. R.L.^ Yamaquchi/ K.r "A Model for a Generalized Data
Access •^ethod'V AFIPS Conference Proceedings A3/ 197A^ pp.
45-52.
CData Accessing/ Inforaiation System Modeling]
This is 3 preliiJinary plan for a general information system
model. The scheme is to have a set of data-independent
access algorithms/- driven by a high level language in which
access methods may be described. Methods may then be
tested/- evaluated/^ and compared by simulation.
Freibergs/^ I.F./ ''The Dynamic Behavior of Programs"^ AFIPS FJCC^
1968/. DP. 1163-1167.
CMeasurement /• Performance Evaluation/ PaqingD
This paper discusses program behavior (time between
supervisor call/ page requirements/- etc.) for several
classes of jobs (Fortran/ Cobol/ string manipulation/^
simulation/- etc.) fron observations of job mixes on an IBM
7044. Several interesting findings indicate that long
compute sequences are rare and page requirements between
supervisor calls are on the order of two or three pages.
This leads the author to conclude that a "one page on
demand" strategy should be prohibitively expensive.
Friedman/ T.D. 'The Authorization Problem in Shared Files IBM
Systems Journal 9a No. 4/- 1970.
[Authorization/ Data Accessing^ Data Security/ Privacy/-
Security 3
The author develops a scheme for controlling access to data
at the per-field level which can withstand almost all
attempts at circumvention/- with small effects to response
time.
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Gazis^ D.C./ "Modeling and D^timal Control of Conaested
Transportation Systenis"/ Networks ^r 1974^ pp. 113-12A,
tQueueinq Theory/^ Traffic Analysis^ Store and Forward
Net works3
An approach is discussed for the modeling of congested
transportation systems as st ore-and-f orward networks^
analogous to coTimuni cat i on networks.
Gelenbey £./> Tiberio/> P.r Boekhorst^ J.C.A.^ "Page Size in
Demand-Paqi ng Systems"/- Proc, First Annual SI6ME Symposium/^
1973, pp. 1-12.
EMeasurement /^ Performance Evaluation/^ PagingD
This paoer discusses the pr'oblea of page size determination
in demand paging systems. The effect of page size on
various system perforTiance fieasures is reviewed in detail.
The paper also discusses the wasted space -time integral
(WSTI) as a system perfornjance measure/ and uses it as a
model for program and system behavior.
Ghosh/^ S.P.A "File Organization: The Consecutive Retrieval
Property"/ CACM 15/ Seat. 1972/ pp. 802-808.
CDat a C lust er ing]
For a linear storage Tiedius/ it would be nice if all
records retrieved by any one query were stored in
consecutive locations and without redundancies. The
possibility of so ordering a file (for a given query set)
is studied in this paoer. Clearly this possibility is
remote for an extensive query set but may occur for
important subsets.
Goldstein/- R.C./ Strnad/ A.J./ "The MacAIMS Data Management
System"/ ACi^ SIGFIDET worksnop on Data Description/ Access/
and Control/ 1970/ pp. 201-229.
CRelational Data System]
MacAIMS is a relational data ^nanaqement system in which the
user need not know how the data is represented.
Gordon/ W.J./ Newell/- G.F., "Closed 3ueueing Systems with
Exponential Servers"/ Operations Research ^5r No. 2/
pp. 254-265.
CQueueing Theory]
1967/
This paper deals with constant population closed queueing
networks. It is shown that such systems are stochastically
equivalent to open systef^s in .hich the population may not
exceed N. Equilibrium conditions for such a system is
solved by a separation of variable technique.
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Gordon^ W.J./- Newell^ G.F,^ "Cyclic Queueing Systems with
Restricted Length Quejes"/^ Operations Research 15^ 1967/- pp
[Network Modelinor Network Perfor nance/- Queueing Networks
Oueueing Theory/ CongestionJ
This paper is concerned with stochastic behavior of a
system with capacity restrictions. The closed cyclic
system considered is shown to be s to chas t i ca I ly equi va
I
ent
to open sysems in which the number o^ customers is a random
variable. Duality is introduced (as holes movino in the
opposite direction). EquilibriuTi equations for several
systems are obtained.
Gorenstein/ S./ Galati/ 6./ "Data Base Reorganization for a
Storaae Hierarchy"/ IBM Research Report RC 3063/ October
197A.
[Data Clustering/ Storage ^^anagement /- Storage HierarchiesD
This paper suggests clustering together data which is
likely to be retrieved together. The clusters then become
blocks to be transferred between storage levels. A novel
feature is the develooTient of a replacement rule to
determine which cluster in hiqher-level storage is to be
repl aced.
Gotlieb/ C.C./ Tompa/ F.w./ "Choosing a Storage Schema"/-
Informatica 5/ 1974/ op. 29<'-319.
[Data Structures3
Acta
This paper contains a useful listing of storage structures
(including definitions and diagrams) as well as a
description of a facility for evaluating relative costs of
the schema.
Graham/ 6.S./ Denning/ P.J,/^ "Protection—Principles and
Practice"/ AFIPS SJCC/ 1972/ pp. 417-A29.
[Security/ Protection/ Access Control/ DomainD
This paper builds upon Lampson's domains (FJCC 1969), An
expanded domain scheme using a larger number of types of
access is explained in details and proven correct.
Implementation of the scheme is discussed/ including
comparisons with several existing operating systems (OS/360^
RC AOOO/ Multics).
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Grahan/ R.^ "Protection in an Information Processing Utility"^
CACM 11^ May 1968^ pp. 365-369.
[Protection^ Privacy/^ Security/^ Access Controls Data
Sharing!)
Information processing utility properties which make
protection necessary are discussed and the essential
properties for a protection scheme are defined. An
abstract model of the hardware features and companion
software necessary to implement this model are described
Greenfeld/^ N.R.^ " Quantification in
AFIPS 43^ 1974/- pp. 71-75.
CQuery Optimization]
a Relational Data System*'/^
A brief overview of relational data base theory is given
including exaiiples using LEAP. The author is primarily
interested in methods to decrease the time required to
answer a query. Some techniques include dynamic algorithm
selection^ iterative optimization and query tuning.
Griffiths A.K.-r
43.. 1974.
CGraphi cs3
The GRAFIX-I Image Processng System-.. AFIPS NCC
GRAFIX-I is a hybrid system designed for high-speed
processing and analysis of film images. It is a high
resolution system and has been successfully applied to
•fingerprint classification^ analysis of enoineering
drawings and various Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
tasks. The actual image processing is done by a slave
processor with Direct Memory Access GDMA) capability.
Grossman^ D.D./- Silverman^ H.^ "Placement of Records on a
Secondary Storage Device to Minimize Access Time"/ JACM
1973/ pp. 429-438.
CFileAllocation3
20.
The problem analyzed here is: given an n-frame device Ce.g
a disk) and n records/ plus times required to move from one
frane to another and a probabilistic uodel of the access
sequence/ find that placement of records in frames which
minimizes average access time.
Habermann/ A.N./ "Synchronization of Communicating Processes"/
CACM 15/ Mar. 1972/ pp. 171-176.
C Int erprocess Communication/ Mu It
i
-prog rammi ng/ Process
Synchronizat ion3
A formal process synchronization scheme that facilitates
correctness proofs of inter-process interaction is
desc ri bed.
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Hardqrave^ W.F.^ "The Prospects for Larqe Capacity Set Support
Systems Imbedded Within Generalized Data Management
Systems"^ International Computinj Symposium 1975/ A.
Gunther/ b. Levrat/ H. Lipps/ eds./ North Holland/' 197A/ pp
5A9-556.
CSet Theoretic Structures^ Data CompressionD
A method for maintaining and manipulating sets on mass
storaqe is described. The "nain result of the paper is a
compression technique for representing relatively small
subsets of a large universe.
Harslem/ E./ Heafner/^ J-/- "Aspects of Large-Scale Resource
Sharinq throuah Networks of Computers"/ Rand P-4833/ May
1972.
CARPAfvET/ Distributed Computing/ Resource Sharing3
This paper discusses the desirability of distributed
computer networks/ and contains a description of ARPANET
properties and development- A prognosis is given for
network developments in the near future.
Hassincf/ T./ Hampton/ R./ Bailey/ 6./ Gardella/- R./ "A Loop
Network for General Purpose Communication in a
Heterogeneous World"/ Data Met works: Analysis and Design^
DATACCM73/ 19/3/ tp. 88-96.
LNetwork Topology/ Protocol/ Security/ Data Sharinq3
A packet switching data communi ct
i
ons network under
development at the National Security Agency for resource
sharing and future development of distributed processing
and filina systems is described. The network will consist
of a hierarchy of interconnected loops or rings/ probably
based on Bell System T carrier digital transmission
technology. Also discussed are the means of nodal
connection to the loops/ nodal conf i qurat ion / network
protocols/ design and security considerations/ and
implications tor the future.
Hawry szk i ewy ch / I.T./ Dennis/ J. 8./ "An Approach to Proving the
Correctness of Data Base Operations"/ AC« SIGFIDET Workshop
on Data Description/ Access/ and Control/ 1972/ pp. 323-3A8
CRelational Data Systeu/ Integrity]
The authors present an abstract ijodel of a relational data
base and primitive operations on this model which allow
sharing of data and concurrent use of the data base.
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Hayes/^ J.F.^ Sherman^ D-N./ •"Traffic Analysis of a Ring Switched
Data Transmission System"/- Bell System Technical Journal 50^
November ^9n, pp. 2947-2978.
[Traffic Analysis/ Network Performance/ Ring NetworkD
This paper is primarily concerned with the analysis of
queueing delays in a ring (loop) data transmission system.
The results are presented in a set of curves where delay
(normalized to units of message length) is plotted as a
function of number of stations and source activity.
Detailed study is made of the uniform traffic pattern/
where each user is identical and communicates equally. A
computer simulation was performed and agreed well with the
theoretical results.
Heart/ F.E./ Ornstein/ S.M./ Crowther/ »rf.R./ Barker/ W.B./ **A New
Mini computer /wul t iprocessor for the ARPA Network"/ AFIPS
NCC 42/ 1973/ pp. 529-537.
[Multiprocessor/ ARPANET/ IMP3
This paper describes the design of the high speed IMP for
the ARPANET. The techniques described for interconnecting
a number of storage media (a pruned n x n interconnection)
provides a highly flexible structure for handling failures
and a large variety of loads and speeds.
Heath/ I./ "Unacceptable File Operations in a Relational Data
Base"/ ACM SIGFIDET Workshop on Data Description/ Access/
and Control/ 1971/ pp. 19-3A.
[Relational Structures/ Data IntegrityJ
This paoer is written within the context of a relational
data base model as presented by E.F. Codd in "A Relational
Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks" and serves as a
companion paper to his paper "Further Normalization of the
Data Base Relational ^odel". The central thesis is that a
file operation should not produce unexpected "side effects"
in order to maintain a restriction (such as one-one/ or
many-one) on the file.
Herzog/ B./ "MERIT Computer Network"/ Computer Networks/ R.
Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp. 45-48.
[MERIT/ Resource Sharing/ Front End Processor/ Distributed
System/ Network Design/ Network ManaaementJ
The objectives and organization of the MERIT Computer
Network are discussed from their inception through their
projected future development. The historical and
administrative compexities are presented, (author's
abst ract )
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Hoffman^- L.J./- "The Formulary Model for Flexible Privacy and
Access Controls"A AFIPS 19, 1971/ pp. 587-601.
CAccess Controls Data Accessing/ PrivacyJ
This paper discusses a method for usinq a set of procedures
to dynamically control access to the information in a data
base. This is done in such a way that access can be
determined on a per item (rather than per file) basis.
Honeywell Info Systesns and ^IT/ "Multics Project Administrator's
J^anual"/ Honeywell Info Systems and WIT/ Feb. 1973.
[User Support/ Managenent Support]
This document describes the support for a Project
Administrator on a Multics system. The facilities include
assigning resource li-nits to project members/ load control/
preempt ion/ etc.
Hopgood/ F.R.A./ Davenport/ J./
the Table Size is a Power
314-315.
CHashi ncjD
"The Quadratic Hash Method When
ot 2"/ Computer J. 15/ 1972/ pp
This is 3 brief/ readaole discussion of quadratic hashing/
with an analysis showing that it may be even more effective
than had previously been thought.
Horn buckle/ G.D,/ "The Computer Graphics User/ Machine Interface"/
IEEE Transactions on Human Factors/ HFE-8/ Warch 1967/ p.
17.
[Display/ Graphics/ Interactive/ Man-machine Communication/
Terminals/ Terminal Technology]
This paoer discusses the use of a graphics terminal with a
stylus-type input. Such a system would be superior to a
conventional alphanumeric keyboard terminal for many tasks/
e.g./ editing/ debugging/ and circuit design.
Hsiao/ D./ Harary/ F,/ "A Formal System For Information Retrieval
From Files"/ CACM 13/ 1970/ pp. 67-73.
CData Structuring/ Information System Modeling/ Retrieval
St rategi es]
This paoer presents a generalized file structure which
encompasses inverted/ index-sequential/ and multilist files/
as special cases. An accompanying general retrieval
algorithm is described in some detail.
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Hsiao^ D .K . A Generalized Record Oraanization'*^ IEEE
Transactions on Computers/ €-20/- 1971^ pp. 1A90-1495.
CFile System Desian^ Data StructjresJ
Workinq in the context of an exanoler the author discusses
such concepts as field level/^ occurrence and repetition of
an attribute^ type and size of values/' and keywords/'
linkages and pointers. He distills from this discussion
parameters characterizing records and overall record
organization.
Huang/ J.C./ "A Note on Information Storage and Retrieval"/ CACfi
16/ 1973/ pp. 406-A10.
[Data Structuring/ Data Trees/ Automatic Data Structuring]
An algorithm is given for constructing a data tree (or/
more generally/ a network) from a given set of data and
binary relations among the data keys or identifiers.
Irby/ C.A./ "Display Techniques for Interactive Text
Manipulation"/ AflPS MCC A3/ 1974/ pp. 247-255.
CDisplay/ Documentation/ Graphics/ Interactive/ User
Support 3
Irby presents a detailed conceptual model for textual
displays in an interactive environment. He lists seven
requirements for the iiodel/ based on the concept that
separate portions of the display (called "windows") may
handled in different fashions or oy different programs.
The model has been implemented on a TENEX as NLS.
be
Iseli/ J./ Poh/ S / Sternick/ H.J./ "Description of a Proposed
ARPANET HELP Facility"/ fllTRE Technical Report MTR-6723/
MITRE Corporation/ McLean/ Va.
LUser Support/ Document at ion3
The need for on-line tutorial and other information in a
heterogeneous computer network provides the impetus for a
network-wide HELP facility. This paper discusses the pros
and cons of several alternative i -ap I ement at i ons for such a
facility. The alternative chosen is then discussed in
greater detail showing what facilities would be necessary
and how they could be provided.
A9
Jackson^ J.R.a "Netrforks of Waitinq Lines''^ Operations Research 5/^
19b7^ pp. 518-521.
[Network Modeling^ Queaeinq Theory^ Queueinq Networksll
•A machine shop' is descriPed as a collection of
departments/^ each with exponential service and exponential
arrivals from outside the system. The steady-state
distribution of the waiting-line lengths for each
department is shown to be independent from that for other
departments if mean arrival rate is properly defined.
Jackson^ P. a Stubbs/ C . / "A Study of Multiaccess Computer
Communications"/ AFIPS SJCC/- 1969/ pp
Clime Sharing/- Analysis/ MeasurementD
491-50A.
An analytical data stream model/ used to describe
communications between user and computer/ is developed/- and
a statistical analysis is performed.
Jardine/ N./^ van Rijsbergen/ C.J./ "The Use
Clustering in Information Retrieval"/
1971/ pp. 217-240.
[Data Clustering/ Retrieval Strategies!
of Hie rarchi c
Inform. Stor. Retr.
The setting is document retrieval/ where retrieval of all
relevant items is not expected- The idea is to cluster the
documents/ match requests against various cluster
"representatives"/- and return the best-matching cluster.
Limited testing was done on a file of 200 documents.
Jervis/ B./^ Parker^ J.L./- "An Approach for a Working Relational
Data System"^ ACM SI6FIDET i^/orkshop on Data Description^
Access/^ and Control/- 1972^ pp. 125-145.
[Relational Data System3
A data «anaaement system in which the user views his data
as if it were in the relational form is described. It is
not necessary that the data's physical structure be in the
relat ional form.
Johnson/ P.R./^ Thomas/ R.H,/ "The Maintenance of Duplicate
Databases"^ NIC ^31507/- Jan. 1975.
[Concurrent Use/ Data Base Integrity/ Distributed SystemD
This paoer presents a method which (by representing each
item in a data base as a quintuple containing information
such as time created/^ time last modified/- etc.) allows
several distributed computers to maintain multiple copies
of a data base in consistent states.
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Jones^ P.D.r "Operating System Structures"^ IFIP Congress^ 1968^
pp. i>2b-5i0.
CTi neshari n:?^ Protection Hierarchy/- Centralized Operatinq
Syst emJ
Three existing operating systems are reviewed in terms of
advantages and di sadvant aqes . A very general description
of some basic operating system concepts is given.
Kahn/- R.f "Terminal Access to the ARPA Computer Network"^
Computer Networks/^ R. Rusting ed./^ Prentice-Hall/ 1972# pp
147-166.
[ARPANET/ Store and Forward Comii uni cat i ons / IMP/ Resource
Sharing/ Tiie Sharing]
The qoals and current developments in the ARPA Network »r^
discussed- The characteristics of a Terminal IMP are
described. The Terminal IMP (TIP) will permit direct
connection to the ARPA Network.
Kalin/^ R./ "Achieving Reliable Cojimuni cat ion"/ RFC 203/ NIC #7168/
August 1971.
CProtocol/ Communications/- Error Detection^ Error
Recovery J
A non-standard protocol/ suitable for either second or
third level use/ is proposed with the intent of providing
error resistant and highly reliable communication channels.
Errors introduced by message aarolina^ message loss^ and
message pickup are considered. Measures for increasing
throughput are also discussed.
Karp/ P.M.^ "Oriqin/ De vel opiient / and Current Status of the ARPA
Network"/- Proc. IEEE C0MPC0N73/' 1973/ pp. 49-52.
[ARPANET J
A slightly dated/ but instructive/ history of the ARPA
Network with 19 references.
Karush/ A.D./ "Two Approaches for Measurino the Performance of
Time-Sharinq Systems"/^ Proc. Second Symposium on Operatina
System Principles/^ Princeton/ 1969/ pp. 159-166.
[Measurements Performance Evaluation/^ Queueing Theory^
Bene hmark]
This paoer considers the "stimulus-black box" and analytic
approaches to system -neasuremen t s . The black box method is
seen as cheaper and does not require intimate knowledqe of
the system. The two techniques are compared for cost/
inconveni enceA kinds of measurements/^ and other criteria.
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Kaye^ A . /^ "Analysis of a Distributed Control Loop for Data
Transm i ss i on"/ CoR^puter Communications Networks &
Teletraffic/ J. Fox^ ed./^ 1972^ pp. 47-58.
CData Transti i ss i on/^ Ring Network/^ Traffic Analysis^
Distributed SystemJ
The paper analyzes a loop system for the transmission of
fixed length messages in which control is passed around the
loop from terminal to terminal. Each terminal has a buffer
of one message- I engt h , Analytic formulae for the
distribution/^ mean value/ and variance of message waiting
time/ toqether with the proportion of blocked messages are
obtained. Useful approximations for lightly loaded systems
are also given. (author's abstract)
Kellogg/ C./ Burger/ J./ Diller/ J./ Fogt/ K./ "The Converse
Natural Language Data Management System: Current Status and
Plans"/ Proc. Symposium on Information Storage and
Retrieval/ ACM/ 1971/ pp. 33-A6.
CQuery Languages/ Natjral Language]
A nat ura I -I anquaqe compiler is described which accepts
sentences in a user extendable English subset/ produces
surface and deep structured syntactic analyses/ and uses a
network of concepts to construct semantic interpretations.
Kernighan/ B.W./ Hamilton/ P. A./ "Synthetically Generated
Performance Test Loads for Operating Systems"/ Proc. First
Annual SIGt>^E Symposium/ 1973/ pp. 121-126.
CMeasurement / Performance Evaluation/ Synthetic JobsD
This paoer describes the design and experience with an
automated benchmark design facility. The system is divided
into two parts: a sinple/ highly parameterized job/ and a
generator program that produces a ready-to-run job stream
from a specification.
Kimbleton/ S.R./ Moore/ C.G./ "A Probabilistic Framework for
System Performance Evaluation"/ Proc. ACM Workshop on
System Performance Evaluation/ 1971/ pp. 337-361.
CMeasurement / Performance Evaluation/ Queueing Theory]
This paper describes a method for comparing throuahput/
turn-around time/ and availability for a processor bound
computer system. The authors feel the method is extendable
to any system with a "clearly defined limiting resource".
The paper also contains some very interesting data on
process activity.
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Kinq/ P.F.# Collmeyer/ A, J./- "Database Sharing-An Efficient
Mechanism for Supporting Concurrent Processes"* AFIPS 42/>
1973* pp. 2f^'21b.
CConcurrent Use* Sharing of DataJ
A lock-onlock mechanisn* which provides for concurrent use
of a data base and efficiently detects deadlock* is
desc ri bed.
Kina* P.P.* Shemer* J.E.* "ARS—An Interactive Reportinq System"*
Proc. ACM SIGPLAN-SIGIR Interface Meeting* 1973* pp.
161-166.
CQuery Languages]
A repo rt -qenerat i nq lanquaqe is described. This system
prompts the user for a description of the desired data and
the display format-
Kleinrock* L* "Survey of Analytical Methods in Queueing Networks"*
Computer Networks* R. Rustin* ed.* Prentice-Hall* 1972* pp.
185-205.
CNetwork Topology* Network Performance Optimization*
Traffic Analysis* Nodal Blocking* ARPANET]
A brief survey of tools and methods used for the analysis
of computer networks is presented. Queueing theory is
applied to some simple cases and the results compared with
those obtained from simulation and experiment. Discussion
of the applicability of queueing analysis is given for more
complex cases. (author's abstract)
Kleinrock* L.* "Scheduling* Queueing* and Delays in Time-shared
Systems and Computer Networks"* Computer-Communication
Networks* N. Abramson and F. Kjo* eds.* Prentice Hall* pp.
95-1A1
.
CNetwork Performance Optimization* Process Scheduling*
Resource AllocationD
This paper consists of two nearly independent mathematical
analyses based on queueing theory—the first part is a good
review and analysis of the various time sharing scheduling
algorithms. The second (and shorter) part discusses
network analysis and optimization techniques.
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Kleinrockx L,r "Research Areas in Computer Communications**/^
Computer Communication Review^ SIGCOMM Quarterly Review A#
W. ChuA ed.x July 1974/ pp. 1-4.
CCommuni cat i ons/ Distributed System^ Flow Control/ Resource
Shar ing3
The major research areas in computer communications are
discussed. The specific problems emphasized by the aut
are
hor
cic. design of computer communication netwo rks consi st ing
of thousands of nodes/ flow control in all networks/ and
the problems of privacy/ security and resource control and
allocation in distributed systems.
Kleinrock/ L./ "Certain Analytic Results for Time-shared
Processors"/ IFIP Coniress 68/ pp. 838-845.
[Time Sharing/ Terminals/ Modeling/ Queueinq Theory/
Traf f i c Ana lysi s3
A basic model for time-shared systems with M consoles is
introduced and analyzed. Published measurements on
existing computer systems demonstrate the accuracy of the
model in describing the behavior of the normalized average
response time/ taken as the performance measure of these
systems- (author's abstract)
Kleinrock/ L./ "Analytic and Simulation Methods in Computer
Network Design"/ AFIPS SJCC/ 1970/ pp. 569-579.
CQueueing Theory/ ARPAMET/ Network Modeling/ Network
Bandwidth/ Network Design/ Network Performance/ Routing]
Analytical techniques are used to analyze computer networks
such as the ARPANET. Methods to synthesize an optimal
channel capacity assignment are discussed for three
different cost functions/ including the real life case of
the Telpak rates for leased transmission.
Kleinrock/ L./ Naylor/ w./ Dpderbeck/ H./ "A Study of Line
Overhead in the ARPANET"/ General InterNetwork Workinq
Group Note #71/ Sept. 1974.
CARPANET/ Packet Communication/ Flow Control/ Network
Measurement/ Network Performance/ Traffic Analysis/ Network
Performance Optimization/ Protocols Congestion]
Communication channel overhead on the ARPANET is classified
into levels of protocol hierarchy and studied for models of
system use. Some measurements of line efficiency on the
ARPANET are presented and extrapolations to a heavily
loaded network are made. Results are derived for a
recent I y suggest ed replacement for the HOST-HOST protocol
and a comparison is made.
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Kaott/ G.D.^ "A Proposal for Certain Process Manaqement and
Intercom'nunication Primitives''^ Operating Systems Review 8/
Sections 1-6/ October 1974^ ACM Special Interest Groups on
OperatinQ Systetis/- pp. 7 -4 A.
CProcess Controls Interprocess Conmuni cat i on3
The types of process Tiaoaaeuent and intercommunication
capabilities found in advanced system implementations
(Multicsx Tenex/ TSS/ etc.) and in current operatinq system
theory are characterized. The user-level primitives
necessary to support these capabilities are described and
some examples are given. An extensive bibliography is also
prov i ded
.
Kobayashi/- H.^ "Application of the Diffusion Approximation to
Queueinq Networks Part 1
—
Equilibrium Queue Distributions"/
Proc . First Annual SIGME Syfiposiui^/ 1973/ pp. 54-63.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation/ Diffusion
Approximation/ Queueing NetworksJ
This paper attempts to circumvent the constraints of
queueing theory (namely oversimplified models)/ and apply
diffusion process approximation to the modeling of computer
syst ems
.
Krinos/ J.O./ "Interaction Statistics from a Database Management
System"/ AFIPS 42/ 1973/ pp. 283-290.
[Measure mentD
Statistics gathered from monitoring the United Aircraft
Information Management System are described. These include
response time/ cpu usage/ and user think time.
Kudlick/ M.D./ "Network Mail Meeting Summary"/ RFC 469/ March
1973.
[Mail/ FTP/ User Support3
This paper records a Network "Working Group meeting held in
March/ 19/3/ which led to White's Mail Protocol. This
paper provides good insights into the problems considered
and possible solutions for a network mail 'facility and
problems that were left open at this time. Many i-nportant
points were considered/ such as the roles of TIP's/ the
role of the Network Information Center/ maintenance of
addresses/ etc.
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Kuo/' F.F.# Abramson/ N . /^ "Some Advances in Radio Communications
for Computers"/. Proc. IEEE C0HPC0N73, 1972r pp. 57-60.
[Packet Radios Satellite Communi cat i ons3
A brief description of the ALOHA System^ a UHF broadcast
radio system^ which has been under development at the
University of Hawaii since 1968. The hardware and data
formats are very briefly described. The status of the
ALOHA System and a description of satellite work in
progress are also described.
Labonte/^ R.C.a "A General Purpose Digital CoTimun i cat i ons System
for Operation on a Conventional CATV System"^ Proc. IEEE
COMPCON73^ 1973-r pp. 85-88.
rCommuni cat i ons]
Technical details of a two-way CATV System are presented.
The system could be a prototype for a "wired city"/- in
which subscribers can use the CATV system for communication
Possibilities mentioned include a "paperless office "^
"electronic mail"/ and "interactive education".
Lampart/ L./- "A New Solution of Dijkstra's Concurrent Programming
Problem"/ CACV! 17, Aug. 1974/ pp. 453-A55.
CSemaphore/ Critical Sec t
i
on/ Concur rent Processes!
A simple solution to the mutual exclusion problem is
presented which allows the system to continue to operate
despite the failure of any individual component (author's
abst ract ) .
Lampson/ 3.W./ "Protection"/ Proc. Fifth Princeton Symposium on
Information Sciences and Systems/ March 1971/ pp. A37-443.
LAccess Control/ Security^
Abstract models are given which reflect the properties of
most existing mechanisms for enforcing protection or access
control/ together with some possible implementations. The
properties of existinrj systems are explicated in terfns of
the model and implementations. (author's abstract)
Lampson/ B.W./ "A Note on the Confinement Problem'
1973/ pp. 613-615.
CProtection/ Security/ Privacy!
CACM 16/ Oct
Some of the ways that a user's data could be "leaked" by a
service proqrau are discussed/ and some comments are made
on what confinement rules should be followed by an
operating system to guard against this happening.
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Lampson^ B.W./ "Dynamic Protection Structures"/^ AFIPS FJCC/' 1969/^
pp. 27-38.
[Security/ Protection/ Access Control/ DomainJ
This paoer describes do-nains/ or the set of capabilities
(access rights) of a process. Most aspects of protection
are discussed in this contexts including passing
pemissions between domains/ transfer of control between
domains^ and proprietary programs (mutually suspicious
subsystems) .
Land/ R.I./ Sutherland/ I.E./ "Real Ti^e/- Colore Stereo/ Computer
Displays"/ Applied Optics 8/ March 1969/' p. 721.
CGraphi csJ
A description is given of a color/ 3-D graphics system
which utilizes a rotating/ synchronized wheel with colored
and opaque segments/ through which a CRT screen is viewed.
Lay/ W./ Mills^ D./- Zelkowitz/ M./ "Design of a Distributed
Computer Network for Resource Sharino"/ AIAA Co-Bputer
Network Systems Conference/ Paper #7A-A26/ 1973.
[Distributed Computing/ Resource Sharing^ Time Sharing/
Fault Tolerance/ Kernel/ Virtual Memory/ Interprocess
Communication/ Message Switching/ Resource Management/^ Ring
NetworkJ
A distributed operating system for an integrated network of
non-homooeneous minicomputers is proposed. Current
distributed computer network designs are discussed. The
general organization of the prototype Distributed Computer
Network (at the University of Maryland) including storage
management/ interprocess coumuni cat i on (via messages and
ports)/ and resource management is discussed.
Lefkovitz/ D./ "File Structures for On-line Systems"^ Spartan
Books/ 1969.
CFile System Design/ Retrieval Strategies3
This is a basic text on information systems. It includes
chapters on directory decoding^ file organization^ file
update and maintenance/ etc.
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Levien/ R.E./ Maron^ ^.E./ "A Computer System tor Inference
bxecution and Data Retrieval"^ CMK ^0r 1967, pp. 715-721.
Linferential Fact RetrievalJ
This paper is concerned with the use of computers as
assistants in the logical analysis of larpe collections of
factual data. Two main issues are discussed: 1) what
characteristics must the data base have, and 2) what is
required in order to execute logical analysis of the data
base
.
Levin, K.D., "Organizing Distributed Data Bases in Computer
Networks", Ph.D. Dissertation, U. of Penn., 1974.
CF i I e Al locat ion]
Levin, building on the work of Chu and Casey, presents
search-type algorithms for solving the file allocation
problem when interactions oetween files (e.g. the use of
tiles t)y proqra-n files) must be taken into account and sotne
files are restricted to certain locations.
Lewin, M.H./ "An Introduction to Computer Graphic Terminals",
Proc. IEEE 53, Sept 1967, p. 15A4.
[Graphics, >1an-machine Communication, Terminals, Terminal
Technology]
This paper describes the various different types of graphic
devices available. Input and output are covered. The
emphasis is on logical organization (e.g., how a picture is
generated) and capabilities, rather than detailed design.
Licklider, J.C.R., "A Picture is nJorth a Thousand Words-And it
Costs ", AFIPS SJCC, 1969, p. 617.
[Graphics, ^an-iiachi ne Communication, Terminals]
An introduction to an SJCC session on graphics which argues
that insufficient use is being made of graphic terminals
and their capabilities/ and that such terminals are
probably the best torn of man-nachine communication
available.
Linde, R.R., Gates, R., Peng, T., "Associative Processor
Applications to Real Time Data Management", AFIPS 42, 1973,
pp. 187-195.
[Associative Processing]
This paper evaluates the comparative advantages of
associative processin.^ over conventional sequential
processing as applied to data management functions and in
particular the data management functions of the U.S. Air
Force Tactical Air Control Center.
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Lipinskw A.^ Lipinski H./ Randolf/^ R.^ "Computer-Assisted Expert
Interrogation: A Report on Current Methods development"^
Computer Conimuni cat i on : Impacts and Implications* Proc.
First ICCC# S. Winkler*^ ed.# 197Z.
ITeleconferencingJ
This paper discusses the present efforts of the Institute
for the Future to use a teleconferencing system as a means
for elicitina the judoiements of experts for solutions of
interdisciplinary proolems. The paper discusses the
problems of evaluating experts and integrating their
opinions .
Loomisx D.* "Rinq Communication Protocols"* Technical Report #26*
Dept - of Information and Computer Science* University of
California at Irvine* January 1973.
CProtocols* f^essaae Transmission* Distributed Control* Ring
NetworkD
A number of schemes for coordinating message transmission
among computing components which are connected together by
a single unidirectional* continuous and circular
communication channel are discussed. The paper also
examines mechanisms using distributed control to allow
message transmission oy node without interference from each
other .
Lorie* R.A.* Symonds* A. J.* "A Relational Access Method for
Interactive Applications"* Data Base Systems* R. Rustin* ed
* Prentice-Hall* 1972.
LRelational Data System* Data LanguagesD
This paper describes an experimental system that
demonstrates interactive problem solving. The system is
designed to meet the language and data base requirements
problem-solving. The components of the system are: a
relational access method and an APL interpreter that
provides the terminal user with the full facilities of
APL/360. The data representation for a communications
network design problem is discussed as an example.
of
Lum* V.Y.* "Mu 1 1 i -at t ri bute Retrieval With Combined Indexes"*
CACM 13* 19^0* pp. 660-665.
[Data Accessing* Retrieval Strategies]
This paoer generalizes the standard inverted file index
scheme oy proposing "compound" indices* in which records
are indexed by an n-tjple of attribute values.
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Lumy V.Y-/- "General Performance Analysis of Key-t o-Address
Transformation Methods Using an Abstract File Concept"/'
CACM 16/ 19/^3/ pp. 603-612.
tHashi.ng3
This paoer presents a theoretical method for analyzing and
predicting the perfornance of hashing functions- The idea
is to define e key "space" (consistinq of all possible keys
of a gi^en form) and study the properties of the hashing
function as a t ransf or fna t i on on that space.
Lum/ V.Y./ Yuen/ P.S.T./ "Additional Results on Key-To-Address
Transform Techniques: A Fundamental Performance Study on
Large Existing Formatted Files"/ CACM \^, 1972/ pp. 996-997.
CHashingD
An addendum to Lum et al. (1971).
Lum/ V.Y./ Yuen/ P.S.T./ Doddi' M./ "Key-To-Address Transform
Techniques: A Fundamental Performance Study on Large
Existing Formatted Files"/ CACM 14/ 1971, pp. 228-239.
CHas hi ngJ
This paper contains a careful study of eight different hash
coding methods. The ai-n is to provide guidance as to which
technique provides a nost nearly uniform distribution of
storage addresses in 9 given practical situation. See also
Lum and Yuen (1972).
Luther/ W./ "Conceptual Bas=s of CYBERNET"/ Computer Networks/ R.
Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp. 111-146.
CCYBERNET/ Time Sharing/ Refiote Job Entry/ Store and
Forward Communications/ Distributed System/ (lessage
Swi t chi ngJ
This paper is a detailed description of CYBERNET—
a
currently operating/ extensive/ commercial network. The
communication facilities and particular hardware
configurations are described in detail. A discussion of
the computer as a public utility is also included,
(author's abstract)
Mader/ E./ "A Protocol Experiment"/ RFC
CHost-Host Protocol/ MetworkD
700/ Aun. 1974.
This paper discusses an implementation of the Internet
protocol between a Tenex and PDP-11 at BBN. A discussion
of some extensions to the orotocol and the difficulties
encountered is presented along with a theoretical analysis
of the bandwidth capaoilities of the protocol.
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Mader/' E.^ "Network Debugging Protocol"^ RFC
[Protocol/ Debugging/ User SjpportD
643/ July 1974.
This document describes a protocol to implement a cross-net
debugger tor PDP-11's. The protocol bypasses the standard
Host-Host protocol and assumes the remote machine is
capable of performinq low level debugging tasks.
Madnick/ S.E./ Alsop/ J.W./ "K Modular Approach to File System
Design"/ AFIPS SJCC/ 1969/ pp. 1-13.
[File Systet) Design]
This paoer presents a general tiodel for file system design
based on hierarchical "modules" or successive layers of
software between user and physical data. The authors note
that such modular design should be particularly useful in a
network .
Marron/ B.A./ de Yaine/ P.A.D./ "Automatic Data Compression"/
CAC>! 10/ 1967/ pp. 711-715-
CData Compression]
This paoer seems to contain the earliest discussion of an
automatic/ language independent/ alphanumeric string
compressor .
Martel/ C.C./ Cunningham/ I . *1 . / Grushcow/ M.S./ "The BNR Network:
A Canadian Experience with Packet Switching Technology"/
IFIP Congress 74/ North Holland/ 1974.
[Communication/ Network]
This paper describes the initial work on a packet switched
data network by Bell in Canada. The network is half-duplex
with PDP-11*s for message switches and interfaces IBM
machines at three nodes.
Maurer/ W.D./ "File Compression Using Huffman Coding"/ Computing
Methods in Optimization Problems 2/ L. Zadeh/ L. Neustadt/
A. Balakrishan/ eds./ Acade»ic Press/ 1969.
[Data Compression]
This is the original paper on the use of Huffman codes for
file compression. An algorithm for encoding is given in
some detail. Maurer suggests that character combinations
(e.g./ common words) as well as single characters should bi
considered as "symbols" to be encoded.
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McCarthy/- J. P./ "Automatic File Compression"/- International
Couputin^ Symposium 1973/ A. Gunther/ B. Levrat and H.
LipDS^ eds./ North Holland/ 197A.
[Data Compression^
The basic technique used here is Huffman coding. The paper
is important because of the detailed description of an
algorithm for ajtomatic text analysis and selection of the
strings to be encoded.
Mctuskey/ w./ "On Automiitic Design of Data Organization"/ AFIPS
FJCC 1970/ pp. 1P7-19?.
CSet Theoretic Data Structures/^ Automatic Data
Structuring]
This is lerqely a concepts paper/ providing complicated
terminology and descriptions for rather simple ideas. No
solid results are given.
McKay/ D./ Karp/ D . /- "I6M Coflputer Net work /4A0"/ Computer
Networks/ R. Rustin/ ed.^ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp. 29 -A 3.
[DistriDuted System/^ Telecommunications/^ Centralized System/
Network Control Lanquage3
Network/4A0 is a heterogeneous/- general purpose computer
network as well as a research project on networking
proDlens, This paper describes the present design and
implementation^ end what are forseen as important problems
in the field of networking.
McKay/ D./ Karp/ D . / "Protocol for
Systems Journal 1?/ Jan. 1973
[Protocol/ fiessaae Switching]
A Cofjputer Network"/^
pp. 9A-101>.
IBM
Message processimi concepts and a protocol for
communications control among network users are discussed
McKenzie^ A./ "TELNET Protocol Specification"/ NIC #18639.
[TELNET Protocols Protocol/ Inter-process Communication/
ARPANET]
The ARPArJET Network Virtual Terminal (NVT)/ a
canoni ca I i zat i on of the concept of an interactive computer
terminal/^ is defined. The protocol used to communicate
with an NVT is referred to as TELNET. This document
describes the basic form of "neootiated options"/ the
mechanism used to modify NVT behavior with respect to
echoing/ format effectors/- etc. Particular options are
defined in separate papers. This document is the TELNET
reference document and "nay be updated or superseded at some
future date
.
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I
McKenzie/ A . /- "Host/Host PrDtocol for the ARPA Network"* NIC
#8246.
CHost-Host Protocol/ Protocolr Inter-process Communication/^
• ARPANET3
This document explains the philosophy of the host-host
inter-process communication protocol used in the ARPA
network- It then explains in detail the operations that
must be performed to i-nplement the protocol. This is the
reference document for this protocol and is periodically
updated.
McKenzie/ A. A./ Cosell/ B.P./ McQuillan/ J.I./ Thorpe/ H.J./ "The
Network Control Center for the ARPA Network"/ Computer
Communication: Impacts and" Implications/ Proc. First ICCC/
S. »/inkler/ ed./ 197?.
[ARPANET/ Network Control/ Network Management^
The NCC is responsible for detecting/ locating/ and
correcting failures in the ARPANET I^^P communications
network. This paper discusses the hardware and software
used to accomplish this/ alone? with several measurement
f aci li t i es ,
McQuillan/ J./ "Software Checksumming in the IMP and Network
Reliability"/ RFC S28/ NIC 17164/ June 1973.
[ARPANET/ IMP/ Reliability3
This paper describes in some detail modifications that were
made to the ARPANET IMP and TIP programs to increase
reliability. Some history is presented which led to the
inclusion of software checksums for end to end checking of
packets and checksums on IMP and TIP memories. Future
plans tor subnet changes are outlined.
McQuillan/ J./ "Response to RFC 567-Cross Country Network
Bandwidth"/ RFC 568/ NIC 18971/ September 1973.
[ARPANET/ IMP/ Bandwidth/ Flow Control/ Traffic Analysis3
Many salient points onmitted in RFC 567 are underscored.
The reason for tardy character echoing is attributed to
delay in the hosts and subnet instead of bandwidth.
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McOuillany' J . f^ Crowther^ W./ CoselL/^ 3.^ Walden^ D.^ Hearts F.^
"Improvements in the Design and Performance of the ARPA
Network"^ AFIPS FJCCa 1972^ pp. fU^'?bU.
CARPANET/ IMP, Neth'ork Design, I*JP-IP^P Protocol, Flow
Control, Store and Forward Netyorks/^ Packet Communication,
Network Measurement, Nietwork Performance Optimization,
Conqestion, DeadlockJ
New algorithms in the areas of sojrce-to-destination
sequence control, source-to-destination flow control, and
IMP-to-IMP transmission control are uiven as a result of
the discovery of logical flaws in the interface ©essane
processor (IMP) software. Changes in program structure are
discussed. Measurements of network throughput, l^?
reliaoility, and IMP performance are given.
Mendicino/^ S., "OCTOPUS: The Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
Network", Comouter Networks, R. Rustin, ed.. Prentice -Hall,
1972, pp. 9b-110.
[Centralized System, OCTOPUS, Distributed System, Data
T ransmi ssi on]
The evolution of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
Livermore OCTOPUS froT> a centralized network to a
distributed one, consisting of a super i mposi t i on of
specialized sub-networks, is described.
Metcalfe, R., "Packet Communication", Rpt. ^MAC TR-11^, Project
MAC, MIT, Dec. 1973.
[Protocol, Packet Communication, ARPANET, ALOHA, Network
Bandwidth, Interprocess Communication, Thin-line
Communications, Satellite Communication]
This report develops a theory of packet communication: it
analyzes uses of compjters in digital communication systems
and examines structures for organ izinn computers in highly
communicative envi rom>ent s . Various examples from existing
computer networks are used to motivate and substantiate
analysis of store-and-f o rward packet communication,
oroadcast packet comm jni cat i on, and distributed
interprocess communication. Bandwidth, protocols,
inter -node spacing, packet lengths, and other aspects of
packet communication are examined from the standpoint of
underlying theory.
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Metcalfe/^ R.^ "Strateqies for Interprocess Communication in a
Distributed Computinn SysteTi"^ CoTtputer and Communications
Networks and Teletraffic^ J. Fox.# ed.^ 1972/' pp. 519-525.
[ARPANET/- Protocol/- Routing/ Error Recovery/ Interprocess
Communication/ Messaq? Switchinq/ Distributed System
Technology/^ Ports3
Characteristics are ^iven for distributed and centralized
systems processes and protocols. Thin-wire (distributed)
interprocess communication is explained and it is suggested
that it should be used more generally in computer operating
systems for reliability reasons.
Michael/ G.A./ Cralle/ R.K./ "A Survey of Graphic Data Processing
Equip rtient for Computers"/ Computer Oriented Circuit Design/
F. Kuo and W. MagnusoT/ eds./ Prentice-Hall/ 1969.
[Graphics/ Terminal/ Terminal TechnologyJ
A survey of graohic input and output (light pen and
"picture readers") devices that contains tables comparing
several vendors' models. A number of desirable hardware
and software features for graphics input and output in the
future are discussed.
Miller/ E.F./ Pritchard/ E.L./ "Process Control and File
Management in Lame Minicomputer Networks"/ Proc. IEEE
C0MPC0N73/ 1973/ pp. 199-201.
[Computer NetworksJ
A proposal tor providing a "floating" operating system
(DOSS) which delegates authority as needed to "junior
executives" (JEXs). "The study of the requirements for the
control program(s) and the data management functions is
anthropomorphic." A hierarchical structure similar to that
of large companies is recommended for large minicomputer
networks. Reliability problems with hierarchical structure
in a distributed environment are not addressed.
Miller/ S.W./ "Display Requirements for Future Man -Machine
Systems"/ IEEE Transactions on Electronic Devices/^ ED-18/
Sept. 1971/ p. 616.
[Graphics/ Man-machine Communication/ Interactive]
This paoer discusses the need for interactive graphic,
devices. The major point made is that 8 1/2 by 11 inch/
black-on-white/ hiqh resolution/ inherent memory devices
that rely on reflected light would be a big step toward
insuring general acceotance of interactive graphics.
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Distributed Computer Networks"/^ Rpt.Miller/ T.J.^ "Deadlock in
^lJIUCDCS-R-74-619/' Dept. of CS^ Univ. of
CDeadlock/ Process synchroni zat ion3
1 1 1 . /^ Urbana# Dec
This V 9Der discusses deadlock detection in a centrally
controlled en\/ i ronment^ in which a single resource manager
performs allocation/ and in a distributed control
environtient/ in which orocesses perform their own resource
allocation. Shared mpnory for residence of Dijkstra
semaphores and other data structures are assumed/ so the
title is somewhat midleading.
Mimno/ N.^'./ Cosell/ 3. P./ a' aid en/ D.C./ Butterfield/ S.C./ Levin/
J. 3./ "Terminal Access to the ARPA Network: F. xperience and
Improvements"/ Proc. IEEE C0MPC0VJ73/ 1973/ pp. 53-43.
CTIP/ ARPANET]
A superficial look at the background/ history/ desion/ and
continuing development of the ARPANET Terminal IMP (TIP).
Mommens/ J.H./ Raviv/ J-/ "Coding for Data Compaction"/
Research Report RC 5130/ November 1974.
LData ConipressionD
IBM
This is a belated report on old (ca. 1970) compression work
done at IBM. Several approaches are described with
emphasis on software and hardware implementation. Results
of experiments on real data are given.
Morgan/ D.E./ Campbell/ J. A./ "An Answer to a User's Plea?"/ Proc.
First Annual SIGfOE Synposiu-n/ 1973/ pp. 112-121.
Cf^easurement/ Performance Evaluation/ Benchmark/ Synthetic
Jobs3
This paper discusses the subject of |.:erformance evaluation
from the point of view of the user. Problems of how to
choose machines/ configurations/ etc./ are discussed- Also/
two forms of benchmarks (resource and service demand) and
their applicability to various environments are discussed.
Mo r
J
an/ H.L./ Levin/ K.D./ "Optimal Program and Data Locations in
Computer Networks"/ Report ^4-10-01/ Dept. of Decision
Sciences/ The Wharton School/ U. of Penn./ 1974.
CF i le Al locat ionD
This is a brief summary of Levin's Ph
the network file allocation problem.
thesis (q. V . ) on
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Morris/ J.H.^ "Protection in Programming Languages"^ CAC1 ^6r Jan
19/3/. OP. 15-21.
CAccessControlz-ProtectionJ
This paper discusses protection of subprograms from
malfunctions nf other s ubprograiis . ^^ethods of enforcing
user-created type restrictions thru software and
restriction of variables to specific programs are discussed
Morris/ R.^- "Scatter Storage Techniques"/ CACM 11/ 1968/ pp.
38-43.
tHash i ngD
This is a good rev/iew of the early k^ork on hushing.
Moulder/ R./ "An Implementation of a Data Management System on an
Associative Processor"/ AFIPS 42/ 1973/ pp. 171-176.
CAssociative ProcessingD
An experimental data nanaqeinent system usiny an associative
processor (AP) is discussed. The database resides on a
para I le l-head-pe r-t r ack disk connected to the AP via 72
parallel channe I s .
Mjlford/ J.B./ Ridall/ R.K./ "Data Compression Techniques tor
Economic Processing of Large Com-nercial Files"/ Proc.
Symposium on Information Storage and Retrieval/ ACM/ 1971/
PD. 20^-215.
LData Compression!
The authors used a comoination of schemes (elimination of
obvious data redundancies/ coding of lengthy fields which
were inconvenient to code on input/ Huffman coding/ etc.)
to achieve a 4.7 compression ratio on a large commercial
dat a base.
Mullio/ J.K,/ "The Specification of Data Structures/ Access
Methods/ and Ffficiency "/ Proceedings Sixth Annual
Princeton Conference on Information Sciences and Systems/
191^2/ pp. 79-84.
CFile System Design/ Access Paths/ Information System
Mode I inn
3
This paper describes a file system simulation program:
aiven information on the data and its structure/ as well as
retrieval mechanisms and basic costs/ retrieval
"activities" are simulated and activity costs generated.
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Multics^ "System Administrator's Manjal"^ Honeywell Info Systems
and WIT/ Feb. 1973.
[Accounting/- User Support/ Management SupportD
This document describes the capabilities and functions
provided the System Adtjinistrator of a Multics system. The
facilities described include resource control/ billing/
creating new users/ etc-
huntz/ P.R./ "Analytic Models for Computer System Performance
Analysis"/ UCLA Computer Science Department Quarterly 2/
Jan. 1974/ pp. 49-66.
[Network Perfomance/ Network Modeling/ Queueing TheoryD
Descriptions of several queueing theoretic models are given
(Kl e
i
nrock s/ Buzen's/ Moore's/ etc.) and restrictions and
future developments are described. Some emphasis is put on
the author's model which is the only one with different
cust omer classes.
"Real-time Transmission in a Packet Switched
/ Network Measurement Note 13/ NIC 19014/ Sept 1973
Naylor/ W.E./
Network"
[ARPANET/ IMP/ Packet Communication/ *^easur ement /
Transmission/ Packet Communication Analysis3
Data
An experiment was performed on the ARPA network to measure
the transmission data rate that one could get for different
message sizes- i^essa::}es of sizes 1/ 40/ 62 and 503 words
were sent through 1/ 3/ and 6 "hops" (one hop is
transmission from one IMP to a neighboring IMP). Finally/
results from a theoretic model are compared with the data.
Needham/ R./ "Protection-A Current Research Area in Operating
Systems"/ International Computing Symposium/ 1973/ A.
Gunther/ B. Levrat/ H. Lipps/ eds./ North Holland/ 1974/ pp
123-126.
[Protection/ Security/ Access Control/ Process
SynchronizationD
An approach to protection/ involving the notion of "regimes
of protection" which denote the data a process can access/
the variety of access permitted/ that selection of other
processes it may call/ and transitions available to other
regimes of protection/ is presented. Advantaoes and
disadvantages inherent in the scheme and its implementation
are di scussed .
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Neiier, N . . "Comments on CCL"/ 'U C 300n^ 19M.
LJser Supports Co?nmand Langu3qe# Metwork Command Languagel
This paoer discjsses the proposal of the UULP on the
ARPA:iET (see Tentative Proposal for a Unified User Level
Protocol). This author sees the -nain problems as a
contention between standard i rat i on and resource sharing/^
and suqriests Thomas* i/iew (see Comments on the Conrnon
Cotnuand Lamua^e hffort) as the best solution rather than
resolving the contention as Padlipsky proposed.
Nei:jus^ U,a "The File Transfer Protocol
CProtocoU FTPD
RFC 5A2, July 1973.
This document orovicies the most recent definition of the
FTP for the ARPANhT. The reader should also be aware of
the subsequent RFC 6A0 on the new reply code structure.
FTP prok/ides the Tieans for -noving files regardless of
internal structure between two hosts.
Neuholdr E.J. Data ^appim: A Formal Hierarchical and
Relational ^iew"^' Sixth Courant Computer Science Symposium^
1971 .
LDat a St ructuresJ
A formal description of hierarchical and relational views
of data is given. It is then shown that the two different
structures have very close interrelations. This
facilitates the definition of formal mappinq between the
two.
Nielsen^ \' . ^ "The Sirnulatioi of Time Snarinc Systems"^
July 1967^ pp. 397-A13.
C Measurement/- Performance Evaluation^ Simulation!
CACf« 10,
The paper describes a fairly effective and general
time-sharini si-nulator. The simulator is designed to
accommodate a large class of (if not all) timesharinn
systems/- and to allow appraisal of various systems and
configurations.
Nishihera^ S.^ Hiroshi/^ H.^ "A Full Table Quadratic Search Method
Eliminating Secondary Clustering"/- Int. J. Comp. Inform.
Sci. S, 1974/. pp. 123-128.
LHas hi ng
J
This paper describes a variation on quadratic hashing which
searches the whole memory^ eliminates secondary clustering^
and requires no division operation.
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ODderbeck/- H.^ "Throughput Deqradations for Single Packet
^lessatjes"/ RFC 632-r NIC 30259, ^ay 1974.
CARPANhT/- Flow Control, 1^5PJ
An experidient to measure the bandwidth of single packet
fnessaye transmission on tUe ARPANET is reported. Only one
fourth of the expected throuahput was achieved in many
cases. The IMP flow control mechanism is shewn to be at
fault and two solutions are proposed-
Opderbeck, H,, Kleinrock, L., "The Influence of Control
Procedures on the Performance of Packet-Switched Networks",
Inter Network »»'Drking Group ^lote <^6?/ Sept. 1974.
CPacket Communication Analysis, Deadlock, Error Detection,
Error Recovery, Flow Control, ARPANET, Network Performance,
Conaes t i on J
The general aims and oroblems of flow control are discussed
as they relate to the ARPANET- Some deadlocks and
deqridations «hich have been discovered are discussed.
Oohir, D., Shepherd, 3. J., Spinrad, R.J., "Three-Dimensional
Computer Display"/ CACvj 12, June 1969, p. 309.
[Graphic;]
* short description of a system which generates 3-D line
displays using a color TV monitor ann colored filters over
the viewers eyes is given.
Ortany, A., "A System for Stereo Viewing", Comj:uter Journal 14,
May 19/1, o. 140.
CGraohi cs
J
A stereographies system using polarized lenses and a
transmitting/reflecting surface to fuse images is described
It can be viewed by many people at once.
Owens, R., "Evaluation of Access Authorization Characteristics of
Derived Data Sets", ACM SIGFI.DET Workshop on Data
Descriotion, Access, and Control, 1971, pp. 263-278.
Cuat a Secur i t y3
The capabilities necessary for preserving privacy in the
context of a large scale data manage rtient system designed to
support nontrivial decision making is described. This
paper details a technique for providing those capabilities
in a relational data management system and demonstrates the
feasibility of a system which goes part wny toward
providing an environment in which privacy can be protected;
moreover/ it is shown that providing this environment will
not be an easy task.
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Padlipsky/- M.A./> "Specification of the Unified User-Level
Protocol"/' RFC hbb^ NIC ni,M96, 197A.
CProtocol/^ UULP^ Time Sharing/^ f*1 an -machine Communication/^
ARPANET]
This paper proposes and describes a user-level man and
machine usaols orotocol for standardizing the user
interface to tine sharing systems- This allows a user or
machine to perform many site-independent actions in a
site-independent command Lanauane. Standardized input
conventions and an initial set of commands are described-
Padlipsky/ ^• - A . / "A Proposed Protocol for Connectinq Host
computers to ARPA-like Networks via Front-end Computers"/
RFC '^672/ 197C.
CProtocoL/ ARPANET/ Front-end Processor!
This RFC defines a highly flexible protocol for
communication between a front-end and a host with
significantly less impact on the host than a full NCP in
the host. The paper also contains hiqhly relevant "advice"
to would-be desioners and inplementers of network functions
Padlipsky/ M.A./ "Tentative Proposal for a Unified User Level
Protocol"/ RFC 451/ Feb. 1974.
EUser Support/ UULP/ CoJimand LanquaqeJ
This is the first of a series of papers on a more unified
approach to network services on the ARPANET. The proposal
discusses the proliferation of contact sockets for new
service protocols/ and the duplication of effort sometimes
necessary because of the approach.
Padlipsky/ M.A./ "Comments on CCL-DOC"/ USING CCL committee paper/
1974.
[Network Command Lanquaqe/ User Support/ Command LanquaqeD
This paoer contains Padlipsky's response to Thomas*
comments (see Comments on the Coimon Command Language
Effort). This paper addresses each point of Thomas* paper.
This whole series makes good reading for the designer of a
network command language.
Padlipsky/ M.A./ "Beyond the Telephone Line Surrogate:
Specification of the Unified User Level Protocol
Note/ 1974.
CUser Support!
USING
This paper is the predecessor of RFC 666. It is listed
here mainly for completeness and the discussion it provoked
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Padlipsky^ M.A./ "Two Solutions to a File Transfer Access
ProDleu"/ RFC 505/ July 1973.
[Access Control/' Accojnting/- File Transfer Protocol/^
Security3
This RFC addresses the proDle^as of file access and
accounting for file transfers in a network without
net work -wide accounting. The author offers two solutions
which have been used ^nd discusses their implications (See
also RFC's A87 and 501.)
Padlipsky/- M.A.a "What is 'Free'?"/ RFC A91/ Apr. 197 3.
CFile Transfer Protocol/ Access Control/ Security]
This RFC discusses the proolems of free system access to
proviae services such as mail. The problem of the
necessity of login is discussed/ and several solutions are
entertained.
Padlipsky/ ^.A./ "NETED: A
RFC 569/ Oct. 1973.
[Resource Sharing/ Us
Cofl-non Editor for the ARPA Network"/
er Support/ EditorD
This document provides a functional description of a common
network editor. The editor is based on the Multics editor/
EDS. This choice was iiade because of its simplicity and
ease of definition.
Padlipsky/ M.A,/ Calvin/^ I./ Kudlick/- M./ Greer/ C./ Crocker/ D./
"Desijn Document for a Performance Measurement Laboratory**/^
USING Internal viemo/ 197A.
CPerfomance Evaluation/ Measur eiient / User Support]
The measurement and ajthenti cation of services on a network
are hi^jhly important/ not only to determine the best place
to Tet a job done/ but also to determine if protocols are
implemented correctly and efficiently. This paper
discusses a technique for performing that function.
Page/ E.S./ Wilson/ L.B./ "Information Representation and
Manipulation in a Comouter"/ Cambridqe Univ. Press/ 1973
[Data Structuring/ Data Trees/ Hashing]
This book is an excellent elementary introduction to the
basics of computer information handlinq.
Farhami/ 3./ "A Highly Parallel Computing System for Information
Retrieval'*/ AFIPS FJCC 41/ 1972/ pp. o81-690.
[Associative Processing]
A rotating associative processor/ RAPID/ is described.
Design criteria are given along with logic diagrams.
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Parhani^ 3./ "Associative Mea^ories and Processors: An Overview
and Selected 3 i D I i ograD hy"A Proc. lEtE 61/ June 1973# pp.
722-730.
[Associative Processing]
An overview of hardware and software techniques used with
associative memories is given. There are 171 references.
Patil/ S.S./- "Limitations and Capabilities of Dijkstra's
Semaphore Primitives for Coordination A»onq Processes
Computation Structures Group Memo 57^ Project MAC
1971 .
CProcess Synchronization/ Semaphore/ Interprocess
Communi cat i on J
/
MIT. Feb
The "cigarette smoker's problem"/ a representative of a
class of coordinations that cannot be performed with
Dijkstra's P and V primitives without conditionals/ is
presented. An extension to the P and V primitives is
proposed .
Patt/ Y.N./ "Variable Length Tree Strjctures Having Minimum
Averaqe Search Time"/ CACM 12/ 1969/ pp. ^2-76.
CData Structures/ Data TreesD
This paper contains two types of theorems on tree
structures: One type dealing with optimal search orders
for completely specified trees/ and one dealing with
construction of trees having minimum average search lengths
if only the total numser of leaves is specified.
Patterson/ A.C./ "Requirements for a Generalized Data Base
Management System"/ AFIPS FJCC 39/ 1971/ pp. 515-522.
CData Management Overview/ Security/ Data Accessing]
This paper oriefly discusses the 3UIDE/SHARE report on
generalized requirements of data management systems. It
contains more than two pages of glossary of data
management-type terms/ which may be of some use to the
novice.
Pewitt/ T.C./ Su/ S.Y.W./ "Resource Demanded Pacjing and
Dispatching to Optimize Resource Utilization in an
Operating System"/ Proc- First Annual SI6ME Symposium/ 1973^
pp. 29-36.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation/ Queueinq Theory]
This paper uses Buzen's model for evaluation of an
opcratim system. The authors then apply an iterative
optimization scheme to determine optimum system parameters.
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Pogran^' K.T.^ "Unnuddlino Free File Transfer"/' RFC 501^ May/' 1973
LAccess Control/ Accounting/ File Transfer Protocol/
Secur i t y3
This RFC elaborates on the suggestions made in Bressler's
RFC AS/. The ajthor examines the problem from another
point of view and points up sev/eral difficulties in
security and accounting. Also see RFC's 4b7 and 505.
PDpek/ b.J./ "Protection Structures"/ Computer/ June 1974/ pp.
[Access Control/ Data Security/ Privacy/ Protection/
Securi t y3
This paoer starts with a aeneral discussion of privacy and
security. It then surveys control disciplines and
protection -nodels in soine detail/ with numerous references
to the literature (84 references).
PDpek/ G.J./ Kline/ C.S./ "Verifiable Protection Systems"/ To be
presented at the ACfS/lEEE Software Reliability Conference
in LA/ CA./ Apr. 1975.
CFile System Desinn/ Kernel/ Access Control/ Data Security/
Privacy/ Protection/ Security/ Co-operating Processes/
^ult i -programming]
This paoer primarily describes the UCLA/VM project at UCLA.
UCLA/Vi^ is a PD P 1 1 / 45-based virtual machine kernel that is
verifiable/ secure/ and a virtualizing package that creates
virtual PDP 11/45's.
PDpek/ 6. J./ Kline/ C.S./- "Verifiable Secure Operating System
Software"/ AFIPS NCC/ 1974/ pp. 145-151.
[Access Control/ Data Security/ Privacy/ Protection/ Kernel/
Security/ Co-operating Processes/ Mu It
i
-prog rammi ng3
This paper discusses some aspects of secure operatina
systems/ describes the concepts of security kernels and
virtual machines/ mentions several difficult security
problems/ and briefly mentions sotie aspects of verification
of security kernels. The UCLA-V*! system/ a prototype
security kernel and sjoport software for the PDP 11/45/ is
mentioned briefly. Brief arguments concerning the cost of
security are presented.
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PDStel/ J.^ "Of-ficial Initial Connection Protocol"^ NIC 1/7101.
[Initial Connection Protocols Protocols Inter-process
Communi cat
i
on^ ARPANET3
This document describes the ARPANET Initial Connection
Protocol (ICP)a a protocol used to establish an
inter-process communication link between two hosts. This
is the official ICP document/' and may be updated or
superseded .
Pouzii/ L.# "A Proposal for I n
t
ere onnec t i no Packet Switchinq
Networks"/- InterNetwork working Group Note ft60# March 197A,
CPacket Communi cat i on^ Store and Forward Networks/ Gateway/^
Network Interconnection]
A proposal to allow point to point message transfer across
several independent packet switching networks is described.
Necessary protocols and possible constraints are discussed.
Pouzin/ L,/ "Presentation and Major Desiqn Aspects of the
CYCLADES Computer Network"^ Proc. Third Data Communication
Symp./ IEEE/ Nov. 1975.
CCYCLADES/ Host-HostJ
The design of a packet switched network being developed in
France is presented. The paper gives a cursory overview to
their approach and plans for the future. The approach
taken by this group is significantly different from other
packet switched networks.
Pouzin/ L./ "CIGALE/ The Packet Switching Machine of the CYCLADES
Computer Network"/ IRIA »^IT 556/ Nov. 1973.
CCYCLADES/^ Communication SuDsystem/ Flow Control/^
Congestion/ Routine]
This paper describes the design of the packet switchinq
nodes of the CYCLADES network. The nodes^ French MITRA
15*s/ implement the routing/ flow control and other
functions necessary for the maintenance of the
communications subnetwork.
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Quatse^ J.^^ Gaulene/- P./- Dodger D.^ "The External Access Network
of 3 Modular CoTiputer Systen", AFIPS SJCC AO^ 1972/- pp.
7tt3-7h9.
CResource Sharing^ Secjrity# Message Processing^ PRI^'E/•
Protection^ Error Detection/^ Inter-process Communi cat i onD
The PRlMt syste-n consists of sets of -nodules dynatiically
reconfigured into separate suDsyst ems. Three classes of
communications are needed: proc essor-to-processor /^
processor-t o-f ac i t i t y pool device-(e.g. disk drive)^
primary memory-to-facility pool device. This paper
describes the structure and conponents of the External
Access Network CEAN) developed for this purpose.
Ramamoorthy / C.V.^ Chandy/> < . M . /- "Opt i -ni zat i on of f'semory
Hierarchies in ^u I t
i
prog rdmned Systems"^ JACM 17^ 1970^ pp.
426-AAb.
CFile Allocation/- Memory Syste-n DesionD
The techniques descrioed may be used to determine at what
levels files should be stored or to determine the design of
the "leTJory hierarchy (given data on file sizes and query
frequencies). ^ean response time is minimized under a
total cost constraint- The algorithrrs use linear
programming and branch-and-Dound.
Ramamoort hy/^ C.V.^ Chin^ Y . /• "An Efficient Organization of Large
Frequency-Dependent Files for 3inary Searching"/^ IEEE Trans
Comp. C-2U-r 1971, pp. 117&-1187.
CFile Part i t
i
oni nq3
The basic idea here is to partition the file into blocks of
2**j-1 items (for efficient binary search), all items in a
block expected to be accessed with similar frequencies.
The scheme is nost aporopriate to single item searches.
Reardon, 3.C., "An Adaptive Information Retrieval System Usino
Partial File Inversion", Inforij. Stor. Retr. 10, 1974, pp
49-36.
CData Structuring, Auto-natic Data Structuring, Data
Accessi nq3
This paoer proposes an automatic, adaptive scheme for
qeneratinq an inverted file. Keywords (or attribute
values) involved in a query are first searched for in the
inverted file. If not found, the file is searched
sequentially and the result is entered into the inverted
file as well as used to ans.#er the query.
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Rettenmayer/ J.W.r "File Ordering and Retrieval Cost
Stor. Retr. 8< 1972/ op. 79-93.
CDat a C luster ingD
Inform .
This paper proposes that for efficient retrieval data
should be clustered accordino to similarity of keys* and
members of clusters should be stored together. Unlike
document retrieval* where only the cluster representatives
(or centroids) are examined for similarity to a query* here
the centroids provide a guide as to which clusters are to
be searched. Simulation experiments are reported on.
Roberts* L.* Wessler* D.* "Conputer Network Development to
Achieve Resource Sharing"* AUPS SJCC* 1970* pp. 543-549.
tARPANET* Resource Sharinc?* Store-and-forKard Networks*
fretwork Topology* Net*^ork DesignJ
This slightly dated article gives the requirements*
properties* and topolDgy of the communications system
chosen for the ARPANET. A quantitative comparison is made
between the chosen ARPANET configuration and alternative
network communications systems designs.
Roberts* L.G.* "Extensions of Packet Communication Technology to
a Hand Held Personal Terminal"* AFIPS SJCC* 1972* pp.
295-298.
CPacket Radio* Packet Co-nmuni cat i ons J
The feasibility of a hand-held computer terminal using
packet radio techniques is discussed. The terminal would
consist of a 256-c harac t er plasma screen* a five-button
keyset* a radio transceiver* and control logic. A brief
comparison of the random-access radio technique used with
conventional frequency or time-division multiplexing is
included .
Rose* G.A.* "Computer Graphics Communications Systems"* IFIP
Congress 68* North Holland* 1968* p. 692.
[Communications* Graphics* Network* Terminal Technolonyl
Directly-coupled and njffered displays are briefly
described- Three experimental systems are compared and
discussed: ARDS project* Intergraphic project* IBM 1500
Instructional Display S/stem. Linking of a large number of
such devices into a network is discussed.
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Rothniez J.b./Jr./ Lozano^ T.^ "Attribute Based File Organization
in a Paged ''lemory Environment"/^ CACM 17^ 1974/- pp. 63-69.
[Hashing/- Data Clustering/- Data StructuringD
This paoer suaqests the comput at i on of hash addresses
("pages" instead of single locations) as a function of
several keys- This not only reduces search time (or the
need for inverted files) but also clusters the data
conveni ent ty
.
Rotwitt^ T./Jr./ delaine/" P. A./ "Storage Optimization of Tree
Structured Files Representing Descriptor Sets"^ Proceedings
1971 AC^? SIGFIDET Workshop-r E.F. Codd and A.L- Dean/- eds./-
pp. 207-217.
CData Structures/- Data TreesD
Files may be naturally structured into trees on the basis
of the values taken on for the various attributes (keys).
The number of nodes in the tree rfill vary according to
which key is assigned to which level. This paper addresses
the problem of determining an optimal arrangement.
Rozawadowski/ R.T./- "A Measjre for the Quantity of Computation"/
Proc. First Annual SI31E Symposiu-n/- ACM* 1973^ pp. 100-111.
[Measurement/^ Performance Evaluation/ Information TheoryD
This paoer is interestinn from two aspects: it nicely
parallels Holstead's software physics work/ and it provides
a very reasonable machine independent measure of
computational work. This measure may then be used to
compare machine instruction sets/ which the paper does.
Rust i n/ R Computer Networks"/ Prentice-Hall/ 1972.
[MERIT/ OCTOPUS/ DCN/ CYBERNET/ ARPANET/ Computer Network^
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Rjth/- S.S-^ Kreutzer^ P.J-/ "Data Compression for Large Business
Files"/ Datamation/ Sept. 1972/^ pp. 62-66.
CUata CompressiDnD
This is 3 good re\/iew and evaluation of compression
techniques particularly applicable to large military data
bases. The authors recommend Huffman coding of characters
plus common patterns/ and have obtained a 2,5 compression
ratio on a large/ dense data base.
Saltzer/ J.H./ "Protection and the Control of Information Sharinn
in Multics"/ CACM 17/ July 1974/ op. 338-A02.
CWULTICS/ Security/ Privacy/ Access Control/ Data Sharing/
Time Sharing/ Virtual >^emory/ Storage Hierarchies3
Desiqn principles and goals of Wultics/ a highly secure
time-sharing system/ are described. The schemes Multics
uses to implement the design goals are described in detail/
and a discussion of the tradeoffs anc weaknesses of the
implementation is included. The design principles and
access control/ authentication/ and protection mechanisms
discussed in this paper are important concepts in the field
of secure operating systems.
Saltzer/ J.H,/ Gintell/ J.W./
CACM 13/ Aug. 1970.
C>!easurement / Performance Evaluation]
The Instrumentation of Wultics
This paper describes in a cursory manner the measurement
facilities provided in ^ultics. 3oth hardware and software
techniques are presented ranging from a PDP-8 based monitor
to evaluation by running a script of user activities.
Schmid/ H./ "An Approach to the Communication and Synchronization
of Processes"/ International Compjting Symposium 1973/ A.
(lunther/ B. Levrat/ H. Lipps/ eds./ Morth Holland/ 1973.
CProcess Synchronization/ I nter -process Communication/
Petri Nets/ Resource Sharing/ Deadlock]
Primitives for the coununication of concurrent processes
are introduced. Using these prixiitives/ process systems
are split into processes independent of/ and processes
communicating with the environment/ which allows easy
transformation of process systems into Petri Nets. Finally/
the implementation is discussed.
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Schroeder/- M./ Saltzer/^ J.^ "A Hardware Architecture for
Implementing Protection Rings''^ CAC^ 15^ March 1972^ pp.
157-170.
C Protection/ Security/ Access Control/ MIJLTICS/ Virtual
Memo ry
3
Crit^rici *rf presented for the desiqn of access control
mechanisms/ ^nd the processor -nechanisms for implementing
protection rings are described. Finally/ advantages and
possible uses for protection rinas are discussed.
Schroeder/ i^.D./ "Cooperation of •Mutually Suspicious Subsystems
in a Computer Utility"/ Report ;/MAC TR-1U4/ Project MAC/
MIT.
[Security/ Access Control/ MULTICSD
A protection scheme based on capabilities and protection
domains is described. The scheme is efficiently
implementaole in hard«/are and extends the methods developed
for and implemented by the Honeywell 6180 MULTICS processor
Impacts of the design on the supporting operating system
are discussed.
Schuyler/ J./ "ORACLE: Compjterized Conferencim in a
Computer-Assisted -Instruction System"/ Computer
Communication: Impacts and Implications/ Froc. First ICCCir
S. Winkler/ ed./ 1972.
CTeleconferencinnD
This paoer describes a teleconferencing system developed
for the social sciences to augment the effectiveness of the
questionaire by utilizing a modified Delphi technique.
Schwartz/ J.T./ "Abstract and Concrete Problems in the Theory of
Files"/ Data 3ase Systems/ R. Rust in/ ed./ Prectice-Hall/
1972/ DP. 1-21.
[Data Structuring/ Data Accessing/ Retrieval Strategies/
File System DesignJ
In this symposium talk yiven in >'dy/ 1971/ Schwartz
outlined the key orobleus that should be addressed in
developing the area of data base management.
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Sekino/ A.^ "Throuqhput Analysis of •lultiprogrammed Virtual
^^enory Computer Systems"/ Proc. First Annual S16ME
Symposium/- 1973^ op. 47-53.
CMeasure^ent / Performance Evaljation/^ Paging/ Queueinq
Theory J
This paoer combines models of paging behavior of programs
under multiorogratiming/ and of dual processor^ nulti -memory
system with virtual meiaory to realistically evaluate
throuqhput. The Tiodel is compared with actual data from
MULTICS/ and the effect of multiprogramming is evaluated.
Senko/ M.t./ "Details of a Scientific Approach to Information
Systems"/ Data 3ase Systems/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/
1972/ pp. U3-17A.
[Information System Hodeling/ Information System
Measurement/ File System Design]
This 1971 Symposium talk is a good/ readable introduction
to information system modeling in general and Senko's FOREM
in particular. (See other papers by Senko et al.)
Senko/ M.C,/ "Data Description Lanquaqe in the Context of a
'^lultilevel Structured Description: Diam II With Foral"/
Research Report RC 5073/ 1974.
CData Description Lanijaoje]
IBM
A five level data description language is described. These
levels are the end user/ information/ string/ encoding/ and
physical levels.
Senko/ f^.F./ Altman/ E.B./ Astrahan/ M.^./ Fehder/ P.L./ "Data
Structures and Accessing in Data-3ase Systems"/ ISM Systeirs
Journal 12/ 1973/ pp. 30-93.
CData Structuring/ Data Accessing?/ Information System
Mode I im 3
This paper is in three parts: 1. Evolution of Information
Systems (an overview of the development and probleiis of
data-base systetis) II. Information Organization
(description of the "Entity Set 'nodel"/ a concept very
close in spirit to the relational model) III. Data
Representations and the Data Independent Assessing Model
(DIAfl) (based on the Entity Set Model/ DIAM is a "complete
model for the represent i nq/ storing/ and retrieving of
structured information".) The model is a four-level
hierarchical one which the authors believe capaole of
describing the siqnificant features of existing and
proposed data-base systems in a consistent manner.
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Senko/- M.L.a Lum^ V.Y/-/ Owens/- P . J . >' "A File Organization
Evaluation Model (FORE"^)*'/^ Information Processinq 68/^ 1969/-
Nort h-Ho I land/^ Amsterdam.
CFile System Design^ Information System Modeling]
Shemer^ J.E.^ Collmeyer^ A . J . /^ "Database Sharinti: A Study of
Interference/ Roadblock and Deadlock"^ ACM SI6FIDET
WorkshoD on Data Description/- Access/ and Control/ 1972/
U1-163.
CConcurr ent Use3
PP
By simulating concurrent use of a shared database/ the
authors find that database sharing at the group level is
not expected to result in any significant deadlock or
interference problems-
Shneiderman/ B./ "A Model for Optimizing Indexed File Structures"/
Int. J. Comp. Inform. Sci. 3/ 19^4/ op. 93-103.
LData Structures/ File System DesignJ
Using a graph-theoretic model for data structure and access
paths/ Shneiderman discusses the minimization of search
cost s .
Shoshani/ A./ "Data Sharing in Computer Networks"/ MC #12623/
Oct. 1972.
[Concurrent Use/ Data Sharing/ Distributed System/
Net work 3
The author presents several criteria by which to judge a
distributed data manage-rent systen/ and then presents and
analyzes five such systems. He concludes with some
observations he has drawn based on his experience with
implementing one of these systems.
Shoshani/ A./ Bernstein/ A.J./ "Synchronization in a
Parallel-Accessed Data 3ase"/ CACM 12/ Nov. 1969/ pp.
60A-607.
[Process Synchronization/ Deadlock Prevention/ Data
Accessing/ Data Sharing]
A data base is represented as a directed graph/ and then
the advataqes and disadvantages of several algorithms for
parallel access to the data base is discussed in terms of
which situations can be handled/ which can not/ extra
information required/ and the length of time a node spends
lock ed.
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Shoshani# A.^ Spiegler^ I.^ "The Integration of Data Management
Systems on a Conputer Metwork''^ MIC #15717/- 1973.
LDistributed System^ Data Accessing]
The authors present a rather extensive overview of the
system they designed to act as a front end to several
existing data management systems running at various sites
on a net work
.
SibleyA E.H./ Taylor^' R.W./^ "A Data Definition and Mapping
Languacje'*/ CACM 16/ Dec. 19/3/' pp. 750-739.
CData Structures/ Data Definition Language!
The authors propose that Data Definition Languages must be
extended to provide a Tieans of specifying the storage
structure the data will be napped onto. It is hoped that
this will provide data independence.
Skinner/ C.W./- "A Heuristic Approach to Inductive Inference in
Fact Retrieval Systems"/- CACM 17/ 1974/ pp. 707-712.
CData Clustering]
The scheme here is to cluster s/ery closely linked data
(many properties in CDUTion). In this way examination of a
typical cluster member or cluster centroid may be
predictive of information aPout a given member-- even when
such information is missing from the data base.
Slotnick/ D.L./- "Loqic per Track Devices"/ Advances in Computers/-
1970/ pp. ?91-296.
CAssociative Processing]
A head per track disk is described in which each head is
capable of boolean operations. This system could be used
in applications with a large amount of data and little
processing such as scanning the entire disk in one
revolution tor a match.
Snufigs/ M-t./^ Popek/ G.J./ Peterson/ R.J,# "Data Base System
Objectives as Design Constraints"/ Proc. ACM/^ 1974/ pp
641-64/.
CData Base Overview]
This paper is concerned with the problems of data
independence/^ re I at abi I i ty/^ compat ab i I i t y/ structural
adaptability/ integrity/ recoverability/ and security-
difficulty of these problems is discussed/ as are some
proposed solutions.
The
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SnyderT»?n^ M . /- Hunt^ B./ "The Myriad Virtues of Text Compaction"/-
Datamation/' Dec. 1V70^ pp. 36-40.
tData CompressionJ
The scheme here is to scan a text character by character^
combining the most frequently used characters (A^E/ etc.)
with the one following to fofn a sin'^le coded character.
The compression ratio is clearly less than 2 and tends to
be about 1 . !>
.
Sobolewski/ J.S./^ "Proqrammaole CoTinunication Processors"^
Computer Communication: Impacts and Irrplications^ Proc.
First ICCC/ S. Winkler^ ed./ ^9?^.
CFront-end Processor/- User Support/ Telecommunications]
This paper surveys the field of communication processors
for inquiry and response systems/ data collection/^
conversational computinq/^ reTfOte batchx and message
switching systems. The role of minicomputer configurations
is explored in each of these areas. The advantages and
disadvantages of comm jni cat i on processors is discussed (the
primary disadvantage oeino the lack of manufacturer
supported software). This is a decent introductory paper.
SDmia/ M./^ "Synchronization Problems in a Computer fretwork"/-
International Computing Symposium) 1973^ A. Gunther^ B.
Levrat/ H. LippS/ eds.^ North Holland/ 1974.
[Resource Sharinq/ Co-operating Processes^ SOC (Systeme
d Ordi nateurs Connectes)/ Process sync hroni zat i on^*
Distributed System^ Resource Allocation]
Synchronization problems connected with Distributed
resource allocation are discussed in relation to computer
networks/- in particular to SGC (Systeme d ' Ordi nateurs
Connectes). The solution implemented is described^ and
advantages and disadvantages are discussed. Finally^ the
applicability in more general circumstances is studied.
Sorenson/ P.^ "Interprocess Communication in Real Time Systems"^
Operating systems Review 7^ Oct. 1973/ ^C^r pp. 1-7.
[Interprocess Communication/ Message Switching^ Data
Sharing/ Process Synchronization]
Some schemes developed for nonreal-time interprocess
communication are reviewed and it is shown they are
inadequate for real-time situations. Two models are
presented which insure shared data integrity in a real-time
situation. The first model involves the control of process
scheduling/ the second uses multiole copies of data sets.
Finally/ the notions of real-time independent and dependent
data are discussed in reference to real-time communication.
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Spicr^ M./ Hastinas^ T.r Cutler^ D.^ "An Experimental
Implementation of the iCe rne I /Domai n Architecture**/^
Operating Systems Review !» Oct. 1973# ACM# pp. 8-21.
[Domain/' Domain Incarnation^ Kernels Protection3
The conceptual background and fraiiework of a software
simulated kerne I /domai n architecture is described. The
need for storage class semantics^ which do not exist in
current high level langjaqes/ is explored. Functional
implications/ such as the design of a simple CPU scheduler/
are niven.
Soier/ M./ Organick/ E . /^ "The MULTICS Interprocess Communication
Facility"/ Second ACM Symposium on Operating Systems
Principles/ October 1969/ pp. 83-91.
Cinter-process Communication/ 'lULTICS/ Co-operating
Processes/ Process Synchronization]
The MULTICS interprocess communication (IPC) facility is
discussed as it relates to capabilities produced as a
result of basic systen design. Shared data bases by virtue
of unambiguous file system names/ lock and unlock
primitives/ and block/wakeup services for processor
multiplexinq are the oasis for the IPC facility.
Spragins/ J.D./ "Analysis of Loop Transmission Systems**/ Second
Symposium on Problems in the Optimization of Data
Communication Systems/ 1971/ pp. 175-182.
CRing Network/ Network Analysis/ Sueueing Theory]
A queueinq theory analysis is performed on loop
transmission systems with a sinule controller and random
slot assignment with fixed slot size (the 'lazy suzan').
The paper discusses results of the research effort and
emphasis the trade-off considerations in the design of loop
systems (buffer size/ terminal waiting lines/ printer
impact/ et c . )
-
Stanfel/ L.E./ "Optimal Trees for a Class of Information
Retrieval Problems"/ Inform. Stor. Retr. 9/ 1973/ pp
[Data Structures/ Data Trees]
A3-59
This paper reanalyzes the optimal tree problem under the
hypothesis that horizontal steps through the tree nay be
more costly than vertical ones. The analysis leads to an
integer programming problem and an algorithm for its
solution isqiven.
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StanfeU L.E.-r "Tree Structures for Optimal Searching"^ JACM 17a
1970a pp. 508-517.
CData Structures^ Data Trees]
This paoer provides a discussion and critique of
(SussenguthA 1969) and also gi»/es some preliminary results
which -nakes it a usefjl introduction to (StanfeU 1973).
Stocker, P.M. a Dearnley^ P. A. a "Se I f -Orqanizi no Data Management
Systems'^ Computer J. 16a May 1975a pp. 110-115.
CData Structuring/ Data Reconfiguration/ Automatnc Data
Structuring/ Access PathsD
This paoer proposes a syste^n which examines queries to
determine the least costly way to respond; included is the
possiDility of automatically setting up file copies sorted
on different keys/ partial file copies/ etc. Statistical
information may be saved for periodic restructuring.
Stonebraker/ M . / "The Choice of Partial Inversions and Combined
indices"/ Int. J. Cocnp. Inform. Sci. 3/ 197Aa pp. 167-188.
LRetrieval StrategiesA File System DesignA Data
St ructures3
By characterizino the storage medium and the query setA the
author obtains analytic results concerning aood indexing
strategies. In particular the choice of attributes to be
indexed in a partially inverted file and the choice of an
optimal subset of comoined indices is obtained.
Su S.Y.A CopelandA G.p.a Lipovski, G.J. a "Retrieval Operations
and Data Representations in a Context-Addressed Disc
System"/ Proc. ACM SI GPL AN-S IGI R Interface Meeting/ 197Aa
pp. 144-153.
CAssociative Processing!
The advantages of looic per track discs are discussed.
These include avoiding the tjultilevel ^nappinqs from
high-level retrieval language to machine language and from
user oriented data reor esent at i on to machine oriented data
representation.
S jmmer i 1 1 allA L.F.A KoryA M.a "Security in Data Management"A Eighth
Hawaii Infl Conf. on Syste-n Sciences/ 1975a pp. 191-194.
CAccess ControlA Data Security/ Security]
This paper
that go into
s
C
briefly discusses many of the various aspects
a secure system/ ranging from building
ecurity guards to aspects of uonitoring process activities
ontains sosie good/ short definitions of key phrases.
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Summers/' R.C./ Fernandez^ E.3.^ Coleman# C.D./ "Shared Data
Access Control with Program'ning Language Support"^ Eighth
Hawaii Int'l. Conf. on System Sciences^ 1975^ pp. 187-190.
[Access Control 3
This paper describes a tiethod of classifying users#
application programs^ data items/^ restrictions based on
specific data items/^ etc.^ into groups^ in a way such that
access control can be impleTiented with only a few changes
to a currently existing higher level programing language.
Sjnshine^ C.x "Issues in Co-n/nuni cat i on Protocol Design— Formal
Correctness"/ Inter Network »i/orking Group Protocol Note #5/-
Oct. 197!>.
[Protocol/ Flow ControlD
A formal description is given of the failure modes of a
simple positive ac know I edgement /r et ransm i ssi on protocol
with and without sequencing.
Sussenquth/ E.H./Jr./ "Use of tree Structures for Processing
Files"/ CACM 6/ 1963/ pp. 272-279.
[Data Structures/ Data TreesD
This is the classic paper describing tree-structured data
and analyzing search and update efficiency.
Sutherland/ I.E./ "Computer Displays
June 1970/ p. 57.
[Graphics/ Appl i cat i onsD
Scientific American 222/
A non-technical description of coiiputer graphics/ and a
layman-oriented explanation of how graphics output works/
and of several applications of graphics terminals is given
One hidden surface algorithm is given.
Teichroew/ D./ "An Approach to Research in File Organization"/
Proceedings of the AC^ Symposiun on Inform. Stor. and Retr./
J. Minke and S. Rosenfeld/ eds./ 1971.
[File System Design/ Information System Modeling]
The thesis of this paper is that research on file
organization has not made much progress because the subject
is so large and unstructured. The author suggests a
St ructure--t hat of the Univ. of Michigan Information
Systems and Optimization System (ISDOS) project--ta be
f ol lowed .
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Thesen^ A.^ "Schedulim of CDnputer Programs for Optimal Machine
Uti Lizat ion"-r BIT 13^ 1973/- pp. 206-216.
CProcess Scheduling/ 3atch Operation s^ Operating System^
Resource AllocationD
An algorithm w»hich yields optimal use of a computer's
resources taking into account CPU utilizacion/^ memory
utilization/ priorities/ and proximity to deadlines is
described. The algorithm is specified for a 360-like batch
j ob env i ronment .
Thomas/ R.a "A Model for Process Representation and Synthesis"/
Report ^tMAC-TR-87/ Project MAC/ ^IT/ June 1971.
CProcess Representation/ Process Synchroni zat i on3
The proolem of repres?nting groups of loosely connected
processes is i n\/esti gated and a -nodel for process
representation useful for synthesizing complex patterns of
process behavior is developed. Concepts relevant to the
process representation Todel are defined; a model for
process representation is developed; it is shown that the
model for process representation is a useful one for
synthesizing process oehavior patterns- It is suggested
how the model could be used as a semantic base for a very
potent language extension facility.
Thomas/ R./ "A Resource Sharing Executive
Report 2522/ «arch 1973.
CResource Sharing/ User Support^
for the ARPANET BBN
This describes the RSEXEC syste.-n developed for ARPANET
tenet's. The program allows inter-entity functions as
described in Bressler's paper (see RFC AA1)/ an environment
for file transfer and nail/ and maintenance of a list of
accessed files.
Thomas/ R./ "Comments on the Common Command Language Effort"/
Personal paper to CCL Committee/ 1974.
LUser Support/ Command Language/ Network Command LanguaqeD
This paper discusses perceived problems with the proposals
made in a predecessor of RFC 666. The paper considers the
proposal from a different point of view sheddinri some liqht
on questions such as "nachine readable versus human readable
protocols/ resource sharing/ etc./ and ends with a counter
proposal .
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Thomas^ P.r "On the Problem of Signature Authentication for
Network »1ail'V RFC 644^ July 1974.
CMail^ Access Cotrol^ Security r Authent i cat i on3
This paper discusses one approach to the authentication of
mail senders^ i.e.^ is the nail from who it says it is.
The approach relies on the assumption that local
authentication is possible and then attempts to build the
necessary capabilities on this.
Thompson^ F.B.^ "Enrjlish for the Computer*V AFIPS 29# ^966r pp.
349-356.
L Natural Language]
It is the central thesis of. the paper that^ "when the
subject matter of Enqlish is limited to material whose
interrelationships are specifiable in a limited number of
precisely structured categories/ English becomes a formal
language "-
Thompson/ F.B./ Lockenann/ P.C./ Dostert/ B./ Deverill/ R.S./
"REL: A Rapidly Extensible Language System"/ Proc, ACM/
1969/ pp. 399-A1A.
[Natural Language!
REL is a English lanqjage system which allows the user to
extend the language to fit his particular needs. For the
system to work efficiently/ the user's data structures must
reflect his conceptual organization of the data.
Trafton/ P.J./ Blank/ H.A./ McAllister/ N.F./ "Data Transmission
Network Comput er-t o-Comput er Study"/ Computer Sciences
Corporation/ Proc. Second Symposijtn on Problems in the
Optimization of Data Communications Systems/ Palo Alto/
Califiornia/ October 1971/ pp. 185-191.
CError Detection/ Error Correction/ Communications/ Data
T ransmi ss i on3
An analysis of the general intercomputer communication
problem is performed. The model contains a number of
intermediate communication links with an intermediate
satellite link. The general s t or e-and-f orwa rd technique is
considered with an Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ)
discipline and a Forward Error Correction (FEC) coding
technique. A comparison with empirical data indicates the
model is correct- ARQ is shown to be favored if each link
has separate error control while FEC is more viable with
end-to-end error control.
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Taro f f / ^ , "PARTY-LINE and DISCUSSION Computerized Conference
Systems"^ Computer CoTmuni cat i on : Impacts and 1 mpl i c at i ons.-
Proc. First ICCC^ S. #/inkler/ ed./- 1972.
CTeleconferencinql
This paoer discusses two systems developed by the Office of
Emerqency Precardedness as adjuncts to their EfllSARI
information management system. An analysis of the cost and
effectiveness of t el econf ernci ng \/ersus the face to face
sneetinq is presented in good detail.
van Lamsweerde^ A . -r "Deadlock Prevention in Real Time Systems r
International Computing Symposium ^975, A Gunther^ 3.
Levrat^ H. Liopsr eds.^ North-Holland/ ^9/^,
CDeadlock^ Process Schedulin':^ Resource Allocation]
A de-3dlock prevention scheme that takes job completion
times into account is given. The maximum claim and maximum
execution of each job is assumed. A dynamic programming
formulation is presented and its feasibility discussed.
van Rijsberoen, C.J.^ "Further Experiments With Hierarchic
Clustering in Document Retrieval"/ Inform. Stor. Retr.
1974/ pp. 1-U.
[Clustering/ Retrieval Strategies]
10,
This is a continuation of the work of Jardine and ^an
Rijsbergen (1971). A more general search strategy
(allowing for the retrieval of more than one cluster) is
presented and tests on several document files are discussed
van Rijsbergen/ C.J./ "An Algorithm for Information Structuring
and Retrieval"/ Comp. J. 1A/ 1971/ pp. AU7-411.
LData Clustering/ Retrieval Strategies]
This is an article on document clustering which emphasizes
the clustering algorithm. Use of single-linked
hierarchical clusters with representatives arranged in a
tree structure allows retrievals of various size clusters
matching the query more or less well. "Moderate success"
on a collection of 2U0 documents is reported.
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Vold# H., Sjogren^ B.H.,
-ODtimal Backup of Data Bases'^ BIT 1^,
1973. pp. 2i3-2A1.
[Data Base Recovery/ Data Base IntegrityJ
Assuming that a data Dase is backed up by periodicallydumping the data base to tape and maintaining a file oftransactions which hav/e taken place since the last dump.
the authors present a mathematical criterion for
determining the optimal interval for taking the dumps to
minimize the cost of Tiaintaining the data base at an
operat iona I level .
Volk# J.L./ "Interactive Television Experiment
Virginia"/ Proc. IEEE C0MPC0N73/ 1973/'
C Co<n muni cat i ons3
in Reston^
pp. 81-84.
A two-way CATV system operating in Reston/ Va. wasdemonstrated by the MITRE Corporation. Services such as
computer games/ financial news/ and educational materials
were provided to the sjoscriber population. The
subscribers used an ordinary television set with a refreshdevice (a commercial video recorder player) and a keyboard
or touch-tone telephone as communications devices. A Bore
economical approach is also described/ and the economics of
operation are discussed.
Wagner/ R./ "Indexing Design Considerations"/ IBM Svst J 1?*
1973/ pp. 351-367. ^
CData Accessing/ Data Structuring/ Data Compression:
Although written in the context of the IBM Virtual Storage
Access Method project/ this paper is a good introduction tothe design/ maintenance/ compression/ etc. of indexes.
Wagner/ R./ Common Phrases and *li ni muw-Space Text Storaae
16/ 1973/ pp. 148-152.
CData Compression]
V CACM
This paper addresses the following problem: given an
encoding of certain strinas and a message 'contai ni ng these
strings but with overlap/ how is the message best encoded^The dynamic programming algorithm given here may be too
unwieldy tor large data sets.
Wa Idbaum/ G./ "Evaluating Computing System Changes by "leans ofRegression Models"/ Proc. First Annual SIGME Symposium,1973/ pp. 127-135.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation/ Regression]
This paper discusses how regression models can be appliedto system evaluation. The nodel is applied to the
evaluation of changes Bade to an APL system.
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irfalden^ D.r "A System for Interprocess Communication in a
Resource-Sharinq Computer Network"^ CACM 15. April 1972. pp
221-230,
,. •* u ^
Clnter.process Communication. Ports. Message Switched
Protocol3
A systeu of communication oetween processes based on
Tnessages is described and the com-nun i cat i on system is
extended so that it may be used between processes
distributed throuqhout a computer network- the^
hypothetical application of the system to an existinq
network is discussed.
Watson. R.W.. "Sowe Thoughts on System Design to Facilitate
Resource Sharing". RFC 592. NIC 2D391. Nov. 1973.
CDistributed System. Resource Shar'ina. ARPANET3
An appeal is made to system designers on ARPANET hosts to
systetnitize interfaces to system services. Decoupling the
service from a direct link to the local operating systeir
wakes it more accessiole to other sites located around the
network .
UaXi D W.. "The ALOHA Radio Modulation Scheme". ARPA Network
Packet Radio Te^aporary Note #17. NIC 13863. Jan. 1973.
LPacket Radio3
The RF modulation scheme used by the ALOHA Network is
described. The history and hardware are described in some
detail. The performance of the modulation method is
briefly presented.
Weis. A.. "Distributed Network Activity at IBM". Computer
Networks. P. Rustin. ed.. Prentice-Hall. 1972. pp. 1-25.
tRJE. Resource Sharing. TSS. Protocol. Centralized System.
Distributed System. Security]
IBM experimental network activities, related to TSS. during
1968- 1972 are described. Some of the outstanding problems
that will have to be addressed during the coming years in
the area of computer networks are discussed.
Wells. M.. "File Compression Using Variable Length
Comp. J. 15. Nov. 1972. pp. 308-313.
EData Compressi on3
Encoding".
The compression technique discussed here is simply Huffman
coding. Soue consideration is given to implementation of
encoding and decoding, and possible extensions (non-binary
Huffman codes, self-synchronizing codes) are briefly
went ioned.
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whiter J.E./- "Response to Critiques of the Proposed Mail
Protocol"/. RFC #555^ J j I y 1973.
CMail^UserSupport3
This RFC provides a good look at the protocol designer's
response to criticism of his design and how the protocol is
chanc^ed to iteet the criticism. ^ore specifically^ this RFC
provides more discussion of the requirements of both use
and implementation of the protocol.
White/- J-E./> "A Proposed Mail Protocol
CM ail/ User Support 3
RFC 521*, June 1973.
This paper gives a detailed specification of a Mail
Protocol for the APPAnjet. The protocol provides many
sophisticated functions such as torwarding/^ distribution
control/ clerking/ etc. This paoer is a must for any
attempts at good on-line mail service.
Whitney/ K.M./ "Fourth Generation Data 'Management Systems"/
U2, 19/^3^ pp. 239-24A.
CContent Addressing^
AFIPS
An overview of the evolution of data management systems and
current trends is given. The author then presents the
query language of an experimental relational data
management system (RD^S)/ placing emphasis on the ease with
which the non-proqramier can forsulate his requests.
Wilkes^ M.V.^ "Automatic Load Adjustment in Time Sharing Systems**/^
Proc. ACM Workshop on Systeii Performance Evaluation* ^91^
,
pp. 308-320.
CMeasurement / Perforwance Evaluation/ Load Measures!!
This paper discusses how control theory techniques may be
applied to dynanicall/ control system load. Two algorithms
are discussed. The first atte-npts to predict the number of
tasks that can be admitted while maintaining control. The
second adjusts the nuTiber of users such that the load is
maintained. The paper considers the stability and
oscillatory natures of the algorithms in some detail.
Wilkes/ M.V./ "Associative Tabular Data Structures"/ Symposium on
Data Structures in Programming Languages/ J.T. Tou and P.
Wegner/ eds./ ACM/ Feo. 1971.
COata StructurinqD
This paoer suogests that structure can be imposed on
tabular data Py the inclusion of associative links and
associative search--i.e. "the selection of rows by scanning
columns for given symbols. **-
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Wilkes/- M.V.^ "On Preservina the Integrity of Data Bases'*^
J. 15/ Auq. 1972>. pp. 191-194.
CData Base IntegrityJ
Comp
A survey of techniques to Tjaintain the integrity of data
boses is given. These techniques include incremental
dumping and the keeping of journals-
Wilkov/ R.# "Design of Compjter Networks Based on a New
Reliability Measure"^ Computer Communications Networks and
Teletraf f ic/ J. Fox/ ed..- 1972^ pp. 371-3&4.
[Network Desicjn/ Network Topology^ ReliabilityD
A new criterion for measuring reliability of computer and
communications networks based on regular graph theory is
suggested. A heuristic iterative procedure/ based on this
criterion/ is given far constructing a maximally reliable
network with a specified number of nodes and communications
links. Finally/ re I
i
aoi I i t i es of several proposed ARPANET
topologies are compared with re I
i
aoi I i t i es of corresponding
topologies derived by the given procedure.
Winkler/ A.J,/ "File Structjre De t er t^ i na t i on"/ Proceedings ACM
Symposium Infom. Stor. and Retr./ J. Minker and S.
Rosenfeld/ eds./ 1971.
[Data Structures/ Data Accessing/ Information System
Mode I i ng
J
A methodology for the selection of an appropriate file
structure in a specific situation is discussed. The idea
is to develop an equation for retrieval time in terms of
parameters describing data structure/ retrieval algorithm/
average properties of queries/- etc.
Wirth/ N./ "From Programming Techniques to Programming Methods"/
International Computiig Sy.Tiposiun 1973/ A. Gunther/ B.
Levrat/ H, Lipps/ eds./ North Holland/ 1974/ pp. 47-54,
[Structured Programming/ Programming Methods/ !*<odul ari t yD
Brief examples are given of structured programs/ which are
programs formulated as a hierarchical/ nested structure of
statements. The relationship of structured programming to
program verification/ as well as the role of structured
languages is discussed.
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Wodon/^ P./^ "Still Another Tool for Synchronizing Processes"/ Dept
of CSa Carneqi e-Me I Ion Univ./ Aug. 1972.
CProcess Synchronization/ Concurrent Processes/ Semaphore]
A synchronizing tool which for soTie applications is more
convenient than the usual semaphore to obtain transparent
programs and easy correctness proofs is outlined. The
implementation of this new "semaphore" is briefly discussed
Wolfendale/ G.L./ "A System for the Definition of the Syntax and
Semantics of Data Definition Languages"/ International
Computing Symposium 1973/ A, Gunther/ B. Levrat^ H. Lipps^
eds./' North Hollands 1974/- pp. 517-525.
CData Description Lanuages]
A lannuage system (DDL)/ which aims to provide a necessary
and sufficient set of rules for the embodiment of any
conceivable data description and management specification
requirements/ is described.
Wong/ E./ Chiang/- T.C./ "Canonical Structure in Attribute Based
File Organization"^ C^C« 14/ 1971^ pp. 593-597.
CData Structuring/ Clustering]
The idea here is to cluster the data into small/^ disjoint
sets or "atoms"/^ each atom being always retrieved as an
entity. As the authors remarks it may happen that each
record is an atoai.
Wulf^ W-# Cohens E./^ Corwin/ W.^ Jones^ A./ Levins R.# Pierson^ (
Pollacks F./^ "HYDRA: The Kernel of a Multiprocessor
Operating Systen"/ CACM 17/ June 1974, pp. 337-345.
COperating System/ Security/ Resource Allocation/
Centralized System]
This paper describes the operating system for the
Carnegie-Mellon Mult i-Mi ni-Proccssor . HYDRA is designed to
facilitate experimentation/^ and design goals toward that
end are described. The notions of resources, objects, and
capabilities are described in detail/ and an extended
example is given.
Wulf, tf.A., "Performance Monitors for Multi-Programming Systems"^
Proc- Second Symposium on Operating System Principles,
Princeton, 1969, pp. 175-181.
tMeasurement , Performance Evaluation]
This paper develops a collection of measures to evaluate
total system performance, as well as corresponding
per-process measures. The measures are intended for
dynamic system tuning and job mix tuning. The measures are
fairly rich and show some promise for applicability.
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Wulf^ W.A.^ Bell/ C.G./^ "C.«ap— A Mul ti -Mi ni -Processor"/' AFIPS
fJCC, 1972/ pp. 765-777.
CWult i-processi ng/ Process synchronization/ Resource
Sharing/ Operating System/ Computer Hardware!
This paoer describes a tjult i -processor conf i qurat i on of
Digital Equipanent Corooration PDP-11*s being constructed at
Carnegi e-'Oe 1 1 on University. The orocessor/ memory/ and
switches beinq used are described. An operating system
kernel called HYDRA is introduced/ and a very brief
discussion of resources and protection is given. Processor
synchronization and related software issues are discussed.
Yje/ P.C./ Wong/ C.K./ "Storage Cost Considerations in Secondary
Index Selection"/ IBM Research Report RC 5070/ October 1974
CData Structures/ File Allocation/ File System DesignD
This paper combines the proPlem of choosing the best
secondary indexes with the problen of best allocating the
liles to a memory hierarchy in an overall optimization
anal ysis
.
Yuen/ M./ Black/ B./ Newhall/ E./ Venet sanopou los/ A./ "Traffic
Flow in a Distributed Loop Switching System"/ Computer
Communications Networks and Teletraffic/ J. Fox/ ed./ 1972#
pp. 29-46.
[Traffic Analysis/ Message Switching/ Distributed System/
Ring Network!
An approximate analytical technique is outlined to
calculate statistics for the traffic behavior of a
distributed loop switching syste-n under light traffic
conditions. Simulation results were obtained from an IBM
370/165 for two separate models of traffic and flow. They
agreed closely with those predicted by the statistical
model. Finally/ it is shown that the system can settle to
a steady state even in the tost adverse conditions.
Zimmerman/ H./ Elie/ M./ "Transport Protocol--Standard Host-Host
Protocol for Het erogeieous Computer Networks"/ Reseau
CYCLADES SCH519.1/ June 1974.
CHost-Host Protocol/ Flow Control/ Error Recovery/
Protocol!
This paoer describes the host-host protocol for the French
CYCLADE network. The protocol is significantly different
than others in current use and is highly flexible.
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Data Management Subtopics
1. Data Structures
2. Hashing
3. Clustering and Partitioning
4. Compression
5. Data Languages
6. Data Integrity
7. File Allocation
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1. Data Structures
Anderson/ R./ Cerf/ V-/ Harslero# E./^ Heafner^ J-^ Madden^ J.^
Metcalfe/ R./ Shoshani/ A./ White/ J./ Wood/ D./ "Status
Report on Proposed Data Reconfiguration Service**/ RFC 138/
NIC 6715/ April 1971.
COata Reconfiguration/ ProtocolD
One approach to providinq specific data 1/0 format
adaptation is for those sites with substantial computing
power to offer a data reconfiguration service—a proposed
example of such a service is described.
Anderson/ R-/ Cerf/ V./ Harslem/ E.# Heafner/ J./ Madden/ J./
Metcalfe/ R./ Shoshani/ A./r White/ J./- Wood/ D./ "Data
Reconfiguration Service-'-An Implementation Specification"/
RFC 166/ NIC 6780/ May 1971.
[Data Reconfiguration/ Protocol/- Language3
This paper gives the specifications of the Data
Reconfiguration Service (DRS)/ which is a software
mechanism to reformat Network data streams.
Arora/ S.R./ Dent/ W.T./ "Randomized Binary Search Technique"^
CACH 12/ 1969/ pp. 77-80.
CData Structures/ Data Trees3
A natural ordering of records is assumed and a tree
structure is set up (based on the "greater than"/ "less
than" binary choice) as the records are received in random
order. A mathematical model for this process is set up and
analyzed.
Artaud/ A./ Nicolas/ J.M./ "An Experimental Query System: Synton"/
International Computing Symposium/ 1973/ pp. 557-563.
CData Structures]
A two level data management system is described. At the
lower level/ atoms and relations are used to define
elementary information. At the upper level/ axioms are
used to define the data structure.
Ash/ W.L./ Sibley/ E.H./ "TRAMP: An Interpretive Associative
Processor with Deductive Capability"/ Proc. ACM/ 1968/ pp.
143-156.
[Associative Processing]
An "associative memory" is used to facilitate operations on
binary relations. A deductive system is implemented using
the binary relations. Hash coding is used to implement the
"associative meiory".
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Astrahan^ M.M.^ Chamberlin^ D.D./^ "Implementation of a Structured
English Query Language'^ IBM Technical Report RJ 1464*- 1974
CRelational Data Systea/- Query Language^
The implementation of a relational query language^ SEQUEL^
IS described. It has been implemented using a prototype
interpreter design to lainimize accessing operations- The
optimization algorithms are described.
Berman^ G.^ Colijn^ A.W. » "A Modified List Technique Allowing
Binary Search*V CACM 21# 1974/- pp. 227-232.
CData Structuring/^ Retrieval Strategies^
This paper proposes a modified linked-list structure^ in
which consecutive list elements ar.e placed in a block of
consecutive memory locations whenever possible. Binary
searches may then be used on these blocks.
Berra^ P.B.^ ""Some Problems in Associative Processor Applications
to Data Base Management"/ AFIPS Conf- Proceedings 43/^ 1974*^
pp. 1-b.
[Associative Memory!
This is a brief# up-to-date review of research into
associative devices and their application to handling d
bases .
ata
Betourne/^ C.#^ Boulenger/^ J.^ Ferrie* J.^ Kaiser^ C.# Kott* J.#
Krakowiak/ S./^ Mossiere/ J./- "Process Management and
Resource Sharing in the Multiaccess System •ESOPE*"/ ACM
Second Symposium on Operating Systems Principles/ October
1969/ pp. 67-74.
[Resource Sharing^ Process Controls Process Synchronization/
File System Design/ Virtual Memory/ Resource Allocation!
Process management/ virtual memory^ file system
organization/ memory allocation/ and user scheduling are
discussed generally in relation to the main design
principles of the multiaccess system ESOPE. No actual
implementation details are given.
Bjorner/ D.^ Codd/ E.F./ Deckert/ K.L./ Traiger/ I.L./ "The
6AMMA-0 n-ary Relational Data Base Interface Specifications
of Objects and Operations**^ IBM Research Report RJ 1200^
1973.
CRelational Data Syste5»3
6AMMA-0/ a low level interface for the manipulation of a
relational data base is described. It is intended to be
used as a base for implementing higher level interfaces.
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Bloonti' B.H.iT "Some Techniques and Tradeoffs Affecting Large Data
Base Retrieval Times**/ Proceedings ACM Tyenty Fourth
National Conf./ 1969/- pp. 85-95.
CData Structuring^ File System Design/^ Retrieval
Strategies3
An analysis of retrieval-time savings from the use of
inverted files is given. The corresponding increase in
update time and the further savings that aiay be
accomplished by compression of the inverted file are also
di scussed.
Bobrow/ R.# "An Experimental Data Management System"/ Data Base
Systems/^ R. Rusting ed.^ Prentice-Hall* 1972/ pp. 125-141.
CData St ructures3
It is shown that a relational structure is inherent in EDHS
(Experi T>ent al Data Management System) even though it uses
the object-oriented network viewpoint and not a true
relational point of view. The network viewpoint is
convenient for expressing certain implementation strategies*
and restrictions on the permissible network structures
allow efficient search strategies. The relational point of
view makes it possible to express a large number of queries
in a uniform language.
Boyce* R.F.*' Chamberlin* D.D-* Hammer* M.M,* King* W.F.*
"Specifying Queries as Relational Expressions"* Proc.
S1GPLAN-S16IR Interface Meeting* 19/^5* pp. 31-38.
CQuery Languages* Relational Theory3
ACM
The authors present SQUARE* a set oriented data sublanguage
SQUARE attempts to mimic how people use tables to obtain
iforwation.
Bracchi* G.* Fedeli* A.* Paolini* A.* "A Language for a
Relational Data Base 'lanagement System"* Proc. Sixth Annual
Princeton Conf. on Information Sciences and Systems* 1972*
pp. 84-92.
CRelational Query LanguageJ
This paper illustrates COLARD* which is a non-procedural
language for defining* creating* maintaining* updating and
querying a relational data base* which is viewed as a
collection of time-varying relations of assorted degrees-
The generalized set theoretical operators for manipulating
hierarchical relations are discussed. Language statements
refer only to the user's logical data representation and
are independent of underlying data base management system
techno loqy
.
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Casey^ R-G./^ "Design of Tree Structures for Efficient Querying***
CACM 16, ^9f5r op. 549-556-
CData Structurinq* Data Partitioning/' Data Trees* Search
Trees* Data CLustering3
An algorithm for designing a near-optimal tree structure
for data is given. Ootimality is defined in terms of total
minimufu search-path length for a given set of queries.
Some pre-clusteri ng of the data (using information on which
records are retrieved together) is suggested to make the
approach more practical for large files.
Chamberlin* D.D.* Boyce* R.F.* "SEQUEL: A Structured English
Query Language"* IBM Research Report RJ 1394* 1974.
CRelational Query Lan^uageJ
A structured English query language for accessing a
relational data base is presented. Queries are formulated
as set-oriented table look-ups rather than selecting a row
at a tine.
"A Document Storage Method Based on
JACM 21* 19/'4* pp. 233-245.
Chien* R.T.* Mark* E.A.*
Polarized Distance"*
CFile Allocation* Clustering* Retrieval Strategies]
Documents are clustered according to "weight" or number of
non-zero terms in their binary index vectors- Theorems are
developed to determine which clusters should be searched
for a given query. A brief analysis compares the sethod
with linear and inverted filing schemes.
Childs* D.L.* "Feasibility of a Set-Theoretic Data Structure"*
IFIP Congress 68* 1968* pp. 420-430.
LSet Theoretic Data Structures]
Many problems dealing with arbitrarily related data can be
expedited on a digital computer by a storage structure
which allows rapid execution of operations within and
between sets of datum names. The structure should be
general enough that the sets involved may be unrestricted*
and the set of operations should be general in nature.
These problems are resolved in this paper by the
introduction of the "complex" concept which also allows
natural extension of properties of binary relations to
properties of general relations.
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Childs/ D.L.^ "Description of a Set -Theoretic
AFIPS FJCCa 1968/- pp. 557-564.
tSet Theoretic Data Structures]
Data Structure**^
Data which are not intrinsically related have to be
expressed (stored) in sach a way as to define the way in
which they are related before any data structure is
applicable. Since any relation can be expressed in set
theory as a set of ordered pairs/^ and since set theory
provides a wealth of operations for dealing with relations/-
a set-theoretic data structure appears reasonable.
Codd# E.F./^ "A Relational Model of Data for Large Shared Data
Banks'V CACM ^5^ June 1970# pp. 377-387.
CRelational Theory3
The author proposes the relational model of data for use in
data banks. It is hooed that this model will provide a
simple and complete view of data usable by a large
community of users.
Coddr E.F.# "Further Normalization of the Data Base Relational
Model"# Data Base Syse»s/ R. Rusting ed./^ Prent i ce-Ha 1 1#^
1972.^ pp. 125-1A1.
CRelational TheoryJ
Simplifications are proposed for the relational model which
will remove certain uodate anomalies and provide a more
consistent view.
Codd/ E . F . /^ "Normalized Data Base Structure: A Brief Tutorial"^
ACM SIGFIDET Workshop on Data Description/- Access# and
Control/^ 1971/ pp. 1-17.
CRelational Structures]
This tutorial discusses the relational view of data and
techniques to simplify data base relations by normalization
Codd^ E.F./ "Seven Steps to Rendezvous with the Casual User**/
Proc. IFIP TC-2 Working Conference on Data Base Manaqement
Systems/ 197A.
CQuery Languages/ Relational Theory]
The underlying concepts of a natural English query language
are described. It is assumed that the user will not
correctly state his query on his first attempt and it is
the responsibility of the system to help him rephrase the*
query.
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eoddr E.F.^ "Recent Investigations in Relational Data Base
Systems"^ IBM Research Report RJ 1385^ April 1974.
CRelational Theory]
An overview of the relational approach to data management
is presented. Included in the overview are recent advances
in relational theory^ and areas which require investigation
Coffman^ E.G.-rJr..- Eve^ J.^ "File Structures Using Hashing
Functions"/- CACH ^Zr 1970/' pp. 427-432*' 436.
[Data Structures/- Data Trees3
This paper suggests that keys be transformed through a
hashing function into binary strings^ following which the
strings may be used in the usual ways to generate
binary-tree structured data.
CoUroeyer/r A.^ Sherner^ J./- "Analysis of Retrieval Performance
for Selected File Organization Techniques"/- AFIPS 37# pp.
201-210.
ERetrieval Strategies^ Data Structures!
Models for three basic types of indexing—spatiaU tabular*
and calculated— are developed and analyzed.
Coulouris* G./- Evans/- J . r Mitchell* R.* "Toward Content
Addressing in Data Bases"* Coaip. J. 15* May 1972* pp. 95-98
CContent Addressing!
A data base is required to hold two classes of information:
values* and relations between values. A "content
addressed" system in which records are specified by the
properties of the data items they contain is proposed. The
characteristics and performance of existing data base
nanagement systems are discussed and evaluated* and some
benefits to be expected from hardt^are-ai ded
content-addressing systems are identified- An approach to
the design of a hardware-aided content-addressed file
system is proposed.
Crouch* D.B.* "A Process for Reducing Cluster Representations and
Retrieval Costs"* Proc. ACM 1973* pp. 224-227.
CData Clustering* Retrieval Strategies!
This is another paper on the technique of clustering
documents for retrieval by cluster representative. (cf.
Jardine and van Rijsbergen* 1971). This paper addresses
the problem of compressng the cluster "representatives" in
order to reduce storage and search costs. The author
claims effective retrieval after ninety per cent
compression.
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I
Date^ Cw Hopewell^ P., "StDraqe Structure and Physical DataIndependence", ACM SI3FIDET Workshop on Data Description^Access, and Control, 1971, pp. 139-168.
[Relational DataStructuresJ
The results of an investigation into the feasibility ofphysical data independence in a data base system arepresented. The question, "Given a third normal form datapicture, to what extent may the storage structure chanqe**-.IS answered by first defining and explaining a number of'
concepts and usinq these concepts to illustrate somepossible storage structures for a sample data base.
Date, C.J., Hopewell, P., "File Definition and Logical Dataindependence", ACM SIGFIDET Workshop on Data Description,Access, and Control, 1971, pp. 117-138.
[Data Independence^
An interface between applications program and data base
which provides for loqical and physical data independence
IS described. The minimum requirements for a language that
manipulates this interface are given.
Dearnley, P., A Model of a Self-Organizing Data ManagementSystem
, Comp. j. 17, Jan. 1974, pp. 13-16.
CData Structuring, Data Reconfiguration, Automatic DataStructuringJ
This follows up on the ideas in Stocker and Dearnley (1973),giving some details on implementation and reporting on anactual test. ^
Dearnley, P. A., "The Operation of a Model Sel f
-Organizing DataManagement System", Computer J. 17, 1974, pp. 205-210CData Structuring, Data Reconfiguration, Automatic DataStructuringJ
This paper, a continuation of earlier work, reports on moreextensive trials of the system, including cost analyses.
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DeFiore^ C.R.# StillRan/^ N.J./ Berra^ P./ "Associative Techniques
in the Solution of Data Management Problems"/ Proc. ACH/
1971/ pp. 28-36.
CRelational Data Systei/ Content Addressing!
The
This paper is concerned with the development of data
management systems from an associative point of view,
design utilizes relational set theory applied to
information systems. The basic notion involves the
mathematical transformation of hierarchical structures of
n-ary relations into associative normal form (ANF). This
transformation preserves the information content while at
the same time allowing the information to be manipulated by
an associative memory in a more efficient manner than is
possible on a random access memory.
Dennis/ J.B./ "On the Exchange of Data"/ ACM SIGFIDET Workshop on
Data Descript ion/ Access/ and Control/ 1970/
CData Definition Language/ Data Structures!
pp. 41-66.
This paper addresses the problem of moving data between
computer installations/ which may differ in their hardware/
software/ or program libraries and data files.
Earley/ J./ "Toward an Understanding of Data Structures"/
1971/ pp. 617-627.
CData Structures/ Access Paths!
CACM 14/
This paper describes a formalism for describing both data
structures and their i uplementat i on/ in the sense that
access paths are explicitly represented in the formalisa.
The work is preliminary; an elaborate mathematical
construct is only hinted at and many problems for further
study are given.
Elias/ P./ "Efficient Storage and Retrieval by Content and
Address of Static Files"/ JACM 21/ 1974/ pp. 246-260.
[Retrieval Strategies]
This is a highly theoretical paper dealing with a file of
fixed-length binary words and simple query types. Lower
bounds on measures of bits stored and bits accessed per
query are given and algorithms approaching those bounds arc
presented.
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Engles/' R.W./^ "A Tutorial on Data Base Organi zat ion'V Annual
Review in Automatic Proq rawming/^ \/ol. 7 Part 1^ 1972^ pp.
1-64.
CFile System Design/- Data Independence^ Data Structuring]
The first section of the report is an introduction^ which
includes data management history^ trends^ and teroino Logy;
the second section presents a theory of operational data
based on the notions of entity sets and data maps; the
third section is an exposition of data base design^
emphasizing structure^ search^ and maintenance; the fourth
section shows why data independence is a necessary feature
of a viable data base system.
Eagles^ R.W.^ "An Analysis of the April 1971 Data Base Task Group
Report"/' AC« SIGFIDET Workshop on Data Description/^ Access/-
and Control/ 1971/ pp. 69-91.
CData Structures/ Data Definition Language^ Data
Manipulation Language^
The strengths and weaknesses of the DBT6 report are
discussed. Suggestions are then presented for some of its
problems .
Farber^ D.J./- "The Structure of a Distributed Computer
System— The Distributed File System"^ First Int'l Conf. on
Computer Communications/ Oct. ^97Z^ pp. 364-370.
CDistributed System/ File System Design^ Networks DCS3
The DCS is a distributed computer system in which resource
allocation is handled by the processes bartering with one
another directly rather than through a central processor.
This paper discusses the file system on the DCS/ which has
properties such that losing any processor does not affect
any files not stored on that processor/ and moving a file
from one processor to another in no way affects the user's
view of how to access the file.
Feldman/ J. A./ Rovner/ P.D./ "An Algol-Based Associative
Language"/ CACM 12/ Aug. 1969/ pp. 439-449.
[Content Addressing!
A language in which items are addressed by partial content
instead of address is described. Until associative
memories become economically feasible^ the data structures
are implemented using hashing techniques.
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Finkel^ R-A./- BentLey/^ J.L.*- "Quad
Retrieval on Composite Keys"/'
1-9.
CData Structures^ Retrieval Strategies!
Trees: A Data Structure for
Acta Informatica 5^ 1974^ pp
Data are often structured into a binary tree on the basis
of the ordered values of one key. A "quad tree** is an
analogous structure based on the values of two keys.
Franks R.L-^ Yamaguchi/- K./ "A Model for a Generalized Data
Access Method'V AFIPS Conference Proceedings 43# 1974^ pp.
45-5?.
CData Accessing/- Infornation System P^odelingD
This is a preliminary plan for a general information system
model. The scheme is to have a set of data-independent
access algorithsas^ driven by a high level language in which
access methods may be described. Methods may then be
testedir evaluated^ and compared by simulation.
Goldstein/^ R.C./ Strnad^ A.J./^ "The NacAINS Data Managesjent
System"/ ACM SI6F1DET Workshop on Data Description/ Access^
and Control/' 1970/ pp. 201-Z29.
[Relational Data Systea]
MacAIMS is a relational data aanaqenent system in which the
user need not know hoi< the data is represented.
Gotlieb/- C.C./ Tompa^ F.W.^ "Choosing a Storage Schema 'V
Informatics 3/- 1974/ pp. 29/^-319.
CData Structures!
Acta
This paoer contains a useful listing of storage structures
(including definitions and diagraits) as well as a
description of a facility for evaluating relative costs of
the schema.
Hawryszkiewych^ l.T.^ Dennis^ J.B./ "An Approach to Proving the
Correctness of Data Base Operations"/ ACM SI6F1DET Workshop
on Data Description^ Access^ and Control/ 1972/ pp. 323-348.
CRelational Data System/ Integrity!
The authors present an abstract «odel of^a relational data
base and primitive operations on this nodel which allow
sharing of data and concurrent use of the data base.
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Heaths I.^ "Unacceptable File Operations in a Relational Data
Base**^ ACM SI6FIDET Workshop on Data Oescr ipt ion/- Access^
and Controls 1971^ pp. 19-34.
CRelational Structures/' Data Integrity]
This paper is written within the context of a relational
data base model as presented by E.F. Codd in "A Relational
Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks" and serves as a
companion paper to his paper "Further Normalization of the
Data Base Relational ^odel". The central thesis is that a
file operation should not produce unexpected "side effects"
in order to maintain a restriction (such as one-one# or
many-one) on the file.
Hsiao# D.A Harary, F., "A Formal System For Information Retrieval
From Files"# CACM 13^ ^97Qr pp. 67-73.
CData Structuring^ Information System Modeling^ Retrieval
Strategies]
This paper presents a generalized file structure which
encompasses inverted/- index-sequential/ and multilist files*
as special cases. An accompanying general retrieval
algorithm is described in some detail.
Hsiao* D.K * "A Generalized Record Organization'
Transactions on Computers/ C-ZO/- 1971^
CFile System Design* Data Structures]
PP
* IEEE
U90-U95.
Working in the context of an example* the author discusses
such concepts as field level* occurrence and repetition of
an attribute* type and size of values* and keywords*
linkages and pointers. He distills from this discussion
parameters characterizing records and overall record
organizat ion.
Huang* J.C.* "A Note on Infor-nation Storage and Retrieval"* CACM
16* 1973* pp. 406-410.
COata Structuring* Data Trees* Automatic Data Structuring]
An algorithm is given for constructing a data tree (or*
more generally/- a network) from a given set of data and
binary relations among the data keys or identifiers.
Jardine* N . /. van Rijsberqen* C.J./ "The Use of Hierarchic
Clustering in Information Retrieval"* Inform. Stor. Retr. 7*
1971* pp. 217-240.
CData Clustering* Retrieval Strategies]
The setting is document retrieval* where retrieval of all
relevant items is not expected. The idea is to cluster thedocuments* match requests against various cluster
"representatives"* and return the best-matching cluster.
Limited testing was done on a file of 200 documents.
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Jervis. B.. Parker. J.L.. "An Approach for a
Working Relational
Data System". ACM SI6FIDET Workshop on Data
Description.
Access, and Control. 1972. pp. 125-145.
CRelational Data System3
A data «anaqement syste. in which the user ^^^"^
.^^%f ^^
as if it were in the relational form is
described It is
not necessary that the data's physical
structure be in the
relational form.
Lefkovitr. D.. -File Structures for On-line
Systems". Spartan
Books. 1969. . ,
CFile System Design. Retrieval Strategies^
This is a basic text on information systems.
It i^jj^^^^
chapters on directory decoding, file organization,
file
update and maintenance, etc.
Linde. R.R.. Gates. R.. Peng. T.. "Associative
Processor
Applications to Real Time Data Management". AFIPS 42.
1973,
ip
pp. 187-195.
CAssociative Processing!
Force Tactical Air Control Center.
^ M I *•& Paiational Access Method for
, Prentice-Hal U 1972.
CRelational Data System* Data Languages^
This oaoer describes an experinental system
that
deionstrates interactive problem solving. The
system ,s
designeSto meet the Language and data base requirements
of
problem-solving. The components of the ^"^tem are:
a
relational access method and an APL interpreter
that
provides he terminal user with the full ^"'l^.*^" °^
Spl/360. The data representation for a
communications
net-ork design problem is discussed as an example.
turn, V.Y., "Multi-attribute Retrieval With
Combined Indexes",
CACH 13/ 1970* pp. 660-655.
CData Accessing* Retrieval Strategies]
This paper generalizes the standard inverted
file index
sche«e by proposing "co.pound" indices* in
which records
are indexed by an n-tuple of attribute values.
HO
Madnick^ S.E.^ Alsop^ J.W.^ "A Modular Approach to File System
Design"^ AFIPS SJCC^ 1969/ pp. 1-13.
CFile System DesignJ
This paper presents a general model for file system design
based on hierarchical "nodules'* or successive layers of
software between user and physical data. The authors note
that such modular design should be particularly useful in a
network.
McCuskey^ W.^ '*0n Autonatic Design of Data Organi zat ion"/ AFIPS
FJCC 1970/ pp. 187-199.
CSet Theoretic Data Structures/ Automatic Data
Structuring]!
This is largely a concepts paper/ providing complicated
terminology and descriptions for rather simple ideas. No
solid results are given.
Moulder/ R./ "An Implementation of a Data Management System on an
Associative Processor"/ AFIPS 42/ 1973/ pp. 171-176-
CAssociative Processing]
An experimental data sanagenent system using an associative
processor (Ap) is discussed. The database resides on a
para I lel-head-per-track disk connected to the AP via 72
parallel channels.
Hullin/ J.K./ "The Specification of Data Structures/ Access
Methods/ and Efficiency "/ Proceedings Sixth Annual
Princeton Conference on Information Sciences and Systems/
1972/ pp. 79-8A.
CFile System Design/ Access Paths/ Information System
Modeling]
This paper describes a file system simulation program:
qiven information on the data and its structure/ as well as
retrieval mechanisms and basic costs/ retrieval
"activities" are simulated and activity costs generated.
Neuhold/ E.J./ "Data Mapping: A Formal Hierarchical and
Relational View"/ Sixth Courant Computer Science Symposium/
1971.
CData Structures]
A formal description of hierarchical and relational views
of data is given. It is then shown that the two different
structures have very close interrelations. This
facilitates the definition of formal mapping between the
two.
Ill
Page^ E.S.^ Wilson^ L.B.^ "Information Representation and
Manipulation in a Computer'*/ CaBl^ridqe Univ. Press^ 1973
CData Structuring/^ Data Trees# Hashing] .
This book is an excellent elementary introduction to the
basics of computer information handling.
Parhami/" B,/^ "A Highly Parallel Computing System for Information
Retrieval-^ AFIPS FJCC 41^ 1972^ pp. 681-690.
[Associative Processing]
A rotating associative processor^ RAPID/ is described.
Design criteria are given along with logic diagrams.
Parhami/ B./ "Associative Wesiories and Processors: An Overview
and Selected Bibliography"/ Proc- iEEE ^1/^ June 1973/ pp.
722-730.
[Associative Processing]
4
An overview of hardware and software techniques used with
associative memories is given. There are 171 references.
Patt/ Y.N./ "Variable Length Tree Structures Having Minimum
Average Search Time"/ CACM 12/ 1969/- pp. 72-76.
[Data Structures/ Data Trees]
This paoer contains two types of theorems on tree
structures: One type dealing with optimal search orders
for completely specified trees/ and one dealing with
construction of trees having minimum average search lengths
if only the total number of leaves is specified.
Popek/ 6. J./ Kline/ C.S./ "Verifiable Protection Systems"/ To be
presented at the ACM/IEEE Software Reliability Conference
in LA/ CA./- Apr. 1975.
CFile System Design/ Kernel/ Access Controls Data Security/^
Privacy/ Protection/ Security/ Co-operating Processes/
Multi-programming]
This paper primarily describes the UCLA/VM project at UCLA.
UCLA/VM is a PDP 11/A5-based virtual machine kernel that is
verifiable/ secure/ and a virtualizing package that creates
virtual PDP 11/45's.
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Rotwitt/^ T./Jr./^ deMaine/- P.A./^ "
S
torage Optinnization of Tree
Structured Files Representing Descriptor Sets**^ Proceedinqs
.1971 ACM SI6FI0ET Workshop*' E.F. Codd and A.L. Dean^ eds.#
pp. 207-217.
CData Structures/- Data Trees3
Files may be naturally structured into trees on the basis
of the values taken on for the various attributes (keys).
The number of nodes ii the tree yill vary according to
which key is assigned to yhich level. This paper addresses
the problem of determining an optimal arrangement.
Schwartz/ J.T./ "Abstract and Concrete Problems in the Theory of
Files"/ Data Base Systems/ R, Rustin/ ed./ Prect i ce-Hal I
/
1972/ pp. 1-21.
CData Structuring/ Data Accessing/ Retrieval Strategies/
File System Design]
In this symposium talk given in May/ 1971/ Schwartz
outlined the key problems that should be addressed in
developing the area of data base Management.
Senko/ M.E./ "Details of a Scientific Approach to Information
Systems"/ Data Base Systems/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prentice -Hall/
1972/ pp. U3-17A.
Cinformation System Modeling/ Information System
Measurement/ File System Design^
This 1971 Symposium talk is a good/ readable introduction
to information system modeling in general and Senko's FOREM
in particular. (See other papers by Senko et al.)
Senko/ M.E.# Altman/ E.3./ Astrahan/ M.M./ Fehder/ P.t./ "Data
Structures and Accessing in Data-Base Systems"/ IBM Systems
Journal 12/ 1975/ pp. 50-93.
CData Structuring/ Data Accessing/ Information System
Modeling 3
This paper is in three parts: I. Evolution of Information
Systems (an overview of the development and problems of
data-base systems) II. Information Organization
(description of the "Entity Set Model"/ a concept very
close in spirit to the relational model) III. Data
Representations and the Data Independent Assessing Model
(DIAM.) (based on the Entity Set Model/ DIAM is a "complete
model for the representing/ storing/ and retrieving of
structured information".) The model is a four-level
hierarchical one which the authors believe capaDle of
describing the significant features of existing and
proposed data-base systems in a consistent manner.
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Senko/- M.E.^ Luin# V.Y^^ Owens# P. J./- "A File Organization
Evaluation Model (FOREM)"^ Information Processing 68^ 1969^
North-Holland/" Assterdas.
[File System Design/^ Information System ModelingD
FOREM is a simulation program for a file managenent systew.
Given parameters describing logical and physical file
layouts^ search strategies/- file contents and query types^
the program generates search-time statistics.
Shneiderman/ 3.^ **A Model for Optimizing Indexed File Structures**^
Int. J- Comp. Inform- Sci. 3^ 1974# pp. 93-103.
[Data Structures/^ File System DesignJ
Using a graph-theoretic model for data structure and access
paths/ Shneiderman discusses the minimization of search
costs.
Sibley^ E.K./^ Taylor^ R.W.^ "A Data Definition and Mapping
Language"/ CACM 16/- Dec. 1973^ pp. 750-759.
[Data Structures/- Data Definition Language]
The authors propose that Data Definition Languages must be
extended to provide a means of specifying the storage
structure the data will be mapped onto. It is hoped that
this will provide data independence.
Slotnick^ D.L.^ "Logic per Track Devices"^ Advances in Computers^
1970/- pp. 291-296.
CAssociative Processing!
A head per track disk is described in which each head is
capable of boolean operations. This system could be used
in applications with a large amount of data and little
processing such as scanning the entire disk in one
revolution for a match.
StanfeU L.E./ "Optimal Trees for a Class of Information
Retrieval Problems"/- Inform. Stor. Retr. 9^ 1973/- pp. 43-59
EData Structures/^ Data Trees!
This paper reanalyzes the optimal tree problem under the
hypothesis that horizontal steps through the tree may be
more costly than vertical ones. The analysis leads to an
integer programming problem and an algorithe for its
solution is given.
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Stanfel^ L.E.^ "Tree Structures for Optical Searching"^
1970^ pp. 508-517.
CData Structures/^ Data TreesD
JACM ^7,
This paper prov/ides a discussion and critique of
(Sussenguth/ 1969) and also gives so»e prelininary results
which wakes it a useful introduction to (Stanfel/^ 1973).
Stocker^ P-M.^ Dearnley^^ P.A./^ "Self-Organizing Data Management
Systems"/ Computer J. 16^ May 1973/ pp. 110-115.
CData Structuring/ Data Reconfiguration/ Automatic Data
Structurings Access PathsD
ThiS'paper proposes a system which examines queries to
determine the least costly ^ay to respond; included is the
possibility of automatically setting up file copies sorted
on different keys/ partial file copies/ etc. Statistical
information may be saved for periodic restructuring.
Stonebraker/ M./ "The Choice of Partial Inversions and Combined
Indices"/ Int. J. Comp. Inform. Sci. 3# 1974/ pp
[Retrieval Strategies/ File Syste» Design/^ Data
St ructuresD
167-188.
By characterizing the storage medium and the query set/ the
author obtains analytic results concerning good indexing
strategies. In particular the choice of attributes to be
indexed in a partially inverted file and the choice of an
optimal subset of combined indices is obtained.
Su/ S.Y./ Copeland/ 6. P./ Lipovski/^ G.J./ "Retrieval Operations
and Data Representations in a Context-Addressed Disc
System"/ Proc. ACM SI5PLAN-SIGI R Interface Meeting/ 1974^
pp. 144-153.
[Associative Processing]
The advantages of logic per track discs are discussed.
These include avoiding the multilevel mappings from
high-level retrieval language to machine language and from
user oriented data representation to machine oriented data
representation.
Susscnguth/ E.H./Jr./ "Use of tree Structures for Processing
Files"/ CACM 6/ 1963/ pp. 272-279.
CData. St ructures/ Data Trees!
This is the classic paoer describing tree-structured data
and analyzing search and update efficiency.
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Teichroew^ D.^ "An Approach to Research in File Organi zation^^
Proceedings of the ACM Symposium on Inform. Stor. and Retr.^
J. Minke and S. Rosenfeld/- eds./ 1971.
CFile System Design/- Information System ModeUngJ
The thesis of this paper is that research on file
organization has not «ade much progress because the subject
is so large and unstructured. The author suggests a
structure— that of the Univ. of Michigan Information
Systems and Optimization System (ISOOS) project— to be
f ol lowed
.
van Rijsbergen^ C.J.^ -Further Experiments With Hierarchic
Clustering in Document Retrieval"/ Inform. Stor- Retr
1974/ pp. 1-U.
CClustering/^ Retrieval Strategies3
10-
This is a continuation of the work of Jardine and Van
Riisbergen (1971). A aore general search strategy
(allowing for the retrieval of more than one cluster) is
presented and tests on several document files are discussed.
van Riisbergen. C-J.. "An Algorithm for Information Structuring
and Retrieval". Co»p. J. U. 1971. pp. 407-411.
tData Clustering. Retrieval Strategies3
This is an article on document clustering which emphasizes
the clustering algorithn. Use of single-linked
hierarchical clusters with representatives arranged in a
tree structure allows retrievals of various size clusters
matching the query more or less well. "Moderate success
on a collection of 200 documents is reported.
Whitney. K.M.. "Fourth Generation Data Management Systems".
AFIPS
42. 1975. pp. 239-244.
CContent Addressing!
An overview of the evolution of data aanagement systems and
current trends is given. The author then presents the
Query language of an experimental relational data
management system (RDMS). placing emphasis on the ease with
which the non-programaer can formulate his requests.
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Winkler/ A.J,/ "File Structure Detert?i nation"/ Proceedings ACM
Symposium Inform, Stor. and Retr,/ J, Minker and S.
. Rosenfeld/ eds./ 1971.
CData Structures/ Data Accessing/ Information System
Mode ling]
A methodology for the selection of an appropriate file
structure in a specific situation is discussed. The idea
is to develop an equation for retrieval time in terms of
parameters describing data structure/ retrieval algorithm/
average properties of queries/ etc.
Yue, P.C./
Index
Wong/ C .K.
/
Selection"/
"Storage Cost Considerations in Secondary
IBM Research Report RC 5070/ October 1974
LData Structures/ File Allocation/- File System Design!
This paper combines the problem of choosing the best
secondary indexes with the probleis of best allocating the
files to a menory hierarchy in an overall optimization
ana lysis.
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2. Hashing
Bell/" J.R-^ "The Quadratic Quotient Method: A Hash Code
Eliminating Secondary Clustering"/- CACM 13^ 1970/- pp.
10/-109.
CHashi ng]
This paper discusses the secondary clustering which occurs
in the quadratic hash method and shows how it may be
eliroinated by modifying the method. Both analytical and
empirical comparisons are made with other methods.
Bell/- J.R./- Kaman/ C.H./ "The Linear Quotient Hash Code"/ CACH 13
1970.^ pp. bfb-67f,
CHashing]
This paper presents a new algorithm for handling hashing
collisions as well as computing the original hash address.
The alqorithm seems to be simple and efficient and appears
to perform well in simulation tests. Clustering is not
di scussed .
Hopgood/ F.R.A./ Davenports J./ "The Quadratic Hash Method When
the Table Size is a Power of 2" ^ Computer J. 15/ 1972/ pp.
3U-315-
CHashi ngD
This is a brief/ readaole discussion of quadratic hashing/
with an analysis showinq that it uay be even more effective
than had previously been thought.
Lum/ V.Y./ "General Performance Analysis of Key-to-Address
Transformation "Methods Using an Abstract File Concept"/
CACM 16/ 1973/ pp. 603-612.
CHashi ng3
This paoer presents a theoretical method for analyzing and
predicting the perforijance of hashinq functions. The idea
is to define a key "space" (consisting of all possible keys
of a given form) and study the properties of the hashing
function as a t ransf omat i on on that space.
Lum/ V.Y./ Yuen/ P.S.T./ "Additional Results on Key-To-Address
Transform Techniques: A Fundamental Performance Study on
Large Existing Formatted Files"/ CACM 15/ 1972/ pp. 996-997
[Hashing]
An addendum to Lum et al. (1971).
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Lum/^ V . Y . /- Yjen/> P . S . T . *' Dodd/- M./ "Key-To-Address Transform
Techniques: A Fjndamental Perfor nance Study on Larqe
Existing Formatted Files'V CACM 14^ 1971.' pp. 228-239.
CHashingH
This f>aper contains a careful study of eight different hash
coding methods. The ain is to provide guidance as to which
technique provides a "nost nearly uniform distribution of
storage addresses in a given practical situation. See also
Lum and Yuen (1972).
HorrisA R.^ "Scatter Storage Techniques"/ CACM 11/ 1968/ pp.
58-43.
[Hashing]
This is a good review of the early work on hashing.
Nishihara/ S./ Hiroshi/ h./ "A Full Taole Quadratic Search Method
Eliminating Secondary Clustering"/ Int. J- Comp. Inform.
Sci . 3/ 1974/ pp. 123-1 28.
CHashi ngD
This paper describes a variation on quadratic hashing which
searches the whole me-nory/ eliminates secondary clustering/
and requires no division operation.
Page/ F.S-/ Wilson/ L.
Mani pu lat i on in a
/ "Information Representation and
bridge Univ. Press/ 1973,., ., - Comojter"/ Cam^. .v-y^.
CData St rue turi nrjA Data Trees/ Hashing]
This book is an excellent elementary introduction to the
basics of computer information handling.
Rothnie/ J.d./Jr./ Lozano/ T./ "Attribute Based File Organization
in a Paged Memory Environment"/ CACM 17/ 1974/ pp. 63-69.
[Hashing/ Data Clustering/ Data Structuring]
This paper suggests the computation of hash addresses
.("pages" instead of single locations) as a function of
several keys. This not only reduces search time (or the
need for inverted files) but also clusters the data
conveni ent I y
.
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I
3. Clustering and Partitioning
Anderberg/ M.R.^ "Cluster Analysis for Applications"^ Academic
Press/ 1973.
CData Clustering/ Data PartitioningJ
This book serves as a good introduction and guide to the
literatuure oi clustering techniques— linked/ hierarchical/
etc. Because of the enormous size of the clustering
literature/ this bibliography will otherwise omit work not
directly dealing with data base applications.
Casey/ R.G./ "Design of Tree Structures for Efficient Querying"/
CACM 16/ 1973/ pp. 5A9-556.
CData Structuring/ Data Partitioning/ Data Trees/ Search
Trees/ Data Clustering3
An algorithm for designing a near-optimal tree structure
for data is giy/en. Ootimality is defined in terms of total
minimum search-path length tor a liven set of queries-
Some pre-c lust er i nq of the data (using information on which
records are retrieved together) is suggested to make the
approach more practical for large files.
Chien/ R.T./ Mark/ E.A./ "A Document Storage Method Based on
Polarized Distance"/ JACM 21/ 1974/ pp. 233-245.
[File Allocation/ Clustering/ Retrieval Strategies^
Documents are clustered according to "weight" or number of
non-zero terms in their binary index vectors. Theorems are
developed to determine which clusters should be searched
for a given query. A orief analysis compares the method
with linear and inverted filing schemes-
Crouch/ D.B./ "A Process for Reducing Cluster Representations and
Retrieval Costs"/ Proc. ACM 1973/ pp. 224-227.
CData Clustering/ Retrieval Strategies]
This is another paper on the technique of clustering
documents for retrieval by cluster representative, (cf.
Jardine and van Rijsbergen/ 1971). This paper addresses
the probleii of compressng the cluster "representatives:" in
order to reduce storage end search costs. The author
claims effective retrieval after ninety per cent
compress ion.
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Ghosh/ S.P./- "File Organization: The Consecutive Retrieval
Property"/ CAC^ 15/ Sept. 1972/ pp. P02-B08.
[Data Clustering!
For a linear storaae Ttedium/ it would be nice if all
records retrieved by any one query were stored in
consecutive locations and without redundancies. The
possiDility of so orderimi a file (for a yiven query set)
is studied in this paoer. Clearly this possibility is
remote for an extensive query set but may occur for
important subsets.
Gorenstein/ S./ Galati/ G., "Data Base Reo rqani zat i on for a
Storaqe Hierarchy"/ I3M Research Report RC 5063/ October
1974.
. ^. .
CData Clusterinq/ Storage ManageT.ent/ Storage HierarchiesJ
This ^aper sugaests clusterinq together data which is
likely to be retrieved together. The clusters then become
blocks to be transferred between storage levels. A novel
feature is the developTient of a replacement rule to
determine which cluster in higher-level storage is to be
repl aced
.
Jardine/ N./ van Rijsbergen/ C.J./ "The Use of Hierarchic
Clustering in Information Retrieval''^ Inform. Stor- Retr. 7,
19/^1/ pp. 217-240.
CData Clustering/ Retrieval Strateaics3
The setting is document retrieval/ where retrieval of all
relevant items is not expected. The idea is to cluster the
documents/ match requests against various cluster
"representatives"/ and return the best -mat ch ing cluster.
Limited testing was done on file of 200 documents.
Ramamoorthy/ C.V./ Chin, Y./ "An Efficient Organization of Large
Frequency-Dependent Files for Binary Searching"/ IEEE Trans
Comn. C-2U/ 1971/ pp. 1178-1187.
CF i le Parti t ioni nnj
The basic idea here is to partition the file into blocks of
2**j-1 items (for efficient binary search)/ all items in a
block expected to be accessed with similar frequencies.
The scheme is s^ost appropriate to single item searches.
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Rettenmayer/^ J.W./- "File Ordering and Retrieval Cost"^
Stor. Retr. S, 1972^ pp. 79-93.
[Dat a C lust ering3
Inform.
This paper proposes that for efficient retrieval data
should be clustered according to similarity of keys^ and
members of clusters should be stored together. Unlike
document retrieval/ where only the cluster representatives
(or centroids) are examined for similarity to a query/ here
the centroids provide a guide as to which clusters are to
be searched. Simulation experiments are reported on-
Rothnie/ J.B./Jr./ Lozano/ T./ "Attribute Based File Organization
in a Paged Memory Environment"/ CAC/M 17/ 1974/ pp. 63-69.
[Hashing/ Data Clustering/ Data Structuring3
This paper suggests the computation of hash addresses
("paqes" instead of single locations) as a function of
several keys. This not only reduces search time (or the
need for inverted fil°s) but also clusters the data
conveni ent ly
.
Skinner/ C.W./ "A Heuristic Approach to Inductive Inference in
Fact Retrieval Systems"/ CACM 17/ 1974/ pp. 707-712.
[Data C luster ing]
The scheme here is to cluster very closely linked data
(many properties in common). In this way examination of a
typical cluster member or cluster centroid may be
predictive of information about a given membei even when
such information is missing fro5i the data base.
van Rijsbergen/ C.J,/ "Further Experiaents With Hierarchic
Clustering in Document Retrieval"/ Inform. Stor. Retr.
1974/ pp. 1-14.
[Clustering/ Retrieval Strategies]
10-
This is a continuation of the work of Jardine and Van
Rijsbergen (1971). A more general search strategy
(::llowinQ for the retrieval of more than one cluster) is
presented and tests on several document files are discussed
van Rijsbergen/ C.J./ "An Algorithm for Information Structuring
and Retrieval"/ Comp. J. 14/ 1971/ pp. 407-411.
[Data Clustering/ Retrieval Strategies]
This is an article on document clustering which emphasizes
the clustering algorithm. Use of single-linked
hierarchical clusters with representatives arranged in a
tree structure allows retrievals of various size clusters
matching the query more or less well. "Moderate success"
on a collection of 200 docuaents is reported.
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Wong/> E./ ChisngiT T.C./ "Canonical Structure in Attribute Based
File Organization"/ CACM 14/ 197U pp. 593-597.
CData Structuring/ CljsteringJ
The idea here is to cluster the data into small/ disjoint
sets or "atoms"/ each atom being always retrieved as an
entity. As the authors remark/ it may happen that each
record is an atom.
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4.. Compression
Hardqrave^ w . F . <» "The Prospects for Large Capacity Set Support
Systems Im bedded Within Generalized Data Management
Systems"/^ International CoTiputing Symposium 1973/^ A,
Gunther/ b. Levrat^ H. Lipps^ eds./ North Holland/- 197A/ op
5A9-556.
[Set Theoretic Structures/ Data Compression]
A method for maintaining and manipulating sets on mass
storage is described. The nain result of the paper is a
compression technique for representing relatively small
subsets of a lar^e universe.
^5arronA B.A./ de ^aine/ P.A.D./ "Automatic Data Compression"/
CACVI 10/ 1967/ pp. 711-715.*
CData Compression]
This paoer seems to contain the earliest discussion of an
automatic/ language independent/ alphanumeric string
compresso r
.
Maurer/ W.D./ "File Compression Using Huffman Coding**/- Computing
Methods in OptiTiization Probleus 2/ L. Zadeh/ L. Neustadt/
A, Balakrishan/ eds./ Academic Press/ 1969.
CData Compression]
This is the original paper on the use of Huffman codes for
file compression. An algorithm for encoding is given in
some detail. Maurer suggests that character combinations
(e.g./ common words) as well as single characters should be
considered as "symbols" to be encoded.
McCarthy/ J. P./ "Automatic File Compression"/ International
Computing Symposium 1975/ A. Gunther^ B. Levrat and H.
Lipps/ eds./ North Holland/ 197A.
CData Compression]
The basic technique used here is Huffman coding. The paper
is important because of the detailed description of an
algorithm for automatic text analysis and selection of the
strings to be encoded.
Mommens/ J.f<./ Raviv/^ J..« "Coding for Data Compaction**^
Research Report RC 5150/ November 1974.
CData Compression]
IBM
This is a belated report on old (ca. 1970) compression work
done at IBM. Several approaches are described with
emphasis on software and hardware implementation. Results
of experiments on real data are given.
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Wjlford/' J . B . /^ Ridall^ R.K./^ "Data Compression Techniques for
Economic Processino of Large Commercial Files"/ Proc.
Symposium on Information Storage and Retrieval/ ACM/ 1971/
pp. 207-215.
CData Compressi on3
The authors used a combination of schemes (elimination of
obvious data redundancies/ coding of lengthy fields which
were inconvenient to code on input/ Huffman coding/ etc.)
to achieve a A. 7 compression ratio on a large commercial
data base.
Ruth/ S.S./ Kreutzer/ P.J./ "Data Compression for Large Business
Files"/ Datamation/ Sept. 1972/ pp. 62-66.
CData Compression3
This is a good review and evaluation of compression
techniques particularly applicable to large military data
bases. The authors recommend Huffman coding of characters
plus common patterns/ and have ootained a 2.5 compression
ratio on a large/ dense data base.
Snyderman/ M./ Hunt/ 3./ "The Myriad Virtues of Text Compaction**/
Datamation/ Dec. 1970/ pp. i6-A0.
CData Compression^
The scheme here is to scan a text character by character/
combining the most frequently used characters (A/E/- etc.)
with the one following to form a sinole coded character.
The compression ratio is clearly less than 2 and tends to
De about 1 -5
.
Wagner/ R./ "Common Phrases and Minimu«-Space Text Storage"/ CACM
16/ 1973/ pp. 1A8-152.
CData Compression]
This paper addresses the following problem: given an
encoding of certain strings and a message containing these
strings but with overlap/ how is the message best encoded?
The dynamic programming algorithm given here may be too
unwieldy tor large data sets.
Wanner/ R./ "Indexing Design Considerations"/ IBM Syst. J. 12/
1973/ pp. 351-367.
CData Accessing/ Data Structuring/ Data Compression]
Although written in the context of the IBM Virtual Storage
Access Method project/ this paper is a good introduction to
the design/ maintenance/ compression/ etc. of indexes.
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wells^ M,/ "File Compression Using Variable Length Encodinq"^
Comp. J. 15# Nov. 1972/ pp. 308-313.
CData CompressionD
The compression technique discussed here is simply Huffman
coding. Some consideration is given to implementation of
encoding and decoding/' and possible extensions (non-binary
Huffman codes^ self-synchronizing codes) are briefly
ment ioned.
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5. Data Languages
Anderson/ R . / Cert/- V . / HarsLem/ E . /• Heafner/ J./ Madden/ J./
"Metcalfe/ R./ Shoshani/ k , , white/ J./ Wood/ D./ "Data
Reconfiguration Service-~An Implementation Specification"^
RFC 166/ NIC 6780/ May 1971.
LData Reconfiguration/ Protocol/ Lanyuage]
This paper gives the specifications of the Data
Reconfiguration Service (DRS)/ which is a software
mechanism to reformat *^etwork data streams.
8leier/ R.h./ "Data Definition Standardization"/ ACM SIGFIDfcT
Workshop on Data Description/ Access/ and Control/ 1970/ pp
6 8-86.
COata Definition LangjageD
The data definition languaaes (DDL) of a few
gene ra
I
-purpose systems are described. Also/ attributes of
data that should be considered in a standard DDL are
ment ioned .
Boyce/ R.F./- Chamberlin/ D.D,/ "Using a Structured English Query
Language as a Data Definition Facility"/ IBM Research
Report RJ 1318/ 1973.
[Data Definition Lanqjageil
A data definition language for a relational data base is
proposed. Included are facilities for specifying alternate
views of the data/ rules for data conversion/ and integrity
const rai nts
.
Boyce/ R.F./ Chamberlin/ D.D./ Hajinser/ "I.M./ King/ W.F./
"Specifying Queries as Relational Expressions"/ Proc.
SIGPLAN-SIGIR Interface Meeting/ 1975/ pp. 31-38.
[Query Languages/ Relational Theory]
ACM
The authors present SQJARE/ a set oriented data sublanguage
SQUARE attempts to miTiic how people use tables to obtain
i f ormat i on.
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Bracchi/' G.^ Fedeli/^ A . /^ PaDlini^ A.^ "A Language for a
Relational Data Base Management System"/^ Proc. Sixth Annual
Princeton Conf. on Information Sciences and Systems^ 1972/
pp. 8A-92.
CRelational Query LanguageJ
This paoer illustrates COLARD/^ which is a non-procedural
language tor defining^ creating^ maintaining^ updating and
querying a relational data base/ which is viewed as a
collection of time-varying relations of assorted degrees.
The generalized set theoretical operators for manipulating
hierarchical relations are discussed. Lannuaqe statements
refer only to the user's logical data representation and
tire independent of underlying data base management system
technolo':!y.
Chai/ D.T./ "Language Considerations for Information Management
Systems"/ Proc. ACM/ 1974/ pp. A43-450.
CNaturalLanfjuage]
/Arguments against using English as the query language for
information management systems are preseted- The difficult
probleTj is determining the intended meaning of the request.
Chamberlin/ D.D./ Boyce/ R.F./ "SEQUEL: A Structured English
Query Language"/ IHM Research Report RJ 1394/ 1974.
CRelational Query Language]
A structured English guery language for accessing a
relational data base is presented. Queries are formulated
as set-oriented table look-ups rather than selecting a row
at a t i^ne.
CODASYL/ "An Information Algebra"/ CACM 4/ April 1962/ pp.
190-204.
CData Languages]
This report represents the results of the. first phase of
the work of the Language Structure Group. The goal of this
work is to arrive at a proper structure for a
machine-independent problem-defining lanquaae at the
systems level of data processing. The report is based on
the mathematical model "An InforTiation Algebra"/ developed
primarily by R, Bosak. A philosophy for the professional
people who are vitally concerned with providing a working
language for the systems analyst's use is presented.
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CODASYL Data Base Task Groups "April 1971 Report"/- ACM^ Mew York
City/'April1971.
CData Description Language/^ Data ''lanipulat i on Lanquaqe3
The DBTo is concerned with the sharing of data management
by multiple applications. It proposes a technique for
supe ri Tipos i nq a view ( s ub-sc heT»a ) on the data base and a
language to manipulate the data.
Codd# E.F.^ *'A Database Sublanguage Founded on the Relational
Calculus"^ ACM SIGFIDET Workshop on Data Description^
Access/ and Controls 1971/ pp. 53-68.
CQuery Languages]
The author describes ALPHA/ a data base sublanguage founded
on the relational calculus/ and compares it with other data
base suD I anguages.
Codd/ E . F . / "Seven Steps to Rendezvous with the Casual User"^
Proc. IFIP TC-2 vJorking Conference on Data Base Manaqement
Systems^ 197A.
CQuery Lanquanes/^ Relational Theory]
The underlying concepts of a natural English query Language
are described. It is assumed that the user will not
correctly state his query on his first attempt and it is
the responsibility of the system to help him rephrase the
query.
Codd/^ E.F./ "Relational Comoleteness of a Data Sublanguage"/
Base Systems/^ R. Rustin# ed./ Prentice-Hall/- 1972/^ pp.
65-98.
CQuery Languages]
Data
A relational algebra rfhich operates on Codd's model of a
relational data base is defined and shown to be complete.
A relational calculus is defined and an algorithm is given
to map the calculus onto the algeora. The calculus and
algebra are compared in terms of ease of augmentation/
search opt i mi ? at
i
on^ s j
t
hor i zat i on capability^ and
closeness to natural language.
Dennis/ J.B.^ "On the Exchange of Data"/- ACM SIGFIDET Workshop on
Data Description^ Access/ and Control/ 1970/ pp. 41-66.
CData Definition Language/ Data Structures]
This paper addresses the problem of moving data between
computer installations/ which may differ in their hardware/-
software^ or program libraries and data files.
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Dostert^ B.H.^ Thompson.' F.3.^ •'How Features Resolve Syntactic
Ambiguity'V Proc. Symoosiufn on Information Storage and
Retrieval/ ACMy 1971/ op. 19-32.
[Natural Language3
Techniques tor resolving ambiguities in natural language
usinq the context of the ambiguity are discussed.
Barley/ J . >- "On the Semantics of Data Structures"/- Data Base
Systems/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp. 23-32.
CData Languages!
Some ideas about what properties a language should have in
order to deal with data structures is presented. There are
three levels of description of data structures which should
be handled: 1) the i up I ement at i on (machine) lev/el/ 2) a
logical (seiiantic) le^el in which access paths are
specified explicitly/ and 3) a logical level in which only
the relationships between data items are specified.
Ellis/ M.b./ Nelson/ K.H./ "A Data Description Language for
Hierarchical Data Files"/ ACM SIGFIDET Workshop on Data
Description/ Access/ and Control/ 1970/ pp. 87-106.
CData Description Lanyuaqel
The paper beqins with a discussion of the objectives and
restrictions of the language/ continues with a complete
language description/ and concludes with remarks on
language processor and extensions to the language.
the
Engles/ R.U.^ "An Analysis of the April 1971 Data Base Task Group
Report"/ ACM SIGFIDET Workshop on Data Description/ AccesSA
and Control/ 1971/ pp. 69-91.
CData Structures/ Data Definition Language/ Data
Manipulation Language]
The strengths and weaknesses of the DBTG report are
discussed. Suggestions are then presented for some of its
prob lems
-
Fehder-r P.L./ "The Representation-Independent Lanuage/ Part 1:
Introduction and Subsetting Operation"/ IBM Research Report
RJ 1121/ 1972.
CQuery Languages!
RIL/ a query language for specifying transactions in the
context of an ent i ty-set -st ructured data base/ is described
Boolean expressions and temporary variables are used to
subset entity sets.
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Greenfeld/ N . R . / "Quantification in
AFIPS A3^ 1974/- pp. 71-75.
[Query Opt i m i zat i onD
a Relational Data System"^
A brief overview of relational data base theory is given
including examples using LEAP. The author is primarily
interested in methods to decrease the time required to
answer a query. Some techniques include dynamic algorithm
selection^ iterative optimization and query tuning.
Kellogg/ C./ Burger/ J./ Diller/ J./ Fogt/ K.# "The Converse
Natural Lanouaqe Data Vlanagement System: Current Status and
Plans"/ Proc. Symposijnfi on InforTOtion Storage and
Retrieval/ ACM/ 19/1/ po. 35-46-
r Query Languapes/ Natjral Language]
A natural-lannuaqe compiler is described which accepts
sentences in a user extendaole English subset/ produces
surface and deep structured syntactic analyses/ and uses a
network of concents to construct semantic interpretations.
King/ P.F./ Shemer/ J.E./ "ARS— An Interactive Reporting System"/
Proc. ACM SIGPLAN-SIGIR Interface Meeting/ 1973/ pp-
161-166.
CQuery Languages!
A report -generat i ng language is described. This system
prompts the user for a description of the desired data and
the display foruat.
Lorie/ R.A./^Symonds/ A.J,/ "A Relational Access Method for
Interactive Applications"/ Data Base Systems/ R. Rustiri/ ed
/ Prentice-Hall/ 1972.
CRelational Data System/ Data Languages]
This paper describes an experimental systerri that
demonstrates interactive problem solving. The system is
designed to meet the language and data base requirements of
problem-solving. The components of the system are: a
relational access method and an APL interpreter that
provides the terminal user with the full facilities of
APL/360. The data representation for a communications
network design problem is discussed as an example.
Senko/ M.E./ "Data Description Language in the Context of a
Multilevel Structured Description: Diam II With Foral",
Research Report RC 5073/ 19/4.
[Data Description Language]
I8M
A five level data description language is described. These
levels are the end user/ information/ string/ encoding/ and
physi cal I evels.
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Sibley^ E.H.x TaylorA R.W,/- "A Data Definition and Mapping
Language"/' CACM 16^ Dec. ^97l^ pp^ 750-759.
CData Structures^ Data Definition Language3
The authors propose that Data Definition Languages must be
extended to pro\/ide a means of specifying the storage
structure the data will be mapped onto. It is hoped that
this will provide data independence.
Thompson^ F.3 .
^
3A9-356.
[Natural LanauageD
English for the Computer"^ AFIPS 29/- 1966# pp
It is the central thesis of the paper that^ "when the
subject matter of English is limited to material whose
interrelationships are specifiable'in a Limited number of
precisely structured categories^ English becones a formal
language".
Thompson^ F.3./ Lockemann^ P.C.^ Dostert/' B . / Deverill/^ R . S . /^
"REL: A Rapidly Extensible Language Systea"/- Proc. ACM^
1969/ pp. 399-A1A.
[Natural Language!
REL is a English langjage system which allows the user to
extend the languaae to fit his particular needs. For the
system to work efficiently^ the user's data structures must
reflect his conceptual organization of the data.
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6. Data Integrity
Baskin/ H.^ Borgerson/ 3./ RobertSy R./ "PRIME— A f'^odular
Architecture for TerTiinal Oriented Systems'*/ AFIPS SJCC AO/
1972/ pp. A31-437.
. [Operatinci Svste.Ti/ ^ulti -processing/ Security/ Error
Detection/ Error Recovery/ Time Sharing/ Computer Hardware/
Rel 1 abi I i ty
J
In this systeTi a basic assu-nption is that failures exist as
a normal occurence/ rather than a special state/ and they
must be treated while continuinq as f»ear normal operation
as possible. PRI>iE is a Tiodular/ canonical system
consisting of n identical sjbsystems which can process n
independent jobs with a high aeyree of protection from each
other.
cDum/ R.l./ Hsiao/ P.K./ "A Semantic Model for Protection
f^ech^nisms in the Data 3ase SysteTi"/ Eighth Hawaii Int'l.
Conf . on System Sciences/ IV/^i)/ pp. 1?5-1/'9.
[Access Control/ Data SecurityJ
Given 3 data base/ the relationships which exist between
items in the data bas?/ and the fact that a certain user is
not to gain knowledge of certain items/ this paper presents
8 variety of protection methods whicn vary in complexity of
implementation and the total amount of information withheld
Bensoussan/ A./ Clingen/ C./ Daley/ R./ "The MULTICS Virtual
Memory"/ ACM Second Synposium on Operating Systems
^Principles/ October 1969/ pp. 30-42.
CMULTJCS/ Virtual Memory/ Access Control/ Data Sharing/
Segmentation/ Pacing/ Address Space]
Design and implementation considerations of segiient at i on
and paging in "MULTICS are discussed in detail. It is shown
how the MULTICS supervisor/ in conjunction with the GE 645
segmentation and paging hardware/ utilizes the virtual
memo ry
.
Sresslei/ R./ "free File Transfer"/ RFC AS/'/ Apr. 1973.
[Access Control/ Accounting/ FTP/ Security^
This RFC discusses briefly an access control and accounting
problem inherent in a network where each host does its own
user validation. Also see RFC's 5 01 and 505.
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Browne^ P.x Steinauer^ D.a "A Model for Access Control"/ ACM
SIGFIi>ET workshop on Data Description^ Access and Control/
1971/pp. 241-?62.
[Access Control/ Pesojrce Sharing/ Authorization/
Protect i onj
The problems of authorization for a multiple-user resource
sharing data processing system are discussed. The
requirements tor the access of oojects (e.g./ terminals/
users/ proqrams/ etc.) to other objects are covered in some
detail. A model for access control is developed which
combines the military-type level (tree-structured)
classification and a category or clique classification. No
discussion is given of efficiency/ issues of identification
or other advantages and disadvantages of the model.
Cerf/ v./ Kahn/ R./ "Host and Process Level Protocols for
Internetwork Communication"/ Inter Network Working Group
Draft Report/ July 1973.
CHost-Host Protocol/ Flow Control/ Reliability!
This paper describes the inter -network protocol developed
by the inter-network workina group. The protocol provides
clean handling of process-process communication and flow
control. It can best oe described as a hybrid
message-switch protocol.
Chambers/ J.M./ "A User-controlled Synchronization Method"/
SIGOPS/ 197A/ pp. 16-25.
[Deadlock Prevention/ Process Synchr oni zat i on3
IBM
This paoer discusses a method of inter-process
communication by which processes can request resources/
find out whether those resources have been received/ and
detect deadlock withojt ever necessaily being blocked.
This allows the processes to possibly take alternative
actions when the requested resources are not currently
avai lable.
Chu/ W.W./ Ohlmacher/ 6./ "Avoiding Deadlock in Distributed Data
Bases"/ Proc. ACri/ 1974/ pp. 156-160.
[Access Control/ Data 3ase Integrity/ Deadlock Prevention/
Distributed System]
This paper discusses three methods of deadlock prevention
or detection based on availability of prior knowledge of
file use by a process/ and whether files are pre- or
demand-allocated. Ways of implementing all three
techniques on a distributed network are presented.
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Collier/ W,w./ "Asynchronous Interactions on Shared Data"# IBM
SIGOPS/ 1974.
CDeadlock Prevention^ Process Synchronization]
If the hardware on which a progra-n is to be run has
uninterruptable instrjctions for Tianipulatinq the memory
referenced by two processes/ then those processes can be
written so that they can both reference memory without
hinderin'j each other.
Daley/ R./ Dennis/ J./ "Virtual Menory/ Processes/ and Sharing in
MULTICS"/ CACM 11/ ^ay 1968/ pp. 306-512.
CMULTICS/ Virtual Memory/ Data Sharing/^ Dynamic Linking/
Mul t i -proqramifii nq/ Storaqe Management/ Storage Hierarchies/
Resource Sharing/ Security]
Basic concepts involved in the design of the MULTICS
operating system/ such as processes/ address space/ and
virtual memory/ are introduced and defined. Procedure and
data sharing is discussed and the dynamic transformation of
symbolic references into virtual machine addresses is
described in detail.
Dean/ A. /Jr./ "Data Privacy and Integrity Requirements for
On-line Data »^anagement Systems"/ ACM SI6FIDET Workshop on
Data Descriotion/ Access/ and Control/ 1971/ pp. 279-298.
CData Security/ Data Integrity]
This paper identifies the data privacy and integrity
capabilities required by an online data management system.
The overall operation of an online data manaqement system/
the hardware/ operating software/ and application software
of an online data management system are described in terms
of the data privacy and integrity capabilities to be
supplied by each of these parts of a system.
Farber/- D./- "Networks:
1972/ pp. 36-40.
CNet work]
An Introduction"/ Datamation 18/ April
This article gives an overview of this expanding field by
examining seven typical networks: ARPA/ CYBERNET/ DCS/
MERIT/ OCTOPUS/ TSS/' and TVCC.
Florentin/ J.J./ "Consistency Auditing of Databases"/ Computer
Journal 17/ Jan. 1974/ pp. 52-58.
CData 3ase Integrity]
This paper discusses an approach for checking the
consistency of the information in a data base/ by requiring
that every transaction be allowed to happen only if it will
not cause the data to violate specified mathematical rules-
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Frank, H., Chou, W., "Topotog-ical Optimization
of Computer
Networks"/- IEEE 60/- Nov. 1972- pp. 13ii5-139('.
CNet°ork Desian, Network Topology Cent ra I i zed System,
Oistriouted Co,.puter .Network, ARPANET, ReliabUity, Network
Bandwidth]
Modeling, analysis and design proolems, and
methodologies
for centralized and distributed computer-communication
net-orks are discussed. The basic problem is t°
^P^^^fj'.
.
?he location and capacity of each cor,.uni cat ion
link within
the network. The design objective is to provide a low-cost
network which satisfies constraints of response
time,
Jhrounhput, reliability, and other parameters.
(author s
abst ract ) .
Franks H./- Fn
the Des
pp. 5b1-387.
i ,n of the ARPA Computer Network", AFIPS SJCC,
19/^0,
tARPANET/'N;t.ork Design. Network Topology, ReliabUity,
Routing, Network!
A design alaorithm to establish where links
should be
established within the ARPA network is given. TheSome
algorithm presented obtains a local optimum.
constraints are included in the J^ecision, sue as
route
<;plection, capacity assionment, link delay, etc.
A qraph
^f^osi against throughput is presented to aid in choosing
between local optima.
^ried1»an, T.D., "The Authorization Problem in
Shared Files", IBM
Systems Journal 9, No. 4, 1970. Prn./Arv.
CAuthorization, Data Accessing, Data Security, ivacy,
Securi ty
3
The author develops a scheme for controlling
access to data
at the per-field level which can withstand
almost all
attempts at circumvention, with s.all effects to
response
tT«e.
Graha., G.S., Denning, P. J.. 2'.V""''"177V2V''''''Practice", AFIPS SJCC, 1972, pp. ^1 -429.
CSecurity, Protection, Access Control, DomainJ
and
An
This paoer builds upon Lampson's domains ^J^^/^^'^: ^,
expanded domain scheme using a larger number of
types ot
access is explained in detail, and proven ^^^'^/^l'
Implementation of the scheme is discussed, "^ "^ ^^^^^% ^^ ,,. q
comparisons with several existing operating systems
(OS/360,
RC 4000, Hultics).
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Grahaii/ R./ "Protection in an Inforaation Processing Utility"/
CACM 11/ May 1968/ pp. 365-369.
[Protection/ Privacy/ Security/- Access Control/ Data
S h a r i n
-
j ]
Information processing utility properties which make
protection necessary are discussed and the essential
properties tor a protection scheme are defined. An
abstract inodet of the hardware features and companion
software necessary to implement this model are described
Hassinr^/ T./ Hampton/ R./ Bailey/ 60/ Gardella/ R./ "A Loop
Network for General Pjrpose Cosmuni cat i on in a
Heterogeneous World"/ Data Networks: Analysis and Design/
DATAC0^i73/ 19/3/ pp. S8-96-
CNetwork Topology/ Protocol/ Security/ Data Sharing]
A packet switching data cosimunictions network under
development at the National Security Agency for resource
sharing and future development of distributed processing
and filing systems is described. The network will consist
of a hierarchy of interconnected loops or rings/ probably
based on Bell System T carrier digital transmission
technology. Also discussed are the means of nodal
connection to the loops/ nodal configuration/ network
protocols/ design and security considerations/ and
implications for the future.
Hawryszk i ewych/ I.T./ Dennis/ J.B./ "An Approach to Proving the
Correctness of Data Base Operations"/ ACM SIGFIDET Workshop
on Data Description/ Access/ and Control/ 1972/ pp. 323-348
[Relational Data System/ Integrity]
The authors present an abstract 3iodel of a relational data
base and primitive operations on this model which allow
sharing of data and concurrent use of the data base.
Heath/ I./ "Unacceptable File Operati(/ns in a Relational Data
Base"/ ACM SIGFIDET Workshop on Data Description/ Access/
and Control/ 1971/ pp. 19-34.
[Relational Structures/ Data Integrity]
This paper is written within the context of a relational
data base model as presented by E.F. Codd in "A Relational
Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks" and serves as a
companion paper to his paper "Further Normalization of the
Data Base Relational ^^odel". The central thesis is that a
file operation should not produce unexpected "side effects"
in order to maintain a restriction (such as one-one/ or
many-one) on the file.
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HDffman/ L . J . /^ "The Fornfiulary Model for Flexible Privacy and
Access Controls"^ AFIPS ^9, 1971.' pp. 587-601.
[Access Controls Data Accessing/ Privacy3
This paper discusses a tethod "for using a set of procedures
to dynamically control access to the information in a data
base. This is done in such a way that access can be
deterrnined on a per item (rather than per file) basis.
Johnson/ P.R./ Thornas/ R.H./ "The Maintenance of Duplicate
Databases"/ NIC #31507/ Jan. 1975.
CConcurrent Use/ Data 3ase Integrity/ Distributed System]
This paoer presents a -nethod which (by representing each
item in a data base as a quintuple containing information
such as time created/ time last modified/ etc.) allows
several distributed CD-nputers to maintain multiple copies
of a data base in consistent states.
King/ P.F./ Collmeyer/ A.J./ "Database Sharing-An Efficient
^lechanism for Supporting Concurrent Processes"/ AFIPS A2/
1973/ pp. 2^1-275.
CConcurrent Use/ Sharin;^ of DataJ
A lock-unlock mechanism/ which provides for concurrent use
of a data base and efficiently detects deadlock/ is
desc ribed.
Lampson/ 3.v/,/ "Protection"/ Proc. Fifth Princeton Symposium on
Information Sciences and Systems/ March 1971/ pp. A37-443.
[Access Control/ Security]
Abstract models are given which reflect the properties of
most existing mechanisms for enforcing protection or access
control/- together with some possible implementations. The
properties of existinoi systems are explicated in terms of
the model and implementations. (author's abstract)
Lampson/ 3.W./^ "Dynamic Protection Structures**/^ AFIPS FJCC/- 1969/
pp. 27-38.
[Security/ Protection/ Access Control/ Domain]
This paper describes domains/ or the set of capabilities
(access rights) of a process- ^ost aspects of protection
are discussed in this context/ including passing
perm i ssi ons
.
bet ween douains/ transfer of control between
domains/ and proprietary programs (mutually suspicious
subsystems) .
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McQuillbnr J,/ "Software Chec k sunTiln q in thp If*lP and
Reli abi Lity'V RFC 5?>i# NIC 1?16A/' June 1973.
CARPANET/- I^IP/ ReLiabilityJ
Metirfork
This paoer describes in sorne detail modifications that were
made to the ARPANET l^.P and TIP programs to increase
reliability- Some history is presented which led to the
inclusion of software checksums for end to end checking of
packets and checksums on IMP and TIP -nemories. Future
plans for subnet changes are outlined.
y.orrisr J.H.^ "Protection'in PrograT-ning Languages"/
19?3/ pp. 1b-^1.
[Access Control/ ProtectionJ
CACM 1o, Jan
This paper discusses orotection of suoprograms froTi
malfunctions of other subprot^raTis. .''lethods of enforcing
user-created type restrictions thru software and
restriction of v/ariables to specific programs are discussed
Needham/ R./ "Protection -A Current Research Area in Operating
Systems"/ International Computinq Symposium/ 1973/ A.
Gunther/ 5. Lev/rat/ H. LippS/ eds./ North Holland/ 1974/ pp
123-126.
CProtection/ Security/ Access Control/ Process
Synchroni 2at i on3
An approach to protection/ invol\/ing the notion of "regimes
of protection" which denote the data a process can access/
the variety of access permitted/ that selection of other
processes it i\ay call/ and transitions available to other
regimes of protection/ is presented. Advantages and
disadvantages inherent in the scheme and its implementation
are di scussed.
Padlipsky/ M.A./ "Two Solutions to a File Transfer Access
Problem"/ RFC 505/ July 1973.
CAccess Control/ Accounting/ File Transfer Protocol/
Security]
This RFC addresses the problems of file access and
accounting for file transfers in a network without
network-wide accounting. The author offers two solutions
which have been used and discusses their implications (See
also RFC's 487 and 501.)
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Padlipsky/ h.A./ "What is •Free*?"r RFC 49n Apr. 1973.
[File Transfer Protocols Access Controls Security]
This RFC discusses the problems of free system access to
prov/ide sers/ices such as rrail. The problem of the
necessity of lonin is discussed/ and several solutions are
ent ertai ned.
Pogran/' K . T . /• "Unmuddling Free File Transfer"^ RFC 501/ May/
[Access Control/ Accojnting/ File Transfer Protocol/
Securi t y3
1973
This RFC elaborates on the suggestions made in 3ressler's
RFC i*i>7
.
The author examines the proDleti from another
point of view and points up several difficulties in
security and accounting. Also see RFC's A87 and 505.
Popek/ G.J./ "Protection Structures"/ Computer/ June 1974/ pp.
22-33.
lAccess Control/ Data Security/ Privacy/ Protection/
Securi t y3
This paoer starts with a general discussion of privacy and
security. It then surveys control disciplines and
protection nrtodels in so'ne detail/ with numerous references
to the literature (8A references).
Popek/ 6. J./ Kline/ C.S./ "v/erifiable Protection Systems"/ To be
presented at the ACM/IEEE Soft-ore Reliability Conference
in LA/ CA./ Apr. 1975.
CFile System Design/ <ernel/ Access Control/ Data Security/
Privacy/ Protection/ Security/ Co-operating Processes/
Multi-programmingD
This paper primarily describes the UCLA/Vf^ project at UCLA.
UCLA/Vi^ is a PDP 11/A5-based virtual machine kernel that is
verifiable/ secure/ and a virtualizinq package that creates
virtual PDP 1 1/45 's.
Popek/ G.J./ Kline/ C.S./ "Verifiable Secure Operating System
Software"/ AFIPS NCC/ 1974/ pp. 145-151.
[Access Control/ Data Security/ Privacy/ Protection/ Kernel
Security/ Co-operating Processes/ Mu It i -prog rammi ng3
This paper discusses soiie aspects of secure operating
systems/ describes the concepts of security kernels and
virtual machines/ mentions several difficult security
problems/ and briefly mentions some aspects of verification
of security kernels. The UCLA-VM system/ a prototype
security kernel and support software for the PDP 11/45/ is
mentioned briefly. Brief argument s concerni ng the cost of
security are presented.
I
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Saltier/ J.H.r "Protection and the Control of Information Sharing
in Multics'V CACM 17/ July 1974/ pp. 538-402.
CMULTICS/ Security/ Privacy/ Access Control/ Data Sharing/
Time Sharing/ Virtual Memory/ Storage Hierarchies3
Design principles and goals of Multics/^ a highly secure
time-sharing system/ are described. The schemes Multics
uses to implement the design goals are described in detail/
and a discussion o1 the tradeoffs and weaknesses of the
implementation is included. The design principles and
access control/ authentication/ and protection mechanisms
discussed in this paper are important concepts in the field
of secure operating systems.
Schroeder/ M,/ Saltzer/ J./ "A Hardware Architecture for
Implementing Protection Rings"/ CACM 15/ March 1972/ pp.
157-170.
[Protection/ Security/ Access Control/ MULTICS/ Virtual
Memo ry3
Criteria are presented for the design of access control
mechanisms/ and the processor mechanisms for implementing
protection rings are described. Finally/ advantages and
possible uses for protection rinrjs are discussed.
Schroeder/ M.D./ "Cooperation of Mutually Suspicious Subsystems
in a Computer Utility"/ Report #MAC TR-104/ Project MAC/
MIT.
[Security/ Access Control/ MULTICSD
A protection scheme based on capabilities and protection
domains is described. The scheme is efficiently
impl ement abl e in hardware and extends the methods developed
for and implemented by the Honeywell 6180 MULTICS processor
Impacts of the design on the supporting operating system
are discussed.
Shemer/ J.F./ Collmeyer/ A.j./ •'Database Sharing: A Study of
Interference/ Roadblock and Deadlock"/ ACM SI6FIDET
Workshop on Data Descriotion/ Access/ and Control/ 1972/ pp
1A1-163.
[Concurrent Use3
By simulating concurrent use of a shared database/ the
authors find that database sharing at the group level is
not expected to result in any significant deadlock or
interference problems.
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Shoshani/ A., "Data Sharinj in CoTiputer Networks "/ NIC //12623^
Oct. 1^72.
rConciirrent Ifse/- Data Sharing^ Distributed System^
\etwork3
The author presents several criteria Dy which to judoe a
distributed data management systeti^ ana then presents and
analyzes five such svsten.s. He concludes with some
observations he has drawn based on his experience with
inplementin', one of these systems.
Shoshani/^ a., 8ernsteinA A.J„/^ "Synchronization in a
Parallel-Accessed Data Base"/ CACM 12/ Nov, 1969/ pp.
604-60/.
[Process Synchronization/ Deadlock Prevention/ Data
Accessing/ Data Sharing]
A data base is re L' resented as a directed graph/ and then
the -advataies and disadvantaoes of several alaorithms for
parallel access to the data base is aiscussed in terms of
which situations can oe handled/ which can not/ extra
information required/ dnd the length of time a node spends
locked.
Sorenson/ P./ "Interprocess Communication in Real Time Systems"/
Operating systeTis Review If Oct. 1973/ ACM/ pp. 1-7,
[Interprocess Com nunication/ ^essaqe Switchinq/ Data
Sharing/ Process Synchr oni za t
i
onJ
Some schemes developed for nonreal-time interprocess
couTiunication dv^i reviewed and it is shown they ^r^
inadequate for real-ti-ne situations. Two models are
presented which insure shared data integrity in a real-time
situation. The first uodel involves the control of process
schedulin:/ the second uses iiultiale copies of data sets.
Finally/ the notions of real-time independent and dependent
data are discussed in reference to real-time communication.
Sjmmerill/ L.F./ <ory/ Security in Data hanaqement"/ tighth
Hawaii Int'l Conf. on System Sciences/ 1975/ pp
[Access Control/ Data Security/ Security]
191-19A.
This paoer oriefly discusses many of the various aspects
that qo into a secure syste-n/ rang inn from tuilding
security guards to asoects of monitoring process activities
Cont>iins some good/ short definitions of key phrases.
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Sjmmers^ R.C.^ Fernandez^ E.3.^ Colcnan^ C .b , r "Shared Data
Access Control with Program -ning Language Support"^ Eighth
Hawaii Int'l. Conf. on System Sciences^ ^975^ pp. 187-190.
[Access Cont rol 3
This paoer describes a method of classifying users^
application programs/' data iteans/ restrictions based on
specific data itefns/^ etc.^ into qroups/ in a way such that
access control can be implemented with only a few changes
to a currently existing higher level programing language.
VDld^ H., Sjoqren/ 3.H.A "Optimal Backup of Data Bases"/- BIT 13/
^975r pp. 233-?A1 .
[Data Base Recos/ery/- Data 3ase Integrity3
Assuming that a data base is backed up by periodically
dumpinn the data base to tape and maintaining a file of
transactions which have taken place since the last dump/-
the authors present a mathematical criterion for
determining the optimal interval for taking the duups to
minimize the cost of uaintaininq the data base at an
oper at i ona I I eve I
.
Wilkes/^ M.V./ "On Preserving the Integrity of Data Bases"/ Comp
J. 15/ Auo. 1972/ pp. 191-194.
LData Base Integrity!!
A survey of techniques to maintain the integrity of data
bases is given. These techniques include incremental
dumping and the keeping of journals.
Wilkov/ R./ "Design of CorrpjterNetworks Based on a New
Reliability Measure"/ Computer CoTimunications Networks end
Teletraffic/ J. Fox/ ed./ 1972/ oo. 371-384.
[Network Desi.gn/ Network Topology/ ReliabilityD
A new criterion for measuring reliability of computer and
communications networks based on regular r^rarh theory is
suggested. A heuristic iterative procedure/ based on this
criterion/ is given for constructing a maximally reliable
network with a specified number of nodes and communications
links. Finally/ reliaoilities of several proposed ARPANfcT
topologies are compared with reliabilities of correspor. dinq
topologies derived by the given procedure.
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7. File Allocation
Arora^ S-R-x GalLor A . /^ "Optimal Sizing/ Loading/- and Re-loading
in a Multi-level Memory Hierarchy System"/ AFIPS SJCC 38/
1971/ pp. 337-344.
[File Al locat ion3
On the assumption of a very simple model (no queueing
delays) the authors "prove" that the most accessed blocks
should be loaded into the fastest memory. An algorithm for
optimal sizing of the levels (given a typical program mix)
Is discussed. A unique feature is a paragraph on dynamic
al locati on.
Bensoussan/ A./ Clingen/ C./ Daley/ R./ "The MULTICS Virtual
Memory"/ ACM Second Symposium on Operating Systems
Principles/ October 1969/ pp. 30-42.
CMULTICS/ Virtual Memory/ Access Control/ Data Sharing/
Segmentation/ Paging/ Address SpaceJ
Design and implementation considerations of segmentation
and paging in MULTICS are discussed in detail. It is shown
how the MULTICS supervisor/ in conjunction with the GE 645
segmentation and paging hardware/ utilizes the virtual
memory .
Casey/ R.G./ "Allocation of Copies of a File in an Information
Network"/ AFIPS Conference Proceedings 40/ 1972/ pp.
617-625.
CFi I e Al locat ion3
A model is set up to assign a file to network nodes based
on minimizing the total update/query /storage costs. The
number of file copies is a variable. An efficient search
procedure is developed to find the true minimum/ and
heuristics for "good" solutions are discussed.
Casey/ R.G./ "Design of Tree Networks for Distributed Data"/
AFIPS Conference Proceedings 42/ 1973/ pp. 251-257.
CFile Allocation/ Network Topology3
This paoer combines techniques for network design and
Casey's file allocatiDn algorithti (Casey/ 1972) into a
single algorithm for design of the network and allocation
of the files/ when information on data bases and their
usage is known in advance.
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Chen/ P.P.S./ "Optitial File Allocation in f«u It i -leve I Storage
Systems"/ AFIPS Conference Proceedinqs 4Z/ 1973/ pp.
277-283.
[File Al Locat ion3
A model for a multi-lev/el storage system (for a central
processor) is set up 3nd several optimization problems (e.g
minimization of total storage cost with a mean response
time constraint) are discussed. Inclusion of queueing
delays make the model Tiore realistic than that of earlier
analyses. Algorithms are included.
Chen/ P.P.S./ Mealy/ G.H./ "Optical Allocation of Files with
Individual Response Tine Requirements**/ Proc. Seventh
Annual Princeton Conf. on Information Sciences and Systems/
pp.1 -4.
CFile Allocat ion3
This work is similar to that reported in Chen (1973)/
except that different response time constraints may be
assigned to individual files. A branch-and-bound aloorithm
i s proposed .
"A Document Storage Method 3ased on
/ JACM 21/ 19/'4/ fo. 233-245.
Chien/ R.T./ ^ark/ E.A./
Polarized Distance
CFile Allocation/ Clustering/ Retrieval Strategies3
Documents are clustered according to "weight** or number of
non-zero terms in their binary index vectors. Theorems are
developed to determine which clusters should be searched
for a given query. A orief analysis compares the method
with linear and inverted filing schemes.
Chu/ W.W./ "File Allocation in a Multiple Computer System"/
Trans. Computers C-18/ Oct. 1969/ pp. 885-8J<9-
CFile AllocationD
IEEE
A model is set up and the author shows how an optimal file
allocation may be obtained as the solution to a linear
integer (zero -one) programming problem. The zero -one
variables to be determined indicate whether or not a given
file resides in a given processor. Use of the approach
seems limited to situations where the number of processors
and the number of files are small.
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Chur W.W.^ •'Optimal File Allocation in a Computer Network^ir
Computer Communications Netkrforks^ N. Abramson and F. Kuo#
eds.# Prentice Hall/' ^973, pp. 82-94.
CFi le Al locat i on3
The technique here is basically the same as in Chu (1969)^
but the siodel is extended to include redundant file copies
in order to achiev/e a prescribed level of file availability
Daley^ R.^ Dennis/^ J.^ "Virtual Memory^ Processes^ and Sharing in
MULTICS"^ CACri 11/- May 1968^ pp. 306-312.
CflULTlCSi' Virtual Memory/^ Data Sharing^ Dynamic Linking/^
Mul t i-proy ramin ng^ Storage Manage.'nent/' Storage Hierarchies^
Resource Sharing/ Security^
Basic concepts involved in the design of the MULTICS
operating system/ such as processes^ address spacer and
virtual memory^ are introduced and defined. Procedure and
data sharing is discussed and the dynamic transformation of
symbolic references into virtual machine addresses is
described in detail-
farber/ D./
1972/
tNetworkJ
"Networks:
pp. 36-AO.
An Introduction"/ Datamation 18/ April
This article gives an overview of this expanding field by
examining seven typical networks: ARPA/ CYBERNET/ DCS/
MERIT/ OCTOPUS/ TSS/ and TVCC.
Graham/ R . / "Prot e c t i on in an Information Processing Utility*"/
CACM 11/ May 1968/ pp. 365-369.
CProtection/ Privacy/ Security/ Access Control/ Data
Shar i ng3
Information processing utility properties which make
protection necessary are discussed and the essential
properties for a protection scheme are defined. An
abstract model of the hardware features and companion
software necessary to implement this model are described
Grossman/ D .
D
Si I verman/ H. Placement of Records on a
Secondary Storage Device to Minimize Access Time"/
1973/ pp. 429-438.
t Fi le A I location]
JACM 20.
The problem analyzed here is: given an n-frame device (e.g
a disk) and n records/ plus times required to move from one
frame to another and a probabilistic model of the access
sequence/ find that placement of records in frames which
minimizes average access time.
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Hdssin^*^ T.*^ Hampton^ R.# Bailey/^ G.^ Gardellar R.a "A Loop
Network for General Pjroose Communication in a
Heterogeneous Vortd"#^ Data Net»rforks: Analysis and Design^
DATACC^lZiA 1973r pp. 88-96.
tNJetwork Topoloqy^ Protocol/ Security/ Data Sharing3
A packet switching data commun i ct
i
ons network under
development at the National Security Agency for resource
sharing and future dev/elopment of distributed processino
and filinq systems is descrioed. The network will consist
of a hierarchy of interconnected loops or rings/ probably
based on Dell System T carrier digital transmission
technology. Also discussed are the means of nodal
connection to the looos/ nodal confiouration/ network
protocols/ design and security considerations/ and
implications tor the future.
Levin/ K.D./ "Organizing Distributed Data Bases in Computer
Networks"/ Ph.D. Dissertation/ U. of Penn./ 1974.
EFi I e Al locat ionD
Levin/' building on the work of Chu and Casey/ presents
search-type algorithms for solving the file allocation
problem when interactions oetween files (e.o. the use of
files by program files) must be taken into account and some
files are restricted to certain locations.
Moraan/ H.L./ Levin/ K.D./ "Optimal Program and Data Locations in
Computer Networks"/ Report 74-10-01/ Dept . of Decision
Sciences/ The Wharton School/ U. of Penn./ 1974.
[File A I locat ionT
This is a brief summary of Levin's Ph.D. thesis (q.v.) on
the network file allocation problem.
Ramamoorthy/ C.V./ Chandy/ <.M./ "Optimization of Memory
Hierarchies in Multi programmed Systerrs"/ JACM 17/ 1970/ pp.
4P6-445.
[File Allocation/ >!emory System Design]
The techniques descrioed may be used to determine at what
levels files should be stored or to determine the design of
the memory hierarchy (given data on file sizes and query
frequencies). '^ean response time is minimized under a
total cost constraint. The algorithms use linear
programming and branch-and-bound .
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Saltzer/- J.H.# "rpotection and the Control of Information Sharing
in Multics'V CAC^l 17, July 197A, pp. 338-A02.
CMULTlCSy> Security/- Privacy, Access Control, Data Sharing,
Time Sharing, Virtual >lemory. Storage Hierarchies3
Design principles and goals of Multics, a highly secure
time-sharing system, are described. The schemes Multics
uses to impleTient the design goals are described in detail,
and a discussion of the tradeoffs and weaknesses of the
implementation is incLjded. The design principles and
access control, authentication, and protection mechanisms
discussed in this paper are important concepts in the field
of secure operating systems.
Shoshani, A-, "Data Sharing in Computer Networks", NIC #12623,
Oct. 1972.
CConcurrent Use, Data Sharing, Distributed System,
Network]
The author presents several criteria by which to judge a
distributed data manaqesent systen, and then presents and
analyzes five such systems. He concludes with some
observations he has drawn based on his experience with
implementing one of these systems.
Shoshani, A,, Bernstein, A.J,, "Synchronization in a
Parallel-Accessed Data 3ase", CACM 12, Nov. 1969, pp.
60A-607.
[Process Synchronization, Deadlock Prevention, Data
Accessing, Data SharingD
A data base is represented as a directed graph, and then
the advatages and disadvantages of several algorithms for
parallel access to the data base is discussed in terms of
which situations can oe handled, which can not, extra
information required, and the length of time a node spends
locked.
Sorenson, P., "Interprocess Communication in Real Time Systeons",
Operating systems Review 7, Oct. 1973, ACW, pp. 1-7.
Clnterprocess Communication, Message Switching, Data
Sharing, Process Synchroni zat i on J
Some schemes developed for nonreal-time interprocess
communication are reviewed and it is shown they are
inadequate for real-tine situations. Two models are
presented which insure shared data integrity in a real-time
situation. The first model involves the control of process
scheduling, the second uses multiple copies of data sets.
Finally, the notions of real-time independent and dependent
data are discussed in reference to real-time communication.
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Yue^ P.C.^ tiono^ C.K.^ "Storaae Cost Considerations in Secondary
Index Selection"^ IBM Research Report RC 5070/ October 1974.
[Data Structures/ File Allocation/ File System Desic»n3
This paoer coiibines the problem of choosinp the best
secondary indexes w^ith the problem o1 best allocatinq the
files to a neTiory hierarchy in an overall opt i mi ^at i on
ana lysis.
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8-. Communications and Networks
Abramson, N., "Packet Switching with Satellites"^ AFIPS NICC^ 1973.
pp. 695-702. ^yor
CPacket Cornmunication^ Packet Radios Satellite
Cominuni c at i on J
The history of packet communication and the ALOHA Network
are briefly presented. The ALOHA channel capacity and
excess channel capacity results are derived. The
properties of satellite channels are discussed in somedetails and current satellite co-ntjun i cat i on experiments 1 nprogress among ^JASA Anes Research Center, University ofAlaska, and Universit/ of Hawaii are described. A strono
argument is given for a domestic satellite-based packet
network.
Akkoyunlu, E., Bernstein, A., Schantz, R., "Interprocess
Communication Facilities for Network Operating Systems",Computer, June 1974, pp. 46-55.
C Int er-process Communication, PortsJ
The desirability of flexible interprocess communication(IPC) facilities in a network operating system is
established, and three such facilities are described. Theyare Walden's IPC scheme (CACM 15, Apr. 19/^2), DCS(University of Calif, at Irvine), and SBS (State University
of New York at Stony .^rook).
Akkoyunlu, E., Bernstein, A., Schantz, R-, "Software
Communication Across Machine Boundaries", IEEE C0MPC0N73,1973, pp. 203-205.
[Interprocess Communication, Data Port, Thin LineCommunication, v)odularity. Co-operating Processes^
The software communication facility for an operatinr, systemdesigned to function as part of a computer network isdescribed. The facility is implemented as data ports and
allows a process to control infor-nation flow between itselfand other oojects (e.g., files and processes) by using a
uniform set of primitives, without regard to the actualLocation of the object in the netiwork.
Akkoyunlu, R
, Bernstein, A., Schantz, R., "An Operating System
Jm^v'' 'l^l'!'''^
Environment", Department of Computer Science,SUNY at Stony Brook, Tech. Rept. #5.
CFront-end Processor, PortsJ
This paoer describes a layered operating system based onthe inter-process communication techniques of Walden andBalzer to be Puilt on a PDP-15. The system is layered
along interestino lines: logical, data port, known item,and user leve I s-
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Arora^ S.R./ Gallo/ A.^ "The Dpti*ial Oraanization of
l^ul t iproqrammed Multi-Level Memory"/ Proc. ACM iJorkshop on
System Per f o rrnance Evaluation/- 1971/ pp. 10A-141.
CMeasurement / Perf orrn=»nce Evaluation/ Queueing Theory]
This paper combines. a cyclic queueing model and a Linear
optimization nfiodel to investigate cost and throughput
issues- The paper derives several interesting results with
respect to effects of Tiultiprogranming on response time/
cost/ and throughput capacity.
Ajpperle/ E./ "I^ERIT Computer Network: Hardware Considerations"/
Computer Networks/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prentice Hall/ 1972/ pp
A9-65.
[MERIT/ Centralized System/ Distributed System/
Communications Processor/ Front End Processor/
Telecommunications3
The configuration chosen for the yiERIT Computer Network is
discussed in comparison with alternative choices/ and the
direction ot future techniques of operation is outlined.
The principal aspects of the har dwar e--t he communications
computer/ the telephonic communications/ and the
i nt erf aces--a re descrioed in detail.
Balzer/ R.M./ "PORTS - «; Method for Dynamic Interprogram
Communications and Joo Control"/ A F 1 PS SJCC/ 1971/ pp.
485-489.
Clnter-orocess Communication/ Thin-line Communication]
A unified approach to communication between processes and
all entities external to the process is presented. PORTS
is a co-routine-Like mechanism that permits processes to
obtain input data and produce output results independent of
the source or destination/ respectively.
Baskett/ F./ Muntz/ R.R./ "Queueing Network Models with Different
Classes of Customers"/ IEEE C0SPC0N72/ 1972/ pp. 205-209.
CQueueing Network/ Network Modeling/ Queueing Theory/
Network Performance]
Four different types of service centers are handled/ and
steady state equations are obtained. The model includes
considerations for different types of customers with
different priorities. An example which resembles a CPU
with four I/O devices is studied/ and graphs for amount of
utilization of each service center (vs. number of
customers) are given.
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Belsnes/- D.^ "Flow Control in Packet Sh-itchino Networks"/-
InterNetwork Working Sroup Note Jf63/ Oct. 197A.
[Flow Control/ Packet Communication/ Congestion3
A discussion is given of the window scheme/ an end-to-end
untested flow control nechanism/^ and their possible
advantages to a network.
Benoit/ J.W./ Graf -Webster/ E./ "REX— A Resource Location and
Acquisition Service for the ARPA Computer Network"/ MITRE
Technical Report #587/ January 197A/ MITRE Corp.# McLean/
Va.
[ARPANET/ Com'nand Laniuaqe/ Distributed Computing/-
Documentation/ Network Accounting/ On-line Documentation/^
Resource Sharing!!
Several existing resource sharing systems on the ARPANET
are briefly described/ and some basic needs of a resource
sharing system are discussed. The REX system is described
REX is a system which allows a user to locate a desired
resource on the net. This is done using local files. No
host-host communication is required.
Bernstein/ A,/ Deflefsen/ G./ Kerr/ R./ "Process Control and
Communication"/ ACM Second Symposium on Operating Systems
Principles/ October 1969/ pp. 60-66.
CInt erprocess Communication/ Process Controls Co-operating
ProcessesJ
The structure of processes within a general purpose
operating system and primitives available for process
control and inter-process communication are described-
Bhushan/ A,/ "Date and File T ransf er--SDme Measurement
RFC 573/ Sept. 1973.
CFile Transfer Protocol/ Network ^Measurement 3
Resul t
s
This RFC describes results of file transfer measurements on
the ARPANET between the MIT-D*1S system (a PDP-10) and five
other PDP-10*s on the network (with either TENEX or ITS
operating syste^ns). The measurements are primarily of
transfer rate/ response time/ cost/ and availability.
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Bhushan/^ A./ BradenA R.r CrDwther/ VI , ^ Harslem/- E . /• Heafner/ J.^
McKenzie^ A./^ Melvin^ J.r Sundber^A R./ Watson^ R,/ Whiter
J./- "The Data Transfer ProtocoL"^ RFC 264^ NIC 7812# Nov.
1971 .
[Data Transui ssi on/- Protocol/- Remote Job Entry]
Although it would be possible to include some or ev/en all
applications in an all-inclusive file transfer protocol/- a
separation between data transfer and application functions
may provide flexibility in implementation/ and reduce
complexity. The authors have defined a data transfer
protocol (DTP) which should be used for transfer of all
data in file transfer/ remote job entry/ and other
applications protocols.
Blanco R.P./ "Review of Comouter Networking Technology "^ NBS
Technical Note 804/ National Bureau of Standards/ Jan. 1974
CNetwork/ TYMNET/ CYBERNET^' 6E Information Services/ MERIT/-
ARPANET/ TSS Network]
This reoort gives a short overview and description of
current network Technology/ then describes and performs
cursory analyses of several existing networks.
Bolt/- Beranek^ and Newman/ Inc.^ "Specifications for the
Interconnection of a Host and an IMP"/ Report #1822/ Bolt^
Deranek/ and Newnnan/^ Inc./- Cambridge/ Ma.
[Protocol/- IMP/ IMP-Host Protocol/ Host-IMP Protocol/
Communications Equipment/^ ARPANET/- Packet Communication]
This report describes the physicals hardware/ and software
environment a computer site must establish to connect to
the ARPANET via a BBN Interface Message Processor.
IMP-HOST and HOST-IMP message leader formats are described
for the implen enter of HOST-IMP communications software.
Hardware interface specifications are given for the
implementer of interface hardware. This document is
periodically updated to reflect hardware/ sof tware changes
in the IMP.
Bressler/^ R . /- '•Interprocess Communication on the ARPA Computer
Network"/ MIT Civil Engineering MS Tfiesis/ June 1971.
L Int er-process CoTimuni cat i on/ Co-operating Processes/
Resource Sharing/ Time Sharing/^ IMP/- NCP^ Sockets Flow
Control/ ARPANET]
The development of a Network Control Program (NCP) for the
ITS PDP-1U timesharing system is outlined. The
relationship between the 1/0 structure of a time sharing
system and the network as an I/O device is defined.
Finally/- the control commands and the choice of sockets as
the mapping device for the link space is examined and
suggestions for i mprove^nent in the NCP are niven.
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Bressler/ R.^ Murphy/- D,^ Walden^ D,^ "A Proposed Experiuent with
a Message Switching Protocol"/- RFC 333/' NIC 9926/- May 1972.
[Message Switched ProtocoL/^ Protocols Communications/
Host-Host Protocol/ NCP3
A message switching protocol (MSP) is a system whose
function is to switch messages among its ports. The
authors propose/ as an aside to network development using
the current NCPs/ to rethink the design of NCP-level
software beginning with a consideration of MSPs- The
organization of the lo*;est level host-host protocol in the
ARPA Network around MSPs/ and how this organization would
affect the implementation of host software/- is described.
British Post Office^ "ExperiTiental Packet Switched Service*'/
Issue 3/^ January 1974.
LPacket Communication/ Protocols Distributed System^ EPSSD
A detailed specification of the British Post Office
experimental packet switched data communication service is
qi ven.
Bj2en# J.^ "Analysis of System Bottlenecks Using a Queue ing
Network Model"/ SIGOPS Workshop on System Performance
Evaluation/- ACM/ April 1971/ pp. 82-103.
CSystem Performance^ Queueing Theory^ Traffic AnalysisD
A model of a single control processor and multiple 1/0
processors is studied (central server model). All services
are assumed exponential and the number of customers is a
constants H^ corresponding to the number of partitions in
the system. Steady-state probabilities of utilization of
each processor are obtained as well as queue lengths.
System performance is evaluated and bottlenecks defined.
Cady^ G.M.^ "Computation and Communication Trade-off Studies: An
Analytical Model of Conputer Networks"/- Proc. WESCON Conf,^
1972/ pp. 1-12.
CMeasurement ^ Performance Evaluation/^ Queueing Theory/
S i mu lat i onl
The author develops a comprehensive model of a computer
network combining the attributes of the hosts and the
communications subnet. The article primarily discusses the
assumptions and theory on which the model is built.
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Casey/- R.G.# "Design of Tree Networks for Distributed Data"/-
AFIPS Conference Proceedings 42/^ 1973a pp. 251-257.
CFile Allocation/ Network TopologyD
This paoer combines techniques for network design and
Casey's file allocation algorithm (Casey^ 1972) into a
single algorithm for design of the network and allocation
of the filesA when information on data bases and their
usage is known in advance.
Cerf A V.A "The Current Flow-Control Scheme for IMPSYS"
NiIC 13774, Jan. 19 73.
CIMPa Flow Control/- C onuuni c at i ons Subsystem, ARPANET/-
Traf fie Control]
RFC 4A2/
The ARPANET I'^P flow control as of Jan 1973 is presented in
an understandable fort*. The control was intended to
eliminate unnecessary retransmissions of packets when the
net is under heavy load and to increase net bandwidth. The
strategy involves multiple acknowledgements piggy-backed
onto data packets between two IMPS.
Cerf/- v./ "An Assessment of ARPANET Protocols"/ RFC 635/ Apr.
1974.
ClMP-IMP Protocol/ Host-Host Protocol/ Network
Pert ormanceJ
This paoer discusses some of the theoretical and practial
aspects of the ARPA IMP-IMP and Host-Host protocols. Of
major importance are oroble-ns such as packet re-assembly/
retransmission/ and duplicate detection. The author makes f
recommendations for new protocols based on past experience.
Cerf/ v./ Dalai/ Y./ Sunshine/ C./
Transmission Control Proqrati
Paper #72/ 1974.
CHost-Host Protocol/ IPC/ Flow Control]
Specification of Internet
Inter Network Working Group
This paper provides a detailed description of the Internet
protocol and the control proqraia necessary to implement it.
The paper covers the problems of reconnect i on/ flow control/
and measurement in the environment of the new protocol.
The document is a guide to implementers of the protocol.
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Cerf/- V.^ Kahn^ R.^ "Host and Process Level Protocols for
Internetwork Conmunication"^ Inter Network Working Group
Draft Report/' July 1973.
CHost-Host Protocol/^ Flow Controls ReliabilityJ
This paper describes the inter-network protocol developed
by the inter-network working group. The protocol provides
clean handling of process-process communication and flow
control. It can best oe described as a hybrid
messaqe-swi t ch protocol.
Cerf^ V.^ Naylor^ W.# "Selected ARPA Network Measurement
Experiments-^ Proc. IEEE COHPCON^Zr 1972^ pp. 201-204.
CARPANET/- Routing/- Flow ControU
This paper analyzes the cost of uultipacket message
re-assembly in the ARPANET IMP. This paper represents an
argument for the reservation of the correct number of
re-assembly buffers in the destination IMP.
Chesson/ G.L.^ "Communication and Control
Proceedings ACM# 1974/^ pp. 509-514.
C I nt erprocess Commun i ca t i on J
in 3 Cluster Network
A communications scheme, for an interconnected network of
processors tyoified by short-delay commun i cat i ons# local
memory^ and software controlled scheduling^ resource
allocation^ and interprocess co«»»un i cat i on/^ is described
The scheme permits a prograsn to use all the available
multiprocessing power it needs while yielding the same
results if operated with one processor.
Cocanower/- A./ "MERIT Computer System: Software Cons i derat i ons"y
Computer Networks/- R. Rusting ed./ P rent i ce-Ha 1 1 # 1972^ pp
65-77.
CTraffic Control/ MERIT/ Process Synchronization/
Inter-process Communication/ Communications Processor/
Front End Processor/ ^ulti-tasking/ SemaphoresJ
The programming considerations for the MERIT Computer
Network are described briefly with respect to host and
communication computer philosophy/ organization/ component
description and function/ operating system aesiqn/ and
traffic regulation. Implementation difficulties and
potential user problems are discussed.
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Cotton/ l,r "Network Management Survey"^ Seventh Hawaii
International Conference on Syste-n Sciences - Subconference
on Computer Networks/- 1974.
[Network ManaoementA ARPANET/ MERIT/^ TYMNET3
A brief comparison'in table format is presented of
management practices for the ARPANET/ MERIT/ TUCC/ Oregon
State/ and Tymnet networks. All information is from
reference inaterial.
Crocker/ S./ Heafner/ J./ Metcalfe/ R./ Postel/ J./
"Function-oriented Protocols for the ARPA Computer Network"/
AFIPS SJCC/ 1972/ pp. 271-?/9.
CARPAnET/ Protocol/ Interprocess Communication]
A brief description is given of low level protocols which
mdke up the comTiunications subnet of the ARPANET. The use
of remote interactive systeTis through high level
function-oriented prot ocol s--such as FTP/ TELNET/ and
RJE--is discussed-
Crowther/ W./ Heart/ F./ McKenzie/ A./ *1cQuillan/ J./ Walden/ D./-
"Report on Network Design Issues"/ InterNetwork Working
Group Note «64/ Oct. 31/ 197A.
CFlow Control/ Store and Forward Networks/ Network
Interconnection/ Network Design/ Packet Communication/
ARPANET/ Deadlock]
Packet switching design i ssues--desi gn requirements;
message processing by the subnet; single packet messages
only; packet size; lock-ups; i nt err e f
e
rence; and other bugs
and short comings--are discussed/ especially as they relate
to the ARPA Network.
Currey/ J.t./ "Tablet Handling in an Interactive Graphics
Environfnent"/ Computer Display Review/ Keydata Corp./
Watertown/ Mass.
[Graphics/ Man-T»achine Communication]
A "user-trainable" tablet input system is described. An
example of a circuit design session using user-defined
input symbols for entering and editing components is given
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Davidson/ J.r "An fcchoinq Strategy for Satellite Links''^
NIC 10599/ June/ 197?.
CSatellite Communication/ Telnet Protocol]
RFC 357/
This document is a description of a technique for reducing
the apparent echoing delay experienced by terminal users
when the echoing is being performed over a long-delay/ e.g./^
satellite path. These ideas were essentially implemented
in the second version of the ARPANET TELNET protocol
(Remote Controlled Transmission and Echoing Option),
Davies/ D./ "The Principles of a Data Communication Network for
Computers and Re-note Peripherals"/ IFIPS 68/ North Holland
Pub Co./ 1969/ pp. 709-715.
CStore and Forward Networks/ Packet Commun i cat i on3
An outline for a store-and-torwar d common-carrier data
network is proposed.
Davies/ D./ Bartlett/ K./ Scantlebury/ R./ Wilkinson/ P./ ''A
Digital Communication Network for Computers Giving Rapid
Response at Remote Terminals"/ ACM Symposium on Operating
System Principles/ October 1967.
CStore and Forward Neworks/ Common Carrier Data Networks
Network Design/ Packet Communication/ Time Sharing]
A design for a common-carrier data network is described.
Topics include link design/^ node design/ message
transmission/ software organization/ network performance
estimates and node performance estimates.
Davies/ D.W./ Barber/ D.L.A./- "Communication Networks for
Computers"/ John »Jiley and Sons/ 1973.
[ARPANET/ Communications/ Error Detection/ Error Recovery/
Flow Control/ Network Bandwidth/ Network Design/ Packet
Communication Analysis/ Routing]
A comprehensive text dealing with most aspects of computer
networks from the basic communications hardware up to
network software. The detail is severe on some data
communications techniques.
Dennino/ P.J./ "A Statistical Model for Console Behavior in
Multi-user Computers"/ CACM 11/ 1968/ pp. 605-612.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation/ Statistics/ Queueing
Theory]
This paper develops a hiofily useful model for console
behavior that answers questions relevant to the number of
blocked processes/ buffer requirements/ rate processes can
execut e/ e tc .
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Despres/ R./- Guinaudeau/ P.^ "RCP--The Experimental
Packet-Switched Data Transmission Service of the French
PlT'r Inter Network Working Group General Note #67^ Aug.
1974.
fPacket Communication^ Store and Fork»ard Networks/^ Virtual
Memory Flow Control!
An experimental pack et -s w i
t
ched data transmission networks
based on the use of virtual circuits^ is described.
Detailed information is given on the network hardware
conf i qurat i on/ network commanrts/^ and protocols for virtual
circuit switchinq.
Deutsche P.L.A "Cross-country
189/0/ Sept. 1973.
[ARPANET/ Traffic Analysis/
Network Bandwidth**/
Network Bandwidth^
RFC 567/ NIC
This paoer presents a very orief analysis attributing
network peak loads to the undue delays in the cross country
echoing of characters over ARPANET.
Dijkstra/ E.W./ "fHerarchical Ordering of Sequential Processes**/
Acta Informatica 1/ Spring er-Verlaq^ 1971/ pp. 115-138.
CMulti-proqra-nmin'p/ Process Synchronization/ Interprocess
Communi cat i on J
This paper introduces the concept of "layered" design of
operatino syste-ns. It then discusses the semaphore/ a
mechanise used by "virtual <nachines" or processes to
guarantee mutual excljsion from critical sections and
effect synchronization of "consumers" and "producers" of a
consumable resource. A problem of mutual exclusion called
the "five dininq philosophers" is discussed and a solution
proposed.
Dijkstra/ E.W./ "Co-operating Sequential Processes"/ Programming
Languages/ F. Genuys/ ed./ Acadenic Press/ New York 1968,
CResource Sharing/ Multi-proqramminq/ Process
Synchronization/ Interprocess Communication/ Semaphore!
This paper describes the general problems encountered by
co-operatinn sequential processes and some specific
solutions. A set of orimitives to effect co-ordination
between co-operating sequential processes is motivated and
developed. These primitives/ the P and V operations on an
object called a semaphore/ are discussed in detail with
examples. Co-operation using status variables/ with
semaphores providing mutual exclusion/ to permit more
arbitrary co-ordination than semaphores allow is also
described. Finally/ the banker's aloorithm/ a deadlock
prevention scheme/ is motivated and described.
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Estrin^ 6.^ Kleinrock L./- ""Models and Measurements for
Time-shared Computer Utilities."/- Proc. Conf. ACM^ 1967^ pp
85-96.
CMeasurement / Performance Evaluation/- Queueing Theory3
This paoer is a very good survey of the predicted
characteristics of queueing theory models of time sharinq
systems and the results of several measurement projects of
such systems. The validity of the models with respect to
the measurements is discussed..
Fa rber A D .
^
1972^
LNetwork J
"Networks:
pp. 36-40.
An Int roduc t i on"# Datamation 18^ April
This article gives an overview of this expanding field* by
examining seven typical networks: ARPA/> CYBERNET/ DCS#
MERIT/- OCTOPUS/' TSS-r and TVCC.
Farber/ D.^ "Data Ring Oriented Computer Networks"/ Computer
Networks/- R. Rusting e d . /- Prentice-Hall/- 1972/ pp. 73-93.
[Distributed System/ DCS/ Error Detection/ Error Correction/
Process Synchronization/ Rinq NetworkJ
A general discussion of broadband communications systems/
with a detailed discussion of a particular distributed
system known as a data ring/ is presented in the context
its application to coTiputer networks. The functional
advantages as well as the technical difficulties in the
implementation and use of the data ring are discussed,
(author abstract)
of
Farber/ D./ Larson/ K./ "The System Architecture of the
Distributed Computer System—The Communications System"/
Computer Communications Networks S Teletraffic/ J. Fox/ ed./
1972/ pp. 21-27.
CDCS/ Distributed System Technology/ Broadcast Mode/
Protocol/ Error Detection/ Error Correction/ Ping Network]
The Distributed Computer System (DCS) is a data
communications ring. The communications protocols are
described and the advantages are given for addressing
mesages to processes/ removing a message from the rinq only
at the originating Ring Interface/ and message sequencing.
Error detection and correction are also discussed.
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Farber^ D.^ Larson/- Y. . r "The Structure of a Distributed Computing
System--Software"/ Coupjter Communications Networks and
Teletraf f ic/' J. Foxa ed.r 1972/- pp. 539-545.
CDCSa Rinq Networks Protocol/' Distributed Network
TechnoLoqy/ Inter-process Communi cat ion^ Process
Synchronization/^ Ring Protocols3
A general description of the desiqn qoals and hardware
topolociy of the Distributed Conputinq System (DCS) is given
It is shown how they shaped the operating system. A
description is given of the level structure of the
operatinq system. Future plans for the network are
present ed
.
Farberi' D.J.^ "The Structure of a Distributed Computer
First Int * I Conf . onSystem— The Distributed File System' f
Computer Co'nmuni cat i ons^ Oct. 1972^ pp. 364-370.
[Distributed System^ File System Design/- Networks DCSJ
The DCS is a distributed computer system in which resource
allocation is handled by the processes bartering with one
another directly rather than through a central processor.
This paper discusses the file system on the DCS/- which has
properties such that losing any processor does not affect
any files not stored on that processor^ and moving a file
from one processor to another in no way affects the user's
view of how to access the file.
Fletcher/- J. 'OCTOPUS Communications Structure"^ Seventh Annual
IEEE Computer Society International Conference (COMPCON 73)/
^972r pp. 21-23.
COCTOPUS/' Message Tr ansm i ssi on^ File TransferJ
A general description is given of the OCTOPUS compter
network and its underlying subnetwork structure. Message
transmission and file transfer as a means of communication
over the subnets are oriefly discussed-
Fralick/ S.C./ Branding D.H./^ Kuo/^ F.F./- Harrison/^ C./ "Digital
Terminals for Packet Broadcast i ng"^ Draft Report/ Stanford
Research Institute/- 19^5.
CPacket Radios Tiine Sharing^ Packet Communications]
This report describes some of the major considerations in
the construction of s-nall packet radio terminals- The
radio transceiver^ processor/- and input-output devices are
discussed. The Aloha Integrated Control it built at the
University of Hawaii and an experimental unit being built
at at Stanford Research Institute are discussed.
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Fralick^ S.C./- Garrett/^ J . C . /^ "Technological Considerations for
Packet Radio Networks"/ Draft Report/- Stanford Research
Institute/ 19/'5.
[Packet Communications/ Packet RadioD
This paper discusses the applications of current technology
to rcidio packet-switched systems/ particularly to repeaters
The si'inal strength required for reliable t rans-n i ssi on of
data is discussed.
Frank/ H./ "Optimal Design of Computer Networks"/ Computer
Networks/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp. 167-183.
[Centralized System/ Distributed System/ Traffic Analysis/
Routing/ Network Design!
The design of both centralized and decentralized computer
networks is considered/ with particular emphasis on layout/
link capacity assignment/ delay analysis/ and network route
selection- Both general design problems and specific
computational results are discussed.
F rank/ H . / Chou/ W .
/
Net"/ Networks
213-239.
[ARPANET/ Network Bandwidth/ Packet
Anal ys i s3
"Network Properties of the ARPA Computer
4/ John Wiley & Sons/ Inc./ 1974/- pp.
Communication
This paper starts with an overview of ARPA network
techniques. Throughput and cost analyses are carried out
for a variety of topological/ cost/^ traffic/ and line speed
criteria. Reliability analyses are also made/ with the
primary objective of "ninimizing cost while maintaining
rel i abi I i t y .
Frank/ H./ Chou/ W./ "Topological Optimization of Computer
Networks"/ IEEE 60/ Nov. 1972/ pp. 1385-1397.
[Network Design/ Network Topology/ Centralized System/
Distributed Computer *Jetwork/ ARPANET/ Reliability/ Network
Bandwi dthJ
Modeling/ analysis and design problems/ and methodologies
for centralized and distriouted computer-communication
networks are discussed. The basic problem is to specify
the location and capacity of each communication link within
the network. The design oojective is to provide a low-cost
network which satisfies constraints of response time/
throughput/ reliability/ and other parameters. (author's
abst ract )
.
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Frank/ H./ Frisch/ l.T./- ChDj^ W.a "TopDlooical Considerations in
the Design of the ARPA Computer Network "-r AFIPS SJCCr 1970/-
pp. 581-387.
CARPANET/ Network Design^ Network Topology^ Reliability^
Routing^ Network]
A design algorithm to estaolish where links should be
established within the ARPA network is giv/en. The
algorithm presented obtains a local optimum. Some
constraints are included in the decision^ such as route
selection/^ capacity assignments link delay/^ etc. A graph
of cost against throughput is presented to aid in choosing
between local optima.
Franks H.r Frischs I.T.s Van Slykes R.s Chou/- W.S.s "Optimal
Design of Centralized Computer Networks"/ Networks 1/ 1971/
pp. 43-57.
[Centralized System/ Network Topology/ Network Bandwidth/
Network Modeling/ Network Performance Optimization]
A design approach for centralized computer networks is
presented. An alqorithTi to decide link capacities for an
arbitrary cost struct j re is giv/en and an example is studied.
An algorithm to find locally opti-nal topologic solutions
for the network is shown and an example given.
Frank/ H./ Kleinrock/ L./ K3hr»/ R.E./ "Computer Communication
Network Design--Experience with Theory and Practice*'/ AFIPS
SJCC 40/ 1972/ pD. 255-270.
[Distributed System Technology/ Messaae Switching/ Network
Design/ Store and Forward Communications/ Resource Sharing/
ARPANET/ Network Topology/ Modeling/ Flow Control/ Routing/
Error Detection/ Error Recovery]
Major problems relating to IMP design/ topological design/
and network modeling on the APPA network are discussed and
the major design techiiques which have evolved to deal with
them are given.
Cazis/ D.C./ "f^odeling and Optimal Control of Congested
Transportation Systems*'/ Networks 4/ 1974/ pp. 113-124
CQueueinq Theory/ Traffic Analysis/ Store and Forward
Networks]
An approach is discussed for the Tiodeling of congested
transportation systems as st ore-and-f orward networks/
analogous to coiimuni cat i on networks.
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Gordon/ W.J./ Newell/ G.F./ "Closed Queueing Systems with
txponential Servers"/ Operations Research 13/ No. 2/
pp. 254-265.
CQueueing Theory^
1967/
This paper deals with constant population closed queueing
networks. It is shown that such systems are stochastically
equivalent to open systems in which the population may not
exceed N. Equilibriufn conditions for such a system is
solved by a separation of variable technique.
Gordon/ W.J./ Newell/ G.F./ "Cyclic Queueinq Systems with
Restricted Length Quejes"/- Operations Research 15/ 1967/^ pp
266-27/.
CNetwork Modelina/ Network Per f ortiance/ Queueing Network/
Oueueing Theory^ CongestionJ
This paper is concerned with stochastic behavior of a
system with capacity restrictions. The closed cyclic
system considered is shown to be stochastically equivalent
to open sysems in which the number of customers is a random
v.iriable. Duality is introduced (as holes moving in the
opposite direction). Equilibrium equations for several
systems are obtained.
Habermann/ A.N.^ "Synchronization of Communicating Processes"/
CACM 15/ Mar. 1972/ pp. 171-176.
C Int erprocess CotiTun i cat ion/ Mul t i -programmi ng# Process
Synchronization^
A formal process synchronization scheme that facilitates
correctness proofs of inter-process interaction is
described.
Hassing/ T./ Hampton^ R-/ Bailey/- G./ Gardella/ R./^ "A Loop
Network for General Purpose Communication in a
Heterogeneous World"/ Data Networks: Analysis and Design/
DATAC0173/ ^9nr pp. 88-96.
CNetwork Topology/ Protocol/ Security/ Data Sharing]
A packet switching data comT»uni ct i ons network under
development at the National Security Agency for resource
sharing and future development of distributed processing
and filing systems is described. The network will consist
of a hierarchy of interconnected loops or rings/ probably
based on Bell System T carrier digital transmission
technology. Also discussed are the means of nodal
connection to the loops/ nodal conf i aurat i on/ network
protocols/ design and security considerations/^ and
implications tor the future.
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Hayes/ J.F.^ Sherman^ D.N.^ "Traffic Analysis of a Rinq Switched
Data Transmission System**^ Sell System Technical Journal 50/^
November 1 9 /I ^ pp. 29(*7-297S.
[Traffic Analysis^ Net^fork Perfor»ance-r Ring NetworkD
This paper is primarily concerned with the analysis of
queueing delays in a ring (loop) data transmission system.
The results are presented in a set of curves where delay
(noroialized to units of messaqe lenqth) is plotted as a
function of number of stations and source activity.
Detailed study is made of the uniform traffic pattern/^
where each user is identical and communicates equally. A
computer simulation was performed and agreed well with the
theoretical results.
Heart/ ^.E.r Ornstein/ S.y\,^ Crowther^- W.R.^ Barker/- W.B./- "A New
l*^iinico,nputer/'^ultiprocessor for the ARPA Network"/' AFIPS
NCC A2/ 1973/ pp. 529-537.
C?^ult iprocessor/ ARPANET/ IMP3
This paoer describes the design of the high speed IMP for
the ARPANET. The techniques described for interconnectinq
a number of storaqe media (a pruned n x n interconnection)
provides a hiqhly flexible structure for handlinq failures
ar\d a larqe variety of loads and speeds.
Herzog/ B./ "MERIT Computer Network"/ Computer Networks/ R.
Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp. 45-48.
CMERIT/ Resource Sharing/ Front End Processor/ Distributed
System/ Network Design/ Network Management3
The objectives and organization of the MERIT Computer
Network are discussed from their inception through their
projected future development. The historical and
administrative compexities are presented, (author's
abst ract
)
Horn buckle/ G.D./ "The Computer Graphics User/Machine Interface"/
IEEE Transactions on Human Factors/ HFE-b/ March 1967/ p.
17.
LDisplay/ Graphics/ Interactive/ Man-nachine Cosnmuni cat i on/
Terminals/ Terminal TechnoloayD
This paper discusses the use of a graphics terminal with a
stylus -type inout. Such a system would be superior to a
conventional alphanumeric keyboard terminal for many tasks/
e.g./ editing/ debugging/ and circuit design.
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Jackson/^ J.R.^ "Networks of Waiting Lines"/ Operations Research 5#
1957/ pp. 518-521.
CNetwork Modeling/ Ouejeing Theory^ Oueueing Networks^
'A machine shop* is described as a collection of
departments/ each with exponential service and exponential
arrivals from outside the system. The steady-state
distribution of the waiting-line lengths for each
department is shown to be independent from that for other
departiients if "nean arrival rate is properly defined.
Kahn/^ R./ "Terminal Access to the ARPA Computer Network"^
RComputer Networks^
1A7«166.
CARPANET/^ Store and Forward Communications/
Sharing^ Time SharingJ
Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp
IMP/ Resource
The goals and current developments in the ARPA Network are
discussed. The characteristics of a Terminal l^P are
described. The Terminal IMP (TIP) will permit direct
connection to the ARPA Network.
Kalin/- R./ "Achieving Reliaole Communication"/' RFC 203/ NIC #7168/
August 1971.
CProtocol/ Communications/ Error Detection/ Error
Recovery!
A non-stsndard protocol/^ suitable for either second or
third level use/ is proposed with the intent of providing
error resistant and highly reliable communication channels.
Errors introduced by message garbling/ message loss/ and
message pickup are considered. Measures for increasing
throughput are also discussed.
Karush/ A.D.a "Two Approaches for Measurino the Performance of
Time-Sharing Systems"/ Proc. Second Symposium on Operating
System Principles/ Princeton/ 1969/ pp. 159-166.
[Keasurement / Performance Evaluation/ Queueing Theory/
Bene hmar k3
This paoer considers the "stimulus-black box" and analytic
approaches to system measurements. The black box method is
seen as cheaper and does not require intimate knowledge of
the system. The two techniques are coi\pared for cost/
inconvenience/ kinds of measurements/ and other criteria.
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Koye/^ A./ "Analysis of a Distributed Control Loop for Data
Transmission**/ Computer Communications Networks &
TeletrafficA J. fox, ed.r 1972^ pp. A7-58.
CData Trans mission^ Ring Network/^ Traffic Analysis^
Distributed SysteuJ
variance of message waiting
tirne/^ together with the proportion of blocked messages are
obtained. Useful approximations for Li qhtly loaded systems
are also given. (author's abstract)
Kimbleton/' S.R./ Moore/ C.G./ "A Probabilistic Framework for
System Performance Evaluation'*/ Proc. ACM Workshop on
System Performance Evaluation/ 1971/ pp. 337-361.
LMeasurement / Performance Evaluation/ Queueing Theory]
This paper describes a method for comparing throughput/
turn-around time/ and availability for a processor bound
computer system. The authors feel the method is extendable
to any system with a "clearly defined limiting resource**.
The paper also contains some very interesting data on
proc ess activity.
Kleinrock/ L/ ''Survey of Analytical .Methods in Queueing Networks'*/
Computer Networks/ R. Rustin/ ed,/ P rent i ce-Ha L L / 1972/ pp.
185-20!).
LNetwork Topology/ Network Performance Optimization/
Traffic Analysis/ Nodal Blocking/ ARPANET]
A brief survey of tools and methods used for the analysis
of computer networks is fi resented. Queueing theory is
applied to some simple cases and the results co-npared with
those obtained from simulation and experiment. Discussion
of the applicability of queueing analysis is given for more
complex cases. (author's abstract)
Kleinrock/ L./ "Scheduling/ Queueing/ and Delays in Time-shared
Systems and Computer "Networks"/ Computer-Communication
Networks/ N. Abramson and F, Kuo/ eds./ Prentice Hall/ pp
95-141
.
CKetwork Performance Optimization/ Process Scheduling/
Resource Allocation]
This paper consists of two nearly independent mathematical
analyses based on queueing theory--the first part is a good
review and analysis of the various time sharing scheduling
algorithms. The second (and shorter) part discusses
network analysis and optimization techniques.
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Kleinrock/ L.r "Research Areas in Co-nputer Communications"^
Computer C omm jn i cat i on Review^ SIGCOV.vi Quarterly Review A/'
tf. ChuA ed.^- July 197A^ pp. 1-4.
CCoTimunications/^ Distributed System^ Flow Control/^ Resource
Shar i nq3
The major research areas in computer communications are
discussed. The specific problems emphasized by the author
are: design of computer communication networks consisting
of thousands of nodes^ flow control in all networks/^ and
the problems of privacy/- security and resource control and
allocation in distribjted systems-
Kleinrock/ L./ "Certain Analytic Results for Time-shared
Processors"/ IFIP Congress 68/ pp. 838-8A5.
CTime Sharing/^ Terminals/ Modeling/ Queueing Theory/
Traffic Ana I ysi s3
A basic model for time-shared systems with M consoles is
introduced and analyzed. Published measurements on
existing computer systens demonstrate the accuracy of the
model in describing the behavior of the normalized average
response time/ taken as the performance measure of these
systems. (author's abstract)
Kleinrock/ L./ "Analytic and Simulation Methods in Computer
Network Design"/ AFIPS SJCC/ 1970/ pp. 569-579.
[Queueing Theory/ ARPANET/ Network Modeling/ Network
Bandwidth/ Network Design^ Network Performance/ Routing!
Analytical techniques are used to analyze computer networks
such as the ARPANET. Methods to synthesize an optimal
channel capacity assignment are discussed for three
different cost functions/ including the real life case of
the Telpak rates for leased transmission.
Kleinrock/- L./ Naylor/ W./' Opderbeck/^ H . /^ "A Study of Line
Overhead in the ARPANET"/ General InterNetwork Working
Group Note #71/ Sept. 197A.
[ARPANET/ Packet Communication/ Flow Control/ Network
Measurement/ Network Performance/ Traffic Analysis^ Network
Performance Optimization/ Protocol/- Congestion!
Communication channel overhead on the ARPANET is classified
into levels of protocol hierarchy and studied for -Bodels of
system use. Some measurements of line efficiency on the
ARPANET are presented and extrapolations to a heavily
loaded network are made. Results are derived for a
recently suggested replacement for the HOST- HOST protocol
and a comparison is made.
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Knotty G.D,^ "A Proposal for Certain Process Management and
Intercommunication Pri -ni t i ve s**^ Ooerating Systems Review 3/
Sections 1-6/ October 197A/ ACM Special Interest Groups on
Operatinq SysteiJS/ pp. 7-4A.
[Process Control/- Interprocess Comeuni cat ion3
The types of process -nanagement end intercommunication
capabilities found in advanced syste-n implementations
(.^ultics/ Tenex/ TSS/ etc.) and in current operatinq system
theory are characterized. The user-level primitives
necessary to support these capabilities are described and
some examples are oiven. An extensive bibliography is also
prov i ded
.
Kjo/ F.F./ Abramson/ N./ "SoTie Advance s» in Radio Communications
for Computers"/ Proc. IEEE C0MPC0N75/ ^97^^ pp. SP-60.
CPacket Radio/ Satellite Conmuni cat i ons
3
A brief descriotion of the ALOHA System/ a UHF broadcast
radio system/ which has been under development at the
University of Hawaii since 1968. The hardware and data
formats are very briefly described. The status of the
ALOHA System and a description of satellite work in
progress are also described.
Labonte/ R.C./ "A General Pjrpose Digital Communications System
for Operation on a Conventional CATV System**/ Proc. IEEE
COMPCONTi/ 19/3/ pp. 85-88.
CCommunications3
Technical details of a two-way CATV System are presented.
The system could be a prototype tor a "wired city**/ in
which subscribers can use the CATV system for communication
Possibilities mentioned include a "paperless office"/
elect roni c mail and "interactive education'
Lay/ W./ Mills/ D./ Zelkowitz/ ^'./ "Design of a Distributed
Computer Network for Resource Shsrini"/ AIAA Computer
Network Systems Conference/ Paper «^7 4-426/ 1973.
[Distributed Conputing/ Resource Sharing/ Time Sharing/
Fault Tolerance/ Kernel/ Virtual Memory/ Interprocess
Communication/ Message Switching/ Resource Management/ Ring
Networ k3
A distributed operating system for an integrated network of
non-homo qeneous minicDiaputers is proposed. Current
distributed computer network designs are discussed. The
general organization of the prototype Distributed Computer
Network (at the University of "iaryland) including storage
management/ interprocess coTimunication (via messages and
ports)/ and resource management is discussed.
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IntroductiDH to Computer Graphic Terminals"^Lewin^ f^.H.r "An
Proc. IEEE bS^r Sept 1967a p. 15A4.
[Graph icsa Man-iiachine Communication/^ Terminals/' Terminal
Technology]
This paper describes the various different types of graphic
devices available. Input and output are covered. The
emphasis is on loyical organization (e.g./ how a picture is
generated) and capabilities/ rather than detailed design.
Licklider/ J.C.R./ "A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words-And it
Costs ••/ AFIPS SJCC/ 1969/ p. 617.
CGraphics/ ^an-machine Communication/ Terminals]
An introduction to an SJCC session on graphics which argues
that "insufficient use is being made of graphic terminals
and their capabilities/ and that such terminals are
probably the best forn of man-j»achine communication
avai lable.
Loomis/ D,/ "Ring Communication Protocols"/ Technical Report #26#
Dept. of Information and Computer Science/ University of
California at Irvine/ January 1973.
[Protocols/ Message Transmission/ Distributed Control/ Ring
Network]
A number of schemes for coordinating message transmission
among computing components which are connected together by
a single unidirectional/ continuous and circular
communication channel are discussed. The paper also
examines mechanises using distributed control to allow
message transmission oy node without interference from each
other.
Luther/ W./ "Conceptual Bases of CYBER^JET"/ Computer Networks/ R
Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp. 111-1A6.
[CYBERNET/ Time Sharing/- Remote Job Entry/ Store and
Forward Communications/ Distributed System/ f^essage
Swi t chi ng]
This paper is a detailed description of CYBERNET—
a
currently operating/ extensive/ commercial network. The
communication facilities and particular hardware
configurations are described in detail. A discussion of
the comouter as a public utility is also included,
(author's aostract)
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Mader> E. A Protocol Exper iTienf'^ RFC 700^ Auo. 1974.
CHost-HostProtocol^Metwork3
This paoer discusses an implementation of the Internet
protocol between a Tenex and PDP-11 at BBN. A discussion
of some extensions to the protocol and the difficulties
encountered is presented along with a theoretical analysis
of the bandwidth capabilities of the protocol.
Martel/' C . C . /- Cunningham/ I . *l . / Grushcow/ M.S./ "The BNR Network:
A Canadian Experience with Packet Switching Technology**/
IFIP Congress 74/ North Holland/ 1974.
[Communication/ Network]
This paoer describes the initial work on a packet switched
data network by Bell in Canada- The network is half-duplex
with PDP-11*s for message switches and interfaces IBM
machines at three nodes.
McKay/ D./ Karp/ D./ "IBM Computer Network/440"/ Computer
Networks/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp. 29-43.
[Distributed System/ Telecommunications/ Centralized System/
Network Control Language!!
Network/440 is a heterogeneous/ general purpose computer
network as well as a research project on networking
problems. This paper describes the present design and
implementation/ and what are forseen as important problems
in the field of networking.
McKay/ D./ Karp/ D./ "Protocol for A CoTiputer Network"/
Systems Journal 12/ Jan. 1973/ pp. 94-105.
[Protocol/ Messaqe Switching]
IBM
Message processing concepts and a protocol for
communications control among network users are discussed
McKenzie/ A./ "TELNET Protocol Specification"/ NIC #18639.
[TELNET Protocol/ Protocol/ Inter-process Communication/
ARPANET]
The ARPANET Network Virtual Terminal CNVT)/ a
canoni ca I i z at i on of the concept of an interactive computer
terminal/ is defined. The protocol used to communicate
with an NVT is referred to as TELNET. This document
describes the basic forn of "negotiated options"/ the
mechanism used to modify fWT behavior with respect to
echoing/ format effectors/ etc. Particular options are
defined in separate papers. This document is the TELNET
reference document and may be updated or superseded at some
future date.
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McKcnzie/' A.^ "Host/Host ProtDCol for the ARPA Network''^ NIC
^8246.
Cf<ost-Host Protocol/' Protocols Inter-process Communi cat ion#
. ARPANET 3
This document explains the philosophy of the host-host
inter-process communication protocol used in the ARPA
network. It then explains in detail the operations that
must be performed to iTplement the protocol. This is the
reference document for this protocol and is periodically
updated.
McKenzie/ A . A . /- Cosell/- B.P./ McQuillan/- J.M., Thorpe/ M.J., "The
Network Control Center for the ARPA Network"/- Computer
Communication: Impacts and .Imp I i c at ions/ Proc- First ICCC^
S. Winkler/ ed./- 1972.
[ARPANET^ Network Controls Network Management]
The NCC is responsible for detecting/^ locating/ and
correcting failures in the ARPANET IKP communications
network. This paper discusses the hardware and software
used to accomplish this/ along with several measurement
faci I i ties.
McQuillan^ J.^ "Software Checksumming in the IMP and Network
Reliability"/- RFC b28/ NIC 1716A, June 1973.
CARPANET/ I^P/ Reliability]
This paper describes in some detail modifications that were
made to the ARPANET I^P and TIP programs to increase
reliability. Some history is presented which led to the
inclusion of software checksums for end to end checking of
packets and checksums on IMP and TIP memories. Future
plans for subnet changes are outlined.
McQuillan/ J./ "Response to RFC 567-Cross Country Network
Bandwidth"/ RFC 568/ VIC 18971/^ September 1973.
CARPANET/ IMP/ Bandwidth/ Flow Control/ Traffic Analysis]
Many salient points ounitted in RFC 567 are underscored.
The reason for tardy character echoing is attributed to
delay in the hosts and subnet instead of bandwidth.
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McQuillan/- J./- Crowther# W . / Cosellx B./- Walden^ D./^ Hearts F.^
"Improvements in the Design and Performance of the ARPA
Network"/ AFIPS FJCC/ 1972/ pp. 7A1-7S4.
[ARPANET/ IMP/ Network Design/ I»1P-I,^P Protocol/ Flow
Control/- Store and Forward Metworks^ Packet Communication^
Network *leasur enent / "Network Performance Optimization^
Congestion/ Deadlock^
New algorithms in the areas of sojrce^to-destination
sequence control/ source-to-destination flow control/ and
IMP-to-IMP transmission control are -jiven as a result of
the discovery of loqical flaws in the interface messaae
processor (IMP) software. Changes in program structure are
discussed. "Measurements of network throughput/ IMP
reliability/ and IMP Derfomance are given.
Mendicino/ S./ "OCTOPUS: The Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
Network"/ Computer Networks/- R. Rustin/ ed,/ Prentice-Hall/
^97^r pp. 9b-iio.
[Centralized System/ OCTOPUS/ Distributed System/- Data
Transmi ssionD
The evolution of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
Livermore OCTOPUS tron a centralized network to a
distributed one/ consisting of a super i mpos i ti on of
specialized sub-network s/ is described.
Metcalfe/ R./ "Packet Communication"/ Rpt. tfMAC TR-114/ Project
MAC/ MIT/- Dec. 1973.
CProtocolr Packet Communication/ ARPANET/- ALOHA/ Network
Bandwidth/ Interprocess Communication/ Thin-line
Communications/ Satellite Comnuni cat ion3
This report develops a theory of packet communication: it
analyzes uses of compjters in digital communication systems
and examines structures for organ izinn computers in highly
communicative environments. Various examples from existing
computer networks are used to motivate and substantiate
analysis of st o
r
e-and-f o rwar d packet communication/
broadcast packet communication/ and distributed
interprocess communication. Bandwidth/ protocols/-
inter-node spacing/ packet lengths/ and other aspects of
packet communication are examined from the standpoint of
underlying theory.
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Metcalfe^ R./^ "Strateqies for Interprocess Communication in a
Distributed Computing System "/^ Computer and Communications
Networks and Te I et raf f i c/> J. Fox.^ ed.x 1972^ pp. 519-525.
CARPANET/^ Protocols Routing^ Error Recovery/ Interprocess
Communication/ »1essaqe Switching/ Distributed System
Technology/ Ports3
Characteristics are given for distributed and centralized
systems processes and protocols. Thin-wire (distributed)
interprocess communication is explained and it is suggested
that it should be used more generally in computer operating
systems for reliability reasons.
Miller/ E.F./ Pritchard/ E.L./ "Process Control and File
Management in Large Minicomputer Networks"/ Proc. IEEE
C0MPC0N73/ 19/^3/ pp. 199-201.
LComputer NetworksJ
A proposal for providing a "floating" operating system
(BOSS) which delegates authority as needed to "junior
executives" (JEXs). "The study of the requirements for the
control program(s) and the data management functions is
anthropomorphic." A hierarchical structure similar to that
of large companies is recommended for large minicomputer
networks. Reliability problems with hierarchical structure
in a distributed environment are not addressed.
Miller/ S.W./ "Display Requirements for Future Man-Machine
Systems"/ I EfcE Transact i ons on Electronic Devices/ ED-18/
Sept. 1971/ p. 616.
CGraphics/ Man-machin? Communication/ Interactive^
This paper discusses the need for interactive graphic
devices. The major point made is that 8 1/2 by 11 inch/
bl ack-on-w h i t e/^ high resolution/ inherent memory devices
that rely on reflected light would be a big step toward
insuring general acceptance of interactive graphics.
Mimno/ N.J./^ Cosell/ 3. P./ Valden/ D.C./ Butterfield/ S.C./- Levin/
J.B./ "Terminal Access to the ARPA Network: Experience and
Improvements"/ Proc. IEEE C0MPC0N73/ 1973/ pp. 33-43.
CTIP/ ARPANET3
A superficial look at the background/ history/ design/ and
continuing development of the ARPANET Terminal IMP (TIP).
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Muntz^ R.R./^ "Analytic Models for Computer System Performance
Analysis"/ UCLA Computer Science Department Quarterly 2/
Jan. 1974/ pp. A9-66.
CNetwork Performance/ Metwork Modeling ^ Queueing Theory^
Descriptions of several queueing theoretic models are given
(Kl einrock • s / Buzen's/ ^oore's/ etc.) and restrictions and
future developments are described. Some emphasis is put on
the author's model which is the only one with different
customer classes.
Naylor/ W.E./ "Real-time Transmission in a Packet Switched
Network"/ Network .Measurement Note 15/ NIC 19014/ Sept 1973
CARPANET/ IMP/^ Packet Communication/ Measurement/ Data
Transmission/ Packet Co5imunicatiorv Analysis!
An experiment was performed on the ARPA network to measure
the transmission data rate that one could get for different
message sizes. Messaaes of sizes 1/ 40/ 62 and 503 words
were sent through 1/ 5/ and 6 "hops" (one hoo is
transmission from one IMP to a neighboring IMP), Finally/
results from a theoretic model are compared with the data.
Neiqer/ N./ "Comments on CCL"/ NIC 30071/ 1974.
CUser Support/ Command Language/ Network Command Language!
This paoer discusses the proposal of the UULP on the
ARPANET (see Tentative Proposal for a Unified User Level
Protocol). This author sees the main problems as a
contention between standardization and resource sharing/
and suggests Thomas* \/iew (see Coiiments on the Common
Command Language tffort) as the best solution rather than
resolving the contention as Padlipsky proposed.
Opderbeck / H .
/
Messages"
[ARPANET/
"Throughput Degradations for Single Packet
/ RFC 632/ NIC 30239/ May 1974.
Flow Control/ IMPJ
An experiment to measure the bandwidth of single packet
message transmission on the ARPANET is reported. Only one
fourth of the expected throughput was achieved in many
cases. The IMP flow control mechanism is shown to be at
fault and two solutions are proposed.
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Opderbeck^ H.^ Kleinrock^ L.^ "The Influence of Control
Procedures on the Performance of Packet -Swi t ched Networks"^
Inter Network Working Sroup Note #6?/^ Sept. 197A,
[Packet Communication Analysis^ Deadlock/^ Error Detection^
Error Recovery/ Flow Controls ARPANET^ Network PertormanccA
Congest ionj
The general aims and oroblems of flow control are discussed
3S they relate to the ARPANET. Some deadlocks and
degradations which have been discovered are discussed.
Padlipskyi- M.A.^ "Specification of the Unified User-Level
Protocol"/ RFC 666/ NIC #31596/ 197A.
[Protocol/ UULP/ Time Sharing/ Man-machine Communication/
ARPANET3
This paper proposes and describes a user-level man and
machine usable protocol for standardizing the user
interface to tine sharing systems. This allows a user or
machine to perform many site-independent actions in a
site-independent command language. Standardized input
conventions and an initial set of commands are described.
Padlipsky/ M.A./ "Comments on CCL.DOC"/ USING CCL committee paper/
1974.
[Network Command Language/ User Support/ Command Language]
This paper contains Padlipsky's response to Thomas*
comments (see Comments on the Common Command Language
Effort). This paper addresses each point of Thomas' paper.
This whole series makes good reading for the designer of a
network command language.
Patil/ S.S./ "Limitations and Capabilities of Dijkstra's
Semaphore Primitives for Coordination Among Processes"/
Computation Structures Group Meuo 57/ Project MAC/ MIT. Feb
1971 .
[Process Synchronization/ Semaphore/ Interprocess
Communi c at i on3
The "cigarette smoker's problem"/ a representative of a
class of coordinations that cannot be performed with
Dijkstra's P and V primitives without conditionals/ is
presented. An extension to the P and \J primitives is
proposed .
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Pewitt/ T.C.^ Sua S.y.W./- "Resource Demanded Paging and
Dispatching to Optimize Resource Utilization in an
Operatina System"/ Prac. First Annual SI6ME Symposium^ 1973#
pp. 29-36.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation^ Queueing TheoryD
This paper uses Buzen's model for evaluation of an
operating system. The authors then apply an iterative
optimization scheme to determine optimum system parameters.
Postel/ J./ "Official Initial Connection Protocol"/ NIC #7101.
Cinitial Connection Protocol/ Prot ocol / .
I
nter-process
Communication/ ARPANET]
This document describes the ARPAMET Initial Connection
Protocol (ICP)/ a protocol used to establish an
inter -process communication link between two hosts. T
is the official ICP document/ and may be updated or
superseded .
his
Pouzin/ L./ "A Proposal for Interconnecting Packet Switching
Networks"/ InterNetwork Working Group Note #60/ March 1974.
CPacket Communication/ Store and Forward Networks/ Gateway/
Network Interconnect ion3
I
A proposal to allow point to point message transfer across
several independent packet switching networks is described.
Necessary protocols and possible constraints are discussed.
Pouzin/ L./ "CIGALE/ The Packet Switching Machine of the CYCLADES
Computer Network"/ IRIA MIT 556/ Mov. 1973.
CCYCLADES/ Communication Subsystem/ Flow Control/
Congestion/ Routing]
This paper describes the design of the packet switching
nodes of the CYCLADES network. The nodes/ French «ITRA
15*S/ implement the routing/ flow control and other
functions necessary for the maintenance of the
communications subnet«»ork.
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Qjatse/- J./ Gaulene/- P.^ Dod^e^ D./ "The External Access Network
of a Modular Co.nputer Syste-n"/- AFIPS SJCC 40/ 1972/ pp.
783-789.
CResource Sharing^ Secjrit// Message ProcessingA PRIME#
Protection/ Error Detection/ Inter-process Communi cat lonD
The PRI^IE system consists of sets of modules dynamically
reconfigured into separate subsystems. Three classes of
communications are needed: processor-to-processor/
processor-to-facility pool device-(e.g. disk drive)/-
primary memory-to-facility pool device. This paper
describes the structure and components of the External
Access Network (EAN) developed for this purpose.
Roberts/ L./ Wessler/ B,/ "Computer Network Development to
Achieve Resource Sharing"/ AFIPS SJCC/ 1970/ pp. 543~5A9.
[ARPANET/ Resource Sharing/ St
o
re-and-f orward Networks/
Network Topology/ Network DesignJ
This slightly dated article gives the requirements/
properties/ and topology of the communications system
chosen for the ARPANET. A quantitative comparison is made
between the chosen ARPANET configuration and alternative
network communications systems designs.
Roberts/ L.G./ "Extensions of Packet CoT»rouni cat i on Technology to
a Hand Held Personal Terminal"/ AFIPS SJCC/^ 1972/ pp.
295-298.
CPacket Radio/ Packet Communications]
The feasibility of a hand-held coiouter terminal using
packet radio techniques is discussed. The terminal would
consist of a 256-cha rac t er plasma screen/ a five-button
keyset/ a radio transceiver/ and control logic. A brief
comparison of the random-access radio technique used with
conventional frequency or time-division multiplexing is
inc I uded
.
Rose/ G.A./ "Computer Graphics Coi^mun i cat i ons Systems"/ IFIP
Congress 68/ North Holland/ 1968/ p. 692.
CCommuni cations/ Graphics/ Network/ Terminal TechnologyD
Directly-coupled and bjffered displays are briefly
described. Three experimental systems are compared and
discussed: ARDS project/ Interqraphic project/ IB!*! 1500
Instructional Display Syste-n. Linking of a large number of
such devices into a network is discussed.
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Rjstin/ R.r "Comnuter Networks Prenti ce-Hal Ia 1972.
CMERIT/ OCTOPUS^ D C N r CYBERNET/ ARPANET^ Computer NetworkD
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Schmid/ H./ "An Approach to the Communication and Synchronization
of Processes"/ International Computing Symposium 1973/ A.
Gunther/ B. Levrat/ H. Lipps/ eds./ North Holland/ 1973.
CProcess Synchronization/ Inter-process Communication/
Petri NetS/ Resource Sharing/ DeadlockD
Primitives tor the communication of concurrent pro'c esses
are introduced. Usinq these primitives/ process systems
are split into processes independent of/ and processes
communicating with the environment/ which allows easy
transformation of orocess systems into Petri Nets. Finally/
the implementation is discussed.
Sekino/ A./ "Throughput Analysis of Multiprogrammed Virtual
Memory Computer Systems"/ Proc. First Annual SI6ME
Symposium/ 1973/ pp. 47-53.
[Measure m ent/ Performance Evaluation/ Paging/ Queueing
Theory 3
This paper combines models of paqiinq behavior of programs
under multiprogramming/ and of dual processor/ multi-memory
system with virtual memory to realistically evaluate
throuqhput. The model is compared with actual data from
MULTICS/ and the effect of multiprogramming is evaluated.
I
I
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Shoshani^ A./- "Data Sharing in Computer Networks "r NIC ^^IZdPS/-
Oct. 1972.
CConcurrent Use/- Data Sharinq^ Distributed System/^
Network 3
The author presents several criteria by which to judge a
distributed data mananeuent systen^ and then presents and
analyzes five such systems. He concludes with some
observations he has drawn based on his experience with
implementing one of these systems.
Sorenson/ P.^ "Interprocess Communication in Real Time Systems**^
Operating systems Review 7/ Oct. 1973/^ ACM/- pp. 1-7.
[Interprocess Communication/' Message Switching^ Data
SharinqA Process Synchronization]
Some schemes developed for nonreal-time interprocess
communication are reviewed and it is shown they are
inadequate tor real-time situations. Two models are
presented which insure shared data integrity in a real-time
situation. The first model involves the control of process
scheduling/ the seconduses multiple copies of data sets.
Finally/ the notions of real-time independent and dependent
data are discussed in reference to real-time communication.
Spier^ M./ Organick/ E./ "The MULTICS Interprocess Communication
Facility"/ Second ACM Symposium on Operating Systems
Principles/ October 1969/ pp. 83-91.
Cint er-process Communication/ KULTICS/^ Co-operating
Processes/ Process Synch roni zati on3
The ilULTICS interprocess communication (IPC) facility is
discussed as it relates to capabilities produced as a
result of basic system design- Shared data bases by virtue
of unambiauous file system names/ lock and unlock
primitives/ and block/wakeup services for processor
multiplexing are the basis for the IPC facility.
Spragins/ J.D./ "Analysis of Loop Transmission Systems"/ Second
Symposium on Problems in the Optimization of Data
Communication Systems/ 1971/ pp. 175-182.
CRim Network/ Metwork Analysis/ aueueinq Theory]
A queueinq theory analysis is performed on loop
transmission systems with a single controller and random
slot assignment with fixed slot size (the 'lazy suzan*).
The paper discusses results of the research effort and
emphasis the trade-off considerations in the design of loop
systems (buffer size/ terminal waiting lines/ printer
impact/ etc.).
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Sunshine/^ C . / "Issues in C oTinuni cat i on Protocol Design— Formal
Correctness"/ InterNetwork Working Group Protocol Note US^
Oct. 1975.
[Protocol/ Fio.4 ControlJ
A formal description is given of the failure modes of a
simple positive ac know I eaqetnent /ret ransmi ssi on protocol
with and without sequencina.
Thomas/ R./ "Conrnents on the Common Com-nand Language Effort**/
Personal paper to CCL Committee/ 197A.
[User Support/ Command Languaqe/ ^^etwork Command Languaqel
This paper discusses perceived probleTis with the proposals
made in a predecessor of RFC 666., The p^per considers the
proposal from a different point of view shedding some light
on questions such as machine readable versus human readable
protocols/ resource sharing/ etc./ and ends with a counter
proposal .
Trafton/ P.J./ Blank/ H.A./ McAllister/ N.F,/ "Data Transmission
Network Computer-to-Computer Study**/ Computer Sciences
Corporation/ Proc. Second Symposium on Problems in the
Optimization of Data Co Tmun i c at
i
ons Systems/ Palo AltO/
Califiornia/ October 1971/ pp. IS 3- 191.
[Error Detection/ Hrror Correction/ Communications/ Data
Transmission]
An analysis of the general intercomputer communication
problem is performed. The model contains a number of
intermediate communication links with an intermediate
satellite link. The general st
o
re-and-f orwa rd technique is
considered with an Auto-natic Repeat Request (ARQ)
discipline and a Forward Error Correction (FEC) coding
technique- A comparison with empirical data indicates the
model is correct. AR3 is shown to be favored if each link
has separate error control while FEC is more viable with
end-to-end error control.
Volk/ J.L./ "Interactive Television Experiment in Reston/
Virginia"/ Proc. IEEE CDMPC0N73/ 1973/ pp. 81-84.
[Communications]
A two-way CATV system ooerating in Reston/ Va. was
demonstrated by the ^: I T R E Corporation- Services such as
computer qames/ financial news/ and educational material
were provided to the sjbscriber population. The
subscribers used an ordinary television set with a refre
device (a commercial video recorder player) and a keyboa
or touch-tone telephone as communications devices. A mo
economical approach is also described/ and the economics
operation are discussed.
sh
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Walden/' D . /- "A System for Interprocess Communi c at i on in a
Resource-Sharing Computer Network"^ CACM 15# April ^972r pp
221-230.
[Interprocess Communication/ Ports/ Message Switched
Protocol ]
A system o"f con-nun i cat i on between processes based on
messages is described and the cowuun i cat i on system is
extended so that it may be used between processes
distributed throughout a computer network. the
hypothetical application of the system to an existing
network is discussed.
Wax/ D.W./ "The ALOHA Radio Modulation Scheme"/ ARPA Network
Packet Radio Temporary Note </17/ NIC 13863/ Jan. 1973.
CPacket Radio3
The RF modulation scheme used by the ALOHA Network is
described. The history and hardware are described in some
detail. The performance of the modulation method is
briefly presented.
Wilkov// R./ "Design of Computer Networks Based on a New
Reliability Measure"/ Computer Communications Networks and
Teletraffic/ J. Fox/ ed./ 1972/ op. 371-38A.
LNetwork Design/ Network Topology/ Reliability^
A new criterion for measuring reliability of computer and
communications networks based on regular graph theory is
suggested. A heuristic iterative procedure/ based on this
criterion/ is given for constructing a maximally reliable
network with a specified number of nodes and communications
links. Finally/ reliabilities of several proposed ARPANET
topologies are compared with reliabilities of corresponding
topologies derived by the given procedure.
Yuen/ M./ Black/ B./ NIewhall/ E./ Venet sanopou I os/ A./ "Traffic
Flow in a Distributed Loop Switching System"/ Computer
Communications Networks and Teletraffic/ J. Fox/ ed./ 1972/
pp. 29-46.
[Traffic Analysis/ Message Switching/ Distributed System/
Ring Net work 3
An approximate analytical technique is outlined to
calculate statistics for the traffic behavior of a
distributed loop switching system under light traffic
conditions. Simulation results were obtained from an IBM
370/165 tor two separate models of traffic and flow. They
agreed closely with those predicted by the statistical
model. Finally/ it is shown th. at the system can settle to
a steady state even in the T»ost adverse conditions.
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Zimmerman/' ri.^ ElieA M.# "Transport Protocol— Standard Host-Host
Protocol tor Heterogeneous Computer Networks"/- Reseau
CYCLADfcS SCH519.1/' June 1974.
LHost-Host Protocol/^ Flow Controls Error Recovery/^
Protocol3
This paper describes the host-host protocol for the French
CYCLADE network. The protocol is significantly different
than others in current use and is highly flexible-
188
y. Kesource Allocation and Lontroi
Ackeman/ W./^ Plummer^ W./^ "An Impleaentation of a
Multiprocessing Computer System"/- Proceedings ACM Symposium
on Operating System Principles/^ 1967.
CProtection^ Resource Allocation^ Process Synchroni zat i on#
Ti meshar i ng
J
A multi-processing system implemented on a PDP-1 is
discussed. Principal design criteria were: supervisor
modularity through independent and synchronous processes;
user mode process control ot I/O functions; and an
effective scheme for allocation and protection of system
resources. Protection is implemented by a capability list
(C-list) associated with each computation.
Mu 1 1 i ~pr ocessi ng primitives (met a-i nst ruct i ons ) < are
discussed in detail in relation to interrupt handling^
protection/ 1/0/ and process control.
Akkoyunlu/ E./ Bernstein/' A.^ Schantz^ R.r •'Interprocess
Communication Facilities for Network Operating Systems"/
Computer^ June 197A^ pp. 46-55.
C Int er-process Communication/ PortsD
The desirability of flexible interprocess communication
(IPC) facilities in a network operating system is
established/ and three such facilities are described. They
are Walden's IPC schene (CACM 15/- Apr. 1972)/ DCS
(University of Calif, at Irvine)^ and SBS (State University
of New York at Stony 3rook).
Akkoyunlu/^ E./ Bernstein^ A.^ Schantz/ R./ "Software
Communication Across ^. achine boundaries"/ IEEE C0MPC0N73^
1975/- pp. 2U3-205.
[Interprocess Communication/ Data Port# Thin Line
Communication/^ Modularity/ Co-operating ProcessesD
The software coTJmuni cat i on facility for an operating system
designed to function as part of a computer network is
described. The facility is i mo I emented as data ports and
allows a process to control infor-nation flow between itself
and other objects (e.g.^ files and processes) by using a
uniform set of primitives/^ without regard to the actual
location of the object in the network.
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Akkoyunlur R.a Bernstein^ A.^ Schantz/ R./ "An Operating System
for a Network Env/ironTient"/- Department of Computer Science^
SUNY at Stony Brooke Tech. Rept. «5.
Lfront-end Processor^ PortsJ
This paper describes a layered operating system based on
the inter -process comTiunication techniques of Walden and
balzer to be built on a PDP-15. The system is layered
alonq interestinn lines: loqical/> data portf known item^
and user levels.
Alsberp/- P.^ Dayr J.^ Purdy/ G . /- "Automated Resource Sharing on
the ARPA Network 'V Ceiter for Advanced Computation Report/
Univ. of 111./ May 1973.
CAutomated Resource Sharing/ ARPANET/ Distributed Computing/
Security/ Name Space Manaaement/ File Access Protocols/
Process Control Protocols3
The design of a network-based distributed computing system
to take advantage of soTie unique/ heterogeneous resources
available to the Center for Advanced Computation over the
ARPANET is discussed. Four problems currently impeding the
use of the ARPANET as a resource sharing utility—network
security/ name space nanaqenent/ file access protocols/ and
process control protocols/ are discussed. In addition/ a
security coding systen to control resource sharing is
desc r i bed
.
Alsberg/ P. A./ "Project Dileptus— A Study of Distributed
Computinq"/ Center for Advanced Computation/ University of
Illinois/ Dec. 1973 (draft).
CDistributed Computing/ Protocol/ Measurement/ Process
Control/ Data Transfer]
The purpose of the Dileotus Project is to study the
fundamental relationships involved in distriouted systems/
to empirically verify these relationships and to develop
suitable protocols for distributed computinq on the ARPA
Network. Of particular interest is the harmonious
CO -operation of dissiiiilar machines in a hostile
environment. Each conoonent of the system must be
suspicious of the correct functioning and good will of its
multiple neighbors.
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Alsbergr P.A,^ "Distributed Processing on the ARPA
Net work--Measurement s of the Cost and Performance Tradeoffs
for Numerical Tasks**/ Proc. Eighth Hawaii Internat'l
Conference of System Sciences^ 1975.
CMeasurement # ARPANET^ Resource Sharing^ Performance
Bene hmarkJ
A benchmark of the cost (including network costs) and speed
of a typical nu-nerical computation (matrix inversion) for
seven different machines on the ARPANET shows that
distributed computing pays off earlier than first expected.
Rough trends are also given for operations such as file
management/ console handling/- bit flogging^ and character
manipulation. This paper is one of the first to actually
show that distributed computation is cost effective.
Alsberg/ P . A . , Mills/ C./ "The Structure of the ILLIAC IV
Operating System"/ Second ACM Sy^nposiufl on Operating System
Principles/ Oct. 1969/ pp. 92-96.
[Resource Allocation/ ModularityJ
The structure of the ILLIAC IV operating system is outlined
in relation to system design goals.
Madden/ J.Anderson/ R./ Cerf/ V./ Harslem/ E./ Heafner/ J./ n aa j /
Metcalfe/ R,/ Shoshani/A,/ White/ J./ Wood/ D./ "Status
Report on Proposed Data Reconfiguration Service"/ RFC 138/
NIC 6715/ April 1971 .
CData Reconfiguration/ Protocol]
One approach to providing specific data I/O format
adaptation is for those sites with substantial computing
power to offer a data reconfiguration service--a proposed
example of such a service is described.
Anderson/ R./ Cerf/ V./ Harslem/ E./ Heafner/ J./ Madden/ J./
Metcalfe/ R./ Shoshani/ A./ rfhite/ J./ Wood/ D./ "Data
Reconfiguration Service—An Implementation Specification"/
RFC 166/ NIC 6780/ Hay 1971.
CData Reconfiguration/ Protocol/ Language]
This paper gives the specifications of the Data
Reconfiguration Service (DRS)/ which is a software
mechanism to reformat Network data streams.
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Ash/^ W.L.# Sibley^ E.H.^ "TRAMP: An Interpretive Associative
Processor with Deductive Capability"/^ Proc. ACM/ 1968/ pp.
143-156.
CAssociative ProcessingD
An "associative memory" is used to facilitate operations on
binary relations. A deductive system is implemented usinq
the binary relations. Hash coding is used to implement the
"associative me-nory".
Aupperle/ E . / "MERIT Co7»puter Network: Hardware Considerations"/
Computer Networks/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prentice Hall/ 1972/ pp.
49-63.
CMERIT/ Centralized System/ Di s t r i bu ted Sy st em/
Communications Processor/ Front End Processor/
Telecommuni cationsD
The configuration chosen for the MERIT Computer Network is
discussed in coTiparison with alternative choices/ and the
direction of future techniques of operation is outlined.
The principal aspects of the hardware--the communications
computer/ the telephonic communications/ and the
interfaces— are descrioed in detail.
Baskett/ F./ yiuntz/ R.R./ "3ueueinn Network Models with Different
Classes of Customers"/ IEEE C0MPC0N72/ 1972/ pp. 205-209.
CQueueinq Network/ Network Modeling/ Queueing Theory/
Network Perform anceD
Four different types of service centers are handled/ and
steady state equations are obtained- The model includes
considerations for different types of customers with
different priorities. An example which resembles a CPU
with four I/C devices is studied/ and graphs for amount of
utilization of each service center (vs. number of
customers) are given.
Baskin/ H./ Borgerson/ 3./ Roberts/ R./ "PRIME— A Modular
Architecture for Terminal Oriented Systems"/ AFIPS SJCC 40/
1972/ DP. 431-437.
COperatinq System/ Mult i -proces s
i
ng/ Security/ Error
Detection/ Error Recovery/ Time Sharing/ Computer Hardware/
Reli abi I
i
tyJ
In this system a basic assumption is that failures exist as
a normal occurence/ rather than a special state/ and they
must be treated while continuing as near normal operation
as possible. PRIME is a modular/ canonical system
consistinq of n identical subsystems which can process n
independent jobs with a high degree of protection from each
other.
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Baskin# H./ Horowitz/' F.^ Tennispn/ R,/ Rittenhouse/ L./ "A
Modular Computer Sharing System"/ CACM ^2f Oct. ^969r pp.
531-559.
[Operating System/ Mul t
i
-proce ssi nq^ Security/ Error
Detection/ Error Recovery/- Time-sharing/- Computer
Hardware]
The system orqanization used is a bank of interchangeable
computers/ each consisting of a Ttemory /p ro ce ssor pair/
which are assigned to orocess terminal jobs as they arrive.
One computer serves as master and supervises collection and
distribution of niessapes from and to remote terminals. In
simplest form/ each computer has associated with it a disk
drive assigned jnder control of the master computer.
Baum/^ R.I./ Hsiao/ D.K.^ "A Semantic l*Iodel for Protection
Mechanisms in the Data 3ase System"/ Eighth Hawaii Int'l.
Conf- on System Sciences/ 1975/^ pp. 175-179,
CAccess Control/ Data Security]
Given a data base/ the relationships which exist between
items in the data base^ and the fact that a certain user is
not to gain knowledge of certain items/ this paoer presents
a variety of protection methods which vary in complexity of
implementation and the total amount of information withheld
Belsnes/ D. Flow Control in Packet Switch ina Networks'
Internetwork Working Group Note #63/ Oct. 19 7A.
CFlow Control/ Packet Communication/ Congestion]
A discussion is given of the window scheme/ an end-to-end
untested flow control mechanisu/ and their possible
advantages to a network.
Benoit/- J.W./ Graf -Webster A E./ "REX— A Resource Location and
Acqui si t ion Servi ce for the ARPA Computer Network"/ MITRE
Technical Report #387/ January 1974/- MITRE Corp./' McLean/
Va.
[ARPANET^ Command Language/ Distributed Computing/-
Documentation/ Network Accounting/ On-line Documentation/
Resource Shar ing3
Several existing resource sharing systems on the ARPANET
are briefly described/ and some basic needs of a resource
sharihg system are discussed. The RFK system is described
REX is a system which allows a user to locate a desired
resource on the net. This is done using local files. No
host-host communication is required.
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Bensoussan/- A . /• Clinqen^ C»^ Daley^ R./ "The KULTICS Virtual
Memory"^ ACM Second Symposium on Operating Systems
Principles/- October 1969^ pp. 30-4Z.
CMULTICS^ Virtual Memory/- Access Control/- Data Sharinci^
Segmentation/- Paqing/ Address SpaceJ
Design and implementation considerations of segmentation
end patina in MULTICS are discussed in detail. It is shown
how the I'lULTICS supers/isorA in conjunction with the 6L 645
segmerUation and paging hardware^ utilizes the virtual
memo ry
Bernstein/- A.^ Deflefsen/' &./- Kerr^ R./- "Process Control and
Communication •*/ AC^l Second Symposium on Operating Systems
Principles/- October 1969^ pp. 6D-r66.
Elnterprocess Communication/ Process Control/- Co-operating
ProcessesJ
The structure of u recesses within a :?eneral purpose
operotino syste^i and orimitives available for process
control end inter-process communication are described.
Berra/- P.B.^ "Some Problems in Associative Processor Applications
to Data base Mana'^ement "/- AFIPS Conf. Proceedings 43/- 1974^
pp. 1-5.
[Associative Memory]
This is a brief/ up-to-date review of research into
associative devices and their application to handling data
bases.
Betourne/^ C . /- Boulenger/ J./ Ferrie/^ J./ Kaiser^ C./ Kott/ J.*
Krakowiak^ S./ Mossiere/^ J./ "Process Manacjeinent and
Resource Sharing in the Multiaccess System 'ESOPE*"^ ACM
Second Symposium on Ooerating Systems Principles^ October
1969^ pp. 67-/4.
[Resource Sharim^ Process Controls Process Synchronization/
File System Design^ Virtual Memory^ Resource Allocation]
Process management/- virtual memory/^ file system
organization/- memory allocation^ and user scheduling are
discussed generally in relation to the main design
principles of the multiaccess system ESOPE. No actual
implementation details are given.
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Bhushan/^ A.^ "Data and File T ransf er--Some Measurement Results**/-
RFC 573^ Sept. 1973.
CFile Transfer Protocols Network 'Measurement 3
This RFC describes results of file transfer measurements on
the ARPANET between the MIT-DMS systen (a PDP-10) and five
other PDP-1U»s on the network (with either TENEX or ITS
operating systems). The raeasur e-nent s are primarily of
transfer rater response timer cost/ and availability.
Bhushan/" A.^ Braden^ R,r CrDwther^ W.^ Harslem^ E.^ Heafner^ J . /^
WcKenzie/ A. a Melvin^ J.^ Sundberg^ R./ Watson/- R.# White/-
J. The Data Transfer Protocol"/ RFC 264/ NIC 7812/ Nov.
1971.
CData Transmission/ Protocot/ Remote Job EntryD
Although it would be oossible to include some or even all
applications in an all-inclusive file transfer protocol/ a
separation between data transfer and application functions
may provide flexibility in i mp I e'nent at i on/ and reduce
complexity. The authors have defined a data transfer
protocol (DTP) which should be used for transfer of all
data in file transfer/ remote joo entry/ and other
applications protocols-
Bhushan/ A./ Ryan/ N./ "Us i ng' MIT-f^AT HL AB KACSYMA from MIT-DMS
MUDDLE--An Experiment in Automated Resource Sharing"/ NIC
#19501.
[Automated Resource SharingJ
This paper describes an experi-nent in nontrivial automated
resource sharing between the MUDDLE system at MIT-DMS and
the MACSYMA system at "1IT-MATHLA3 in such a manner that the
MUDDLE-user is not required to know anything about the ARPA
Network/ MATHLA3/ or even MACSYMA.
Blanc/ R./ "Availability and Usability of Computer Communication
Networks"/ Seventh Hawaii International Conference on
System Sciences - Subconf erence on Computer Networks/ 1974.
CDistributed System/ Front-end Processor/ Remote Job
EntryD
This paoer presents a general survey
in network evaluation and selection.
of some considerations
Blanc/ R.P./ "Review of Comojter Networking Technology"/ NBS
Technical Note 80A/ National Bureau of Standards/ Jan. 1974
CNetwork/ TYMNET/ CYBERNET/ GE Information Services/ MERIT/
ARPANET/ TSS Network^
This report gives a short overview and description of
current network Technology/ then describes and performs
cursory analyses of several existing networks.
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bloom/ b.H.t "Some Techniques and Tradeoffs Affecting Large Data
Base Retrieval Tines"/ Proceedings ACM Twenty Fourth
National Conf./ 1969/ pp. 85-95.
CData Structuring/ File System Design/ Retrieval
St rategi es3
An analysis of retrieval-tiiie savings from the use of
inverted files is given. The corresponding increase in
update time and the further savings that may be
accoT^plished by compression of the inverted file are also
discussed.
B5lt/ Beranek/ and Niewman/ Inc./ "Specifications for the
Interconnection of a Host and an IMP"/ Report #1822/ Bolt/
beranek/ and Newman/ Inc./ Cambridge/ Ma.
[Protocol/ IMP/ I*iP-Host Protocol/ Host-IMP Protocol/
Communications Equipment/ ARPANET/ Packet Commun i cat i onD
This report describes the physical/ hardware/ and software
environment a computer site must establish to connect to
the ARPANET via a H3N Interface Message Processor.
IMP-HOST and HOST-IMP message leader formats are described
for the implementer of HOST-IMP communications software.
Hardware interface specifications are given for the
implementer of interface hardware. This document is
periodically updated to reflect ha rdware/ sof t ware changes
inthel.'^P.
Booth/ G.M./ "The Use of Distributed Data Bases in Information
Networks"/ First Int'l. Conf. on Computer Communication/
1972/ pp. 3n-376.
LDistributed System/ Data Management Overview3
This paoer talks about problems associated with several
aspects of distributed data bases/ as well as various
solutions to those problems and implications of the
so lut ions
.
Bouknight/ W.J./ Grossman/ 3.R./ Grothe/ D.M./ "The ARPA Network
Terminal System: A New approach to Network Access"/ Center
for Adv. Comp./ Univ. of III./ Urbana/ III,
[ARPANET/ Front-end Processor/ Operating SystemsD
This paper describes an operatinn system developed for a
PDP-11 as an access medium to the ARPANET. The layered
system uses a line-switched oriented interprocess
communication method between special processes designed to
handle multinle users in a unique way.
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Bradeni- R.r •'Interim NETRJS Specifications"^ RFC 189^ NIC 7133#
July 1971.
[Data Transfer/ ProtocDl/ NETRJSJ
This document describes the operation and protocol of the
remote job entry service to CCN's 360 model 91. The
interim protocol described will be implemented as a
production service and it will be superseded in a few
months by a revised NETRJS which would bring the data
transfer protocol of >JETRJS into complete conformity with
the proposed Data Transfer Protocol (DTP).
Bressler/ R./ "Interprocess Communication on the ARPA Computer
Network"/ MIT Civil Engineering MS Thesis/ June 1971.
Cinter-process Communication/ Co-operatinq Processes/
Resource Sharing/ Time Sharing/ IMP/ NCP/ Socket/ Flow
Control/ ARPANET3
The development of a Metwork Control Program (NCP) for the
ITS PDP-1U timesharing system is outlined. The
relationship between the I/O structure of a time sharing
system and the network as an I/O device is defined.
Finally/ the control conmands and the choice of sockets as
the mapping device for the link space is examined and
suggestions for improvement in the NCP are given.
Bressler/ R./ "free File Transfer"/ RFC 487/ Apr. 1973.
CAccess Control/ Accojnting/ FTP/ Security]
This RFC discusses briefly an access control and accounting
problem inherent in a network where each host does its own
user validation. Also see RFC's 501 and 505.
bressler/ R./ Guida/
Protocol"/ RFC
[Protocol/ FTP/
R./ McKenzie/ A./
407/ Oct. 1972.
RJE/ NETRJSJ
Remote Job Entry
This document defines the present ARPANET RJE protocol-
The document is slightly inaccurate in that it has not been
revised to conform to the newer FTP (see RFC's 542 and 460)
and is based on the older FTP described in RFC 354. This
protocol provides a aood example of what a network RJE
facility should provide.
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BresslPT/^ R./ Murphy/^ D.^ Walden/- D./^ "A Proposed Experifnent with
a Message Switching Protocot"/- RFC 333^ NIC 9926, May 1972.
C^'-essage Switched Protocols Protocol/- Conimun i cat i ons^
Host-Host Protocols NCP3
A message switching protocol (MSP) is a system whose
function is to switch :nessages among its ports. The
authors propose^ as an aside to network development using
the current NCPs/- to rethink the desiin of NCP-level
software beginning with a consideration of MSPs. The
organization of the lowest Level host-host protocol in the
ARPA Network around ^^:SPs^ and how this organization would
affect the imolementation of host software/- is described.
Bressler/ ^»f Thomas/ R./ "Inter-Entity Comfnunication— An
Experiment"/ RFC A41, Jan. 1973.
[Resource Sharina^ User Support3
This paper describes highly successful early attempts on
the ARPANET to develoo techniques of user -user
cormiuni cat i on . The experi-nent allowed a user to "find"
another user if he was on any other machine on the network
participating in the experi-nent. He was also able to talk
to the user^ show the user what he was doing/^ etc. The
experiment was performed between the PDP-10 at MIT-DMC6 and
the various PDP-10 TEMEX systems.
British Post Office/^ "ExperiTiental Packet Switched Service "/-
Issue 5/ January 1974.
[Packet Communication/^ Protocol/ Distributed System/- EPSSD
A detailed specification of the British Post Office
experimental packet switched data communication service is
given.
Browne/ P./ Steinauer/ D./- "A f^odel for Access Control "# ACi*1
SIGFIDET »«.'orkshDp on Data Description/ Access and Controls
1971, po. ^A1-262.
[Access Control/^ Resource Sharing, Authorization,
Prot ect i on]
The problems of authorization for a multiple-user resource
sharing data processing system are discussed. The
requirements for the access of oojects (e.g./ terminals,
users, programs, etc.) to other oojects are covered in some
detail. A model for access control is developed which
combines the military-type level (tree-structured)
classification and a category or clique classification. No
discussion is tjiven of efficiency, issues of identification-
or other advantaoes and disadvantages of the model. m^
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Casey/^ R.G./ "Design of Tree Metworks for Distributed Data"/-
AFIPS Conference Proceedings 42/- ^975^ pp. 251-257.
[File Allocationr Network Topology]
This paper combines techniques for network design and
Casey's file allocation algorithn (Casey^^ 1972) into a
single alqorithn for desian of the network and allocation
of the files/ when information on data bases and their
usage is known in advance.
Cerf/ v./ "The Current Flow-Control Scheme for IMPSYS"/ RFC AA2>'
NIC 1377A/> Jan. 1973.
CIMPx Flow Controls- C onmuni cat i ons Subsystem^ ARPANET/'
Traf fie Cont rol 3
The ARPANET IMP flow control as of Jan 1973 is presented in
an understandable for-n. The control was intended to
eliminate unnecessary retransmissions of packets when the
net is under heavy load and to increase net bandwidth. The
strateqy involves multiple acknowledgements piggy-backed
onto data packets bet»;een two IMPS-
Cerf/ v./ "An Assessment of ARPANET Protocols"/ RFC 635/ Apr.
1974.
CIMP-IMP Protocol/ Host-Host Protocol/ Network
P e r f o r m a n c e J
This paper discusses some of the theoretical and practial
aspects of the ARPA IMp-iMP and Host-Host protocols. Of
major importance are problems such as packet re-assembly/
retransmission/ and duplicate detection. The author makes
recommendations for new protocols based on past experience
Cerf/ v./ Dalai/ Y./ Sunshine/ C./ "Specification of Internet
Transmission Control Program"/ Inter Network Working Group
Paper n72, 1974.
CHost-Host Protocol/ IPC/ Flow Control]
This paoer provides a detailed description of the Internet
protocol and the control program necessary to implement it.
The paper covers the problems of reconnec t ion/ flow control/
and measurement in the environment of the new protocol.
• The document is a guide to implementers of the protocol.
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Cert/ V.^ Kahn^ R./ "Host and Process Level Protocols for
Internetwork CoTimuni cat i on"/' Inter Network Working Group
Draft Report/ July 1973.
LHost-Host Protocol/ FLow Control/ Reliability3
This paper describes the inter-network protocol developed
by the inter-network working group. The protocol provides
clean handlincj of process-process communication and flow
control. It can best be described as a hybrid
message-switch protocol.
Cerf/ v./ Baylor/ W./ "Selected ARPA Network Measurement
Experi-nents"/ Proc. IhEE COMPCON/2/ 1972/ pp
[ARPANET/ Routing/ Flow ControlJ
201-20A.
This paper analyzes the cost of -nultipacket message
re-assembly in the ARPANET IMP. This paper represents an
argument for the reservation of the correct number of
re-assembly buffers in the destination IMP.
Chambers/ J . ^ . / "A User-controlled Synchronization Method"/
SIGOPS/ 1974/ pp. 16-?5.
[Deadlock Prevention/ Process Synchronization]
IBM
This paper discusses a method of inter-process
communication by which processes can request resources^
find out whether those resources have oeen received/ and
detect deadlock without ever necessaily being blocked.
This allows the processes to possibly take alternative
actions when the requested resources are not currently
avai Lab I e
.
Chandler/ A./ Adams/ C.^ Barry/^ P./ Dewis/ I. a Hammond/ N . /^
Hiqginson/ P,a John/^ R./ Olejniczak/ J./ "Report of the
Higher Level Protocol Workinq Group"/- InterNetwork Working
Group Protocols Note ^5f Aug. 6/ 1974.
[Protocol/ EPSS/ Interactive TerTiinal Protocol/ FTP/ RJE/
Data Transfer ProtocolJ
Specifications are gi\/en for four high level
protocols— Interactive Terminal Protocol (ITP)/^ File
Transfer Protocol (FTP)/- Remote Job Entry Protocol (RJE)/
and Data Transfer Protocol (DTP)--for the Experimental
Packet Switched Service (FPSS).
Chandra/- A.M./ "Some Considerations in the Design of
Distributed Data Bases"/ Proc. IEEE C0MPC0N73/
1&5-166.
[Distributed System a Data (Management Overview]
Homogeneous
1973/ FP.
I
This paper briefly discusses many of the problems
associated with the desiqn of a distributed data base which
is to reside on a homogeneous network.
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Chesson/ G.L.a "Communi cat i on and Control in a Cluster Network''^
Proceedinqs ACM, ^97U, pp. 509-3U.
tint erprocess Communi cat ion J
A communications schene for an interconnected network of
processors typified b/ short-delay communications, local
memory, and software controlled scheduling, resource
allocation, and interprocess com-nuni cat i on, is described.
The scheme perdiits a progran to use all the available
multiprocessing power it needs while yielding the sane
results if operated with one processor.
Chu, W.W., Ohlmacher, G., "Avoiding Deadlock in Distributed Data
Bases", Proc. ACM, 1974, pp. 156-160.
tAccess Control, Data 3ase Integrity, Deadlock Prevention,
Distributed System]
This paper discusses three methods of deadlock prevention
cr detection based on availability of prior knowledge of
file use by a process, and whether files are pre- or
demand-allocated. Ways of i mpl eitent inq all three
techniques on a distributed network are presented.
Cocanower, A., "MERIT Computer System: Software Considerations",
Computer Networks, R. Rustin, ed., Prentice-Hall, 1972, pp
65-77.
CTraffic Control, MERIT, Process Synchronization,
Inter-process Communication, Communications Processor,
Front End Processor, Multi-tasking, Semaphores]
The programming considerations for the MERIT Computer
Network are described oriefly with respect to host and
communication computer philosophy, organization, component
description and function, operating system design, and
traffic regulation. Implementation difficulties and
potential user probleTis are discussed.
Collier, W.W., "Asynchronous Interactions on Shared Data", IBM
SIGOPS, 1974.
[Deadlock Prevention, Process Synchronization]
If the hardware on which a program is to be run has
uni nt errupt able instructions for manipulating the memory
referenced by two processes, then those processes can be
written so that they can both reference memory without
hindering each other.
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Computer Communications Groups "Datapac Standard Network Access
Protocol "> Trans-Canada Telephone System^ Nov. 19<^4.
CHost-Host Protocol/ loip-Host Protocols Datapac3
This paoer discusses in detail the characteristics of the
node to host and host to host protocols in the Bell Canada
Datapac network.
Cotton/ I./ "Network ''lanage'nent Survey"/ Seventh Hawaii
International Conference on Syste-n Sciences - Subconf erence
on Computer Networks/ 1974.
[Network Managenent/ ^^RPANET/ MERIT/ TYMNET3 •
A brief comparison in table format is presented of
manaqenent practices for the ARPANET/ ^1ERIT/ TUCC/ Oregon
State/ and Tynnet networks. All information is from
reference material.
Crocker/ S./ Heafner/ J./ Metcalfe/ R./ Postel/ J./
"Function-oriented Protocols for the ARPA Computer Network"/
AFIPS SJCC/ 1972/ pp. 271-279.
CARPANET/ Protocol/ Interprocess Communication]
A brief description is given of low level protocols which
make up the communications subnet of the ARPANET. The use
of remote interactive systems through high level
function-oriented orot oco I s--such as FTP/ TELNET/ and
RJE--is discussed.
Crowther/ W./ Heart/ F./ McKenzie/ A./ 'IcQuillan/ J./ Walden/ D,/
"Report on Network Design Issues"/ Internetwork Working
Group Note «64/ Oct. 51/ 1974.
[Flow Control/ Store and Forward Networks/ Network
Interconnection/ Network Design/ Packet Communication/
ARPANET/ Deadlock]
Packet switching desiyn issues--design requirements/
message processing by the subnet; single packet messages
only; packet size; lock-ups; interreference; and other bugs
and short comings--3re discussed/ especially as they relate
to the ARPA Network.
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Daley^ R./ Dennis^ J.^ "Virtual Metnory/^ Processes^ and Sharinq in
MULTICS"/- CACM m May 1968^ pp. 306-512.
CMULTICS/ Virtual Memory^ Data Sharing/^ Dynamic Linking^
Mul t i -programmi nq^ Storage Management/ Storage Hierarchies/^
Resource Sharing/ SecjrityJ
Basic concepts involved in the design of the MULTICS
operatin'5 system/ such as processes/ address space/ and
virtual memory/ are introduced and defined. Procedure and
data sharing is discussed and the dynamic transformation of
symbolic references into virtual machine addresses is
described in detail.
Davidson/ J./ "An Echoinr; Strategy for Satellite Links"/ RFC 357/
NIC 1U599/ June/ 1972.
[Satellite Communication/ Telnet Protocol3
This document is a description of a technique for reducing
the apparent echoing delay experienced by terminal users
when the echoing is being performed over a long-delay/ e.g./-
satellite path. These ideas were essentially implemented
in the second version of the ARPANET TELNET protocol
(Remote Controlled Transmission and Echoing Option).
Davies/ D./ "The Principles of a Data Communication Network for
Computers and Remote Peripherals"/ IFIPS 68/ North Holland
Pub Co./ 1959/ pp. 709-715.
LStore and Forward Networks/ Packet Communi cat i on3
An outline for a store-and-f orward common-carrier data
network is proposed.
Davies/ D./ Bartlett/ K./ Scantlebury/ R./ Wilkinson/ P./ "A
Digital Communication Network for Computers Giving Rapid
Response at Remote Terminals"/ AC1 Symposium on Operating
System Principles/ October 1967.
CStore and Forward Neworks/ Common Carrier Data Network/
Network Design/ Packet Communication/ Time Sharing3
A design for a common-carrier data network is described.
Topics include link design/ node design/ message
transmission/ software organization/ network performance
estimates and node performance estimates-
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Davies^ D.W./ Barber^ D.L.A.r "Communication Networks for
Computers"^ John witey and Sons^ 1973.
CARPA;\iET/> Com-nunicatiDnsy Error OetectionA Error Recovery a
Flow Control/ Network Bandwidth/' Network Design/ Packet
Comfnunication Analysis/ RoutingJ
A comprehensive text dealing with most aspects of computer
networks from the basic communications hardware up to
network software. The detail is severe on some data
comfnunications techniques.
Desautels/ F./ Chow/ \l . r Schneider/ M./ "Loosely Coupled Systems"/
Computer Sciences Technical Report //1B7/ University of
Wisconsin at 'Madison/ July 1973.
LFront-end Processor/ Time Sharing/ Intelligent TerminalD
An outline is given of a current investigation into costs
and benefits of coupling a small time sharing system to a
large multi-programmed system. Directions of research
include the use of the small system as an "intelligent"
terminal or a front-end processor.
Despres/ R./ Guinaudeau/ P./ "RCP--The Experimental
Packet-Switched Data Transmission Service of the French
PTT"/ Inter Network Working Group General Note #67/ Aug,
197A.
[Packet Communication/ Store and Forward Networks/ Virtual
Memory Flow Controls
An experimental packet-switched data transmission network/
baseo on the use of virtual circuits/ is described.
Detailed information is given on the network hardware
configuration/ network commands/ and protocols for virtual
circuit switchin^-
Deutsch/ P.L./ "Cross-country Network Bandwidth"/ RFC 567/ NIC
18970/ Sept. 1973.
[ARPANET/ Traffic Analysis/ Network ?andwidth3
This paper presents a very brief analysis attributing
network peak loads to the undue delays in the cross country
echoing of characters over ARPANET.
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Dijkstra/> E.W,/ "Hierarchical Orderinq of Sequential Processes''^
Acta Informatica 1/ Spr i nger-Ve r I ag/- 1971^ pp. 115-138.
LMul t i -prograumi nq^ Process Synchronization/^ Interprocess
Com.TiunicationJ
This paper introduces the concept of "layered" design of
operating systefus- It then discusses the semaphore/ a
mechanism used by "virtual machines" or processes to
guarantee mutual excljsion from critical sections and
effect synchronization of "consuiners" and "producers" of a
consumable resource. A probleii of mutual exclusion called
the "five dining philosophers" is discussed and a solution
proposed-
Dijkstrs/ t.W./ "A Class of Allocation Strategies Inducing
Bounded Delays Only"/ AFIPS SJCC/ 1972.
CResource Sharing/ Hulti -programming/ Process
Synchronization!
A set of conditions and an allocation strategy are
presented that prevent starvation in any of a set of
processes competing for a set of resources-
Dijkstra/ E.W./ "Co-operating Sequential Processes"/ Programming
Languages/ F. Genuys/ ed./ Academic Press/ New York 1968.
CResource Sharing/ Mu 1 1
i
-programmi ng/ Process
Synchronization/ Interprocess Comiiun i cat i on/ Semaphore!
This paoer describes the general problems encountered by
co-operating sequential processes and some specific
solutions. A set of primitives to effect co-ordination
between co-operating sequential processes is motivated and
developed. These priritives/ the P and V operations on an
object called a semaphore/ are discussed in detail with
examples. Co-operation using status variables/ with
semaphores providing mutual exclusion/ to permit more
arbitrary co-ordination than semaphores allow is also
described. Finally/ the banker's alqorithm/ a deadlock
prevention schetie/ is tiotivated and described.
Engles/ R.W./ "A Tutorial on Data Base Organization"/ Annual
Review in Automatic Programming/ Vol. 7 Part 1/ 1972/ pp.
1-64.
CFile System Design/ Data Independence/ Data Structuring!
The first section of the report is an introduction/ which
includes data management history/ trends/ and terminology;
the second section presents a theory of operational data
based on the notions of entity sets and data maps; the
third section is an exposition ot data base design/
emphasizing structure/ search/ and maintenance; the fourth
section shows why data independence is a necessary feature
of a viable data base system.
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Fabry^ R.S.a "Dynamic Verification of Operating System Decisions"/
CAC^ 16/ Nov/. 19/3/ p. 659.
LOperatinq Syste^n/ Data Secjrity/^ Error Detection/
Prot ect ionJ
A descric'tion of Berkeley's PRIME system is given.
Protection anainst "leakaae" of data due to operatinq
system failure is prov/ided by software-firmware redundancy.
Key decisions (e.c!./ process creation/ paqe
a I loca t
e
/dea I locdt e/ messages) made by software must go
throu'^h/ and be verified by/ the firmware.
farber/ D./ "Metworks:
1972/ pp. 36-40.
CNet wor
k
1
An Introduction"/ Datamation 18/ April
This article gives an overview of this expanding field by
examininij seven typical networks: ARPA/ CYBERNET/ DCS/
MERIT/ OCTOPUS/ TSS/ and TVCC.
Farber/ D./ "Data Ring Oriented Computer Networks"/ Computer
Networks/ R. Pustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp. 73-93.
CDistributed System/ DCS/ Error Detection/ Error Correction/
F^rocess Synchronization/ Ring NetworkJ
A general discussion of broadband communications systems/
with a detailed discussion of a particulardistributed
system known as a data ring/ is presented in the context of
its application to coTiputer networks. The functional
advantages as well as the technical difficulties in the
implementation and use of the data ring are discussed-
( aut hor abst ract )
Farber/ D . / Larson/ K./ "The System Architecture of the
Distributed Computer System--The Communications System"/
Computer Communications Networks & Teletraffic/ J. Fox/^ ed./j
1972/ pp. 21-27.
[DCS/ Distributed System Technology/ Broadcast Mode/^ J
Protocol/ Error Detection/ Error Correction/ Ring Network3
The Distributed Computer Systen (DCS) is a data
communications ring. The communications protocols are
described and the advantages are given for addressing
mesaqes to processes/ removing a Tiessage from the rinq only
at the originating Ring Interface/ and message sequencing.
Error detection and correction are also discussed.
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Farber/^ , r Larson/^ K./ "The Structure of a Distributed Computing
SysteiD--Softw3re"/' CoTiputer Communications Networks and
Teletraffic^ J. Fox/' ed./ 1972# pp. 539-545.
CDCS/ Rinq Network/ Protocols Distributed Network
Technology/' Inter-process Communication/ Process
Synchronization/ Ring ProtocoLs3
A general description of the design goals and hardware
topology of the Distributed Computing System (DCS) is given
It is shown how they shaped the operating system. A
description is given of the level structure of the
operating syste^j. Future plans for the network are
presented.
Farber/ D.J./ "The Structure of a Distributed Computer
System— The Distributed File System"/ First Int^l Conf.
Computer Communications/ Oct. 197?/ pp. 36A-370.
[Distributed System/ File System Design/ Network/ DCS]
on
The DCS is a distributed computer system in which resource
allocation is handled by the processes bartering with one
another directly rather than through a central processor.
This paper discusses the file system on the DCS/ which has
properties such that losing any processor does not affect
any files not stored on that processor/ and moving a file
from one processor to another in no way affects the user's
view of how to access the file.
Feldman/ J. A./ Rovner/ P.D./ "An Algol-Based Associative
Language"/ CACM 12/ Ajg. 1969/ pp. A39-A49.
[Content Addressing]
A languaqe in which iteus are addressed by partial content
instead of address is described. Until associative
memories become econoiiically feasible/ the data structures
are implemented using hashing techniques.
Foley/ J./ Brownlee/ E./ "A »4odel of Distributed Processing in
Computer Networks with Application to Satellite Graphics"/
Paper submitted to IFIP Congress/ 1974.
[Distributed Computing/ Graphics/ Time Sharing/ Resource
Allocation/ Modeling]
An optimization model of distributed processing in computer
networks is developed with respect to response time.
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Draft Reports Stanford
Fralicki- S.C.^ Branding- D.H./ Kuo^ F . F . -r Harrison.- C./ "Digital
TerminaLs for Packet Broadcast i nq" /
Research Institate/^ 1975.
[Packet Radio/- Ti-ne Sharing^ Packet Communications]
This reoort describes some of the major considerations in
the construction of STiaLl packet radio terminals. The
radio t ransc ei very- processor/ and input-output devices are
discussed. The Aloha Integrated Control it built at the
University of Hawaii and an experimental unit being built
at at Stanford Research Institute are discussed.
Frank/- H., "Optimal Desinn of Computer Networks"/ Computer
?>ietworks/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ op. 167-183.
CCentralized System, Distributed System/ Traffic Analysis/
Routim/ Network Design]
The design of both centralized and decentralized computer
networks is considered/ with particular emphasis on layout/
link capacity assignment/ delay analysis/ and network route
selection. Both neneral design problems and specific
computational results are discussed.
Frank/ H./ Chou/ W./ "Network Properties of the ARPA Computer
Net"/ Networks A/ John vJiley & Sons/ Inc./ 1974/ pp.
213-239.
CARPAKET/ Network Bandwidth/ Packet Communication
Ana I y s i s3
This paper starts with an overview of ARPA network
techniques. Throughpjt and cost analyses are carried out
for 3 variety of topological/ cost/ traffic/ and line speed
criteria. Reliability analyses are also made/ withthe
primary objective of minimizing cost while maintaining
reliabi lity.
Frank/ H./ Chou/ W./ "Topological Optimization of Computer
Networks"/ IFEE 60/ Nd^/. 1972/ pp. 1385-1397.
[Network Design/ Network Topology/ Centralized System/
Distributed Computer Network/ ARPANET/ Reliability/ NetworW
Bandwi dt hJ
Modeling/ analysis and design proolems/ and methodologies
for centralized and distributed computer-communication
networks are discussed. The basic problem is to specify
the location and capacity of each communication link withir
the network. The design objective is to provide a
network which satisfies constraints of response time/
throughput/ reliabilil// and other parameters.
abst ract ) .
low-cost
(author * s
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Franks H.^ Frisch/ I.T.r ChDU/^ W./ "Topoloqical Considerations in
the Design of the ARPA Computer Network"^ AFIPS SJCC# 1970^
pp. 581-587.
CARPANET/' Network Design^ Network Topology^ Reliability*
Routing/ NetworkJ
A design algorithm to establish K/here links should be
established within the ARFA network is given. The
algorith^n presented ootains a local optimum. Some
constraints are included in the decision/^ such as route
selection* capacity assignment* link delay* etc. A graph
of cost against throughput is presented to aid in choosing
between local optima.
Frank* H.* Frisch* I.T.* Van Slyke* R.* Chou* W.S.* '^Optimal
Design of Centralized Computer Networks"* Networks 1* 1971*
pp. 43-57,
[Centralized System* Metwork Topology* Network Bandwidth*
Network Modeling* Network Performance Opt i mi zat i on3
A design approach for centralized computer networks is
presented. An aliorithn to decide link capacities for an
arbitrary cost structjre is given and an example is studied
An algorithm to find locally optimal topologic solutions
for the network is shown an:i an example given.
Frank* H.* Kleinrock* L,* Kahn* R.E.* "Computer Communication
Network Design--Experience with Theory and Practice"* AFIPS
SJCC AO* 19/2* pp. 255-270.
[Distributed System Technoloqy* Message Switching* Network
Design* Store and Forward Communications* Resource Sharing*
ARPANET* Network Topology* Modeling* Flow Control* Routing*
Error Detection* Error Recovery]
Major problems relating to Ii^lP design* topolooical design*
and network modeling on the ARPA network are discussed and
the major design techniques which have evolved to deal with
them are qi ven .
Gazis* D.C-* "Modeling and Optimal Control of Congested
Transportation Systems"* Networks 4* 1974* pp. 113-124
CQueueim Theory* Traffic Analysis* Store and Forward
Networks J
An approach is discussed for the nodeling of congested
transportation systems as st or e-and-f orward networks*
analogous to communication networks.
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Gordon/- W.J.x sieweUr G.F.y "Cyclic Queueina Systems with
Restricted Length Ouejes"/- Operations Research 15^ 1967/- pp.
CNetwork Modelinr;^ Network Perf ornan ce^ Queueing Networks
Queueion Theory/ CongestionJ
This paoer is concerned with stochastic behavior of a
system with capacity restrictions. The closed cyclic
system considered is shown to be stochastically equivalent
to open sysems in which the number of customers is a random
variable. Duality is introduced (as holes moving in the
opposite direction). tquilibriuT equations for several
syste.iisareoDtained.
Graham.- G.S.^ Denning^ P.J.^ "Protection— Principles and
Practice"/ AFIPS SJCC/ 1972/ pp. ^17-429.
[Security/ Protection/ Access Control/ Domain]
This paoer builds upon Lampson's domains (FJCC 1969). An
expanded domain scheme using a larger number of types of
access is explained in detail/ and proven correct.
Implementation of the scheme is discussed/ including
comparisons with several existing operating systems (08/360/
RC 4000/ Multics).
GrahamA R./ "Protection in an Information Processing Utility"/
CAC^I 11/ May 1968/ pp. 365-569.
[Protection/ Privacy/ Security/ Access Control/ Data
Snar inq3
Information processing utility properties which make
protection necessary are discussed and the essential
properties for a protection scheme are defined. An
abstract model of the hardware features and companion
software necessary to implerient this model are described.
Habermann/ A.M./ "Synchronization of Communicating Processes"/
CACNl 15/ Mar. 1972/ po. 171-176.
[Interprocess Communication/ Mu I t i -p rog r ammi ng / Process
Synchroni zat i on!
A formal process synchronization scheme that facilitates
correctness proofs of inter-process interaction is
desc ri bed
.
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Harslet/ E,/- Heafner^ J,^ '•^spects of Large-ScaLe Resource
Sharing through Networks of Computers"^ Rand P-4833^ May
19^2.
tARPANET/ Distributed Computing^ Resource Sharing!
This paper discusses the desirability of distributed
computer networks^ and contains a description of ARPANET
properties and development. A prognosis is given for
network developments in the near future.
Massing/' T.^ Hampton/- R.^ Bailey^ G./^ Gardella/^ R./ "A Loop
Network tor General Pjrpose Communication in a
Heterogeneous World"/ Data Networks: Analysis and Design/^
DATACO'^73/ 1973/ pp. B8-96.
CNetwork Topology/ Protocol/- Security/- Data Sharing]
A packet switching data communi ct
i
ons network under
development at the National Security Agency for resource
sharing and future development of distributed processing
and filing systems is described. The network will consist
of a hierarchy of interconnected loops or rings^ probably
based on Bell System T carrier digital transmission
technology. Also discussed are the means of nodal
connection to the loops/^ nodal conf i qurat ion a network
protocols/ desirjn and security considerations^ and
implications for the future.
Hayes^ J.F./- Sherman^ D.N./- "Traffic Analysis of a Ring Switched
Data Transmission Syste:n"/ Bell System Technical Journal 50^
November 1971# pp. 2947-?978.
CTraffic Analysis^ Network Per f oruance/^ Ring Network]
This paoer is primarily concerned with the analysis of
queueing delays in a rinn (loop) data transmission system.
The results are presented in a set of curves where delay
(normalized to units of message length) is plotted as a
function of nu-nber of stations and source activity.
Detailed study is made of the uniform traffic pattern/
where each user is identical and communicates equally. A
computer simulation was perfor-ned and agreed well with the
theoretical results.
Herzog^ B./- "WERIT Computer Network "^ Computer Networks/^ R.
Rustin/- ed./- Prentice-Hall/- 1972/ pp. 45-48.
[MERIT/^ Resource Sharing/- Front End Processor/- Distributed
System^ Network Design^ Network Management]
The objectives and organization of the MERIT Computer
Network are discussed from their inception through their
projected future development. The historical and
administrative compexities are presented, (author's
abst rac t
)
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Hoffman/ L.J./ "The For-nulary i^iodel for Flexible Privacy and
Access Controls"/ AFIPS 39/ 1971/ pp. 587-601.
CAccess Control/ Data Accessing/ PrivacyJ
This paper discusses a -nethod for using a set of procedures
to dynamically control access to the information in a data
base. This is done in such a way that access can be
determined on a per i t e t» (rather than per file) basis.
Hsiao/ O.K./ '*A Generalized Record Organization"/ lEEF
Transactions on Computers/ C-20/ 1971/ pp. 1490^1495.
[File System Design/ Data Structures^
Working in the context of an exarnple/ the author discusses
such concepts as field level/ occjrrence and repetition of
sn attribute/ type and size of values/ and keywords/
linkages and pointers. He distills from this discussion
parameters characterizing records and overall record
orqani zat i on
.
Jackson/ J.R./ "Networks of »/aitinq Lines"/ Operations Research 5/
1957/ pp. 518-5?1.
C?^etwork Modeling/ Queueing Theory/ Queueing Networks!
*A Tiachine shop* is described as a collection of
departments/ earh with evponential service and exponential
arrivals from outside the system. The steady-state
distribution of the waiting- line lenaths for each
department is shown to be independent from that for other
departments if mean arrival rate is properly defined.
C./ "A Study of Multiaccess Computer
/ AFIPS SJCC/ 1969/ pp. 491-504.
Jackson/ P./ Stubbs/
Communi cations
CTime Sharing/ Analysis/ .Measurement]
An analytical data stream model/ used to describe
communications between user and computer/ is developed/ and
a statistical analysis is performed.
i
Johnson/ P.R./ Thomas/ R.H./ "The Maintenance of Duplicate
Databases"/ NIC #3150// Jan. 1975.
[Concurrent Use/ Data 3ase Integrity/ Distributed System!
This paper presents a method which (by representing each
item in a data base as a quintuple containing information
such as time created/ time last modified/ etc.) allows
several distributed computers to maintain multiple copies
of a data base in consistent states.
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Jones^ P.D.# "Operating System Structures"^ IFIP Congress^ 1968/-
pp. ^25-330.
Cli meshari nq/ Protection Hierarchy^ Centralized Operating
System J
Three existing operating systems are reviewed in terms of
advantages and disadvantages. A very general description
of some basic operating system concepts is given.
Kahn/- R.^ "Terminal Access to the ARPA Computer Network"^
Computer Networks^ R. Rustin^ ed.^ Prentice-Hall/- 1972^ pp
1A7-166.
CARPANET/^ Store and Forward Communications/' IMP/^ Resource
Sharing^ Time Sharing]
The goals and current developments in the ARPA Network are
discussed. The characteristics of a Terminal IMP are
described. The Terminal IMP (TIP) will permit direct
connection to the ARPA Network.
Kalin/ R./ "Achieving Reliable Communication"/' RFC 203/ NIC #7168/
August 1971.
[Protocol/ Communications/ Error Detection^ Error
Recovery J
A non-standard protocol/ suitaole for either second or
third level use/ is proposed with the intent of providing
error resistant and highly reliaole communication channels.
Errors introduced by message garbling/ message loss/ and
message pickup are considered. Measures for increasing
throughput are also discussed.
Kaye/' A./ "Analysis of a Distributed Control Loop for Data
Transmission"/ Computer Communications Networks &
Teletraffic/ J, Fox/ ed,/ ^972f pp. 47-58.
CData Transmission/ Ring Network/- Traffic Analysis/
Distributed System]
The paper analyzes a loop system for the transmission of
fixed length messages in which control is passed around the
loop from terminal to terminal. Each terminal has a buffer
of one message-length. Analytic formulae for the
distribution/ mean value/ and variance of message waiting
time/ together with the proportion of blocked messages are
obtained. Useful approximations for lightly loaded systems
are also given. (author's abstract)
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Kleinrock/ L/- "Survey of Analytical Methods in Queueing Networks"^
Computer Networks/ R. Rustin^ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp.
ir.5-2G5.
[Network Topology/ Network Performance Optimi7ation/
Traffic Analysis/ Nodal Blocking/ ARPANET3
A brief survey of tools and methods used for the analysis
of computer networks is presented. Queueina theory is
applied to so?ne simple cases and the results compared with
those obtained from simulation and experiment. Discussion
of the applicability Df queueing analysis is given for more
complex cases. (author's abstract)
Kleinrock/ L./ "Scheduling/ Queueing/ and Delays in Time-shared
Systems and Computer N<etworks"/ Computer-Communication
Networks/ N. Abra^nson and F. Kuo/ eds./ Prentice Hall/ pp.
95-1 A1
.
[Network Performance Optimization/ Process Scheduling/
Resource Allocation]
This paoer consists of two nearly independent mathematical
analyses based on queueing theory--the first part is a good
review and analysis of the various time sharing scheduling
algorithms. The second (and shorter) part discusses
network analysis and optimization techniques.
Kleinrock/ L./ "Research Areas in Computer Communications"/
Computer Communication Review/ SIoCOMf^l Quarterly Review 4/
W. Chu/ ed./ July 1974/ pp. 1 -A
.
CCommuni cat i ons/ Distributed Systefj*/ Flow Control/ Resource
Sharing]
The major research areas in computer communications are
discussed. The soecific problems emphasized by the author
are: design of computer communication networks consisting
of thousands of nodes/ flow control in all networks/ and
the problems of privacy/ security and resource control and
allocation in distributed systems.
Kleinrock/ L./ "Certain Analytic Results for Time-shared
Processors"/ IFIP Congress 68/ pp. 838-845.
[Time Sharing/ Terminals/ I'^odeling/ Gueueino Theory/
TrafficAnalysisJ
A basic model for time-shared systems with ^ cpnsoles is
introduced and analyzed. Published measurements on
existing computer systems demonstrate the accuracy of the
model in describing the behavior of the normalized average;
response tiiie/ taken as the performance measure of these
systems. (author's abstract)
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Kleinrock/ L./ "Analytic and Simulation Methods in Computer
Network Design"^ AFIPS SJCC/ 1970i- pp. 569-579.
CQueueing Theory/ ARPANET^ Network Modeling/^ Network
Bandwidth/ Network Design^ Network Perf o rroan ce^ Routing]
Analytical techniques are used to analyze computer networks
such as the ARPANET. Methods to synthesize an optimal
channel capacity assignment are discussed for three
different cost functions/- including the real life case of
the Telpak rates for leased transmission.
Kleinrock/ L./ Naylor/- W./ Opderbeck/ H./ "A Study of Line
Overhead in the ARPANET"/ General InterNetwork Working
Group Note U7^^ Sept. 1974.
LARPANET/ Packet Communication/ Flow Control/ Network
Measurement/ Network Performance/ Traffic Analysis/ Network
Performance Optimization/ Protocol/ Congestion]
Communication channel overhead on the ARPANET is classified
into levels of protocol hierarchy and studied for models of
system use. So'se measurements of line efficiency on the
ARPANET are presented and extrapolations to a heavily
loaded network are made. Results are derived for a
recently suggested replacement for the HOST-HOST protocol
and a comparison is made.
Knott/ G.D./ "A Proposal for Certain Process Management and
Intercommunication Pr i ni t
i
ves"/ Operating Systems Review 8/
Sections 1-6/ October 1974/ ACM Special Interest Groups on
Operating Systems/ pp. 7-44.
CProcess Control/ Interprocess Communication]
The types of process management and intercommunication
capabilities found in advanced system implementations
(Multics/ Tenex/ TSS/ etc.) and in current operating system
theory are characterized. The user-level primitives
necessary to support these capabilities are described and
some examples are given. An extensive bibliography is also
provided.
New Solution of Dijkstra's Concurrent Programming
/ CACM 17/ Aug. 1974/ pp. 453-455.
Lampart/ L./ "A
Problem"
CSemaphore/ Critical Section/ Concurrent Processes]
A simple solution to the mutual exclusion problem is
presented which allows the syste7> to continue to operate
despite the failure of any individual component (author's
abst ract ) .
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Lampson^ 3.w.^ "Protection"/' Proc. Fifth Princeton Synfiposium on
Information Sciences and Systems^ March 1971/^ pp. A37-A43.
tAccess Controls Security^
Abstract models are qi^en which reflect the properties of
most existing mechanisTis for enforcinq protection or access
control/ toqether with some possiDle i-nple mentations. The
properties of existing systems are explicated in terms of
the model and implementations. (author's abstract)
Lampson/ B.W./ "Dynamic Protection Structures"/- AFIPS FJCC^ 1969^
pp. 27-38.
CSecurity/ Protection/ Access Control/^ DomainD
This paper describes domains^ or the set of capabilities
(access rights) of a process. ?<ost aspects of protection
are discussed in this context/ including passing
permissions between donains/ transfer of control between
domains/ and proprietary projrd*iS (fflutually suspicious
subsy St ems )
.
Lay^ tl.r Mills/ D . / Zelkowitz^ M./ "Design of a Distributed
Computer Network for Resource Sharinc"/ AIAA Computer
Network Systems Conference/- Paper U f ii-U2bt 1973.
[Distributed Computing/- Resource Sharing/- Time Sharing/-
FBult Tolerance* kernel* Virtual '^ernoryr Interprocess
Communi cat i on^ ^essaqe Switching/- Resource Kanagement^r Ring
NetworkD
A distribute (i operating system for an integrated network of
non-homo qeneous minicDmouters is oroposed- Current
distributed computer network designs are discussed. The
general organization oi the prototype Distributed Computer
Network (at the University of "Maryland) including storage
manaqement/^ interprocess communication (via messages and
ports)/ and resource manaqement is discussed.
Lefkovitz/ D.^ "File Structures for On-line Systems "/^ Spartan
bookSA 1969.
[File System Design/- Retrieval Strategies]
This is a basic text on information systems. It includes
chapters on directory decoding/ file organization/ file
update and maintenance^ etc.
216
Linden R.R./ Gates^ R-^ Peng^ T.a "Associative Processor
Applications to Real Ti-ne Data Management'^
pp. 1^7-195.
[Associative ProcessingD
AFIPS kZ, 1973^
This paoer evaluates the comparative advantages of
associative processing over conventional sequential
processing as applied to data management functions and in
particular the data management functions of the U.S. Air
Force Tactical Air Control Center.
Loomis/^ D . /^ "Ring Communication Protocols"/^ Technical Report ^26/^
Dept . of Information and Computer Science/^ University of
California at Irvine^ January 19/^3.
CProtocols^ Message Transmi ssi on^ Distributed Controls Ring
Network]
A number of schemes for coordinating message transmission
among computing components which are connected together by
a single unidirectional/' continuous and circular
communication channel are discussed. The paper also
examines mechanisms using distributed control to allow
message transmission oy node without interference from each
other .
Ljther/' W.^ "Conceptual Bases of CYBERNET"/- Computer Networks/ R.
Rusting ed./> Prentice-Hall^ 1972/ pp. 111-1A6.
LCY3ERNET/- Time Sharing/- Remote Job Entry/- Store and
Forward Communications^ Distributed System^ Message
Swi t Chi ngD
This paper is a detailed description of CYBERNET—
a
currently operating^ extensive^ commercial network. The
communication facilities and particular hardware
configurations are described in detail. A discussion of
the computer as a public utility is also included,
(author's abstract)
Mader^ E./^ "A Protocol Experiment"/-
CHost-Host Protocols Network]
RFC 700/- Aug. 1974.
This paoer discusses an implementation of the Internet
protocol between a Tenex and PDP-11 at BBN. A discussion
of some extensions to the protocol and the difficulties
encountered is presented along with a theoretical analysis
of the bandwidth capaoilities of the protocol.
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Mader# E.^r "Network Debugging Protocol"/ RFC
CProtocolA Debugqinq/' User SuDportD
643/ July 197A
This document describes a protocol to implement a cross-net
debugger tor PDP-11's. The protocol bypasses the standard
Host-Host protocol- anJ assumes the remote machine is
capable of performing low level debuqginq tasks.
Madnick/ S , E . / Alsop/ J.W./ "A Modular Approach to File System
Design"/ AFIPS SJCC/ 1969/ pp. 1-13.
CFile Systern Design!)
This paper presents a general model for file system design
based on hierarchical "modules" or successive layers of
software between user and physical data. The authors note
that such modular design should be particularly useful in a
network .
McKay/ D./ Karp/ D./ "IBM Computer Net work /A AO"/ Computer
Networks/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp. 29-43.
COistributed System/ Telecommunications/ Centralized System/
Network Control Language!
Network/AAO is a heterogeneous/ general purpose computer
network as well as a research project on networking
problems. This paper describes the present design and
implefiienlatioo/ and what are forseen as important problems
in the field of networkinq.
McKay/ D./ Karp/ D./ "Protocol for A Computer Network
Systems Journal 12/ Jan. 19/3/ pp. 94-105.
CProtocol/ Message Switching]
I3M
Message processing concepts and a protocol for
communications control among network users are discussed
McKenzie/ A./ "TELNET Protocol Specification"/ NIC #18639.
[TELNET Protocol/ Protocol/ Inter-process Communication/
ARPANET]
The ARPANET Network Virtual Terminal (NVT)/ a
canoni ca I i zat i on of the concept of an interactive computer
terminal/ is defined. The protocol used to communicate
with an NVT is referred to as TELN^ET, This document
describes the basic form of "negotiated options"/ the
mechanism used to modify NVT behavior with respect to
echoing/ format effectors/ etc. Particular options are
defined in separate papers. This document is the TELNET
reference document and may be updated or superseded at some
future date
.
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McKenzie^ A./- "Host/Host Protocol for the ARPA Network"/ NIC
CHost-Host Protocol/ Protocol/ Inter-process Communication/^
ARPANLT3
This document explains the philosophy of the host-host
inter-process communication protocol used in the ARPA
network. It then explains in detail the operations that
must be perforined to i"nplement the protocol. This is the
reference document for this protocol and is periodically
updated.
McKenzie/ A. A./ Cosell/ B.P./ McQuillan/ J.M,/ Thorpe/ M.J./ "The
Network Control Center for the ARpa Network"/ Computer
Comrnuni c at i on : Impacts and Implications/ Proc. First ICCC/
S. Winkler/ ed./ 1972.
CARPANET/ Network Control/ Network Management!
The NCC is responsible for detecting/ locating/ and
correcting failures in the ARPANET IMP communications
network. This paper discusses the hardware and software
used to accomplish this/ along with several measurement
f aci li t i es .
McQuillan/ J./ "Response to RFC 567-Cross Country Network
Bandwidth"/ RFC 568/ NIC 13971/ Septe-nber 1973.
CARPANET/ I^P/ Bandwidth/ Flow Control/ Traffic Analysis!
Many salient points onnitted in RFC 567 are underscored.
The reason for tardy character echoing is attributed to
delay in the hosts and subnet instead of bandwidth,
McQuillan/ J./ Crowther/ W./ Cosell/ B./ Walden/ D./ Heart/ F./
"Improvements in the Design and Performance of the ARPA
Network"/ AFIPS FJCC/ 1972/ pp. /'41-754.
[ARPANET/ IMP/ Network Design/ I^P-IMP Protocol/ Flow
Control/ Store and Forward Networks/ Packet Communication/
Network Measurement/ Metwork Performance Optimization/
Congestion/ Deadlock!
New alqorithms in the areas of soarce-to-destination
sequence control/ source-to-destination flow control/ and
IMP-to-IMP transmission control are given as a result of
the discovery of logical flaws in the interface message
processor (IMP) software. Changes in program structure are
discussed. Measurements of network throughput/ IMP
reliability/ and IMP performance are given.
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MendicinoA S./ "OCTOPUS: The Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
Network"/- Computer Networks/ R. Rustin/ ed.# Prentice-Hall^
1972^ pp. 95-110.
[Centralized System/ OCTOPUS/- Distributed System/- Data
T ransmi s si on3
The evolution of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
Livermore OCTOPUS froTi a centralized network to a
distributed one/ consisting of a super i mposi ti on of
specialized sub-net works ^ is described.
Metcalfe/- R.^ "Packet Communication"/- Rpt. ftMAC TR-114/. Project
MAC/ MIT/- Dec. 1973.
CProtocoL/ Packet Communication/ ARPANET/ ALOHA/ Network
Bandwidth/ Interprocess CoTiTiunication/ Thin-line
ComTJun i c at i ons/ Satellite Communi cat ion3
This report develops a theory of packet communication: it
analyzes uses of computers in digital communication systems
and examines structures for organizing computers in highly
communicative environtients. Various examples from existing
computer networks are used to motivate and substantiate
analysis of st ore-and-f o rward packet communication/
broadcast packet comm ji
i
cat i on/ and distributed
interprocess co-nmuni cat i on . Bandwidth/ protocols/
inter-node spacing/ packet lengths/ and other aspects of
packet communication are examined frou the standpoint of
underlyinq theory.
Metcalfe/ R./ "Strategies for Interprocess Communication in a
Distributed Comoutinq Systen"/ Computer and Communications
Networks and Te I et raf f i c / J. Fox./ ed./ 1972/ pp. 519-525.
[ARPANET/ Protocol/ Routing/ Error Recovery/ Interprocess
Communication/ 'Message Switching/ Distributed System
Technology/ Ports3
Characteristics are qiven for distributed and centralized
systems processes and protocols. Thin-wire (distributed)
interprocess communication is explained and it is suggested'
that it should be used more generally in computer operating
systems for reliability reasons.
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Miller^ E.F.^ Pritchard/r E.L./> "Process Control and File
^lanagement in Large Minicomputer Networks'^ Proc. IEEE
C0MPCON73/ 1973^ pp. 199-201.
[Computer NetworksJ
A proposal for providing a "floating" operating system
(BOSS) which delegates authority as needed to "junior
executives" (JEXs). '*The study of the requirements for the
control program(s) and the data manaqement functions is
anthropomorphic." A hierarchical structure similar to that
of large companies is recommended for large minicomputer
networks. Reliability problems with hierarchical structure
in a distributed environment are not addressed.
Miller/ T.J. A "Deadlock in Distributed Computer Networks"/ Rpt.
#UIUCDCS-R-74-619/ Deot. of CS/ Univ. of III./- Urbana/ Dec.
1974.
[Deadlock/ Process synchronization!
This paper discusses deadlock detection in a centrally
controlled environment/ in which a single resource manager
performs allocation/ and in a distributed control
environment/ in which processes perform their own resource
allocation. Shared memory for residence of Dijkstra
semaphores and other data structures are assumed/ so the
title is somewhat midleading.
Morris/ J.H./ "Protection in Programming Languages"/ CACM 16/ Jan
1975/ pp. 15-21.
[Access Control/ Protection!
This paper discusses protection of subprograms from
malfunctions of other subprograms. Methods of enforcing
user-created type restrictions thru software and
restriction of variables to specific programs are discussed
Moulder/ R.^ "An Implementation of a Data Management Systeu on an
Associative Processor"/ AFIPS 42/ 1973/ pp. 171-176.
[Associative Processing!
An experimental data nanaqenent system using an associative
processor (AP) is discussed. The database resides on a
para I lel-head-per-t rack disk connected to the AP via 72
para I lei channel s.
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WuUin, J.K., "The Specification of Data Structures^ Access
Methods/ and Efficiency 'V Proceedinas Sixth Annual
Princeton Conference on Inf or-nat i on Sciences and Systems^
1972^ pp. 7V-8A. • c *
[File Systeii Desian, Access Paths, Information System
Mode Ling3
This paper describes a file systen simulation program:
given information on the data and its structure, as yell as
retrieval mechanisms and basic costs, retrieval
"activities" are simulated and activity costs generated.
Muntz, R.R./ "Analytic 'Models for Computer System Performance
Analysis", UCLA Computer Science Department Quarterly 2,
Jan. 197A, pp. A9~66. . .
-ru t
[Network Performance, Network Modeling, Queueing Theory]
Descriptions of several queueinq theoretic models are given
(Kleinrock's, Buzen's, Moore's, etc.) and restrictions and
future developments are described. Some emphasis is put on
the author's model which is the only one with different
cust omer classes.
Needham, R., "Prot ec t i on-A Current Research Area in Operating
Systems", International Computing Symposium, 1973, A.
Gunther, B. Levrat, H. Lipps, eds.. North Holland, 197A, pp
125-126.
^Protection, Security, Access Control, Process
Synchronization]
i
I
An approach to protection, involving the notion of .-
of protection" which denote the data a process can ace
the variety of access permitted, that selection of oth
processes it may call, and transitions available to ot
regimes
cess,
er
her
regimes of protection, is presented. Advantages and
disadvantages inherent in the scheme and its i «p
I
e«ent at ion
are di scussed .
Neiger, N., "Comments on CCL", NIC 300n, 1974.
LUser Support, Co-nmand Language, Network Command Language]
This paper discusses the proposal of the UULP on the
ARPANET (see Tentative Proposal tor a Unified User Level
Protocol). This author sees the nain problems as a
contention between standardization and resource sharing,
and suggests Thomas' ^iew (see Comments on the Common
Command Language Effort) as the best solution rather than
resolvinq the contention as Padlipsky proposed.
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Neigus^ N.a "The
CProtoco 1/
File Transfer Protocol
FTP]
^ RFC 5A2^ July 1973.
This document provides the Bost recent definition of the
FTP for the ARPANET. The reader should also be aware of
the subsequent RFC 643 on the new reply code structure-
FTP provides the fleans for movinq files regardless of
internal structure between two hosts.
Opderbeck/- H.^ "Throughput Degradations for Single Packet
Messages"/ RFC 6l2r NIC 30259, May 1974.
CARPANET, Flow Control/ IMPJ
An experiment to measure the bandwidth of single packet
message transmission on the ARPANET is reported. Only one
fourth of the expected throughput was achieved in many
cases. The IMP flow control mechanism is shown to be at
fault and two solutions are proposed.
Opderbeck/ H. / Klei nrock, L./ "The Influence of Control
Procedures on the Performance of Packet-Switched Networks "/•
Inter Network Working Group Note ^62/ Sept. 1974.
CPacket Communication Analysis, Deadlock, Error Detection,
Error Recovery, Flow Control, ARPANET, Network Performance,
Congest i on3
The general aiins and problems of flow control are discussed
as they relate to the ARPANET. Some deadlocks and
degradations which have been discovered are discussed.
Padlipsky, M.A., "Specification of the Unified User-Level
Protocol", RFC 666, NIC #31396, 1974.
CProtocol, UULP, Time Sharing, Man-machine Communication,
ARPANET]
This paper proposes and describes a user-level man and
machine usable protocol for standardizing the user
interface to time sharing systems. This allows a user or
machine to perform many site-independent actions in a
site-independent command Language. Standardized input
conventions and an initial set of commands are described.
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Padlipsky/ M.A.^ "A Proposed Protocol for Connecting Host
computers to ARPA-like Networks via Front-end Computers"^
RFC #6/2^- 1974.
CProtocol^ ARPAf^ET/- Front-end ProcessorD
This RFC defines a highly flexible protocol for
communication between a front-end and a host with
significantly less impact on the host than a full NCP in
the host. The paper also contains highly relevant "advice"
to would-be designers and implementers of network functions..
Padlipskyr M.A.a "Comments on CCL.DOC"^ USING CCL committee paper#»
1974.
LNetwork Command Language^ User Suipport^ Command Language!
This paper contains Padlipsky's response to Thomas*
comments (see Comments on the Common Command Language
Effort). This paper addresses each point of Thomas' paper
This whole series makes good reading for the designer of a
network command language.
Padlipsky/- M.A./' "Imo Solutions to a File Transfer Access
Problem"/ RFC 505, July 1975.
CAccess Control/ Accounting/ File Transfer Protocol/^
Securi ty
3
This RFC addresses the problems of file access and
accounting for file transfers in a network without
network-wide accounting. The author offers two solutions
which have been used and discusses their implications (See
also RFC's 487 and 501.)
Padlipsky/ M.A./ "What is 'Free'?"/ RFC 491/ Apr. 1973.
CFile Transfer Protocol/ Access Control/ Security!
This RFC discusses the problems of free system access to
provide services such as mail. The problem of the
necessity of login is discussed^ and several solutions are
ent ertai ned-
Padlipsky/ M.A./ "NETED: A Common Editor for the ARPA Network"/
RFC 569/ Oct. 1973.
tResource Sharing/ User Support/ Editor!
This document provides a functional description of a common
network editor. The editor is based on the Multics editor/
EDS. This choice was uade because of its simplicity and
ease of definition.
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Parhami^ B.f **A Highly Parallel Computing System for Information
Retrieval"-r AFIPS FJCC U^ , 1972/- pp. 681-690.
CAssociative Processing^
A rotating associative processor/ RAPID/ is described.
Desiqn criteria are qiven along with logic diagrams.
Parhami/ 3./ "Associative ?^emories and Processors: An Overview
and Selected Bibliography"/ Proc. IEEE 61/ June 1973/ pp.
722-730.
CAssociative ProcessingJ
An overview of hardware and software techniques used with
associative menrtories is given. There are 171 references.
Patil/ S.S./^ ''Limi tat i ons and Capabilities of Dijkstra's
Semaphore Primitives for Coordination Among Processes"/
Computation Structures Sroup Meno 57/ Project MAC/ N^IT.
1971 .
CProcess Synchronization/ Semaphore/ Interprocess
Communi c at i on
J
Feb.
The "cigarette smoker's problem"/ a representative of a
class of coordinations that cannot be performed with
Dijkstra's P and V pri-nitives without conditionals/ is
presented. An extension to the P and V primitives is
proposed.
Pogran/ K.T./ "Unmuddling Free File Transfer"/- RFC 501/ May/ 1973
CAccess Control/ Accounting/ File Transfer Protocol/
Securi t y3
This RFC elaborates on the suggestions made in Bressler's
RFC A87. The ajthor examines the problem from another
point of view and points up several difficulties in
security and accounting. Also see RFC's A87 and 505.
Popek/ G.J./ "Protection Strjctures"/ Computer/ June 1974/ pp.
22-33.
CAccess Control/ Data Security/ Privacy/ Protection/^
Security]
This paper starts with a qeneral discussion of privacy and
security. It then surveys control disciplines and
protection models in some detail/ with numerous references
to the literature (8A references).
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Popek/^ G.J.^ Kline^ C.S.^ "Verifiable Protection Systems''^' To be
presented at the ACM/IEEE Software Reliability Conference
in LA, CA., Apr. 1975.
[File System Desiqn, <ernelA Access Control/- Data Security^
Privacy/^ Protection/^ Security, Co-operating Processes,
Multi-programjsinq]
This paper primarily describes the UCLA/VM project at UCLA,
UCLA/VM is a PDP 11/A5-based virtual machine kernel that is
verifiable, secure, and a virtualizing package that creates
virtual PDP 11 /45*s.
Popek, G.J., Kline, C.S., 'Verifiable Secure Operating System
Software", AFIPS NCC, 197A, pp. 145-151.
[Access Control, Data Security, Privacy, Protection, Kernel,
Security, Co-operating Processes, Mu I t i -prog rammi ng3
This paper discusses sosne aspects of secure operatina
systems, describes the concepts of security kernels and
virtual machines, mentions several difficult security
problems, and briefly Tientions so»e aspects of verification
of security kernels. The UCLA-VM system, a prototype
security kernel and support software for the POP 11/45, is
mentioned briefly. Brief arguments concerning the cost of
security are presented.
Postel, J Official Initial Connection Protocol NIC #7101.
Clnitial Connection Protocol, Protocol, Inter-process
Communication, ARPANiET3
This document describes the ARPANET Initial Connection
Protocol (ICP), a protocol used to establish an
inter-process communication link between two hosts. This
is the official ICP document, and may be updated or
superseded.
Pouzin, L., **A Proposal for Interconnecting Packet Switching
Networks"/ InterNetwork working Group Note ^60, March 197A.
[Packet Communication, Store and Forward Networks, Gateway,
Network Interconnection]
A proposal to allow point to point message transfer across
several independent packet switching networks is described.
Necessary protocols and possible constraints are discussed-
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Pouzinr L.^ "Presentation and Major Design Aspects of the
CYCLADES Computer Network "# Proc. Third Data Communication
Symp./ lEEE^ Nov. 1973.
CCYCLADES^ Host-Host3
The desiqn of a packet switched network being developed in
France is presented. The paper gives a cursory overview to
their approach and plans for the future. The approach
taken by this group is significantly different from other
packet switched networks.
Pouzin/ L.-r '•CI6ALE/' The Packet Switching Machine of the CYCLADES
Computer Network"/ IRIA MIT 556^ *Jov- 1973.
CCYCLADESx Communication Subsystem/ Flow Controls
Congestion/ RoutingD
This paoer describes the design of the packet switching
nodes of the CYCLADES network. The nodes/ French MITRA
15*s/ iiBplement the routing/ flow control and other
functions necessary for the maintenance of the
communications subnetwork.
Qjatse/ J./ Gaulene/ P./ Dodge/ D./ "The External Access Network
of a Modular Computer System"/ AFIPS SJCC 40/ 1972/ pp.
783-789.
CResource Sharing/ Security/ Message Processing/ PRIME/
Protection/ Error Detection/ Intei—process Communicat ion3
The PRIME system consists of sets of modules dynamically
reconfigured into separate subsystems. Three classes of
communications are needed: processor-t o-processor/
processor-to-facility pool device-(e.g. disk drive)/
primary memory-to-facility pool device. This paper
describes the structure and components of the External
Access Network (EAN) developed for this purpose.
Ramatnoorthy/ C.V./ Chandy/ K.M./ "Optimization of Memory
Hierarchies in Mu 1 1 i prog rammed Systerrs"/^ JACM 17/ 1970/ pp.
426-A45.
CFile Allocation/ Memory System Design!
The techniques described may be used to determine at what
levels files should be stored or to determine the design of
the memory hierarchy (given data on file sizes and query
frequencies). Mean response time is minimized under a
total, cost constraint. The algorithms use linear
programming and branch-and-bound .
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Roberts/ L.r Wessler^ 8. a "Computer Netirfork Development to
Achieve Resource Sharing"^ AFIPS SJCC^ 1970/ pp. 543-549.
[ARPANET/ Resource Sharing/ St ore-and-f orwar d Networks/
Network Topology/ Network OesignJ
This slinhtly dated article aives the requirements/
properties/ and topology of the communications system
chosen for the APPANET. A quantitative comparison is made
between the chosen ARPANET configuration and alternative
network communications systems designs.
Rose/ G.A./ "Computer Graphics Communications Systems"/ IFIP
Congress 68/ North Holland/ 1968/ p. 692.
[Communications/ Graphics/ Network/ Terminal Technology!
Directly-coupled and buffered displays are briefly
described. Three experimental systems are compared and
discussed: ARDS project/ Intergraphic project/ IB«1 1500
Instructional Display System*. Linking of a large number of
such devices into a network is discussed.
Rjstin/ R./ "Computer Networks"/ Prentice-Hall/ 197?.
[i-IERIT/ OCTOPUS/ DCN/ CYBERNET/ ARPANET/ Computer Network!
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Saltzer/ J.H./ "Protection and the Control of Information Sharing
in Multics"/ CACM 17/ July 1974/ pp. 338-402.
[MULTICS/ Security/ Privacy/ Access Control/ Data Sharing/
Time Sharing/ Virtual '^emoryr Storage Hierarchies!
Design principles and goals of Multics/ a highly secure
time-sharing system/ are described. The schemes Multics
uses to implement the design goals are described in detail/
and a discussion of the tradeoffs and weaknesses of the
implementation is included- The design principles and
access control/ authentication/ and protection mechanisms
discussed in this paper are important concepts in the fiel
of secure operating systems.
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r
Schmidt H./ "An Approach to the Communication and Synchronization
of Processes 'V International Computing Symposium 1973^ A.
Gunther^ B. Levrat/' H. Lippsx eds.^ North Hollands 1973.
CProcess Synchronization/ Inter-process Communi cat i on/
Retri Nets/. Resource Sharing/ Deadlock]
Primitives tor the communication of concurrent processes
are introduced. Using these primitives/ process systems
are split into processes independent of/ and processes
communicating with the environment/ which allows easy
transformation of process systems into Petri Nets. Finally/^
the implementation is discussed.
Schroeder/ M./ Saltzer/ J./ "A Hardware Architecture for
Implementing Protection Rings'V CACM 13/ March 1972# pp.
157-170.
[Protection/ Security/^ Access Control/ MULTICS/ Virtual
Memo ry
3
Criteria are presented for the design of access control
mechanisms/ and the processor mechanisms for implementing
protection rings are described. Finally/ advantages and
possible uses for protection rings are discussed.
Schroeder/ M.D./ "Cooperation of Mutually Suspicious Subsystems
in a Computer Utility"/ Report #MAC TR-10A/ Project MAC/
MIT.
[Security/ Access Control/ MULTICS]
A protection scheme based on capabilities and protection
domains is described. The scheme is efficiently
impl ement able in hardware and extends the methods developed
for and implemented by the Honeywell 6180 MULTICS processor
Impacts of the design on the supporting operating system
are discussed.
Schwartz/ J.T./- "Abstract and Concrete Problems in the Theory of
Files"/ Data Base Systems/ R. Rustin/ ed.^ Prectice-Hall/
1972.- pp. 1-21.
[Data Structuring/ Data Accessing^ Retrieval Strategies^
File System Design]
In this symposium talk given in May/ 1971/ Schwartr
outlined the key problems that should be addressed in
developing the area of data base nanagement-
229
Senko/ w.E.^ ^'Details of a Scientific Approach to Information
Systems"/ Data Base S/stems/ R. Rustin^ ed./ Prent i ce~Ha 1 1/-
^972, pp. US-I/'A.
C Inf orosat ion System ^^odeling# Information System
Weasurenient / File System OesignJ
This 1971 Symposium talk is a good/ readable introduction
to information system Tiodeling in general and Senko's FOREM
in particular. (See other papers by Senko et al.)
P.J./ "A File Organization
/ Infor^jation Processinr? 68/
Senko/ M.E./ Lurr/ V.Y// Owens/
Evaluation Model (FOREM)"
North -Holland/ Amsterdaa.
CFile System Design/ Information System Modeling^
1969/
FOREM is a siTiulation proqram for a file management system
Given para-neters describina logical and physical file
layouts/ search strategies/ file content/ and query types/
the program generates search-time statistics.
Shnei derman/ 9./ "A Model -for Optimizing Indexed File Structures"/
Int. J. Comp. Inform. Sci. 3/ 1974/ pp. 93-103.
[Data Structures/ File System DesignD
Usinq a oraph-t heoret i c model for data structure and access
paths/ Shneiderman discusses the ainimization of search
costs.
Shoshani/ A./ "Data Sharinq in Co.-nputer Networks"/ NIC #12623/
Oct. 1972.
CConcurrent Use/ Data Sharing/ Distributed System/
Network]
The author presents several criteria by which to judge a
distributed data management system/ and then presents and
analyzes five such systems. He concludes with some
observations he has drawn based on his experience with
implementing one of these systems.
Shoshani/ A,/ Bernstein/ A.J./ "Synchronization in a
Parallel-Accessed Data Base"/ CACM 12/ Nov. 1969/ pp.
604-607.
CProcess Synchronization/ Deadlock Prevention/ Data
Accessing/ Data Sharing]
A data base is represented as a directed graph/ and then
the advatages and disadvantages of several algorithms for
parallel access to the data base is discussed in terms of
which situations can oe handled/ which can not/ extra
information required/ and the length of tine a node spends
locked-
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Shoshani^ A,^ Spiegler/^ I-/- "The Integration of Data Management
Systems on a Computer fJetwork"y HlC tf^57^7^ 1973.
COi stri buted System^ Data Accessing]
The authors present a rather extensive overview of the
system they designed to act as a front end to several
existing data management systems running at various sites
on a net work .
Slotnick/^ D.L./- "Logic per Track Devices**^ Advances in Computers^
1970^ pp. 291-296.
[Associative Processing]
A head per track disk is described in which each head is
capable of boolean operations. This system could be used
in applications with a large amount of data and little
processing such as scanning the entire disk in one
revolution for a match.
Sobolewski^ J.S./ "Programmable Communication Processors"^
Computer Communication: Impacts and Implications/^ Proc.
First ICCC/ S. Winkler^ ed./ 1972.
CFront-end Processor^ User Support/^ Telecommunications]
This paper surveys the field of communication processors
for inquiry and response systems^ data collection/^
conversational computing/^ remote batch/ and message
switching systems. The role of minicomputer configurations
is explored in each of these areas. The advantages and
disadvantages of communication processors is discussed (the
primary disadvantage being the lack of manufacturer
supported software). This is a decent introductory paper-
Somia/ M./ "Synchronization Problems in a Computer Network"^
International Computing Symposiuffi 1973/ A. Gunther# B.
Levrat/ H. Lipps/ eds./ North Holland/ 197A.
CResource Sharinvi/ Co-operating Processes/ SOC (Systeroe
d 'Or di nat eur s Connectes)/ Process synchronization/
Distributed System/ Resource Allocation]
Synchronization problems connected with distributed
resource allocation are discussed in relation to computer
networks/ in particular to SOC (Systeme d
•
Ordi nat eur s
Connectes). The solution implemented is described/ and
advantages and disadvantaaes are discussed. Finally/ the
applicability in more general circumstances is studied.
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Sorenson/^ P.^ "Interprocess Communication in Real Time Systems**^
Operating systems Review Ir Oct. 1973/ hZ^r pp. 1-7.
[Interprocess Commun i cat ion^ Message Switching^ Data
Sharing/ Process Synchroni zat i on J
Some schemes developed for nonreal-time interprocess
communication are revierfed and it is shown they are
inadequate for real-tine situations. Two models are
presented which insure shared data integrity in a real-time
situationo The first eodel involves the control of process
scheduling/ the second uses multiple copies of data sets.
Finally/ the notions of real-time independent and dependent
data are discussed in reference to real-tiise connuni cat ion .
Spier/ M./ Hastings/ T./ Cutler/ D./ "An Experimental
Implementation of the Kernel/Domain Architecture"/
Operatin-:} Systems Review 7/ Oct. 1973/ AC«/ pp. 8-21.
tDomain/ Domain Incarnation/ Kernel/ Protection^
The conceptual background and framework of a software
simulated kerne I /domai n architecture is described. The
need for storage class semantics/ which do not exist in
current high level languages/ is explored. Functional
implications/ such as the design of a simple CPU scheduler/
are qi ven.
Spier/ ^1./ Organick/ E./ "The MULTICS Interprocess Communication
Facility"/ Second ACM Symposium on Operating Systems
Principles/ October 1969/ pp. 83-91.
Cinter-process Communication/ MULTICS/ Co-operating
Processes/ Process Synchronization]
The >iULTICS interprocess communication (IPC) facility is
discussed as it relates to capabilities produced as a
result of basic system design. Shared data bases by virtue
of unambiguous file system names/ lock and unlock
primitives/ and block/wakeup services for processor
multiplexing are the basis for the IPC facility.
Spragins/ J.D./ "Analysis of Loop Transiission Systems"/ Second
Symposium on Problems in the Optimization of Data
Communication Systems/ 1971/ pp. 175-182.
CRin-i Network/ Network Analysis/ Queueinq Theory3
A queueing theory analysis is performed on loop
transmission systems with a single controller and random
slot assignment with fixed slot size (the 'lazy suzan*).
The paper discusses results of the research effort and
emphasis the trade-off considerations in the design of loop
systems (buffer size/ terminal waiting lines/ printer
impact /etc.). I
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.
*• "The Choice of Partial Inversions and Combined
f Int. J. Comp. Inform. Sci. 3^ 197A^ pp. 167-188
St onebrake r/- M
Indi ces"
CRetrieval Strategies^ File System Design^ Data
St ructuresH
By characterizing the storage medium and the query set# the
author obtains analytic results concerning good indexing
strateqies. In particular the choice of attributes to be
indexed in a partially inverted file and the choice of an
optimal subset of combined indices is obtained.
Su^ S.Y.x Copeland^ 6.P»/^ Lipovski/^ G.J./^ "Retrieval Operations
and t>ata Representations in a Context-Addressed Disc
System"^ Proc. ACM SIGPL AN-SIGIR Interface Meeting^ 1974^
pp. U4-1t>3.
CAssociative Processing]
The advantages of logic per track discs are discussed.
These include avoiding the multilevel mappings from
high-level retrieval language to machine language and from
user oriented data representation to machine oriented data
representat ion.
Sjmmerill/ L.F.^ Kory/> M.^ "Security in Data Management"/ Eighth
Hawaii Int'l Conf. on Systea Sciences^ 197S/ pp. 191-19A.
CAccess Control/ Data Security/ Security]
This paper briefly discusses many of the various aspects
that go into a secure systeii/ ranging from building
security guards to aspects of monitoring process activities
Contains some good/ short definitions of key phrases-
Summers/ R.C./ Fernandez/ E.3./ Coleman/ C.D./ "Shared Data
Access Control with Programming Language Support"/ Eighth
Hawaii Int'l. Conf. on System Sciences/ 1975/ pp. 187-190.
CAccess Control]
This paper describes a method of classifying users/
application programs/ data itens/ restrictions based on
specific data items/ etc./ into groups/ in a way such that
access control can be impleaented with only a few changes
to a currently existing higher level programing language.
Sunshine/ C./ "Issues in Conmuni cat i on Protocol Desi gn--Formal
Correctness"/ InterNetwork Working Group Protocol Note #5/
Oct. 1975.
[Protocol/ Flow Control]
A formal description is given of the failure modes of a
simple positive ackno wl edgenent / ret ransmi ssi on protocol
with and without sequencing.
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Teichroew^ \) . f "An Approach to Research in File Orqani zation"/
Proceedings of the AC^ Symposium on Inform. Stor. and Retr.^
J- Minke and S. Rosenfeld/r eds./ 19^1.
CFile Syste'n Design^ Inforfiation Systea Hodeling3
The thesis of this paper is that research on file
organization has not uade much progress because the subject
is so large and unstructured. The author suggests a
St ru ctur e--t hot of the Univ. of Michigan Information
Systems and Optimization System (ISDOS) project--to be
f ol Lowed.
Thesen/ A.# "Schedulinq of CoTiputer Programs for Optimal Machine
Utilization"/ BIT M, 1973/ pp. 206-?16.
[Process Scheduling/ Batch Operations/ Operating System/
Resource AllocationD
An algorithm t^hich yields optimal use of a computer's
resources taking into account CPU utilization/ memory
utilization/ priorities/ and proximity to deadlines is
described. The algorithm is specified for a 360-like batch
job envi ronsjent .
Thomas/ R./ "A Model for Process Representation and Synthesis**/
Report #MAC-TR-87/ Project MAC/ ^IT/ June 1971.
[Process Representation/ Process Synchroni zat i on!
The problem of representing groups of loosely connected
processes is investigated and a model for process
representation useful for synthesizing complex patterns of
process behavior is developed. Concepts relevant to the
process representation model are defined; a model for
process representation is developed; it is shown that the
model for process representation is a useful one for
synthesizing process oehavior patterns. It is suggested
how the model could be used as a semantic base for a very
potent language extension facility-
Thomas/ R./ "A Resource Sharing Executive for the
Report 2522/ March 1973.
[Resource Sharing/ User Supports
ARPANET"/ BBN
This describes the RStXEC system developed for ARPANET
TENEX's. The program allows inter-entity functions as
described in Bressler's paper (see RFC 441)/ an environment
for file transfer and nail/ and maintenance of a list of
accessed files.
234
Thomas^ R-a "Comments on the Common Command Language Effort**^
Personal paper to CCL Committee^ 1974.
CUser Supports Command Language/ Network Cownand Language!
This paper discusses perceived problems with the proposals
made in a predecessor of RFC 666. The paper considers the
proposal from a different point of view shedding some light
on questions such as machine readable versus human readable
protocols/- resource sharing/ etc./ and ends with a counter
proposa I
.
van Lamsweerde/ A./ "Deadlock Prevention in Real Time Systems"/
International Computing Symposium 1973/ A Gunther/ B.
Levrat/ H. Lipps/ eds-/ North-Holland/ 1974.
CDeadlock/ Process Scheduling/ Resource Allocation!
A deadlock prevention scheme that takes job completion
times into account is given. The maximum claim and maximum
execution of each job is assumed* A dynamic programming
formulation is presented and its feasibility discussed.
Walden/ D./ "A System for Interprocess Communication in a
Resource-Sharing Computer Network"/ CACM 15/ April 1972/- pp
221-230.
Cinterprocess Communication/ Ports/ Message Switched
Protocol 3
A system of cosiiauni cati on between processes based on
messages is described and the com-nun icat i on system is
extended so that it may be used oetween processes
distributed throughout a computer network. the
hypothetical application of the system to an existing
network is discussed.
Watson/ R.W./ "Some Thoughts on System Design to Facilitate
Resource Sharing"/ RFC 592/ NIC 20391/ Nov. 1973.
CDistributed System/ Resource Sharing/ ARPANET!
An appeal is made to system designers on ARPANET hosts to
systemitize interfaces to system services. Decoupling the
service from a direct link to the local operating system
makes it more accessible to other sites located around the
network.
Weis/ A./ "Distributed Network Activity at IBM"/ Computer
Networks/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prent i ce-Ha 1 1 /> 1972/ pp. 1-25.
CRJE/ Resource Sharing/ TSS/ Protocol/ Centralized System/
Distributed Systes/ Security!
IBM experimental network activities/ related to TSS/ during
1968- 1972 are described. Some of the outstanding problems
that will have to be addressed during the coming years in
the area of computer networks are discussed.
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Wilkov^ R.^ "Desiqn of Cowpjter Networks Based on a New
Reliability ^easure"^ Computer Co«Buni cat ions Networks and
Teletralficr J. Fox# ed-r 1972*^ pp. 371-584.
CNetwork Design^ Network Topology* ReLiability3
A new criterion for weasurinq rtliebiUty of computer and
communications networks based on regular graph theory is
suggested. A heuristic iterative procedure* based on thi«
criterion/ is given for constructing a ooxiaally reliable
network with a specified nuwber of nodts and comwuni cat ion»
links Finally* reliabilities of several proposed ARPANET
topologies are compared with reliabilities o f cor responding
topoloaies derived by the given procedure.
Wodon* F.r "Still Another Tool for Synchronizing Processes"* Dept.
of CSr Carnegie-Mellon Univ.* Auq. 1972.
Crrocess Synchronizat i on^ Concurrent Processes* Sef»aphoreD
A synchronizing tool which for some applications is more
convenient than the usjal semaphore to obtain transparent
programs and easy correctness proofs is outlined. The
implementation of this new "semaphore" is briefly discussed
Wjlf/ »>'.* Cohen*
f Pollack/' F.*
Operdtino System"*
E.* Corwin^ W., Jones* A . -r Levin/ R.* Pierson* C.
"HYDRA: The Kernel of a Multiprocessor
CAC1 17/ June 19^4/ pp. 3i7-3A3.
[Operating System/ Secjrity* Resource Allocation*
Centralized Systerr.3
This paoer describes the operatinn system for the
Carnegie-^'ellon .ru It i-><i ni -Processor . HYDRA is designed to
facilitate experimentation* and desiqn goals toward that
end are described. The notions of resources* objects* and
capabilities are described in detail* and an extended
examp le is g i ven .
Wulf* W.A./ 3eU/ C.G.* "C.mmp— A Mu 1 1 i -Mi ni -Proce ssor "* APIPS
FJCC* 1972* op. 76b-/'77.
CMulti-processino/ Process synchronization/ Resource
Sharing* Operating System* Computer Hardware!
This paoer describes a mult i -processor configuration of
Digital EquipTsent Corporation PDP-ll's being constructed
Carnegie-Kellon University. The processor/ memory/ and
switches beina used are described. An oper at i ng system
kernel called HYDRA is introduced/ and a very brief
discussion of resources and protection is given. Prores
synchronization and related software issues are discusse
I
at'
sor
d.
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Yue^ P.C./ Won'^/ C . K . i» "StDrage Cost Considerations in Secondary
Index Selection "z IBf^ Research Report RC 5070/ October 1974
[Data Structures/ File Allocation/ File System Design3
This paper combines the f-roDleTi of choosinq the best
secondary indexes with the probleTi of best allocating the
files to a memory hierarchy in an overall optimization
anal ysi s
.
Yjenr M./ Slack/ 3./ Newhall/ E./ Venetsanopoulos/ A./ "Traffic
Flow in o Distributed Loop Switching System"/ Computer
Conmuni c at i ons Metworks and Teletraffic/ J. Fox/ ed./- 1972/^
pp. 29-46.
CTraffic Analysis/ Message Switching/ Distributed System/
RingNetworkD
An aoproximate analytical technique is outlined to
calculate statistics for the traffic oehavior of a
distributed loop switching syste-n under light traffic
conditions. Simulation results were obtained from an IBM
370/165) for two separate models of traffic and flow. They
agreed closely with those predicted by the statistical
model. Finally/ it is shown that the system can settle to
a steady state even in the most adverse conditions.
Zimmerman/ H./ tlie/ M,/ "Transport Prot ocol --St andard Host-Host
Protocol for Heterogeneous Computer Networks"/ Reseau
CYCLADES SCH519.1/ June 1974.
CHost-Host Protocol/ Flow Control/ Error Recovery/^
Protocol 3
This paper describes the host-host protocol for the French
CYCLADE network. The protocol is significantly different
than others in current use and is highly flexible.
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10. Systems Measurement and Analysis
Aho^ A.V./^ Denninp/ P.J.^ Ullnan^ J.D.^ "Principles of Optimal
Page Replacement"/- JACM 18/- Jan. 1971.
Cf^ieasurement ^ Performance Evaluation^ PagingD
This paper develops a formal statistical Tjodel of program
behavior in a paqinq envi ron-nent . The paper considers
various paging algorithms and cost relations.
Alsberq/- P-A./ "Project Dileptus— A Study of Distributed
Computinq"^ Center for Advanced Computation^ University of
Illinois/' Dec. 1973 (draft).
[Distributed Cofnputin:?/ Protocols Measurements Process
Control/- Data Transfer]
The purpose of the Dileptus Project is to study the
fundamental relationships involved in distributed systems/'
to empirically verify these relationships and to develop
suitable protocols for distributed computing on the ARPA
Netk^ork. Of particular interest is the harmonious
co-operation of dissimilar machines in a hostile
environment. Each coThponent of the system must be
suspicious of the correct functioning and good will of its
multiple neighbors.
Alsberg^ P.A.^ "Distributed Processing on the ARPA
Net work--^leasurements of the Cost and Performance Tradeoffs
for Numerical Tasks "/^ Proc. Eighth Hawaii Internat'l
Conference of System Sciences/ 1975.
[Measurement/ ARPANET/ Resource Sharing/ Performance
Benchmark]
A benchmark of the cost (including network costs) and speed
of a typical numerical computation (matrix inversion) for
seven different machines on the ARPANET shows that
distributed co-nputing pays off earlier than first expected.
Rough trends are also given for operations such as file
management/ console handling/ oit flogging/ and character
manipulatioi. This pap?r is one of the first to actually
show that distributed computation is cost effective.
ArdenA B./ Boettner/ D./ "Measurement and Performance of a
Multiprogramming Systems"/ Proc. Second Symposium on
Operating Systen Principles/ Princeton/ 1969/ pp. 130-1A6.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation]
This paper discusses various measures of performance
performed on the University of Michiqan MTS System. The
paper contains some very interesting and helpful graphs and
data of the measurements made.
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Arora/ S.R./ Gallon A.^ "The OptiT»aL Orianization of
Mu L t iprogrammed J'tu 1 1 i -Le ve I Memory*V Proc. ACM Workshop on
System Perfomance Ev/aLjation/ 1971/ pp. 10A-141,
C Measure Dent/ Performance Evaluation/- Pueueinn TheoryD
This paper combines a cyclic quejeinq model and a linear
optimization Tiodel to investigate cost and throughput
issues. Th? oaper derives several interestino results with
respect to effects of tultiprograTimin.-j on response time/
cost/ and throughput capacity.
Baskett/ F./ Muntz/ R.R./ "3ueueim Network Models with Different
Classes of Customers"/ IEEE COMPCDN??/ 1972/ pp. 205-209.
fQueueing Network/ Network Modeling/ Queue ing Theory/
Network PerforiianceD
Four different types Df service centers are handled/ and
steady state equations are obtained. The model includes
considerations for different types of customers with
different priorities. An example which resembles a CPU
with four I/O devices is studied/ and graphs for auount of
utilization of each service center (vs. number of
customers) are given.
Bauer/ M.J./ McCredie/ J.W./ "A«S: A Software Monitor for
Performance Evaluation and Systeii Control"/ Proc. First
Annual SIGME Symposiun/ ACM/ 1975/ pp. 1A7-160.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation/ Load Measures]
This paoer describes a software rnqnitor system that
collects statistics on system load parameters. These
measures are then used to dynamically tune the allocation
of system resDurces.
Benoit/ J.w/./ Graf- Webster/ E./ "REX--A Resource Location and
Acquisition Service for the ARPA Computer Network"/ MITRE
Technical Report ^587/ January 197^/ MITRE Corp./ McLean/
Va.
CARPANET/ Command Language/ Distributed Computing/
Documentation/ Network Accounting/ On-line Documentation/
Resource Sharing]
Several existing resource sharing systems on the ARPANET
are briefly described/ and some basic needs of a resource
sharing system are discussed. The REX system is described.
REX is a system which allows a user to locate a desired
resource on the net. This is done using local files. No
host-host communication is required.
2A0
Bhushan^ k.r "Data and File Transfer'-Some "ieasurement Results"^
RFC 573/ Sept. 1y73.
CFile Transter Protocols Network Measurement]
This RFC descrioes resjlts of file transfer measurements on
the ARPA'jEJ- bet ween the rtlT-D.MS systen (a PDP-10) and five
other PDP-10»s dh the network (with either TENEX or ITS
operatinj systeiis)- '^ t\Q measuretients are primarily of
transfer rate/ response tiine/ cost^ and availability.
Bressler/ R . /- **Free File Transfer"^ RFC A87i- Apr. 1973.
[Access Control/- Accojnting/ FTP/^ Security]
This RFC discusses oriefly an access control and accountinq
problen inherent in a network where each host does its own
user validation. Also see RFC's 501 and 505.
bryan/ G.E.^ Sheiier/ J.t./ "The UTS Tii^e-Sharin^ Syste-n:
Performance and Evaluation'*^ Proc. Second Symposium on
Operating SysteiJ Principles/ Princeton/- 1969/ pp. 147-158.
t! Measurement/ Performance Evaluation]
The paper develops a set of statistics that can be used in
conjunction with a mathematical model to allow dynamic
tuning of the system. The model itself is based on a
cyclic queue arranement.
Buchholz/ W./ "A Synthetic JoD for Measurinq System Performance"/
IBM Sys. Journal 8/ No. 4/ 1969/ op. 309-318.
CMeasurement/ Performance Evaluation/ Synthetic JobsD
This paper describes the advantaqes and disadvantages of
synthetic benchmarks versus traditional benchmarks. A
parameterized synthetic program is developed that
effectively exercises t>oth I/O and computational functions-
Buzen/ •./ "Analysis of Systeu Bottlenecks Using a Queueinq
Network Model"/ SIGOPS »/orkshop on System Performance
Evaluation/ ACM/ April 1971/ pp. B2-103.
CSystem Performance/ Queueinq Theory/ Traffic Analysis]
A model of a single control processor and multiple I/O
processors is studied (central server model). All services
are assumed exponential and the number of customers is a
constants N/ corresponding to the number of partitions in
the system. Steady-state probabilities of utilization of
each processor are obtained as well as queue lengths.
System performance is evaluated and bottlenecks defined.
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Cady^ G.>!.^ "Coiiput at i on and Communication Trade-off Studies: An
Analytical Model of CD^puter Neti^orks"^ Proc. i^ESCON Conf.^
1972^ PD. 1-1?.
L^easurement / Performance Ev^aluation^ Queueinq Theory/-
Simulation]
The author de^/elops a comprehensi\/e model of a computer
network combining the attrioutes of the hosts and the
communications subnet. The article primarily discusses the
assumptions and theory on which the model is built.
Campbell D.J./ Heffner w./ "'leasuretient and Analysis of Larqe
Operating Systems during System Development"/ AFIPS FJCC/
1968^ no. 9U3-914.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation]
The article describes the kind of measurements that are
part of the 6C0S III System. The approach taken is
basically heuristic. The article discusses the parameters
measured and the experience gained/ but makes no attempt to
draw any general conclusions from the measurements. It
appears that the analysis is as heuristic as the choice of
measures. The primar/ value of this paper is that it
presents a good view of the rather rich abilities to
measure the GCOS systen.
Cole/- b./ "Computer Network Measurements: Techniques and
Experiments"/ UCL A-E N3-71 65/ UCLA/ October 1971.
[Measurement / Traffic Analysis/ Modeling]
The development of a measurement capability and the
utilization of this capability to create (and iteratively
improve) analytic models of network behavior as well as
true system parameters is discussed.
Denninq/ P.J./ "A Statistical Model for Console Behavior in
Multi-user Computers"/ CACM 11/ 1968/ pp. 605-612.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation/- Statistics/ Queueing
Theory]
This paper develops a highly useful model for console
behavior that answers questions relevant to the number of
blocked processes/ buffer requirements/- rate processes can
execute/ etc.
2A2
Denning/' P.J./- Eisenstein^ 3.A.# "Statistical 'Methods in
Perfomance Ewaluation'V Proc. AC^ Workshop on System
Perfor'nance Ev/alation^ 1971/ pp. 28A-307.
CMeasurement / Performance Evaluation/ Statistics]
This paper applies the principles of estimation theory to
the develop Tient of a theory for perfornfiance evaluation and
resource allocation. The statistical characterization is
discussed with reference to bias/ convergence^ and
responsiveness of the parameter.
Estrio/ G./ Kleinrock L.^ "Models and "Measurements for
Time-shared Computer Utilities."/ Proc. Conf. ACM/^ 1967/ pp
85-96.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation^ Queueing Theory]
This paper is a very good survey of the predicted
characteristics of queueing theory models of time sharing
systems and the results of several measurement projects of
such systems. The validity of the models with respect to
the measure 7»ents is discussed..
Freiberqs/ I.F.^ "The Dynamic Behavior of Programs"/
1968/- pp. 1163-1167.
[Measurements Performance Evaluation/ Paqin(?3
AFIPS FJCC/'
This paper discusses orograu behavior (time between
supervisor call/^ page requirements/ etc.) for several
classes of jobs (Fortran/^ Cobol/ string manipulation/
simulations etc.) from observations of job mixes on an IBM
70AA. Several interesting findings indicate that long
compute sequences are rare and page requirements between
supervisor calls are on the order of two or three pages.
This leads the author to conclude that a "one page on
demand" strategy should be prohibitively expensive.
Gazis/ D.C.s "Modeling and Optimal Control of Congested
Transportation Systems"^ Networks 4/ 1974s pp. 113-124
[Queueing Theory^ Traffic Analysis^ Store and Forward
Networks]
An approach is discussed for the modeling of congested
transportation systems as store-and-f orward networks^
analogous to cowmuni cat i on networks.
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Gelenoe^ E.^ Tiberio/ P.^ BDekhorst/ J.C.A./- "Page Size in
Demand-Paoi ng Systems"^ Proc. First Annual SIG*iE Symposiumir
1973/ DP. '1-12.
C^easurement / Performance E\/aluation/ PaoinaD
This paoer discusses the probLen of paqe size determination
in demand paaina syst?ns. The effect of page size on
various systei. perfor-nance neasures is reviewed in detail.
The paper also discjssss the wasted space-time integral
(i^STI) as a systerri performance measureA and uses it as a
•nodel for proora-n and s/steti Pehaw-ior.
Gordon/ W.J./ Newell/ G.F./ "Closed Quejeing Systems with
Exponential Servers"/ Operations ^esearchlS/ Mo. 2/
Dp. 234-26b.
CQueueiniTheoryD
^967,
This paoer deals with constant pooulation closed qjeueing
networks- It is shown that such systens are stochastically
ec^uivalent to open systems in which the population may not
exceed M. Equilibriun conditions for such a system is
solved by a separation of variaole technique-
Gordon/ kJ.J./ Newell/ G.F./ "Cyclic Quejeing Systems with
Restricted Length Quejes"/ Operations Research I*)/ 1967/ pp
266-277.
[Network Modeling/ Network Performance/ Oueueing Network/
Queueing Theory/ CongestionJ
This paoer is concerned with stochastic behavior of a
system with capacity restrictions. The closed cyclic
system considered is shown to oe stochastically equivalent
to open sysems in which the number of customers is a random
variable. Duality is introduced (as holes moving in the
opposite direction). Equilibrium equations for several
systems are obtained.
Jackson/ J.R,/ "Networks of Waiting Lines"/ Operations Research 5/
1957/ pp. 518-521.
[Network Modeling/ Queue ing Theory/ Queueing Networks!
•A machine shop* is described as a collection of
departments/ each witn exponential service and exponential
arrivals from outside the system. The steady-state
distribution of the waiting-line lenaths for each
department is shown to oe independent from that for other
depart ments i f mean arrival rate is properly defined.
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Jackson^ P./ StubDs/ C.y "A Study of Multiaccess Computer
Comtiuni cat ions''^ AFIPS SJCCy 1969^ pp. 491-504.
CTime Sharing^ Analysis^ *^ea sure-nent 3
An analytical data streaai model/^ used to describe
cofimunications between user and co'nputer^ is developed^ and
a statistical analysis is perforTied.
Karush^ A.D.^ "1 ijo Approaches for •'•easurinp the Performance of
Time-Sharing Systems"^ Proc. Second Symposium on Operating
System Principles^ Princetony> 1969^ pp. 159-166.
[Measurements Performance Ev/aluation^ Queueing Theory^
Bene hmark 1
This paper considers the "s.ti'nulus-black box" and analytic
approaches to system Tie asurement s . The olack box nethod is
seen as cheaper and does not require intimate knowledge of
the system. The two techrnques are compared for cost^
inconvenience/ kinds Df measure flent s / and other criteria.
Kernighan/- B . W . ^ Hamilton/' p. A./ "Synthetically Generated
Performance Test Loads for Operating Systems"/ Proc. First
Annual SI6ME Symposium/ 1975/ pp. 121-126.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation/ Synthetic JobsD
This paper describes the desir^n and experience with an
automated benchmark design facility. The system is divided
into two parts: a simple/ highly parameterized job/ and a
generator program that produces a ready-to-run job stream
from a specification.
Kimbleton/ S.R./ Moore/ C.6./ "A Probabilistic Framework for
System Performance Evaluation"/ Proc. ACM Workshop on
System Performance Evaluation/ 19/'1/ pp. 337-361.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation/ Queueing Theory]
This paper describes a method for comparing throughput/
turn-around timer and availability for a processor bound
computer system. The authors feel the method is extendable
to any system with a "clearly defined limiting resource".
The paper also contains some \/ery interesting data on
process activity.
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Kleinrock/ L.^ "Certain Analytic Results for Time-shared
Processors"/- IFIP Congress 58/- pp. 838-845.
TTi-nc Shariny/^ Terminals/ 'lodeling/^ Queueing Theory^
Traf f i c Ana lysis]
A basic model for time-shared systems with ^. consoles is
introduced and analyzed. Published measurements on
existing co-nputer systems demons t rat e the accuracy of the
model in describina tne behavior of the normalized averaqe
response time/ taken as the performance measure of these
systems. (author's aostract)
Kleinrock/ L./ "Analytic an:i Simulation Methods in Computer
Network Design"/ AFIPS SJCC/ 1970/ pp. S69-5 79,
tOueueing Theory/ ARPANET/ Network Modeling/ Network
Bandwidth/ 'Network Design/ Network Performance/ Routing]
Analytical techniques are used to analyze computer networks
such as the ARPANET. Methods to synthesize an optimal
channel Capacity assignment are discussed for three
different cost functions/ includina the real life case of
the Teloak rates for leased transmission.
Kleinrock/ L./ S'aylor/ w./ Dpderbeck/ H./ "A Study of Line
Overhead in the ARPANET"/ General InterNetwork Working
Group Note #71/ Sept. 197A.
[ARPANET/ Packet Communication/ Flow Control/ Network
Measurement/ Network Performance/ Traffic Analysis^ Network
Perform a r>ce Optimization/ Protocol/ Congestion]
Communication channel overhead on the ARPANET is classified
into levels of protocol hierarchy and studied for models of
system use. Some measurements of line efficiency on the
ARPAn^ET are presented and extrapolations to a heavily
loaded network are made. Results are derived for a
recently suggested reolacement for the HOST-HOST protocol
and a comparison is made.
Kobayashi/ H./ "Application of the Diffusion Approximation to
Ouejeing Networks Part 1
—
Equilibrium Queue Distributions"/
Proc. First Annual SI3ME Symposium/ 1973/ pp. 54-63.
CMeasurement / Performance Evaluation/ Diffusion
Approximation/ Queueing Networks]
This paoer attempts to circumvent the constraints of
queueing theory (namely oversimplified models)/ and apply
diffusion process approximation to the modeling of compute
systems.
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Krinos/ J.D.^ "Interaction Statistics from a Database Management
System"/ AFIPS 42, 1973^ pp. 2S3-290.
[Measuremen t3
Statistics gathered fron monitoriiq the United Aircraft
Information Management System are described. These include
response tiTie^ cpu usages and user think time.
KcQuilLanr J.r Crowther/ W,/ Cosell^ 3.^ Walden^ D,/ Heart/ F./
"Improvements in the Design and Performance of the ARPA
Network"/ AFIPS FJCC/ ^972, pp. 741-754.
CARPANET/ IviP/ Network Design/' I>1P-1MP Protocol/^ Flow
Control/ Store and Forward Networks/ Packet Communication/
Network Measurement/ Network Performance Optimization/
Congestion/ Deadlock]
New algorithms in the areas of so urce-to-dest i nat i on
sequence control/ source-to-destination flow controls and
IMP-to-IMP transmission control are given as a result of
the discovery of logical flaws in the interface message
processor il^P) software. Changes in program structure are
discussed. Measurements of network throughput/ IMP
reliability/ and IMP performance are given.
Morgan/ D.E./ Campbell/^ J. A./ "An Answer to a User's Plea?"/ Proc.
First Annual SIGME SytJposium/ 19^3^ pp. 112-121.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation/ Benchmark/ Synthetic
Jobs3
This paper discusses the subject of performance evaluation
from the point of view of the user. Problems of how to
choose machines/ configurations/ etc./ are discussed. Also^
two forms of benchmarks (resource and service demand) and
their applicability to various environments are discussed.
Multics/ "System Administrator's Manual"/ Honeywell Info Systems
and MITa Feo. 1973.
CAccounting/ User Supoort/ Management Support!
This document describes the capabilities and functions
provided the System Administrator of a Multics system. The
facilities described include resource control/ billing/^
creating new users/ etc.
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•^jntz/" R.R./ "Analytic 'Models for Coiipjter System Perfomance
Analysis "x UCLA Computer Science Department Quarterly 2f
Jan. ^91k, pp. 49-66.
CNetwork PerforTiance^ >ietwork Modeling/ Queueing Theory]
Descriptions of several quejeinq theoretic models are oiven
( K le inr ock • s/ Sjzen's/- Moore's^ etc.) and restrictions and
future deve I opTient s are descriPed. Some emphasis is put on
the author's model which is the only one with different
customer classes.
"Real-time Transmission in a Packet Switched
/ Network Measurement Note 15/ NIC 19014/ Sept 1973
Naylor/ W.E./
Network
[ARPANET/ I^P/ Packet Communication/ 'Measurement/
Transmission/ Packet Communication Analysis]
Data
An experiment was performed on the ARPA network to measure
the transmission data rate that one could qet for different
message sizes. i'lessaies of sizes 1/ 43/ 62 and 503 words
were sent through 1/ 3/ and 6 "hops" (one hop is
transmission from one IMP to a neighboring IMP). Finally/
results froin a theoretic model are compared with the data.
Nielsen/ N./ "The Simulation of Time Sharing Systems"/
July 1967/ pp. 397-413.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation/ Simulation]
CACM 10/
The paper describes a fairly effective and qeneral
time-sharing simulator. The simulator is designed to
accommodate a larjje class of (if not all) timesharing
systems/ and to allow appraisal of various systems and
conf igurat i ons.
Padlipsky/ M.A./ "Two Solutions to a File Transfer Access
ProDlem"/ RFC 505/ July 1973.
[Access Control/ Accounting/ File Transfer Protocol/
Security]
This RFC addresses the proolems of file access and
accountinq for file transfers in a network without
network-wide accounting. The author offers two solutions
which have been used and discusses their implications (See
also RFC's 487 and 501.)
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Padlipsky/ M.A./- Cal»/in/ I.^ Kudlick/- *< . ^ Greer/- C - /- Crocker^ b,r
"Design Document for a Performance Measurement Laboratory"^
USlfJG Inter-ial Metio/ 1974.
[Performance Ev/aluationr Measurement /> User Support]
The measur efnent and a Jt hent i cat i on of serv/ices on a network
are highly important/ not only to determine the best place
to qet a job done/ but also to determine if protocols are
implemented correctly and efficiently. This paper
discusses a technique for performing that function.
Pewitt/ T.C./ Su/ S.Y.W./ "Resource Demanded Paging and
Dispatching to Optimize Res our ce Ut i I i zat i on in an
Operating System"/ Proc. First Annual SIGME Symposium/ 1973/
pp. 29-36.
C Measurement/ Perfortaance Evaluation/ Queueing Theory]
This paoer uses Buzen's model for evaluation of an
operating system. The authors then apply an iterative
optimization scheme to determine optimum system parameters.
Pogran/ K.T./ "Unmuddling Free File Transfer"/ RFC 501/ May/
[Access Control/ Accojntinq/ File Transfer Protocol/
Securi ty3
1973
This RFC elaborates on the suggestions made in 3ressler*s
RFC 487. The ajthor examines the problem from another
point of view and points up several difficulties in
security and accounting. Also see RFC's 487 and 505.
Rozawadowski/ R.T./ "A Measure for the auantity of Computation**/
Proc. First Annual SIGME Symposium/ ACM/ 1973/ pp. 100-111.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation/ Information Theory]
This paoer is interesting from tirfo aspects: it nicely
parallels Holstead's software physics work/ and it provides
a very reasonable machine independent measure of
computational work. This neasure may then be used to
compare machine instruction sets/ which the paper does.
Saltzer/ J.H./ Gintell/ J.W./ "The Instrumentation of Multics"/
CACM 13/ Aug. 1970.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation]
This paper describes in a cursory manner the measurement
facilities provided in Multics. Both hardware and software
techniques are presented ranging fron a PDP-S based monitor
to evaluation by running a script of user activities.
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Sekinor A./ "Throughput Analysis Df Multiproqratimed Virtual
Memory Computer Systems'*/ Proc, First Annual SICIE
SymposiuTi/ 1973^ pp. 47-53.
^Measurement/ Performance Ev/aluation/ Paqino/' Queueing
T h e a r y 3
This paoer combines models of paging behav/ior of programs
under m j 1 1 i
p
rogr aumi ng/ and of dual processor^ nulti-memory
system with virtual meuory to realistically evaluate
throuqhput. The -nodel is compared with actual data from
MULTICS/ and the effect of multiprogramming is evaluated.
SenkoA M.E.A "Details of a Scientific Approach to Information
Systems"/ Data Base Systems/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/
1972/ pp. 143-17A.
rinformation System Modeling/ Information System
Measurement/ File System DesiqnJ
This 1971 Symposium talk is a good/ readable introduction
to information system modeling in gerteral and Senko's FOREM
in particular- (See other papers by Senko et al.)
Spranins/ J.D./ "Analysis of Loop Transmission Systems"/ Second
Symposium on Problems in the Optimization of Data
Communication Systems/ 1971/ pp. 173-182.
CRim Network/ Network Analysis/ Queueing Theory]
A queueing theory analysis is performed on loop
transmission systems with a single controller and random
slot assignment with fixed slot size (the 'lazy suzan*).
The paper discusses results of the research effort and
emphasis the trade-off considerations in the design of loop
systems (buffer size/ terminal waiting lines/ printer
impact/ etc.).
Waldbaum/ fi./ "Evaluating Computing System Changes by Means of
Regression Models"/ Proc. First Annual SIGME Symposium^
1973/ pp. 127-135.
[Measurement/ Performance Evaluation/ Regression]
This paoer discusses how regression models can be applied
to system evaluation. The model is applied to the
evaluation of changes made to an APL system.
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WilkesA ^.V,./' "Automatic Load Adjustment in Time Sharing Systems "x
Proc. ACM Workshop on System Per-formance Evaluation^ 1971^
PD. 308-520.
[Measurement* Performance Ev/aluation^ Load Measures3
This paoer discusses ho*i control theory techniques may be
applied to dyna-nically control system load. Two algorithnf^s
are discussed. The first attempts to predict the number of
tasks that can be admitted while "naintaining control. The
second adjusts the nunoer of users such that the load is
maintained. The taper considers the stability and
oscillatory natures of the algorithms in some detail.
Wulf/- W.A./ "Performance Monitors for Multi-Programminq S y stems 'V
Proc. Second Synposiui) on Operating System Principles^
Princeton/ 1969/ pp. 175-1H1.
C Measurement/ Performance Ev/aluationD
This paoer develops a collection of measures to evaluate
total systen oerformance/ as well as corresponding
per-process measures. The measures are intended for
dynamic system tuning and job mix tuning- The measures are
fairly rich and show sone promise for applicability.
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11. Network Access Systems and Front-Ends
Akkoyunlux R./- 8ernstein# A.# Schantz^ R./ "An Operating System
for .'« network Environnent"/' Departvent of Computer Science^
. SUNY at Stony Brooke Tech, Rept. ^^ 5
.
[Front-end Processor^ PortsJ
This paoer describes a layered ooeraf^ny systetj based on
the inter-process coraTiun i cat i on techniques of walden and
rlalzer to be built on a PDP-15. The system is layered
along interesting lines: logical/ data port# known item^
and user leve Is.
Ajpperle/ f.^ "MERIT Cosiputer Netyork: Harciare Cons i derat i ons"/
Computer Networks/ P. Ruslin/ ed./ Prentice Hall/ 1972/ pp
49-63.
CMERIT/ Centralized System/ Distributed System/
Comiiunications Processor/ front End Processor/
Telecomsnuni cations!
The configuration chosen for the MERIT Computer Network is
discussed in coflparison with alternative choices/ and the
direction of future techniques of operation is outlined.
The principal aspects of the hardware— the communications
computer/ the teler«honic communications/ and the
int erf aces--a re descrioed in detail.
Berggreen/ A./ "Interfacing an Illinois Plasma Terminal to the
ARPANET"/ RFC 600/ Nov. ^97i.
CGraohics/ Intclliqent Terainals/ TerainalsJ
This paoer describes the hardware involved for interfacing
a PLATO terminal to the ARPANET. The difficulties arise
froi the non-standard nature of the PLATO interface.
Blanco R./ "Availability and Usaoility of Computer Communication
Networks"/ Seventh Hawaii International Conference on
System Sciences - Subconf erence on Coaputer Networks/ 1974.
CDistributed System/ Front-end Processor/ Remote Job
EntryJ
This paoer presents a general survey of some considerations
in network evaluation and selection.
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Boukni qh t / W.J Grossman^ G-R./- Grothe^ D.M./> "The ARPA Network
Terminal System: A New approach to Network Access "/^ Center
for Adv. Comp./^ Univ. of III./- Urbana^ ILL.
[ARPANET/^ Front-end Processor^ Operating Systems3
This paper describes an operatina system developed for a
PDP-11 as an access medium to the ARPANET. The layered
system uses a line-switched oriented interprocess
com'nuni cat i on method between special processes designed to
handle !nultiple users in a unique way.
Cocanower^ A.^ "^lERIT Computer System: Software Cons i derat ions**/
Computer Networks/ R. Rusting ed.^r Prent i ce-Ha 1 1 / 1972^ pp
65-77.
CTraffic Controls MERITx Process Synchronization/^
Inter-process Communi ca t ion^ Communications Processor/-
Front End Processor/ *1ulti -tasking/ Semaphores]
The proqramminq considerations for the MERIT Computer
Network are described oriefly with respect to host and
communication computer philosophy/ organization/ component
description and function/ operating system design/ and
traffic requlation. I up I enent at i on difficulties and
potential user oroble-ns are discussed.
Desdutels/ E./ Chow/ V./ Schneider/ f^ . / "Loosely Coupled Systems"/
Computer Sciences Technical Report #187/ University of
Wisconsin at Madison/ July 1973.
[Front-end Processor/ Time Sharing/ Intelligent Terminal]
An outline is given of a current investigation into costs
and benefits of coupling a small time sharing systea to a
large mu It
i
-prog rammed system. Directions of research
include the use of the small system as an "intelligent"
terminal or a front-end processor.
Herzog/ B,/ "MERIT Computer Network"/ Computer Networks/ R.
Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp. 45-48.
[MERIT/ Resource Sharing/ Front End Processor/ Distributed
System- Network Design/ Network "Manage sent]
The objectives and organization of the MERIT Computer
Network are discussed from their inception through their
projected future development. The historical and
administrative compexities are presented, (author's
abst ract
)
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Padlipsky^ M.A.^ "A Proposed Protocol for Connecting Host
computers to ARPA-Like Networks via Front-end Computers**^
. RFC ntrZ, 197^.
CProtocol/ ARPANtT/ Front-end Processor!
This RFC defines a highly flexible protocol for
communication between a front -end and a host with
significantly less imoact on the host than a full MCP in
the host. The paper also contains hiqhly relevant "advice"
to would-be designers and implementers of network functions
Sobolewski/- J-S.^ "Programmable Communication Processors"^
Computer Communication: Impacts and It/iplicationsx Proc.
First ICCC^ S. riinkler/ ed.*- 1972.
CFront-end Processor/- User Supports Te lecommuni cat i ons3
This paper surveys the field of communication processors
for inquiry and response systems/^ data collection/
conversational computing/ remote batch/- and message
switching systems. The role of minicomputer configurations
is explored in each of these areas. The advantages and
disadvantages of communication processors is discussed (the
primary disadvantage being the lack of manufacturer
supported software). This is a decent i nt roductory paper -
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12. Security
Ackerman/ W.a Plummer^ W.^ "An l/npleuentation of a
Multiprocessing Computer Systeii'V Proceedings ACM Symposium
on Operating System Principles^ 196?^.
[Protection/ Resource Allocation^ Process Synchronization^
Ti meshari ng
J
A multi-processing system ian elemented on a PDP-1 is
discussed. Principal design criteria were: supervisor
modularity through independent and synchronous processes/
user mode process control of 1/0 functions; and an
effective scheme for allocation and protection of system
resources. Protection is iflolemented by a capability list
(C-list) associated with each co-nput at i on ,
Multi-processing primitives (meta-instructions)/' are
discussed in detail in relation to interrupt handling/^
protection^ I/O^ and oroces's control.
Alsberg/- P.^ Day^ J./ Purdy^ 5.^ "Autoaateri Resource Sharina on
the ARPA Network "a Center for Advanced Computation Report/-
Univ. of III./ May 1973.
CAutomated Resource Sharing/ ARPA^/ET/ Distributed Computing/
Security/ Name Space Management/ File Access Protocols/
Process Control ProtocotsD
The design of a network-based distributed computing system
to take advantage of seme unique/ heterogeneous resources
available to the Center for Advanced Computation over the
ARPANET is discussed. Four problems currently impeding the
use of the ARPANET as a resource sharing ut i I i
t
y--netwo rk
security/ name space tianageTtent/ file access protocols/ and
process control protocols/ are discussed. In addition/ a
security coding systeu to control resource sharing is
desc r ibed.
Baskin/ H./ Borgerson/ B./ Roberts/ R-/ "PRIME— A Modular
Architecture for Terminal Oriented Systems"/ AFIPS SJCC AO/
1972/ pp. A51-437.
[Operating System/ Mu It
i
-pro cessi ng / Security/ Error
Detection/ Error Recovery/ Time Sharing/ Computer Hardware/
Reli abi I i tyJ
In this system a basic assumption is that failures exist as
a normal occurence/ rather than a special state/ and they
must be treated while continuing as near normal operation
as possible. PRIME is a modular/ canonical system
consisting of n identical sjbsystems which can process n
independent jobs with a high degree of protection from each
ot her
.
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Baskin/- H./- Horowitz^ E.^ Tennison/- R.# Rittenhouse^ L.^ "A
Modular Computer Sharinq System"^ CACM 12/ Oct. 1969/ pp.
551-559.
COperatinu System/ l^ut t i -proces si ng/ Security/ Error
Detection/ Error Recoi/ery/ T i «f»e-shar i ng/ Computer
Hardware]
The system organization used is a bank of interchangeable
computers/ each consisting of a memory /processor pair/
which are assigned to process terminal jobs as they arrive.
One computer serves as master and supervises collection and
distribution of messages from and to remote terminals. In
simplest form/ each conputer has associated with it a disk
drive assigned under control of the master computer.
Baum/ R.I,/ Hsiao/ D.<./ "A Semantic Model for Protection
•-'lechanisms in the Data 3ase Systeu"/ Eighth Hawaii Int'l.
Conf. on System Sciences/ 1975/ po. 175-179.
[Access Control/ Data SecurityD
Given a data base/ the relationships which exist between
items in the data base/ and the fact that a certain user is
not to gain knowledge of certain items/ this paper presents
a variety of protection methods which vary in complexity of
implementation and the total amount of information withheld
Bensoussan/ A./ Clingen/ C./- Daley/ R./ "The MULTICS Virtual
Memory"/ ACM Second Symposium on Operating Systems
Principles/ October 1969/ pp. 30-42.
CMULTICS/ Virtual Memory/ Access Control/ Data Sharing/
Segmentation/ Paging/ Address Space]
Design and implementation considerations of segment
and paging in MULTICS are discussed in detail. It
how the ^lULTICS supervisor/ in conjunction with the
segmentation and paging hardware/ utilizes the virt
memory.
at ion
is shown
6E 6A5
ual
Bressler/ R./ "Free File Transfer"/ RFC 487/ Apr. 1973.
CAccess Control/ Accounting/ FTP/ Security]
This RFC discusses briefly an access control and ac
problem inherent in a network where each host does
user validation. Also see RFC's 501 and 505.
count i ng
its own
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Browne^ P.*- Steinauer/- D . /- "A Model for Access Control'^ ACM
SIGFIDET Workshop on Data Description^ Access and Control/"
1971, pp. ^41-262.
CAccess Control/- Resource Sharing, Authorization,
Protection]
The proble-ns of authorization for a multiple-user resource
sharing data processinq system are discussed. The
requirements for the access of objects (e.g., terminals,
users, programs, etc.) to other objects are covered in some
detail. A model for access control is developed which
combines the military-type level (tree-structured)
classification and a category or clique classification. No
discussion is given of efficiency, issues of identification,
or other advantages and disadvantages of the model.
Chu, W.W., Ohlmacher, 6., "Avoiding Deadlock in Distributed Data
Bases", Proc- ACM, 1974, pp. 156-160.
CAccess Control, Data Base Integrity, Deadlock Prevention,
Distributed SystemJ
This paper discusses three methods of deadlock prevention
or detection based on availability of prior knowledge of
file use by a process, and whether files are pre- or
demand-allocated. Ways of implementing all three
techniques on a distripjted network are presented.
Daley, R,, Dennis, J., "Virtual Memory, Processes, and Sharing in
MULTICS", CAC^I 11, May 1968, pp. 306-312.
CMULTICS, Virtual Memory, Data Sharing, Dynamic Linking,
Mul t i -proqrammi ng. Storage *1anagenent. Storage Hierarchies,
Resource Sharing, Security]
Basic concepts involved in the design of the MULTICS
operating system, such as processes, address space, and
virtual memory, are introduced and defined. Procedure and
data sharing is discussed and the dynamic transformation of
symbolic references into virtual machine addresses is
described in detail.
Dean, A., Jr., "Data Privacy and Integrity Requirements for
On-line Data Management Systems", ACM SIGFIDET Workshop on
Data Descriotion, Access, and Control, 1971, pp. 279-298.
CData Security, Data Integrity]
This paper identifies the data privacy and integrity
capabilities required by an online data management system.
The overall operation of an online data management system,
the hardware, operating software, and application software
of an online data management system are described in terms
of the data privacy and integrity capabilities to be
supplied by each of these oarts of a system.
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Fabry/^ R . S . /• "Dynamic Verification of Operating System Decisions**^
CACM 16x Nov. 1973^ p. 659.
[Operating System^ Data Security^ Error Detection/^
Protect i onJ
A description of Berkeley's PRIME system is given.
Protection against "leakage" of data due to operating
system failure is provided by sof t >rfare-f
i
rmware redundancy.
Key decisions (e.g./- orocess creation/- page
allocate/deallocate/ messages) made by software must go
through/ and be verified by/ the firmware.
Friedman/ T.D./ "The Authorization Problem in Shared Files"/
Systems Journal 9/ No. 4/- 1970.
[Authorization^ Data Accessing/ Data Security^ Privacy/
Securi ty3
IBM
The author develops a scheme for controlling access to data
at the per-field level which can withstand almost all
attempts at circumvention/ with snail effects to response
time.
Graham/ G.S./ Denning/ P.J./ "Protection— Principles and
Practice"/ AFIPS SJCC/ 1972/ pp. 417~4?9.
[Security/ Protection/ Access Control/ DomainD
This paper builds upon Lampson's domains (FJCC 1969). An
expanded domain scheme using a larger number of types of
access is explained in detail/ and proven correct.
Implementation of the scheme is discussed/ including
comparisons with several existing operating systems (OS/360/
RC 4000/ Multics).
Grahan/ R,r "Protection in an Information Processing Utility"/
CACii 11/ May 1968a pp. 365-369.
[Protection/ Privacy/ Security/^ Access Control/ Data
Sharing^
Information processing utility properties which make
protection necessary are discussed and the essential
propert i es f or a protection scheme are defined. An
abstract model of the hardware features and companion
software necessary to implement this model are described
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Massing/ T./ Hampton/- R . /- Bailey/ 6. a Gardella/ R./ "A Loop
Network "for General Parpose Coiimun i c at i on in a
Heterogeneous World"/ Data Nettrforks: Analysis and Design/
0ATACO^73/ 19/3/ Dp. Sts-96.
CNetwork Topology/ Protocol/ Security/ Data SharingD
A packet switchinq data ccn'nuni ct i ons network under
development at the National Security Agency for resource
sharing and future developTient of distributed processing
and filinq systems is described. The net»<ork will consist
of a hierarchy of interconnected loops or rings/ probably
based on Bell System T carrier digital transmission
technology. Also discussed are the means of nodal
connection to the loops/ nodal confiquration/ network
protocols/ design and security considerations/ and
implications for the future-
Hoffman/ L.J./ "The Formulary Model for Flexible Privacy and
Access Controls"/ AFIPS 39/ 1971/ pp. 587-601.
[Access Control/ Data Accessing/ Priv/acy3
This paper discusses a Jiethod for using a set of procedures
to dynamically control access to the information in a data
base. This is done in such a way that access can be
determined on a per itefn (rather than per file) basis.
Jones/ P.D./ "Operatinq System Structures"/ IFIP Congress/ 1968/
pp. 525-530.
[Timesharing/ Protection Hierarchy/ Centralized Operating
Syst em3
Three existing operating systems are reviewed in terms of
advantages and disadvantages. A very general description
of some basic operating system concepts is given.
Lampson/ B.W./ "Protection"/ Proc. Fifth Princeton Synposium on
Information Sciences and Systems/ March 1971/ pp. 437-443-
CAccess Control/ Security]
Abstract models are given which reflect the properties of
most existing mechanisms for enforcing protection or access
control/ together with some possible implementations. The
properties of existing systems are explicated in terms of
the model and i upl ement at
i
ons . (author's abstract)
Lampson/ B.W./ "A Note on the Confinement Problem'
1973/ pp. 613-615.
[Protection/ Security/ PrivacyJ
CACW ^6, Oct
Some of the ways that a user's data could be "leaked" by a
service program are discussed/ and some comments are made
on what confinement rules should be followed by an
operatinq systeu to qjard against this happening.
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Lampson/- B.W./ "Dynamic Protection Structures"/^ AFIPS FJCC/- 1969^
pp. 27-38.
CSecurity^ Protection/^ Access Control/- Domain]
This paper describes domains/- or the set of capabilities
(access rights) of a process. Most aspects of protection
are discussed in this context/ including passinc?
permissions between domains/ transfer of control between
domains/ and proprietary programs (mutually suspicious
subsyst ems)
.
Morris/ J.H./ "Protection in Programming Languages"/
1973/ pp. 15-21.
[Access Control/ Protection]
CACM 16/ Jan
This paper discusses orotection of * subprograms from
malfunctions of other subproarams. Methods of enforcing
user-created type restrictions thru software and
restriction of variables to specific programs are discussed
Keedham/ R,/ "Protect i on-A Current Research Area in Operating
Systems"/' International Computing Symposium/ 1973/^ A.
Gunther/ B. Levrat/ H, Lipps/ eds./^ North Holland/ 1974^ pp.
123-126.
[Protection/ Security/ Access Control/- Process
Synchroni zat i onD
An approach to protection/ involving the notion of "regimes
of protection" which denote the data a process can access/
the variety of access permitted/ that selection of other
processes it may call/ and transitions available to other
regimes of protection/- is presented. Advantages and
disadvantages inherent in the sche5»e and its inplesentatio
are di scussed .
Owens/- R./ "Evaluation of Access Authorization Characteristics ot
Derived Data Sets"/- ACM SIGFIDET Workshop on Data
Description/ Access/ and Control/ 1971/ pp. 263-278.
[Data Secur i t y3
The capabilities necessary for preserving privacy in the
context of a large scale data management system designed to
support nontrivial decision making is described. This
paper details a technique for providing those capabilities
in a relational data -nanaqement system and demonstrates the
feasibility of a system which goes part way toward
providing an environment in which privacy can be protected/
moreover/ it is shown that providing this environment will
not be an easy task.
n
I
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Padlipsky/' M-A.^ "Two Solutions to aFile Transfer Access
Problem", RFC SOS^- July 1973.
LAccess Control/ Account inq/^ File Transfer Protocols
SecurityJ
This RFC addresses the problems of file access and
accountina for file transfers in a network without
network-wide accounting. The author offers two solutions
which have been used and discusses their implications (See
also RFC 's 48^ and 501 .)
Padlipsky, M . A . /- "What is 'Free'?", RFC 491/- Apr. 1973.
Cfile Transfer Protocol/^ Access Control, Security^
This RFC discusses the problems of free system access to
provide services such as mail. The problem of the
necessity of login is discussed, and several solutions are
ent ert a i ned
.
Patterson, A.C., "Requirements for a Generalized Data Base
•^anaqement System", AFIPS FJCC 59, 1971, pp. 515-522.
CData Management Overview, Security, Data Accessing3
This paper oriefly discusses the GUIDE/SHARE report on
generalized requirements of data Tianagement systems. It
contains more than two pages of glossary of data
management-type terms, which may be of some use to the
novi ce
.
Pogran, K.T., "Unmuddling Free File Transfer", RFC 501, May, 1973
CAccess Control, Accojnting, File Transfer Protocol,
Secu r i t y]
This RFC elaborates on the suggestions made in Bressler's
RFC 487. The author examines the problem from another
point of view and points up several difficulties in
security and accounting. Also see RFC's 487 and 505.
Popek, G.J., "Protection Structures", Computer, June 1974, pp.
22-33.
CAccess Control, Data Security, Privacy, Protection,
Security]
This paper starts with a general discussion of privacy and
security- It then surveys control disciplines and
protection models in some detail, with numerous references
to the literature (84 references).
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Popek/^ G.J.^ Kline/ C . S . /^ "Verifiable Protection Systems'^ To be
presented at the ACM/IfcEE Software Reliability Conference
in LA, CA., Apr. 197 5.
CFile System Design, <ernel/' Access Control/- Data Security,
Privacy/ Protection/ Security, Co-operating Processes,
MuLti-programminqJ
This paper primarily describes the UCLA/VM project at UCLA.
UCLA/VM is a PDP 11/45-based virtual machine kernel that is
verifiable, secure, and a virtualizing package that creates
virtual PDP 11/45's.
Popek, G.J., Kline, C.S., "\/erifiable Secure Operating System
Software", AFIPS NCC, 1974/ pp. U5-151.
[Access Control, Data Security, Privacy, Protection, Kernel/
Security, Co-operating Processes, Mu It i -prog raihrni ng]
This paper discusses some aspects of secure operating
systems, describes the concepts of security kernels and
virtual machines, mentions several difficult security
problems, and briefly "nentions sofne aspects of verification
of security kernels. The UCLA-V*1 system, a prototype
security kernel and sjpport software for the PDP 11/45, is
mentioned briefly- Brief arguments concerning the cost of
security are presented.
Quatse, J., Gaulene, P., Dodge, D., "The External Access Network
of a Modular Computer Systeu", AFIPS SJCC 40, 1972, pp.
783-789.
[Resource Sharing, Security, Message Processing, PRIME,
Prot ect i on, E rro r Detection, Inter-process Communication]
The PRIME system consists of sets of modules dynamically
reconfigured into separate subsystems. Three classes of
communications are needed: processor-to-processor,
processor-to-facility pool device-(e.g. disk drive),
primary memory-to-facility pool device. This paper
descrioes the structure and components of the External
Access Network (EAN) developed for this purpose.
Saltzer, J.H., "Protection and the Control of Information Sharing
in Multics", CACM 17/ July 1974, pp. 538-402.
[MULTICS, Security, Privacy, Access Control, Data Sharing,
Time Sharing, Virtual Memory, Storage Hierarchies]
Design principles and goals of Multics, a highly secure
time-sharing system, are described. The schemes Multics
uses to implement the design goals are described in detail/
and a discussion of the tradeoffs and weaknesses of the
implementation is included. The design principles and
access control, authentication, and protection mechanisms
discussed in this paper are important concepts in the field
of secure operating systems.
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Schroeder/^ M.^ Saltzer/- J.^ "A HardM/are Architecture for
Implementing Protection Rings*'^ CACM 15/> March 1972^ pp.
157-170.
CProtect iooy Security^ Access Control/ MULTICS/" Virtual
MemoryJ
Criteria are presented for the design of access control
mechanisms/ and the processor mechanisms for implementing
protection rings are descri&ed. Finally/ advantages and
possible uses for protection rings are discussed.
Schroeder/ M.D./ "Cooperation of Mutually Suspicious Subsystems
in a Computer Utility"/ Report #MAC TR-104/ Project MAC/
MIT.
CSecurity/ Access Control/ MULT1CS3
A protection scheme based on capabilities and protection
domains is described. The scheme is efficiently
i mpl ement ab I e in hardware and extends the methods developed
for and implemented by the Honeywell 6180 MULTICS processor
Impacts of the design on the supporting operating system
are di scussed .
Spier/ M./ Hastings/ T./ Cutler/ 0./ "An Experimental
Implementation of the Ke rne I /Domai n Architecture"/-
Operatinq Systeiis Review 7/ Oct. 1973/ ACM/ pp. 8-21,
[Domain/ Domain Incarnation/ Kernel/ ProtectionJ
The conceptual background and framework of a software
simulated kernel/domain architecture is described. The
need for storage class semantics/ which do not exist in
current high level languages/ is explored. Functional
implications/ such as the design of a simple CPU scheduler/
are given.
Sjmmerill/ L.F./ Kory/ M./ "Security in Data Manaqement"/ Eighth
Hawaii Int'l Conf. on System Sciences/ 1975/ pp. 191-194.
CAccess Control/ Data Security/ Security^
This paper briefly discusses many of the various aspects
that go into a secure systein/ ranginq from building
security guards to aspects of monitoring process activities
Contains some good/ short definitions of key phrases.
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Summers/ R.C./- Fernandez^ F.3./ Colcnan^ C.D./ "Shared Data
Access Control with Programming Language SupporfV Eighth
Hawaii Int'l. Conf. on System Sciences/ 1973/ pp. 187-190.
Lftccess ControL3
This paper describes a method of classifying users/
application programs/ data items/ restrictions based on
specific data items/ etc./ into groups/ in a way such that
access control can be implemented with only a few changes
to a currently existing higher le\/el programing language.
Thomas/ R./ "On the Problem of Signature Authentication for
Network Mail"/ RFC 644/ July 1974.
CKai 1/ Access Cotrol/ Security/ Authentication]
This paoer discusses one approach to the authentication of
mail senders/ i.e./ is the 3>ail from who it says it is.
The approach relies on the assumption that local
authentication is possible and then attempts to build the
necessary capabilities on this.
Weis/ A.^ "Distributed Network Activity at 13M"/ Computer
Networks/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp. 1-25.
CRJE/ Resource Sharing/ TSS/ Protocol/ Centralized System/
Distributed System/ Security3
IBM experimental network activities/ related to TSS/ during
1968- 1972 are described- Some of the outstanding problems
that will have to be addressed during the coming years in
the area of computer networks are discussed.
Waif/ W./ Cohen/ E./ Corwin/ «< . / Jones/ A./ Levin/ R./ Pierson/ C
/ Pollack/ F./ "HYDRA: The Kernel of a Multiprocessor
Operating System"/ CACM 17/ June 1974/ pp. 337-345.
[Operating System/ Security/ Resource Allocation/
Centralized SystemJ
This paper describes the operating system for the
Carnegi e-Ke I Ion i^u It i -Si ni -Processor . HYDRA is designed to
facilitate experimentation/ and design goals toward that
end are described. The notions of resources/ objects/ and
capabilities are described in detail/ and an extended
example i s g i ven .
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Network Application Support Subtopics
13. User Support
14. Management Support
15. Network Support
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13.. User Support
Benoit/^ J.W.r Gr at-*Jebst er r^ E,^ "REX— A Resource Location and
Acquisition Service for the ARPA Computer Network"/ MITRE
Technical Report #387/ January 197A/ MITRE Corp./ McLean/
Va.
CARPANET/ Com-nand Lan;:juage/ Distributed Computing/
Documentation/ Network Accounting/ On-line Docu:Jientat ion/
Resource Sharing]
Several existing resource sharing systems on the ARPANET
are briefly described/ and some basic needs of a resource
sharing system are discussed. The RFX system is described
REX is a system which allows a user to locate a desired
resource on the net. This is done using local files- No
host-host com:nuni cat i on is required.
Bhushan/ A.K./ "FTP and Network Mail System"/ RFC #475/ Mar 1973
CMail/ FTP/ User Support]
This paper contains another view of a Network Mail Meeting
held in :^arch/ 1973 (see RFC 469). This paper considers
the points made at the meeting and their implications to
the File Transfer Protocol. Bhushan discusses access
control/ mail to TIP's/ mail use scenarios/ and other
topics discussed at the meeting. This paper makes a good
companion to Kudlick's discussion of the same meeting.
Bressler/ R./ Thosnas/ R./ "Inter-Entity Communi cat ion--An
Experiment"/ RFC 441/ Jan. 1973.
[Resource Sharing/ User Support]
This paper describes highly successful early attempts on
the ARPANET to develoD techniques of user-user
communication. The experiment allowed a user to "find"
another user if he was on any other machine on the network
participatina in the experiment. He was also able to talk
to the user/ show the user what he was doing/ etc. The
experiment was perfor-ned between the PDP-10 at MIT-DMCG and
the various PDP-10 TE^EX systems.
Burroughs Corp./ "Work Flow Language User's Manual"/ Burroughs
Corp./ 1973.
CCommand Language/ User Support]
This document describes the imp lenentat i on of a job control
language. WFL designers have done many things correctly in
providing a clear/ easy to use ALGOL-like language that
should be inspected by any designer of a job stream
language .
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Calvin/' J.O,^ "The Desiqn and Implementation of an Interactive
Teleconferencing Environment"^ Underoraduat e Thesis/ Case
Western Reserve Univ./^ '^lay 1974.
CTeleconferencing/^ ARPANET3
This paper describes the design and implementation of a
network tel econf erenci nq protocol and server for the
ARPANET. The protocol and its implementation (for the
PDP-10 Tenex) constitjtes one of the most sophisticated
teleconferencing systems developed to date.
Constants M.L./- Seeley/ P.L.^ "Coaput er-Medi at ed HuRian
Communications in an Air Traffic Control Environment: A
Preliminary Desiqn"/- Computer Communication: Impacts and
Impl i cat ions/ Proc. First ICCCr S. Winkler^ ed./- 1972.
CTeleconferencingD
The air traffic controller is required to be not only a
manager and decision maker but also a data processor/
manipulator/ and recorder in addition to a data
transmission device. This paper discusses the use of the
computer to relieve the load on the controller.
Crocker/ D./ Day/ J./ Hill/ A./ Kudlick/ M./ "Considerations
Defining and Evaluating a Network Service"/ USING Note
available through NIC/ Jan. 1974.
ClJser SupportJ
in
This paper was prepared for USING as a guideline for
servers and the quality of service. Points addressed are
system stability/ avai labi I i t y/^ reliaoility/ documentation/
file system maintenance/ etc.
Crocker/- D./^ Neiger^ N./ Feinler/ J.^ Iseli/ J./ "ARPANET Users
Interest Group fleeting"/ RFC 585/ Nov. 1973.
CUser SupportJ
This RFC reports the first meeting of USING and the
problems it set about to address- These problems/ e.g./-
documentation and consulting/ user standard interfaces/
user feedback mechanises/ accounting/ etc./ are highly
relevant to any heterogeneous network.
Crocker/ D./^ Postel/ J-/ "Thoughts on the Mail Protocol Proposed
in RFC 524"/ PFC 539/ July 1973.
[Mail/ User SupportD
This RFC is one of the critiques of White's Mail Protocol.
The paper makes several points/ some of a minor nature/ on
the protocol produced by White/ and suggests improvements.
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Honeywell Info Systems and MIT^ '*Multics Project Administrator's
Manual 'V Honeywell Info Systens and MIT^ Feb. 1973.
CUser Support/' ManageTient SjpportJ
This document describes the support for a Project
Administrator on a Multics systesj. The facilities include
assiqnin':j resource limits to project members/ load control/^
preemption/^ etc.
Irby/ C.A./ "Display Techniques for Interactive Text
Manipulation"/- AFIPS NCC 43/ 1974/ pp. 2A7-255.
[Display/- Docu-nentatioi/ Graphics/ Interactive/ User
Support 3
Irby presents a detailed co.nceptual model for textual
displays in an interactive environment. He lists seven
requirements for the itodel/ oased on the concept that
separate portions of the display (called "windows") may
handled in different fashions or oy different programs.
The model has been imolemented on a TENEX as NLS.
be
Iseli^ J./ Poh/ S./- SternicIcA H.J./ "Description of a Proposed
ARPANET HELP Facility"/ MITRE Technical Report MTR-6723/
MITRE Corporation/ McLean^ \/a.
[User Support/ Document at
i
on3
The need for on-line tutorial and other information in a
heterogeneous coEfiputer network provides the impetus for a
network-wide HELP facility. This paper discusses the pros
and cons of several alternative i -np I ementat i ons for such a
facility. The alternative chosen is then discussed in
greater detail showing what facilities would be necessary
and how they could be provided.
Kudlick^ M.D./ "Network Mail Meeting Summary"/ RFC A69/> March
1973.
[Mail/- FTP/ User SupportD
This paper records a Network Working Group meeting held in
March/ 1973/- which led to White's Mail Protocol. This
paper provides good insinhts into the problems considered
and possible solutions for a network mail facility and
problems that were left open at this time- Many important
points were considered/ such as the roles of TIP's/ the
role of the Network Information Center/- maintenance of
addresses/^ etc.
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Lipinski/^ A,^ Lipinski H.# Randolt^ R.^ "Cotiputei— Assisted Expert
Interrogation: A Report on Current Methods development**^
Computer CoTitnunication: Impacts and ImplicationsA Proc.
First ICCC^ S. Winkler^ ed,^ 1972.
CTeleconferencing3
This paper discusses the present efforts of the Institute
for the Future to use a teleconferencing system as a means
for eliciting the judgements of experts for solutions of
interdisciplinary proDlems. The paper discusses the
problems of evaluating experts and integrating their
opi nions •
Mader^ E.^ "Network Debuaging Protocol"/ RFC
CProtocol/ Debugging/ User Support]
6A3/ July 1974.
This document describes a protocol to implement a cross-net
debuqper for PDP-11's. The protocol pypasses the standard
host-Host protocol and assumes the remote machine is
capable of performing low level debugging tasks.
Multics/ "System Administrator's Manual"/ Honeywell Info Systems
and MIT/ Feb. 1973.
[Accounting/ User Support/ lanagenent Support]
This document describes the capabilitiesand functions
provided the System Adii i ni st rator of a Multics system. The
facilities described include resource control/ billing/
creating new users/ etc.
Neiger/ N./ "Comments on CCL"/ NIC SOOH/ 197A.
CUser Support/ Command Language/ Network Command Language]
This paper discusses the proposal of the UULP on the
ARPANET (see Tentative Proposal for a Unified User Level
Protocol). This author sees the nain problems as a
contention i)etween standardization and resource sharing/
and suggests Thomas' view (see Comments on the Common
Command Language Effort) as the oest solution rather than
resolving the contention as Padlipsky proposed.
Padlipsky/ M.A./ "Tentative Proposal for a Unified User Level
Protocol"/ RFC 451/ feb, 1974.
CUser Support/ UULP/ Conmand Language]
This is the first of a series of papers on a more unified
approach to network services on the ARPANET. The proposal
discusses the proliferation of contact sockets for new
service protocols/ and the duplication of effort sometimes
necessary because of the approach.
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Padlipsky/- M.A.^ "Coartnents Da CCL.DOC"/ USING CCL committee paper/-
1974.
[Network Command Langjaqe^^ User Supports Command Language]
This T'aper .contains P^dlipsky's response to Thomas*
comments (see Cormients on the Coimion Command Lanquape
Effort). This paper addresses each point of Thomas* paper.
This whole series makes qood reading for the designer of a
network command Language.
Padlipsky^ y>.^.f "Beyond the Telephone Line Surrogate:
Specification of the Unified User Level Protocol"/- USING
Note/' 1974.
[Use r Support 3
This paper is the predecessor of RFC 666. It is listed
here mainly for completeness and the discussion it provoked
Padlipsky^ M . A . / "NETED: A Common Editor for the ARPA Network'^
RFC 569/ Oct. 1975.
CResource Sharinq/ User Support/ EditorD
This document provides a functional description of a common
network editor. The editor is based on the ^ultics editor^
EDS. This choice was T»ade because of its simplicity and
eose of definition.
Padlipsky/ M.A./ Calvin/ I./ <udlick/ M.^ Greer ^ C.^ Crocker/- D./^
"Design Document for a Performance Measurement Laboratory"^
USING Internal ^emo/ 1974.
[Performance Evaluation/- Measurement/- User Support]
The measurement and a Jt hent i cat i on of services on a network
are highly important/ not only to determine the best place
to get a job done/ but also to determine if protocols are
implemented correctly and efficiently. This paper
discusses a technique for performing that function.
Schuyler/ J,^ "ORACLE: Compjterized Conferencing in a
Computer -Assisted- Instruction System "/^ Computer
Communication: Impacts and Implications^ Proc. First ICCC/-
S. «Jinkler/ ed./ 1972.
CTeleconferencinq]
This paper describes a teleconferencing system developed
for the social sciences to augment the effectiveness of the
questionaire by utilizing a modified Delphi technique.
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Sobo lewskiA J-S. ProQrammable Communication Processors'
Computer Communication: Impacts and Isiplications/^ Proc.
First ICCCx S. Winkler^ ed.^ 1972.
CFront-^end Processor/- User Support/^ Telecommunications!
This paper surveys the field of communication processors
for inquiry and response systess/^ data collection^
conversational computing/- remote batch/^ and message
switching systems. The role of minicomputer configurations
is explored in each of these areas. The advantages and
disadvantages of comm jni cat i on processors is discussed (the
primary disadvantage oeing the lack of manufacturer
supported software). This is a decent introductory paper.
Thoinas^ R./- "A Resource Sharing Executive for the ARPANET
Report 2522a viarch 1973.
CResource Sharing/^ User Support!
BBN
This describes the RSEXEC system developed for ARPANET
TFNEX's. The program allows inter-entity functions as
described in 3ressler*s paper (see RFC AAI)^ an environment
for file transfer and mail/- and maintenance of a list of
accessed files.
Thomas/' R./- "Comments on the Common Command Language Effort "^
Personal paper to CCL Committee/- 197A.
CUser Support/ Command Language/^ Network Command Language!
This paoer discusses perceived proble^ns with the proposals
made in a predecessor of RFC 666. The paper considers the
proposal from a different point of view shedding some light
on questions such as Tiachine readable versus human readable
protocols/- resource sharing/^ etc./^ and ends with a counter
proposal .
Thomas^ R.^ "On the Problem of Signature Authentication for
Network flail"/ RFC 6UU, July 1974.
CMait/ Access Cotrol/ Security/- Authentication!
This paper discusses one approach to the authentication of
mail senders/ i.e./ is the mail from who it says it is.
The approach relies on the assumption that local
authentication is possible and then attempts to build the
necessary capabilities on this.
I
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Tjroff/ M.y- "PARTY-LINE and DISCUSSION Computerized Conference
Systems"/ Computer CouTiuni cat i on : Impacts and I mpl i c at i ons /
Proc. First ICCCr S. Winkler^ ed./ 1972.
CTeleconf erenci ng3
This paper discusses tt^o systeiis developed by the Office of
tmerqency Prepardednes s as adjuncts to their EMISARI
information management system. An analysis of the cost and
effectiveness of t el econf ernci ng versus the face to face
meeting is presented in good detail.
khite/ J.E./ "Response to Critiques of the Proposed Mail
Protocol"/- RFC <^555/ July 1973.
[Mail/ User SupportD
This RFC provides a aood look at the protocol designer's
response to criticism of his design and how the protocol is
change-i to meet the criticism. More specifically/ this RFC
provides more discussion of the requirements of both use
and implementation of the protocol.
White/ J.E./ "A Proposed Mail Protocol**/
CM ail/ User Support]
RFC 524a June 1973.
This paper nives a detailed specification of a Mail
Protocol for the ARPANET. The protocol provides many
sophisticated functions such as forwarding/ distribution
control/ clerking/ etc. This paper is a must for any
attempts at good on-line mail service.
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14. Management Support
Alsberq^ P.^ Day# J.^ Purdy/ G.^ "Automated Resource Sharing on
the ARPA Network"^ Center for Advanced Computation Reports
Univ. of III./- May 1973.
[Automated Resource Sharing^ ARPANET^ Distributed Computing^
Security/ Name Space Management /^ File Access Protocols/^
Process Control ProtocDlsD
The design of a network-based distributed computing system
to take advantage of some unique/ heterogeneous resources
available to the Center for Advanced Computation over the
ARPANET is discussed. Four problems currently impeding the
use of the ARPANET as a resource sharing utility—network
security/ name space Ttanagefnent / file access protocols/ and
process control protocols/ are discussed. In addition/ a
security coding systen to control resource sharing is
desc r 1 bed
.
Alsbern/ P. A./ "Distributed Processino on the ARPA
Net work--Measurerpent s of the Cost and Performance Tradeoffs
for Numerical Tasks"/ Proc. Eighth Hawaii Internat'l
Conference of System Sciences/ 1975.
CMeasurement/ ARPANET/ Resource Sharing/ Performance
Benchmark!
A benchmark of the cost (including network costs) and speed
of a typical numerical computation (matrix inversion) for
seven different machines on the ARPANET shows that
distributed computing pays off earlier than first expected.
Rough trends are also given for operations such as file
management/ console handling/ bit flogging/ and character
manipulation. This paoer is one of the first to actually
show that distributed computation is cost effective.
Benoit/ J.W,/ Graf-kJebster/ E./ "REX--A Resource Location and
Acquisition Service for the ARPA Computer Network"/ MITRE
Technical Report "iS// January 1974/ MITRE Corp./ McLean/
Va.
[ARPANET/ Command Language/ Distributed Computing/
Documentation/ Network Accounting/ On-line Documentation/
Resource Sharing]
Several existing resource sharing systems on the ARPANET
are briefly described/ and some basic needs of a resource
sharing system are discussed. The REX system is described
REX is a system which allows a user to locate a desired
resource on the net. This is done using local files. No
host-host communication is required.
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Bensoussan^ A.^ Clingen/ C./ Daieyr R . /^ "The MULTICS Virtual
Memory "y ACM Second Sy t. oosium on Operating Systems
Principles^ October 1969/ op. 30-42.
CMULTICS/- Virtual MemDry^ Access Controls Data Sharing*
Segmentation/- Paging/ Address SpaceJ
Design and implementation considerations of segmentation
and paginq in MULTICS are discussed in detail. It is shown
how the MULTICS supervisor/ in conjunction with the 6E 6A5
segmentation and paging hardware/ utilizes the virtual
memo ry
.
Betourne/ C./ Boulenger/ J./ Ferrie/ J./ Kaiser/ C./ Kott/ J./
Krafcowiak/ S./ *!ossiere/ J./ "Process Management and
Resource Sharing in the Multiaccess System 'ESOPE*"/ ACM
Second Syrhposiuu on Operating Systems Principles/ October
1969/ pp. 67-7A.
EPesource Sharing/ Process Control/ Process Synchronization/
File System Design/ Virtual Kemory/ Resource Allocation!
Process management/ virtual memory/ file systei
organization/ memory allocation/ and user scheduling are
discussed generally in relation to the main design
principles of the multiaccess system fcSOPE. No actual
implementation details are given.
Bhushan/ A./ Ryan/ N./ "Using MIT-MATHLAB macSYMA from MIT~DWS
MUDDLt"--An Experiment in Automated Resource Sharing"/ NIC
#19501
[Automated Resource SharingJ
This paoer describes an exoeriment in nontrivial automated
resource sharing between the MUDDLE system at MIT-DMS and
the HACSYMA system at MIT-MATHLA3 in such a manner that the
MUDDLE-user is not required to know anything about the ARPA
Network/ WATHLAB/ or even MACSYMA.
Bressler/ R./ "Interprocess Communication on the ARPA Coipute
Network"/ MIT Civil Engineering *?S Thesis/ June 1971.
C I nt er-proc ess Communication/ Co-operating Processes/
Resource Sharing/ Time Sharing/ IMP/ NCP/ Socket/ Flow
Control/ ARPANET!
The development of a "Network Control Program (MCP) for
ITS PDP-10 timesharing system is outlined. The
relationship between the 1/0 structure of a ti'me sharin
system and the network as an I/O device is defined.
Finally/ the control commands and the choice of sockets
the mapping device for the link space is examined and
suggestions for improvement in the NCP are given.
the
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Bresslerr R,r "Free File Transfer"/ RFC 487/- Apr.
CAccess Control/^ Accountinq^ FTP/ SecurityD
1973
This RFC discusses briefly an access control and accounting
problem inherent in a network where each host does its own
user validation. Also see RFC's 501 and 505.
ressler/ R.# Thomas^ R./ "Inter-Entity Communi cat ion--An
Experiment"/ RFC 441/ Jan. 1973.
CResource Sharinq/ User SupportD
This paper describes highly successful early attempts on
the ARPANET to develop techniques of user-user
communication. The experiment allowed a user to "find"
another user if he was on any other machine on the network
participating in the experiment. He was also able to talk
to the user/ show the user what he was doing/ etc. The
experiment was performed between the PDP-10 at MIT-DMC6 and
the various PDP-10 TE'^EX systems.
Browne/ P./ Steinauer/ D./ "ft Model for Access Control"/ AC1
SI6FIDET Workshop on Data Description/ Access and Control/
1971/pp. 241-Z62.
CAccess Control/ Resojrce Sharing/ Authorization/
Prot ect i on3
The problems of authorization for a multiple-user resource
sharing data processing systeia are discussed. The
requirements for the access of objects (e.g./ terminals/
users/ programs/ etc.) to other objects are covered in some
detail. A model for access control is developed which
combines the military-type level (tree-structured)
classification and a category or clique classification. No
discussion is given of efficiency/ issues of identification/
or other advantages and disadvantages of the model.
Daley/ R./ Dennis/ J./ "Virtual Memory/ Processes/ and Sharing in
MULTICS"/ CACM 11/ May 1968/ pp. 306-312.
CMULTICS/ Virtual Memory/ Data Sharing/ Dynamic Linkinn/
Multi-programming/ Storage Management/ Storage Hierarchies^
Resource Sharing/ Security!
Basic concepts involved in the design of the MULTICS
operating system/ such as processes/ address space/ and
virtual memory/ are introduced and defined. Procedure and
data sharing is discussed and the dynamic transformation of
symbolic references into virtual -nachine addresses is
described in detail.
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Dijkstra^ fc.W.^ "A Class of Allocation Strategies Inducina
Rounded Delays Only"^ AFIPS SJCCi' 1972.
[Resource Sharing^ Mu It
i
-programni ng ^ Process
Sync hron i z at i on3
A set of conditions and an allocation strategy are
presented that prevent star\/ation in any of a set of
processes competing for a set of resources.
Dijkstra^ t.W.^ "Co-operating Sequential Processes'^ Programming
Languages^ F. ^enuysr ed.x Acade-nic Press/ New York 1968.
[Resource Sharing/- Mu 1 1 i -progr am^ii ng/ Process
Synchronization/ Interprocess Co-miunication/ Semap horeD
This paoer describes the oeneral problems encountered by
co-operating sequential processes and some specific
solutions- A set of primitives to effect co-ordination
between co-operating sequential processes is motivated and
developed. These primitives/ the P and V operations on an
object called a semaphore/ are discussed in detail with
examples- Co-operation using status variables/ with
semaphores providing -nutual exclusion/ to permit more
arbitrary co-ordination than semaphores allow is also
described. Finally/ the banker's aloorithm/ a deadlock
prevention schene/ is Tiotivated and described.
Frank/ H./ Kleinrock/ L./ Kahn/ R.F./ "Computer Communication
Network Desi gn--Exper i ence with Theory and Practice"/ AFIPS
SJCC AO/ ^9Y2, pp. 235-270.
[Distributed System Technology/ Messaae Switching/ Network
Design/ Store and Forward Communications/ Resource Sharing/
ARPAi^ET/ Network Topology/ Modeling/ Flow Control/ Routing/
Error Detection/ trror f?ecovery]
Major problems relating to IVP design/ topological design/
and network modeling on the ARPA network are discussed and
the major design techniques which have evolved to deal with
them are given.
Harslem/ E./ Heafner/ J./ "Aspects of Large-Scale Resource
Sharing through Networks of Computers"/ Rand P-4833/ r^ay
1972.
[ARPANET/ Distributed Computing/ Resource SharinoD
This paper discusses the desirability of distributed
computer networks/ and contains a description of ARPANET
properties and developtjent . A prognosis is given for
network developments in the near future.
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Herzog^ b.^ "!*tERIT Co-nputer Network"/' Computer Networks^ R.
Rustin/ ed.A Prentice-Hall^ 1972^ pp. 45-48.
[MERIT/- Resource Sharing/- Front End Processor/- Distributed
Systern/^ Network Design^ Network Management3
The objectives and organization of the MERIT Coiaputer
Network are discussed from their inception through their
projected future development- The historical and
administrative com pexi ties are presented, (author's
abst ract
)
Honeywell Info Systems and ^IT/- "Multics Project Administrator's
Manual"/- Honeywell Info Systems and ^IT/- Feb. 1973.
CUser Support/- Manaqeuent SupportD
This document describes the support for a Project
Administrator on a f^ultics systei*. The facilities include
assioninq resource limits to project members/^ load controls
preemption^ etc.
Kahn/- R.^ "Terminal Access to the ARPA Computer Network"^
Computer Networks/^ R. Rustin/^ ed.^ Prent i ce-Ha 1 1 /» 1972^ pp
147-166.
[ARPANET^ Store and Forward Communications^ IMP^ Resource
Sharing/ Time Sharing]
The goals and current developments in the ARPA Network are
discussed. The characteristics of a Terminal IMP are
described. The Terminal IMP (TIP) will permit direct
connection to the ARPA Network.
Kleinrock^ L,r "Research Areas in Computer Communications"/
Computer Communication Review/^ SIGCC^M Quarterly Review 4#
W. Chu/' ed./- July 197^^ pp. 1-4.
CCommuni cat i ons/^ Distributed System/ Flow Control/ Resource
Shar i ng3
The major research areas in computer communications are
discussed. The specific problems emphasized by the author
are: design of computer communication networks consisting
of thousands of nodes/ flow control in all networks/ and
the problems of privacy/ security and resource control and
allocation in distributed systems.
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Lay# W./> Mills^ D . / Zelkowitz^ M./^ "Design of a Distributed
Computer Network for Resource Sh^rin^"/^ AIAA CoTiouter
Network Systems Conference/' Paper fr/'A-426/ 1973.
CDistributed Computing/ Resource Sharing/ Time Sharinq/^
Fault Tolerance^ Kernel/^ Virtual Memory^ Interprocess
Cormiunication/' Messaoe Switching/' Resource Managements Ring
Net work 3
A distributed operating system for an integrated network of
non-homogeneous minicomputers is proposed. Current
distributed computer network designs are discussed. The
general organization of the prototype Distributed Computer
Network (at the University of Maryland) including storage
management/ interprocess communication (via messages and
ports)/- and resource management is discussed.
Multics/- "System Administrator's i^lanual"/ Honeywell Info Systems
and MIT/ Feb. 1973.
[Accounting/ User Supoort/- i^ianageient Support]
This document describes the capabilities and functions
provided the System Administrator of a Kultics systert'. The
facilities described include resource control/ billing^
creating new users/ etc.
PadlipskyA f^^i.A.^ "Two Solutions to a File Transfer Access
Problem"/ RFC 505/ July 1975.
[Access Control/ Accojntina/ File Transfer Protocol/
Securi t y
3
This RFC addresses the problems of file access and
accountino for file transfers in a network without
network-wide accounting. The author offers two solutions
which have been used and discusses their implications (See
also RFC 's 487 and 501 .)
Padlipsky/- M.A./ "NtTED: A Common Editor for the ARPA Network"/
RFC 569/ Oct. 1973.
[Resource Sharing/^ User Supports Editor]
This document provides a functional description of a common
network editor. The editor is based on the Multics editor/
EDS. This choice was made because of its simplicity and
ease of definition.
Pogran/- K.T.z "Unmuddlinp Free File Transfer"/ RFC 50^ ^^ay/- 1973.
[Access Control/^ Accounting/^ File Transfer Protocol/
Security]
This RFC elaborates on the suq;? est i ons made in Bressler's
RFC 4b7. The author examines the problem from another
point of view and points up several difficulties in
security and accounting. Also see RFC's 487 and 505.
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Quatse^ J./- Gaulener P.^ Dodger D . /• "The External Access Network
of a Modular Computer System"/ AFIPS SJCC 40/^ ^972^ pp.
783-789.
CResource Sharinp/^ Security/- Messaqe Processing/ PRIME/
Protection/ Error Detection/ Inter-process Communi cat ionD
The PRIME system consists of sets of modules dynamically
reconfigured into separate subsystems. Three classes of
communications are needed: processor-to-processor/
processor-to-facility pool device-(e.g- disk drive)/
primary memory-to-facility pool device. This paper
describes the structure and components of the External
Access Network (EAN) developed for this purpose.
Roberts/ L./ Wessler/ B./ "Computer Network Development to
Achieve Resource Sharing"/ AFIPS SJCC/ 1970/ pp. 543-5A9.
[ARPANET/ Resource Sharing/ St ore-and-f orward Networks/
Network Topology/ Network Design]
This slightly dated article gives the requirements/
properties/ and topology of the communications system
chosen for the ARPANET. A quantitative comparison is made
between the chosen ARPANET conf i qurat i on and alternative
network communications systems designs.
S3lt2er/ J.H./ "Protection and the Control of Information Sharing
in Multics"/ CACM 17/ July 197A, pp. 338-402.
tMULTICS/ Security/ Privacy/ Access Control/ Data Sharing/
Time Sharing/ Virtual Memory/^ Storage Hierarchies3
access control/ authentication/ and protection mechanisms
discussed in this paper are important concepts in the field
of secure operating systems.
Schmid/ H./ "An Approach to the Communication and Synchronization
of Processes"/ International Computing Symposium 1973/ A.
Gunther/ B. Levrat/ H. Lipps/ eds./ North Holland/ 1973.
[Process Synchronization/ Inter-process Communication/
Petri Nets/ Resource Sharing/ Deadlock]
Primitives for the coTtmunication of concurrent process (»s
are introduced. Using these primitives/ process systems
are split into processes independent of/ and processes
communicating with the environment/ which allows easy
transformation of process systems into Petri Nets. Finally/
the implertientation is discussed.
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Schroeder/r M,^ Saltzer/^ J.^ "A Hardware Architecture for
Impl ement i no Protection Rings''^ CACM ^5r March 1972/ pp.
157-170.
CProtection^ Security^ Access Control/ MULTICS/ Virtual
M e m r y J
Criteria are presented for the design of access control
mechanisms/ and the processor mechanisms for i mp I e-nent i na
protection rings are described. Finally/ advantages and
possible uses for protection rings are discussed.
Schroeder/ ^1 . D . / "Cooperation of Mutually Suspicious Subsystems
in a Computer Utility"/ Report U*^^C TR-10A/ Project ^'lAC/
MIT.
[Security/ Access Control/ MULTICS3
A protection scheme based on capabilities and protection
domains is described. The scheme is efficiently
1 mpl ement abl e in hardware and extends the methods developed
for and implemented by the Honeywell 618U MULTICS processor
Impacts of the design on the supporting operatini system
are di scussed .
Somia/ P^./ "Synchronization Problems in a Computer Network"/
International Computing Symposiun 1973/ A. Gunther/ 3.
Levrat/ H. Lipos/ eds./ North Holland/ 197A.
[Resource Sharing/ Co-operating Processes/ SCC (Systeme
d • Ordi na teurs Connectes)/ Process synchronization/
Distributed System/ Resource Allocation3
Synchronization problems connected with distributed
resource allocation are discussed in relation to computer
networks/ in particular to SOC (Systeme d ' Orai nat eur
s
Connectes). The solution implemented is described/ and
advantages and disadvantages are discussed. finally/ the
applicability in more general circumstances is studied.
Spier/ M./ Organick/ E./ "The MULTICS Interprocess Communication
Facility"/ Second ACM Symposium on Operatinq Systems
Principles/ October 1969/ pp. 83-91.
Cint er-process Communication/ MULTICS/ Co-operating
Processes/ Process Synchronization]
The MULTICS interprocess communication (IPC) facility is
discussed as it relates to capaoilities produced as a
result of basic system design. Shared data oases oy virtue
of unambiiuous file system names/ lock and unlock
primitives/ and block/wakeup services for processor
multiplexing are the oasis tor the IPC facility.
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Thomas/' R.^ "A Resource Sharing Executive for the ARPANET"/ BBN
Report 2522/ larch 1973.
CResource Sharing^ User SupDortD
This descrioes the RSEXEC system developed for ARPANET
TENEX's. The program allows inter-entity functions as
described in Bressler's paper (see RFC AA1)/ an environment
for file transfer and -nail^ and maintenance of a list of
accessed f i les .
Watson/^ R.W./ "Some Thoughts on System Design to Facilitate
Resource Sharing"/ RFC 592, NIC 20391/ Nov. 1973.
CDistributed System/ Resource Sharing/ ARPANET3
An appeal is made to system designers on ARPANET hosts to
systemitize interfaces to system services- Decoupling the
service from a direct link to the local operating system
makes it more accessible to other sites located around the
network .
Weis/ A./ "Distributed Network Activity at IBM"/ Computer
Networks/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/ 1972/ pp. 1-25.
CRJE/ Resource Sharing/ TSS/ Protocol/ Centralized System/
Distributed System^ Security]
IBM experimental network activities/ related to TSS/ during
1968- 1972 are described. Some of the outstanding problems
that will have to be addressed during the coming years in
the area of computer networks are discussed.
Wulf/ W.A./ Bell/ C.6. C.ump— A Mul t i-Mi ni-Processor**/ AFIPS
FJCC/ 1972/ pp. 765-777.
CMul t
i
-processi np/ Process synchronization/ Resource
Sharing/ Operating System/ Computer Hardware!
This paper describes a mult i -processor configuration of
Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11's being constructed at
Carnegie-Mellon University. The processor/ memory/ and
switches being used are described. An operating system
kernel called HYDRA is introduced/ and a very brief
discussion of resources and protection is given. Processor
synchronization and related software issues are discussed.
285

15. Network Support
Cotton/- I . /• "Network *1anagefient Survey"/ Seventh Hawaii
International Conference on System Sciences - Subconference
on Computer Networks^ 1974.
[Network Manageinent /- ARPANET^ MERIT^ TYMNET3
A brief comparison in table format is presented of
management practices for the ARPANET/ MERIT/ TUCC^ Oregon
State/- and Tymnet networks- All information is from
reference material.
Herzog^ B./ "MERIT Computer Network"^ Computer Networks^ R.
Rustin/- ed./ Prentice-Hall/- 1972/ pp. 45-A8.
[MERIT/ Resource Sharing/ Front End Processor/- Distributed
System^ Network Desiga^ Network ManageroentJ
The objectives and organization of the MERIT Computer
Network are discussed from their inception through their
projected future development. The historical and
administrative compexities are presented, (author's
abst ract
)
McKays D./ Karp/- D . /^ "IBB Computer Net work /440"^ Computer
Networks/ R. Rustin/ ed./ Prentice-Hall/- 1972x pp. 29-43.
[Distributed System/ Te I ecow'Runi c at i ons# Centralized System/-
Network Control Language3
Network/440 is a het erogeneous/^ general purpose computer
network as well as a research project on networking
problems. This paper describes the present design and
implementation/- and what are forseen as important problems
in the field of networking.
McKenzie/- A. A./- Cosellx B.P.^ McQuillan/- J.M./- Thorpe/- M.J./- "The
Network Control Center for the ARPA Network"/ Computer
Communication: Impacts and Implications^ Proc. First ICCC^
S. Winkler/- ed./- 1972.
[ARPANET/- Network Control/- Network Management]
The NCC is responsible for detecting^ locating/- and
correcting failures in the ARPANET IMP communications
network. This paper discusses the hardware and software
used to accomplish this/^ along with several measurement
f aci li t i es.
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